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Preface

Research on agents and multi-agent systems has matured during the last thirty years and
many effective applications of this technology are now deployed. An international forum
to present and discuss the latest scientific developments and their effective applications,
to assess the impact of the approach, and to facilitate technology transfer, became a
necessity and was created almost two decades ago.

PAAMS, the International Conference on Practical Applications of Agents and
Multi-Agent Systems, is the international yearly conference to present, discuss, and
disseminate the latest developments and the most important outcomes related to real-
world applications. It provides a unique opportunity to bring multi-disciplinary experts,
academics, and practitioners together to exchange their experience in the development
and deployment of agents and multi-agent systems.

This volume presents the papers that were accepted for the 2021 edition of PAAMS.
These articles report on the application and validation of agent-based models, meth-
ods, and technologies in a number of key application areas, including: agents for social
good, advancedmodels for learning, agent-basedprogramming, distributeddata analysis,
automatic planning, decision-making, social interactions, formal and theoretic models,
self-adaptation, mobile edge computing, swarms, and task allocation. Each paper sub-
mitted to PAAMS went through a stringent peer-review process by three members of
the Program Committee composed of 139 internationally renowned researchers from
34 countries. From the 56 submissions received, 16 were selected for full presentation
at the conference; another 11 papers were accepted as short presentations. In addi-
tion, a demonstration track featuring innovative and emergent applications of agent and
multi-agent systems and technologies in real-world domains was organized. In all, 13
demonstrations were shown, and this volume contains a description of each of them.

We would like to thank all the contributing authors, the members of the Program
Committee, the sponsors, IBM, AEPIA, APPIA, the AIR Institute and the University
of Salamanca, and the Organizing Committee for their hard and highly valuable work.
We acknowledge the funding supporting through the project “Intelligent and sustainable
mobility supported by multi-agent systems and edge computing” (ID RTI2018-095390-
B-C32). This work contributed to the success of the PAAMS 2021 event.

Thanks for your help – PAAMS 2021 would not exist without your contribution.

July 2021 Frank Dignum
Juan Manuel Corchado
Fernando De la Prieta
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Multi-agent Techniques to Solve
a Real-World Warehouse Problem

Botond Ács, László Dóra, Olivér Jakab, and László Z. Varga(B)

Faculty of Informatics, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, 1117 Budapest, Hungary
lzvarga@inf.elte.hu

Abstract. In recent years, many warehouses applied mobile robots to
move products from one location to another. We focus on a traditional
warehouse where agents are humans and they are engaged with tasks
to navigate to the next destination one after the other. The possible
destinations are determined at the beginning of the daily shift. Our real-
world warehouse client asked us to minimise the total wage cost, and to
minimise the irritation of the workers because of conflicts in their tasks.
We extend Multi-Agent Path Finding (MAPF) solution techniques. We
define a heuristic optimisation for the assignment of the packages. We
have implemented our proposal in a simulation software and we have
run several experiments. According to the experiments, the make-span
and the wage cost cannot be reduced with the heuristic optimisation,
however the heuristic optimisation considerably reduces the irritation of
the workers. We conclude our work with a guideline for the warehouse.

Keywords: Multi-Agent Path Finding · Task Assignment ·
Warehouse · Multi-agent optimisation

1 Introduction

In recent years, many warehouses applied mobile robots to move products from
one location to another. These applications gave rise to intensive research on
problems related to the optimisation of moving a team of agents in discrete
time-steps on a graph while avoiding collisions. Big e-commerce companies are
interested in this research [16]. This research has become more important nowa-
days, as the recent pandemic has increased the demand for e-commerce.

In traditional warehouses, the agents go to the shelves, they pick up the prod-
ucts from the shelves and put them into their warehouse cart. Then the agents
take the cart to the exit of the warehouse and park the cart for transportation.

The movement of the agents need to be optimised which is the main topic
of Multi-Agent Path Finding (MAPF) [13]. The classical MAPF is a “one shot”
problem. Each agent has a starting position and a destination position anywhere
in the warehouse. In the lifelong MAPF problem [8], the destination positions
appear online and the agents are constantly engaged with new tasks to navigate
to the next destination. In our traditional warehouse, agents are also engaged
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
F. Dignum et al. (Eds.): PAAMS 2021, LNAI 12946, pp. 1–13, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-85739-4_1
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with tasks to navigate to the next destination one after the other, but the possible
destinations are determined at the beginning of the daily shift, because our
wholesale warehouse client operates with daily orders. We call this traditional
version of the problem “semi-lifelong” MAPF problem.

Our client is a traditional warehouse where the agents are humans. Our real-
world warehouse client asked us to tell the number of workers that is needed to be
allocated to complete the daily shift in an optimal way. The optimisation goals
are to minimise the total wage cost, and to minimise the irritation of the workers
when they have to walk around each other or they have to wait in front of a shelf
for the other worker to finish. Such real-world scenario is not directly addressed
by classic MAPF methods. We advance the state of the art by combining and
extending classic MAPF methods to solve a real-world problem.

In Sect. 2, we define the problem to be solved. In Sect. 3, we review the related
work. In Sect. 4, we present the proposed solution that we have implemented in
a simulation software. In Sect. 5, we describe the simulation experiments that
we have done. In Sect. 6, we evaluate the experimental results, and we give a
guideline for our real-world warehouse client. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Definition

We focus on a traditional warehouse where humans collect the products, but
our proposal and results can be applied to robots as well. We use the word
agent for human workers. Figure 1 shows the typical layout of the warehouse.
The warehouse has a grid layout, and an agent with a warehouse cart occupies
one cell in this grid. The shelves are organised in aisles. One shelf occupies one
cell. The aisles are wide enough for three agents: one can pass while two other
agents stand in front of the shelves.

There is a given set of orders in each daily shift. There are O number of
orders per day. The orders consist of several products. The orders have to be
split into packages that can be collected into one or more warehouse carts.

The carts are moved by the agents on a route from the entrance door of the
warehouse to the exit door. One agent can move maximum one cart. The agent
and its cart move together, and they occupy one cell in each time step. When
an agent finishes with a route, then it goes back to the entrance outside of the
warehouse, and the agent can start its next route after T time.

The products of the orders have to be collected from the shelves. The agent
and the cart stays for a short S time in front of a shelf while the products are
collected from the shelf. If an agent is in front of a shelf and another agent wants
to go to the same shelf, then the later arriving agent has to wait.

The products of an order have to be assigned to carts so that the products
fit into the least number of carts. The set of products assigned to a cart is a
package. The agent with the cart must visit the shelves containing the products
assigned to the package.
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Fig. 1. A typical warehouse layout. The entrance is at the left-hand side and the exit
is at the right-hand side. The shelves are indicated with grey cells. The agents pulling
the carts are indicated with yellow cells.

There are N number of agents to move the carts. The daily shift lasts maxi-
mum H hours. The number H is fixed. The work-time of an agent within a shift
starts when the first agent starts with its first cart, and the work-time ends when
the last agent exits from the warehouse with its last cart.

Defining the order of the packages is the task assignment (TA). The make-
span (M) of the schedule is the time difference between the start of the work-time
of the first agent and the end of the work-time of the last agent. The total wage
cost is C = M×N . Note that the wage cost is proportional to the make-span,
i.e. an agent also incurs cost when it is assigned to the warehouse work, but
it is only waiting for the other agents to finish. This is because the agents are
assigned to the job for the total make-span.

Our client asked us to solve the following problem: Create a schedule of
the packages in accordance with the above description, and assign the packages
to the agents. The schedule must fit within the shift. Find the schedule that
needs the least amount of wage cost, and in addition, try to minimise the extra
movements and waits of the agents.

3 Related Work

A direct approach to solve the “one shot” MAPF problem optimally is to treat
the team of agents as a single joint agent and then to apply a version of the
A∗ algorithm [3]. The Conflict Based Search (CBS) [11] algorithm treats the
agents individually and applies a two level search. The optimal and complete
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CBS algorithm outperforms the A∗ approach in many cases. Finding an optimal
solution for the MAPF problem is computationally intractable [17]. Compu-
tationally tractable MAPF solvers produce sub-optimal solutions. Sub-optimal
MAPF solvers include the CA* [12] (incomplete and suboptimal), the PBS [7]
(incomplete and suboptimal), and the ECBS [9] (complete and bounded subop-
timal) algorithms.

In a more realistic warehouse scenario, there are products on shelves and the
agents have to deliver the products to delivery points. In this warehouse scenario,
the agents can chose among the products, but then the destination of the prod-
uct is fixed. The CBS-TA algorithm [4] is a complete and optimal solution for
this task assignment (TA) and route finding problem, but it is computationally
intractable. This scenario is also a “one shot” MAPF problem.

In an even more realistic warehouse scenario, the MAPF problem is a life-
long problem where the optimal collision-free routes may change when new tasks
appear. There are different methods [5] to approach the re-planning in the life-
long MAPF. One method is to solve the lifelong MAPF for all tasks as a whole
[10]. Another method is to treat it as a sequence of MAPF problems at every
time-step when a new task is assigned to an agent. At this time-step, the routes
for all agents are re-planned [2,15]. In the third method, the route is re-planned
only for those agents which get new tasks [6].

Frequent re-planning makes the computational complexity of the MAPF
solvers more difficult to handle. The windowed MAPF approach helps to reduce
this computational complexity [5]. In the windowed MAPF solver, the collisions
are resolved only for the well chosen next w time-steps ahead. In fact, there is
no need to resolve the conflicts for the whole routes, if the routes are re-planned
before the agents complete them.

4 Proposed Solution

Two optimisations are already provided to us from our client: the orders are split
into packages, and the order of the products within a package is defined. The
first optimisation from our client is basically a bin packing problem which can
be solved with polynomial algorithm [14]. The second optimisation, finding the
best order of the products within a package is similar to the travelling salesman
problem [1] which is computationally hard, but there is no need to solve it in
the general form. A plain heuristic on the map of the warehouse is good enough,
because the agents go from the entrance towards the exit, and they visit the
aisles in this order. Once the agents enter an aisle, they collect all the products
that are assigned to them and can be found in the given aisle. The order within
an aisle follows a U-shape.

In our real-world warehouse, the MAPF problem has lifelong like features on
two levels: the agents are engaged with new products one after the other within
one package, and the agents are engaged with new packages one after the other
within one daily shift. Therefore we have to optimise the route for each package,
and we have to optimise the order of the packages within one shift.
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The task assignment for the optimisation of the route for a package is given,
and we only have to optimise the conflict free routes between the products. We
treat this problem as a sequence of MAPF problems at every time-step when
an agent starts for a new product. At this time-step, the routes for all agents
are re-planned to find the best route for each agent. Although this needs a lot
of computing effort, but if only the route for a single agent is re-planned, then
completeness is not always guaranteed [5]. We use the CBS algorithm to find
the optimal conflict-free routes. The CBS algorithm performs better in the case
of bottlenecks, and the warehouse aisles are likely to be bottlenecks. Although
the CBS algorithm is computationally hard, we used this algorithm, because
the number of agents in the real-world warehouse is expected to be below 20.
We used the windowed MAPF approach to reduce computational complexity,
although it weakens the optimality of the CBS algorithm.

The classic MAPF solvers do not handle the problem of the waiting time in
front of the shelves. Let us consider the situation when an agent arrives at a
shelf and wants to stay in front of the shelf for S time-steps to complete its job.
If a second agent also arrives at the same shelf during this time, then a classic
MAPF solver might produce a solution where the first agent interrupts its job,
the second agent stands in front of the shelf, the second agent completes its job,
and then the first agent returns. A classic MAPF solver may even consider to
interleave the jobs of the two agents. Such solution would not be acceptable in
a real-world warehouse, therefore we modified the CBS algorithm to make the
S time-steps in front of a shelf indivisible.

In order to optimise the order of the packages within one shift, we would
like to avoid that agents have to go to the same shelf at the same time. We
know all the packages in advance, but avoiding the conflicts of the packages is a
combinatorially hard problem. So we defined a heuristic (Algorithm 1) to solve
it. We want to minimise the number of the same product destinations assigned to
those agents who are at the same time in the warehouse. This should be true all
the time. Because an agent gets a new package when it finishes with the previous
package, we want to find an ordering of the packages where there are minimal
number of the same product destinations in any N consecutive packages.

We define the distance distance(p1, p2) of two packages p1 and p2 with the
number of products that are in both packages. Note that if distance(p1, p2) = 0,
then two agents are happy to work on them at the same time. If distance(p1, p2)
is bigger, then bigger difference in timing is preferable. Given a set of packages
P and a package p, then we collect from P the identifiers of packages that are
closest to p into the set C with the function C = closest(P, p).

We use the heuristic defined by Algorithm 1. The function next(R,S) returns
a package to be assigned to an agent which is free to start to collect a package.
The packages that have not yet been assigned to any agent are in set R. The
currently assigned packages are in the ordered list S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk}. The first
agent starts to collect package s1, the next agent starts to collect package s2,
the next agent starts to collect package s3, etc. When a package si is assigned
to an agent, and the agent starts to collect si, then si is removed from R, and
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si is appended to the end of S. When an agent finishes with a package sj , and
delivers sj to the exit, then sj is removed from S, and the agent asks for another
package with next(R,S) if R is not empty.

When the first agent asks for a package with next(R,S), then S is empty,
and Algorithm 1 assigns a random package from R to the first agent (lines 2–3).
If S is not empty, then we collect the identifiers of those packages from R that
are closest to s1 into a set C (line 7). If there is only one package in this set C,
then this package will be assigned to the next agent (lines 8–9). Otherwise we
continue with s2, and we reduce the set C to those packages that are closest to
s2 (line 7). If there is only one package in C, then this package will be assigned
to the next agent (lines 8–9). We continue with the packages in S until we reach
the number of packages in S. Finally, if C still contains more than one package,
then we return a random package from C (line 10).

An additional optimisation is that we do not start the agents at the same
time, in order to reduce the collision conflicts in the first aisles. The agents start
with a delay bigger than the waiting time S in front of the shelves.

Algorithm 1: next(R,S) : select the next package
Input: A non-empty finite set R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm} of remaining packages, and

an ordered list S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} of currently assigned packages
Output: The package to be assigned to the next agent

1 begin
2 if S is empty then
3 return r1
4 else
5 C ← R
6 for i ← 1 to k do
7 C ← closest(C, si)
8 if |C| = 1 then
9 return the only c ∈ C

10 return any c ∈ C

5 Experimental Setup

The above solutions were implemented in a simulation program written in C#.
The inputs to the simulation program are the layout of the warehouse, the posi-
tion of the products in the warehouse, the position of the agents in the warehouse,
and the list of packages with the ordered list of products in them. The waiting
time S in front of a shelf and the window w to resolve the conflicts ahead can
be set as parameters. The simulation can be run with and without the heuristic
optimisation of the order of the packages. When the simulation ran for too long
time (one day was the limit), then we stopped it.
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The layout of the real-world is similar to the one in Fig. 1. We used this layout
in our simulations. Each product type can be found on two neighbouring shelves.
The products are evenly distributed among the shelves in the warehouse. The
real-world warehouse typically employs about 15 agents to deliver the orders.
We created scenarios for agents between 1 and 20. The typical size of a package
is around 16 products in the real-world warehouse, and usually only one package
has smaller size within an order. In our scenarios, all the packages have 16
products. We have limited the number of packages to 40 in our scenarios to
be able to run as many experiments as possible. The package number 40 was
selected, because it means two packages per agent in the case of 20 agents, which
is the maximum in our scenarios. The scenarios with these settings are similar
to the real-world scenarios.

We have created several scenarios for the experiments. Products were ran-
domly generated for two package sets p1 and p2. We assume that these package
sets are the output of the optimal splitting of the orders. The products in the
packages are ordered in accordance with the plain heuristic explained in Sect. 4.
The scenarios were run with and without the optimisation of Algorithm 1. When
Algorithm 1 was not used, the packages were assigned to the agents in the order
as they were randomly generated in package sets p1 and p2.

The window size w has to be greater than the job completion time S, so
that the extended CBS algorithm can handle the conflict of two agents aiming
to the same shelf at the same time. In order to reduce computation time, we set
the job completion time S to 2 time-steps. We chose three different lookahead
window sizes: 5, 10 and 100. The window sizes 5 and 10 are about the same as
the lookahead range of humans. The lookahead range 100 is about enough to find
the optimal solution to the next product anywhere in the warehouse. Because
replanning usually occurs more frequently than 10 steps, the plans above 10
steps are almost always dropped.

The simulation scenarios of all the above mentioned parameter combinations
were run. Each scenario was a single run, because there is no uncertainty in
execution. Most of the simulation runs could be completed in time, however
a few of them had to be stopped because they ran for too long time. Table 1
shows which simulation runs were completed. In some cases (e.g. p2/5/2/N or
p2/100/2/N for 14 agents) the not optimised simulation could not be completed
because of unlucky coincidences causing excessive amount of conflict resolution.

6 Evaluation

The following diagrams show the results of the simulations. The data series
legends in the diagrams use the same notations for the parameters as Table 1. If
the experiment uses the heuristic optimisation of the order of the packages, then
the marker of the data series is a filled circle. If the experiment does not use this
heuristic optimisation, then the marker of the data series is a filled triangle. The
horizontal axis is the number of agents on all diagrams.
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Table 1. The completed simulations (marked with tick signs).

Parameters Number of agents
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ep

s

O
p
ti
m
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a
ti
o
n

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

p1 5 2 Y ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

p1 5 2 N ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ -

p1 10 2 Y ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - -

p1 10 2 N ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - - -

p1 100 2 Y ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ -

p1 100 2 N ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - - - - - - -

p2 5 2 Y ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

p2 5 2 N ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓

p2 10 2 Y ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

p2 10 2 N ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ - -

p2 100 2 Y ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ -

p2 100 2 N ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - - - - -

The statistics of the make-span M (in time-steps) of the experiments are
shown in the diagram of Fig. 2. It seems that neither the lookahead window
nor the heuristic optimisation has effect on the make-span. We will see on the
diagram of Fig. 5 that there are only small differences.

The statistics of the wage cost C in the experiments are shown in the diagram
of Fig. 3. There are significant decreases in the trend of the wage cost when the
number of agents is a divisor of the number of packages, because in this case the
packages are evenly distributed among the agents, and there is no need for an
extra round with only a few agents. The wage cost is about 50% higher when
we apply 19 agents instead of 1. It seems that neither the lookahead window nor
the heuristic optimisation has effect on the wage cost.

The statistics of the irritation I in the experiments are shown in the diagram
of Fig. 4. The irritation I is the difference between the sum of the actions of all
agents of the given experiment and the number of actions of the single agent
experiment. The scenario with one agent is the reference for the total number of
steps of an “irritation free” solution. If there is only one agent, then it delivers
the packages one after the other, and it can always go on the shortest possible
route to the next product. There is a clear difference between the irritation in
the heuristically optimised scenarios (circle markers) and the heuristically not
optimised scenarios (triangle markers). The heuristic optimisation considerably
reduces the irritation of the agents. It seems that the lookahead window does
not have effect on the irritation. We will analyse this on the diagram of Fig. 6.
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Fig. 2. The make-span M of the experiments.

Fig. 3. The total wage cost C in the experiments.

The effect of the heuristic optimisation and the lookahead window on the
wage cost C is shown in the diagram of Fig. 5. The small sized markers are for
the lookahead window 5, the middle sized markers are for the lookahead window
10, and the large sized markers are for the lookahead window 100. The diagram
for the make-span ratios would be the same, because C = M × N . There are
no big differences between the optimised and the not optimised wage costs. The
not optimised wage cost is at most 7% higher than the optimised wage cost, but
in few cases the not optimised is at most 2% better. It seems that the lookahead
window does not have effect on the wage cost, because there is no clear trend.

The effect of the heuristic optimisation and the lookahead window on the irri-
tation I is shown in the diagram of Fig. 6. There are significant differences between
the optimised and the not optimised irritation. The not optimised irritation is in a
few cases 3 times higher than the optimised irritation, and in most of the cases the
not optimised irritation is around 2 times higher. The optimisation seems to help
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Fig. 4. The irritation I in the experiments.

Fig. 5. The ratio between the wage cost of the heuristically not optimised and the
wage cost of the heuristically optimised scenarios.

the most when there are fewer agents. If the number of agents is significantly less
than the number of packages, then there is more room for optimisation. It seems
that the lookahead window does not have effect on the wage cost, because there
is no clear trend.

After All, How Many Agents Are Needed? The guideline for our real-
world warehouse client is the following: Use Algorithm 1 for the heuristic opti-
misation of the order of the packages to reduce the irritation of the agents, and
apply as few agents as possible, because it reduces both wage cost and irritation.
In our experiments, if H = 2500, then (from the diagram of Fig. 2) N = 5. This
way the work can be completed within the daily shift (Fig. 2), the wage cost is
reduced (Fig. 3), and the irritation of the workers is reduced (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 6. The ratio between the irritation in the heuristically not optimised and irritation
in the heuristically optimised scenarios.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated the problem of a real-world warehouse. The
warehouse want to know the number of workers that is needed to minimise the
wage cost, and to minimise the irritation of the workers when they have to walk
around each other or they have to wait in front of a shelf for the other worker.

We have proposed a solution which uses MAPF solution techniques with
the following additions: 1) We have extended the CBS algorithm to handle the
waiting time in front of the shelves as an indivisible action. 2) We have solved
a “semi-lifelong” MAPF. We have used the method of re-planning for all agents
whenever there is a need for a new destination. 3) We have used the windowed
solution to reduce the computing complexity of the “semi-lifelong” MAPF. 4)
We have defined a heuristic optimisation for the assignment of the packages.

According to the experiments, the make-span and the wage cost cannot be
reduced with the heuristic optimisation, however the heuristic optimisation con-
siderably reduces the irritation of the agents. The lookahead window seems to
be indifferent, so the short range of human lookahead may perform as well as a
long range computational lookahead. We have concluded our work with a guide-
line for the real-world warehouse client. We plan to investigate if and how to
implement the ideas in the real ERP system of the client.
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Abstract. Current methods for authentication and key agreement
based on public-key cryptography are vulnerable to quantum computing.
We propose a novel approach based on artificial intelligence research in
which communicating parties are viewed as autonomous agents which
interact repeatedly using their private decision models. Authentication
and key agreement are decided based on the agents’ observed behaviors
during the interaction. The security of this approach rests upon the diffi-
culty of modeling the decisions of interacting agents from limited obser-
vations, a problem which we conjecture is also hard for quantum com-
puting. We release PyAMI, a prototype authentication and key agree-
ment system based on the proposed method. We empirically validate
our method for authenticating legitimate users while detecting different
types of adversarial attacks. Finally, we show how reinforcement learning
techniques can be used to train server models which effectively probe a
client’s decisions to achieve more sample-efficient authentication.

Keywords: Quantum resistance · Authentication · Key agreement ·
Multi-agent systems · Opponent modeling · Reinforcement learning

1 Introduction

Authentication and key agreement protocols are the foundation for secure com-
munication over computer networks. Most protocols in use today are based on
public-key cryptographic methods such as Diffie-Hellman key exchange, the RSA
cryptosystem, and elliptic curve cryptosystems [5]. These methods rely on the
difficulty of certain number theoretic problems which can be solved efficiently
using quantum computing [19]. Thus, researchers are studying alternative math-
ematical problems believed to be safe against quantum computing [5]. Standards
organizations such as the US National Institute of Standards and Technology [6]
are calling for new quantum-safe proposals for standardization.

We propose a novel formulation of authentication and key agreement inspired
by research in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. In the proposed
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method, communicating parties are viewed as autonomous agents which interact
repeatedly using their private decision models. Authentication and key agree-
ment are based solely on the agents recognizing each other from their observed
behavior, and no private information is sent at any time during the process. Our
approach creates a bridge to AI research in two ways:

Security – The method’s security rests upon the difficulty of modeling an agent’s
decisions from limited observations about its behavior – a long-standing problem
in AI research known as opponent modeling [1]. We conjecture that the problem
is as hard for quantum computing, since the problem is fundamentally one of
missing information regarding the causality in an agent’s decisions (details in
Sect. 3). There are no known quantum algorithms to solve opponent modeling;
indeed, if such an algorithm was invented as an attack on our method, it could
provide significant novel insights for AI research.

Optimization – By formulating authentication as a multi-agent interaction
process, we can employ concepts and algorithms for optimal decision-making
from reinforcement learning (rl) [21] to optimize the efficiency of the process.
The idea is to enable communicating agents to be strategic about probing each
other’s reactions to maximize authentication accuracy and efficiency. We apply
rl methods to our framework to optimize the agent models to reduce the number
of interactions required to reach high-confidence authentication decisions.

In summary, our contributions are the following. We introduce a protocol
for secure authentication and key agreement based on recognizing an agent from
limited observations of its actions. We show empirically that our method obtains
high accuracy in rejecting different categories of adversarial agents, while accept-
ing legitimate agents with high confidence. We release a prototype implementa-
tion of this protocol, called PyAMI, which allows remote machines to authenti-
cate to one another and generate symmetric session keys. Finally, we introduce
an approach for optimizing security based on rl and show empirically that it
leads to a significantly more efficient protocol in terms of the required number
of client/server interactions than a default random probing server agent.

2 Related Work

Post-quantum Alternatives: Among current post-quantum methods in the
literature, those based on the fields of coding theory [20], lattice theory [12],
and multivariate quadratic polynomials [15] provide existing entity identifica-
tion schemes. Such schemes avoid quantum vulnerability by relying on problems
for which there is no known quantum algorithm. The use of optimization and
decision-theoretic principles, however, makes our approach fundamentally differ-
ent to other lines of investigation in post-quantum security which rely primarily
on the development of new cryptographic operators.

Symmetric AKE: Protocols for symmetric authenticated key-exchange (AKE)
such as Kerberos [13] often rely on a third party to provide session keys. Their
session key may also be generated independently of the long-term key (LTK).
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In our protocol, parties generate session keys without the aid of an extra entity,
and derive it based on the LTK. With respect to authentication, protocols like
[3] often use a MAC tag based on the LTK, while our protocol uses a test of
statistical similarity to determine whether a party possesses the expected LTK.

Information-Theoretic Secrecy: Information-theoretic protocols rely on
security which can be achieved without any assumptions on an attacker’s com-
putational limits. Shannon’s introduction of such protocols required a shared
secret key between communicating parties over a noiseless channel [18]. Later
protocols replaced this requirement of a shared key by introducing stochasticity
[23]. Our key agreement protocol is similar to Shannon’s original setting, relying
upon a shared secret in the form of the client’s decision model, but it is instead
used to generate the session key itself for symmetric encryption and decryption.

Multi-agent Modeling/Interactive Processes: Agent-based modeling has
been applied quite broadly in the field of security, such as for analyzing dynamics
between parties in a computer network [22]. Our protocol is a novel application
of multi-agent theory and optimization to cryptographic authentication. Game-
theoretic approaches, particularly security games, have also been proposed for
cyber-defense scenarios between attacker and defenders [10]. Our own work does
not rely on equilibrium concepts which are difficult to scale [7] and based on
normative rationality assumptions.

3 Authentication via Multi-agent Interaction

This section details our proposed protocol, called Authentication via Multi-
agent Interaction (ami; pronounced “Am I?”). In the following, we use calli-
graphic letters (e.g., X ) to denote sets, lower case letters to denote elements of
sets and functions, and upper case letters to denote random variables. We use
Δ(X ) to denote the set of all probability distributions over elements of set X .

We consider a setting in which a client seeks to authenticate to a server as
a particular user, u. The server must decide whether the client is the intended
(legitimate) user u or an adversarial client attempting to access the server as
the intended user.

Protocol: When a client seeks to authenticate, the server initiates an interaction
process which proceeds through time steps t = 0, 1, 2, ...., l (cf. Figure 1). At
each time step t, the client and server independently choose actions At

c and At
s,

respectively, with values in a finite set of available actions, A := {1, ..., n}. The
agents then send their chosen actions to each other. The server associates a
probabilistic decision model, πu, with each legitimate user; the decision model
is known only to the server agent and the legitimate user. At the end of the
interaction process, the server decides whether the interaction history Hl :=
(A0

s, A
0
c , ..., A

l
s, A

l
c) was generated with a client using the model πu associated

with the legitimate user. If the server decides it has been interacting with this
model, then it authenticates the client as user u; otherwise, it rejects the client
agent.
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Client
model: πc

Server
model: πs

User: u

t = 0: A0
c A0

s

t = l: Al
c Al

s

...

Auth: yes iff. (A0
c, ..., A

l
c) ∼ πu

session key:
key(Hl, πc)

session key:
key(Hl, πu)

Fig. 1. Multi-agent interaction protocol

We formalize agent decision models as functions mapping the past interaction
history to a distribution over the available actions. That is, the client chooses
actions with the model πc : Ht → Δ(A) where Ht is the set of possible interaction
histories up to time t. Similarly, the server agent chooses actions with a model
πs. Various model representations could be used, including probabilistic decision
trees, probabilistic finite state automata, and neural networks. Jointly, the server
and client agent define a distribution on (l + 1)-step interaction histories, ps,c.
If the client in the interaction process is a legitimate client then they use the
decision model πu (i.e., πc = πu) that is a shared secret between the server and
legitimate client. To perform authentication, the server decides whether a given
interaction history has been produced by ps,u or not. To do so, we equip ami with
a test function, test : Hl → {0, 1} that returns 1 if and only if an interaction
H ∼ ps,u. In Sect. 4 we describe how this function can be implemented with a
frequentist hypothesis test.

Key Agreement: If the client is successfully authenticated, a secret session
key can be computed as a function key(Hl, π), where the client uses key(Hl, πc)
and the server uses key(Hl, πu); if πc = πu, then the computed keys will be
equal. One possible implementation of the key function is by concatenating the
probabilities πu(At

c|Hl), t = 0, ...l and pushing the resulting bit-string through a
suitable hash function to produce a key with a desired length.

Forward Secrecy: ami supports forward secrecy [9] to ensure that a compro-
mised (e.g. stolen) legitimate user model cannot be used to compute past session
keys. ami transforms πu after each successful authentication process, such that
the new model is a function π′

u = φ(πu,Hl) of the old model, and such that φ
is hard to invert. One possible transformation is to first reset a random seed to
the value of the session key. Then, for each τ = 0, ..., l, resample a new prob-
ability distribution for πu(Hτ ). Since server and client use the same seed, they
produce identical models π′

u and π′
c. The session key cannot be recovered from

a transformed model except by exhaustive search in the space of random seeds
- with a sufficiently large key size, this is computationally infeasible [16].

Extension to More Than Two Agents: ami also supports mutual group
authentication in which more than two parties authenticate to each other. In this
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case, each agent i = 1, ...,m has its own model πi which is a shared secret with
all other legitimate agents. The models are now defined over interaction histories
which include the chosen actions of all agents at each time step, (At

1, ..., A
t
m).

Each agent authenticates each other agent using an authentication test, and
the key function is similarly defined over all models, key(Hl, π1, ..., πm). In the
remainder of this paper, we will focus on the basic setting in which a single client
only authenticates to a single server.

PyAMI Open-Source Framework: Towards further research on and adop-
tion of ami as a quantum-secure authentication protocol, we have developed
an open-source Python application, PyAMI1. PyAMI consists of a multi-agent
system where agents run on separate (virtual) machines, and communicate to
authenticate over network sockets using TCP. During an interaction process,
server and client machines transmit actions over a network to build the shared
interaction history. After successful authentication, both parties compute iden-
tical session keys using the key agreement algorithm.

4 Authentication via Hypothesis Testing

To provide high-confidence authentication decisions, ami uses the framework of
frequentist hypothesis testing to decide whether a given interaction history was
generated between the server and a legitimate client or an adversarial client. For
a given history, h, we first specify the null hypothesis “h was generated from
πu.” To decide on the correctness of this hypothesis, we compute a test statistic
from the interaction history and determine whether the test statistic value is too
extreme for the distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. More
formally, letting z : H → R denote a test statistic function, a hypothesis test
computes the p-value

p := Pr(|z(H)| ≥ |z(h)|), H ∼ ps,u. (1)

Intuitively, p is the probability of observing a z value at least as extreme as
z(h) if interacting with the legitimate client model. The p-value is then compared
to a pre-determined significance level, α, to determine whether the interaction
came from the legitimate client or not:

test(h) =

{
1 (authenticate) if p-value ≥ α

0 (reject) if p-value < α
(2)

We use a hypothesis test which was designed for non-stationary multi-agent
interaction [2]. Essentially, this test defines a flexible test statistic for multi-agent
interaction, learns the distribution of this test statistic during an interaction
(we use the score functions defined in [2]), and computes p from the learned
distribution. Our only modification from the original algorithm is to fit the

1 PyAMI code and documentation: https://github.com/uoe-agents/PyAMI

https://github.com/uoe-agents/PyAMI
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distribution of the test statistic with a normal distribution rather than a skew-
normal distribution. This change allows us to compute p-values using the analytic
normal CDF instead of the ratio-approximation proposed in [2], which led to
more accurate results in our experiments.

An important aspect of the hypothesis testing approach is its interpretability.
The p-value has a well-defined semantics and the significance level α allows us
to exactly control the false negative rate of the test. Under the null-hypothesis
πc = πu, p is uniformly distributed in [0, 1] and so a false negative occurs at
exactly the rate α. If the legitimate client is incorrectly rejected, the client can
retry the interaction process. The probability of k successive false negatives is
αk which rapidly goes to zero.

5 Protocol Security

The problem of modeling the behavior of another agent from limited observations
of its actions is widely studied in the AI research literature and known to be
hard [1]. The problem is fundamentally one of missing information regarding the
causality in an agent’s decisions, and this information can be difficult to extract
from limited observations. Even with a publicly known agent model structure
– which this paper assumes – a complex model will involve large parameter
spaces; inferring exact parameter values from a few observed authentications is
infeasible. The use of a quantum computer over a classical one will not aid in
solving this specific type of problem, as it is more aligned with an information-
theoretic type of hardness rather than computational hardness [11].

An information-theoretic key agreement protocol is considered (weakly)
secure if: (1) the two parties’ generated session keys agree with very high prob-
ability, (2) the key is nearly uniformly distributed, and (3) is nearly statistically
independent of the information leaked to an intruder [11]. ami is a symmetric
key protocol and mandates that client and server generate identical session keys,
fulfilling the first condition.

Regarding the second condition; in an experimental setting, ami uses random
instantiation so that the choice of user and server model is uniformly distributed
over the space of possible models, which is significant as the session key is a
function, key(Hl, π), of these models. Additionally, this key generation procedure
includes a hash function as a final step – we note that it is possible to also use
a universal hashing mechanism here, similar to [4] where universal hashing is
applied so that possible outputs are equiprobable for an intruder.

With respect to the third condition, ami limits the publicly observable infor-
mation by which an intruder may attempt to reconstruct πu and generate the
correct session key. It does this in two ways – first, it limits the length of the pub-
lic interaction required for successful authentication (see optimization in Sect. 8).
Second, it implements a forward secrecy transform intended to limit all obser-
vations from a specific model πu to a single interaction session. The only way an
intruder may obtain more than a single history from the same client model is in
the unlikely event of a false negative, in which a legitimate client is incorrectly
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rejected (see Sect. 4). We provide an empirical study of such a scenario in Sect. 6
to demonstrate how ami is robust against a maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) attack2 even in the absence of the forward secrecy feature.

6 Empirical Study: Authentication

We now present an empirical study of the ami protocol. Our experiments are
primarily designed to answer the following questions: 1) Does ami correctly
accept a legitimate client? 2) Does ami correctly reject adversarial clients? 3)
How does the length of interaction histories affect ami’s accuracy? 4) How robust
is ami to Maximum Likelihood Estimation attacks? 5) How much time does
PyAMI need to complete an interaction process?

6.1 Authentication Empirical Set-Up

In our basic empirical setting, agents choose actions from A = {1, ..., 10}. The
server model and legitimate client model are probabilistic decision trees (pdts)
– decision trees in which each node has a probability distribution over actions.
The tree is traversed using the k = 5 most recent actions of the other agent (i.e.,
the client tree is traversed with the server’s actions). We choose pdts as they are
computationally cheap to sample actions from and easy to randomly generate.

For each experimental trial run, we randomly generate the server and true
user decision model by setting each node in the pdt to be a softmax distribution
with logit values sampled uniformly in [0, 1] and temperature parameter τ . The
server decision model uses the value τ = 1.0 for near-uniform random action
selection; the client uses τ = 0.1. We find lower entropy in the client’s action
selection leads to better authentication accuracy with shorter interaction lengths.
In each experimental trial, we generate interaction histories between the server
and legitimate client and measure accuracy of the decisions made by ami. We
also evaluate interactions between the server agent and adversarial agents. We
formulate the following adversarial behaviors to create such interactions:

Random: Generate a random adversarial pdt with the same dimensions and
temperature τ as the legitimate client pdt.

Replay: Replay client actions from observed interactions between the legitimate
client and server to create adversarial “replayed” interaction histories.

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE-k): Compute a maximum like-
lihood estimate of the legitimate client pdt based on k complete interaction
histories with the legitimate client, assuming an identical pdt structure. We set
k = 100 in these experiments.

2 Assuming a uniform prior distribution over possible models πu, the best estimate of
πu an attacker can formulate is the MLE; MLE is generally a preferred estimator
among frequentist methods due to its statistical and asymptotic properties [8].
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Fig. 2. Authentication accuracy as a function of interaction length. For each considered
interaction length we evaluate accuracy on every metric. For Real, Replay, and MLE
metrics, results show accuracy on 1000 histories, averaged over 100 different server and
legitimate client pairs. For the Random metric, results show accuracy on 1000 histories,
averaged over 100 different server models.

To evaluate ami we generate 1000 interaction histories between the server
and legitimate client, and 1000 interaction histories between the server and each
type of adversarial behavior for varying interaction history lengths. We report
authentication accuracy on each set of interaction histories as the percentage
of interaction histories correctly identified as either legitimate or adversarial
(Random, Replay, or MLE). For experimental rigor, we repeat this process over
100 different server and legitimate client models, and present the averaged results
in Fig. 2. For the hypothesis test we use a significance level of α = 0.1.

6.2 Authentication Empirical Results

Figure 2 shows the empirical accuracy of ami with the legitimate client and
against each type of adversary for a varying number of interaction history
lengths. As expected, the accuracy for the legitimate client model is unaffected
by the interaction history length and always remains around 0.9, due to our
chosen significance threshold. For shorter history lengths (l < 50), MLE is the
strongest attack tested. Once interaction histories are sufficiently long (l ≥ 50),
however, accuracy is perfect against adversarial clients and nothing is gained by
further increasing the interaction history length. We emphasize that the MLE
adversary cannot successfully authenticate even after observing 100 interaction
histories from the legitimate client (as used by the MLE agent in Fig. 2). Further-
more, the probability that adversaries observe 100 interaction histories before a
forward secrecy transform is applied is α100 = 10−100.

We conduct an additional experiment to evaluate how many observed inter-
actions are required for an MLE attack to obtain a high probability of authenti-
cation (with forward secrecy disabled). Figure 3a plots authentication accuracy
on an MLE attack provided with an increasing number of histories. Results are
averaged across 100 random client-server pairs, where accuracy is computed on
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(a) Effect of varying history length for fixed
action space size |A| = 10.

(b) Effect of varying size of action space
for fixed history length |Hl| = 100.

Fig. 3. Average authentication accuracy against MLE attacks versus number of histo-
ries used for the MLE attack. Results averaged over 100 different client-server pairs.
Standard error not shown due to low variation (<0.01).

100 MLE histories for each pair. It also plots the probability of an intruder
observing as many histories. For longer history lengths (|Hl| = 200), and with
specified model complexity, at least 500 observed histories are required for an
MLE attack to meaningfully lower the authentication accuracy, and the proba-
bility of observing this much data before a forward secrecy transform is 10−500

under ami. These results provide empirical evidence for the difficulty of con-
structing a successful attack from observed data, even by the best model esti-
mation method, and without bounds on computational power.

We also demonstrate that ami’s parameters can be tuned to further decrease
the effectiveness of MLE attacks. In Fig. 3b, we fix the history length at |Hl| =
100, then vary the size of the action space A in the client and server PDT
models. The results show that larger action spaces – corresponding to more
complex models – are more secure against MLE attacks in terms of number of
histories the attacker must observe.

Finally, we include timing experiments for PyAMI’s multi-agent interaction
process. We measure the time for a full interaction history – the transmis-
sion of all actions between separate machines – to complete. For our experi-
ments we use virtual machines on Google Compute Engine situated within the
same geographic region (us-west1) and measure the time taken for a server-
client interaction in the one-way authentication setup. For interaction lengths
of |Hl| = {50, 100, 200}, we recorded interaction times of {(28 ± 2) ms, (54 ±
2) ms, (112 ± 10) ms} respectively, averaged over 100 trials. These results show
that ami within PyAMI could be feasibly deployed to provide real-time authen-
tication and key agreement.
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7 Optimizing Server Actions

Our empirical evaluation demonstrated that ami robustly rejects various attack
types while allowing legitimate clients to authenticate. We now show how the
server’s decision model can be further optimized for protocol efficiency, as mea-
sured by the required interaction length before the p-value is sufficiently small
to reject an adversary. When the server interacts with an adversarial client, its
actions can probe where the adversary may fail to match the legitimate client’s
action distributions. Effective probing actions can lead to higher confidence deci-
sions in shorter interaction history lengths. Using shorter histories reduces the
amount of observations adversaries can gather, thus improving the security of
the protocol against model reconstruction attacks like the MLE attack. We show
how an effective server probing model can be learned for a given legitimate client
model πu via reinforcement learning (rl) [21].

We pose the server optimization problem as follows. During training, the
server decision model interacts with unknown clients over a series of length l
episodes in which each episode runs an ami authentication process with a fixed
client. At the end of the interaction the server receives a reward, Rl = 1−p where
p is the p-value of the hypothesis test. The server is rewarded for producing low
p-values when interacting with adversaries. The learning objective is thus:

πs ∈ arg max
π

Eπ

[
Rl

∣∣∣∣ Hl ∼ ps,c, πc

]
, (3)

in which the client model, πc, is sampled from an adversarial population (in our
experiments we sample random pdts the same way as Sec. 6). By applying an rl
algorithm to optimize (3) w.r.t. the server’s decision model, we obtain a model
that attempts to quickly reach high-confidence decisions.

We note that the server model is optimized with respect to a particular legiti-
mate client model. After successful authentication, the legitimate client model is
transformed via a function φ so as to preserve forward secrecy. In principle, this
could render the server optimization obsolete since the client model has changed.
To address this concern, we can define φ to randomly permute the indexing of
the client’s actions at each leaf node of its pdt. The random permutation gener-
ator is seeded by the session key, which depends on exact knowledge of the user
model. From an outside observer’s perspective the distribution over elements of
A will have changed, and is uniform on expectation assuming the permutation
is sampled uniformly-randomly; thus an attacker could never learn anything but
the uniform distribution over actions. However, since the permutation is known
to both the legitimate client and the server, the server model can un-permute
the actions received from the client and apply the trained server model.

8 Empirical Study: Optimized Probing

We conduct an empirical study to addresses the question: does effective probing
lead to more efficient authentication relative to random probing?
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Fig. 4. Average p-value per timestep over 10 different optimized servers interacting
with Random adversaries. Shaded areas show standard error.

In these experiments, the server model is a feedforward neural network which
outputs the logits of a softmax distribution over the action space. We use |A| = 5
and train with maximum interaction lengths of 50 steps. To more clearly show
the benefit of server model optimization, we use legitimate client pdt models
with higher entropy action selection (τ = 0.5) than in Sect. 6. Such client models
would be harder for an attacker to learn but also necessitate longer interaction
histories for high confidence rejection decisions. Thus, server policy optimization
is more crucial to shorten the required interaction histories.

Using the ppo rl algorithm [17], we train the server model for 5 million
steps with 5,000 environment steps across three parallel processes for each model
update. We train the server for a fixed legitimate client model against an adver-
sarial population of 100 randomly generated pdts. After training, we evaluate
the rate of p-value convergence for the trained server. We compute the average
p-value per timestep, averaged over a different population of 100 held-out adver-
sarial pdts. As a baseline, we evaluate a uniform-random probing server model.
We repeat the server optimization process 10 times for different randomly gener-
ated legitimate clients (and unique populations of adversarial clients), to ensure
our optimization method is effective not just for a specific server-client pair.

Figure 4 shows that the RL-trained server model leads to substantially faster
convergence of p-values than uniform probing, reducing the required number of
timesteps by 70% and 79% on average for thresholds of α = 0.1 and α = 0.05,
respectively. The trained model is able to identify sequences of actions which
lead to more informative observations for authenticating client agents.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

We contributed a novel protocol for secure authentication and key agreement
based on abstract multi-agent interaction and agent modeling. We have shown
empirically that our protocol is highly accurate in authenticating legitimate users
and rejecting different types of adversarial attacks. The protocol allows for con-
trol over authentication accuracy by choice of hypothesis test parameters, and
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by the chosen complexity of agent models. We released an open-source frame-
work which employs our protocol in a distributed setting, and demonstrated the
feasibility of this framework through timing experiments between remote server-
client pairs. Finally, we showed how reinforcement learning can be used to train
server models to achieve highly sample-efficient authentication.

Importantly, this work lays the ground work for multi-party authentication
through multi-agent systems. Such a system raises new questions for how agents
can jointly optimize security and efficiency; we believe that multi-agent reinforce-
ment learning may offer a promising solution [14]. Future work could consider
variable-length interaction histories, as such an authentication test could be more
active in collecting additional information when facing decision uncertainty.
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Abstract. In the area of autonomous driving there is a need to flexi-
bly configure and simulate more complex individual pedestrian behavior
in critical traffic scenes which goes beyond predefined behavior simula-
tion. This paper presents a novel human-oriented, agent-based pedes-
trian simulation framework, named HAIL, that addresses this challenge.
HAIL allows to simulate human pedestrian behavior through means of
imitation learning by virtual agents. For this purpose, HAIL combines
the 3D traffic simulation environment OpenDS with an integrated imita-
tion learning environment and hybrid agents with AJAN. For predictive
behavior planning on the tactical and strategical level, AJAN is extended
with Answer Set Programming. For pedestrian behavior imitation learn-
ing on the operational level, HAIL utilizes the module InfoSalGAIL for
generation of pedestrian paths learned from demonstration by its human
counterpart as expert. Among others, an application example has been
demonstrated that HAIL can be applied to solve a common challenge
in the Neural Network domain, namely the out-of-distribution (OOD),
e.g. never shown scenarios would raise an uncertainty prediction level,
by unison work of the two different behavior generation frameworks.

Keywords: Pedestrian simulation framework · Multi-agent system ·
Imitation learning

1 Introduction

Pedestrian simulations are mostly considered in crowd scenarios. In such simula-
tions the individual pedestrians are mathematical functions called particles, that
can implement only a limited variety of emerging behavior. In state-of-the-art traf-
fic simulation frameworks like Carla1 or LGSVL2 pedestrians follow only prede-
fined trajectories. However, if higher-order behavior is to be simulated because the
focus is set on the individual pedestrian, these models are no longer suitable, since

1 Carla: https://carla.org/.
2 LGSVL: https://www.lgsvlsimulator.com/.
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various aspects of a pedestrian, such as activity planning through to actual move-
ment, are no longer covered. In general (cf. [10]), a distinction is made between
three layers of pedestrian behavior: the strategic level includes high-level decision-
making, e.g. activity or trip planning based on interests; the tactical level, which
divides the high-level activity plan into intermediate targets and tries to achieve
them using atomic actions; and the operational level, which implements the actual
action like a walking task and adjusts pedestrian speed, gait, and alignment. The
agent paradigm is suitable for encapsulating these layers into a single autonomous
entity. Especially the fields of video games or robotics have successfully used this
model. In these areas, the simulation environment is represented abstractly in
the Strategic and Tactical layer of the agent and is often processed via Behavior
Trees. Instead, the Operational layer works directly with environmental proper-
ties, like its geometry or physics. Nevertheless, all simulation systems either use
pre-modelled approximations of real human behavior (cf. [12,18]), or only certain
aspects of the behavior model are considered but hardly transferable to other sim-
ulation scenarios due to their lack of modularity (cf. [11,19]).

To this end, we developed a novel approach called HAIL (human-oriented
agent-based imitation learning) for the simulation of pedestrians in virtual traffic
scenes. The resulting framework follows the above mentioned pedestrian behav-
ior model, and combines modular predictive agents with imitated real pedes-
trian behavior in order to simulate more realistic traffic situations. With HAIL,
it is possible to imitate demonstrated expert behavior of on-street walking on
the operational level. For this purpose, HAIL leverages the imitation learning
approach InfoSalGAIL [20] and the 3D driving simulation software OpenDS3

(version 6.0) to set up traffic environment and visualize imitated pedestrian
behavior in it. Finally, the agent system AJAN [2] is used in HAIL to repre-
sent more complex pedestrian behaviors on the strategic and tactical level based
on both intrinsic and extrinsic pedestrian needs. The behavior model in AJAN
relies on so called SPARQL-BTs, which was extended by means of Answer Set
Programming (ASP) to realize utility-based foresighted activity planning.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction into the
background required and discusses relevant state of the art on pedestrian agent
engineering and pedestrian imitation learning. In Sect. 3, we present our contri-
bution HAIL, the interplay of its components and describe how ASP is integrated
for foresighted action planning. In Sect. 4, an application example in the context
of simulated pedestrians is presented. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Pedestrian Agent Engineering

In the field of pedestrian simulation we mainly find solutions to simulate crowds,
see PTV Viswalk4, VADERE5 or PEDSIM6. According to [18], these solutions
3 OpenDS - open source driving simulation: https://opends.dfki.de/.
4 PTV Viswalk: https://www.ptvgroup.com/de/loesungen/produkte/ptv-viswalk/.
5 VADERE Crowd simulation: http://www.vadere.org/.
6 PDESIM - pedestrian crowd simulation: http://pedsim.silmaril.org/.

https://opends.dfki.de/
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are often based on social force, cellular or magnetic force models and are inspired
as well by the work of [16]. The individuals of a crowd are purely reactive agents
who do not pursue their own goals. The direct interaction between individu-
als is usually not considered in these approaches and the individual modeling
of a autonomous higher order behavior is not given. However, if, for example,
critical situations in road traffic are to be simulated in which the vehicle gains
a “close” view of individual pedestrian behavior, these solutions are no longer
useful. Due to the immense efforts that have recently been made in the field of
autonomous driving, the need for individual pedestrian behavior simulation has
increased. Prominent traffic simulation environments available in this context
are Carla and LGSVL. These solutions only have primitive pedestrian models
that usually follow a predefined path. Since Carla is based on the Unreal Engine
it is possible to model the individual pedestrian behavior with Behavior Trees7

(BT). BTs are widely used in the gaming industry and in robotics (see [15]) to
realize deliberative agents. However, a predictive utility-based behavior covering
intrinsic and extrinsic needs is hard to be implemented with BTs.

Modular Agent Engineering with AJAN. AJAN (Accessible Java Agent
Nucleus) is an agent engineering framework, in which SPARQL-enhanced BTs,
so called SPARQL-BTs (SBT) are used as an agent behavior model and agent
models are defined in RDF (Resource Description Framework). Beside of dic-
tionaries with key value pairs, which are often used in other BT solutions, the
RDF data model is domain-independent and thus a more flexible and in com-
bination with SPARQL a powerful alternative [5]. For an intuitive modeling of
AJAN agents, a web editor is provided. AJAN has already been used to control
virtual humans, see [2]. AJAN is available as open-source software8 and is used
in our approach to control single virtual pedestrians. An AJAN agent has one
or more behaviors, each consisting of a SBT and a corresponding RDF-based
execution knowledge (EKB), which stores internal behavior knowledge (e.g. pro-
cedural variables); one agent specific RDF-based knowledge base (AKB), storing
internal agent knowledge, which can be accessed by all agent behaviors9; one or
more events and goals, each holding RDF data; and one or more agent end-
points, which are the agent’s interfaces to its domain and forward incoming
RDF messages as events. Behaviors are linked to such events or goals but can
also create these. If an event occurs, the behaviors linked to it are executed.
SBTs are used to perform contextual SPARQL queries for state checking (e.g.
realized with a SPARQL-ASK query), updating, constructing RDF data used for
action executions, or to control the internal execution of an AJAN agent behav-
ior. Furthermore, SBTs are defined in RDF, whereby a semantic description of

7 Unreal-BTs: https://docs.unrealengine.com/InteractiveExperiences/BehaviorTrees.
8 AJAN-service: https://github.com/aantakli/AJAN-service AJAN-editor: https://

github.com/aantakli/AJAN-editor.
9 Not like EKs, where only the corresponding agent behavior has access to.

https://docs.unrealengine.com/InteractiveExperiences/BehaviorTrees
https://github.com/aantakli/AJAN-service
https://github.com/aantakli/AJAN-editor
https://github.com/aantakli/AJAN-editor
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the behaviors they implement is available. SBTs use standard BT primitives (see
[7]) and are processed like typical BTs10.

2.2 Imitation of Pedestrians in Simulated Environment

Behavior Cloning (BC) and Apprenticeship Learning (AL) are common
approaches to address imitation learning challenges. Considering BC it suffers
from moderate generalization due to compounding errors and covariant shift [17].
In contrary, AL tends to reconstruct the reward function [1] at high computa-
tional costs because of solving a reinforcement learning problem in the train-
ing loop. Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL) [8], is a prominent
approach in solving AL problems. The objective of which is to learn the opti-
mal strategy for a given task without estimating an explicit reward function.
An extension of GAIL was introduced in InfoGAIL [13], where the policy of a
simulated car agent is estimated based on the mixture of expert trajectories,
adding a direct relationship to the latent variables as in [6].

Pedestrian Imitation Learning with InfoSalGAIL. For the imitation
learning module of HAIL, we selected the InfoSalGAIL [20] system. In particu-
lar, this system uses saliency maps of experts (recorded during a comprehensive
study) for a more human-like imitation of virtual pedestrian walking behavior.
It was shown that visual attention, represented in the form of saliency maps,
indeed plays an important role in trajectory generation. However, the service-
oriented architecture of HAIL also allows to integrate other imitation learning
modules than InfoSalGAIL.
In InfoSalGAIL, the imitated behavior of a simulated pedestrian is considered
safe or risky. This classification is based on the learned expert trajectories and
the traffic areas entered with them, such as streets (risky) or crosswalks (safe)
(cf. Fig. 3). In the context of a visual attention model, the task is to identify
the most probable area of interest at any given point in time, which can be seen
as a set of highlighted pixels as shown in Fig. 1. The training objective or loss
function (cf. Eq. 1) is defined as follows and has been experimentally shown to
be efficiently working for the generation of different types of pedestrian walking
behaviors:

min
θ,ψ,Δ

max
ω

Eπθ
[Dω(svis,sal, a)] + EπE

[Dω(svis,sal, a)] − λ0η(πθ)

−λ1L1(π,Q) − ΔE(s) − λH(π)

where π stands for the agent‘s policy, πE the policy of the subject, D is the
discriminative classifier with the overall goal to distinguish state-action pairs
(synthetic vs. real). H(π) � E [− log π(a|s)] denotes the γ - discount casual
entropy of the policy πθ as defined by [4]. λ1 is the hyper-parameter for the
information maximization regularization term L1 as in [13]. The term η(πθ) =
Es∼πθ

[sr] reflects the tendency towards learning of the desired behavior, thus,

10 AJAN uses LibGDX-BTs: https://github.com/libgdx/gdx-ai/wiki/Behavior-Trees.

https://github.com/libgdx/gdx-ai/wiki/Behavior-Trees
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stands for the main reinforcement learning component which is obtained directly
from the simulator. ΔE is the pixel-wise loss based on the binary cross-entropy
function, which helps to optimize the saliency map generation objective.

3 HAIL Framework

3.1 Overview

The HAIL framework is designed to imitate fore-sighted human-like behavior of
pedestrians in previously unseen virtual traffic scenarios based on prior knowl-
edge of prerecorded expert demonstrations, e.g. walking in virtual environment.
HAIL can also be used to simulate pedestrians in traffic scenarios for which no
prior training data exist. Figure 1 shows the high-level architecture of HAIL,
which consists of three main components, namely OpenDS as the simulation
software, AJAN for controlling pedestrian agents, and InfoSalGAIL as Imitation
Learning framework to account for the human-like trajectories learned during
the training given the ground truth data of recorded subjects.

Fig. 1. HAIL framework overview. (a) Setup (cf. [20]) to learn from expert demonstra-
tions. (b): Field of View (FoV) is the input image from OpenDS, where the memory
contains current and previous simulation information. Path planning (A*) is supported
within OpenDS to deliver a path if no imitation model in a OOD situation. SalGen
generates saliency maps for the FoV images, where the context and latent variable are
used as input information for the policy generator. The 4d action vector comes from
InfoSalGAIL to control the pedestrian.

The starting component of HAIL is the open-source driving simulation software
OpenDS (cf. Fig. 1b(1)), which is used to simulate and visualize virtual traf-
fic scenarios. OpenDS manages a scenario with a three-dimensional scene with
semantic information about objects like traffic lights but also points-of-interest
(POI), simulated vehicles, integrated path planning (A*) and atomic actions on
the operational level. Such actions include performing animations like waving or
operating a traffic light, navigating a pedestrian agent to a given destination via
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path planning and directly setting the steering vector of a pedestrian agent. In
addition, it provides a training environment (cf. Fig. 1(a)) for the imitation learn-
ing used in HAIL [20]. Moreover, it manages AJAN agents controlling simulated
pedestrians and provides them with dynamic scenario information.
AJAN (cf. Sect. 2.1), the “man-in-the-middle” component of HAIL (cf.
Fig. 1b(2)), is used for decision-making of the pedestrian agent, to execute
OpenDS atomic actions, and to obtain new avatar transformations for it via
the imitation learning service InfoSalGAIL. In this context, two strategies can
be applied: Either (i) AJAN controls the virtual pedestrian using input from
InfoSalGAIL, if an imitation model is available for a given agent state; or (ii)
AJAN controls the pedestrian directly via OpenDS actions, if no such model
exists. Which strategy is chosen actually depends on the SBTs and goals of the
particular agent and its beliefs. When the beliefs are updated by OpenDS, the
decision-making with SBTs is triggered. This involves evaluating which capabil-
ities are available in the current state to achieve an existing goal.
InfoSalGAIL (cf. Sect. 2.2), the imitation learning component of HAIL (cf.
Fig. 1b(3)), allows to bring human-like behavior into the simulation through
means of learning an optimal navigation policy by means of expert demonstra-
tions. Unlike [20], where the latent code was manually set throughout the sim-
ulation, AJAN is responsible for dynamically defining the latent code based on
its initial knowledge and knowledge gained throughout the run, therefore makes
the overall simulation system more flexible.

3.2 Integration

For the integration of the HAIL components or services, RDF-based information
is exchanged over HTTP between these; the interaction between components is
summarized in the following.

OpenDS to AJAN: OpenDS initializes an AJAN-controlled pedestrian agent
and defines its initial beliefs and goals. This includes the pedestrian agent posi-
tion and information about the given traffic scene at time = 0. After initializa-
tion, updates on scene changes are sent to the agent, after which OpenDS listens
for calls to perform atomic actions. An update includes “seen” POIs, positions
of dynamic objects such as simulated vehicles and other pedestrians, but also
states of virtual objects such as traffic lights. In order to simulate a human-like
perception module, OpenDS has been extended with an additional visual mod-
ule to cover the POIs only and the distances to the same, if they fall within the
field of view (FoV) of the pedestrian agent. For the use of InfoSalGAIL, addi-
tional information about the current body orientation of the pedestrian agent,
its speed and “view” (RGB image in combination with yaw and pitch angles
for the head) as well as historical information about previously executed actions
is also broadcast. The agent receives these updates and sends them to an SBT
which updates the agent knowledge base and decides which navigation strategy
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to use. When it is recognized that an InfoSalGAIL model exists11 in the current
situation to perform a navigation task, the input data required by InfoSalGAIL
is forwarded by the agent, otherwise OpenDS-based navigation is used.

AJAN to InfoSalGAIL: An important aspect of AJAN, besides to which des-
tination to navigate for a given goal, is to determine the latent variable used in
InfoSalGAIL. The latent variable specifies how risky a pedestrian should navi-
gate. For example (cf. Fig. 3, Scenario A), a simulated pedestrian may initially
try to cross the street because of an approaching car. However, if the pedestrian
agent realizes that the potential danger has passed, it decides to riskily cross
the street. To execute InfoSalGAIL, the data received from OpenDS is merged
with the adapted latent variable and forwarded by AJAN. After receiving the
information, InfoSalGAIL responds immediately with a new action input for the
pedestrian agent, which is forwarded by AJAN to OpenDS. The 4d -input vector
consists of turning angle, speed, and head orientation (pitch and yaw angles).

Execution in OpenDS: OpenDS provides multiple HTTP/RDF endpoints to
perform pedestrian agent actions, such as “set transformation” in case we use
InfoSalGAIL, or “walk to target” in case we use the path planner. During sim-
ulation, these endpoints listen for incoming action commands from AJAN. For
example, if a target (a 3D-vector) is received to which the pedestrian agent
should walk to, a path to the target is generated using A* and applied to the
avatar. However, if the avatar transformation based on the output of InfoSal-
GAIL is to be adjusted directly, this action input is applied to the avatar and
its history and the RGB image of the FoV are updated accordingly.

3.3 AJAN Extensions

AJAN is used in HAIL to realize the strategic and tactical layers of a simulated
pedestrian and therefore to control its navigation. For this purpose, a destination
is selected and, depending on the strategy, performed directly via OpenDS navi-
gation or with InfoSalGAIL. A set of destinations to be reached sequentially can
be manually defined using SBTs. In order to implement more complex scenarios
in which the agent dynamically creates navigation sequences based on intrinsic
or extrinsic needs, we implemented an ASP-SBT node12 for reasoning, problem
solving or to plan intention sequences. For this purpose, we adapted the RDF-
to-ASP translation approach in [9] to translate RDF-based AJAN agent beliefs
into ASP rules. Table 1 shows the five most important transformation rules with
an example in Fig. 2 left.

11 Upon initialization, an AJAN agent receives RDF descriptions of available InfoSal-
GAIL models defining trained street configurations.

12 ASP-SBT-node: https://github.com/aantakli/AJAN-service/tree/master/
pluginsystem/plugins/ASPPlugin.

https://github.com/aantakli/AJAN-service/tree/master/pluginsystem/plugins/ASPPlugin
https://github.com/aantakli/AJAN-service/tree/master/pluginsystem/plugins/ASPPlugin
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Table 1. Basic RDF-to-ASP transformation rules.

RDF version: ⇔ ASP version:

Triple: <S> <P> <O> ⇔ t(“S”, “P”, “O”)

Graph: <IRI> { <S> <P> <O> } ⇔ g( t(“S”, “P”, “O”), “IRI”)

IRI: IRI ⇔ “IRI”

Literal: “I” ∧∧ <XSD> ⇔ l(“I”, “XSD”)

Blank: :blank123 ⇔ b(“blank123”)

Prefix: @prefix react: <IRI> ⇔ p(“react”, “IRI”)

If beliefs are available for solving navigation problems, then additional ASP rules
(e.g., planning rules, see Fig. 4 and [3] Sect. 2) need to be added. Pedestrian
behavior could also integrate the social context of the environment (e.g., traffic
norms modeled ins ASP [14]) such that the trajectories that are generated by
the ASP planner can be evaluated from a normative point of view. The specified
problem can then be solved using an ASP solver13. If no stable model is found
then the ASP-SBT node returns FAILED as status otherwise SUCCEEDED;
each model is stored by the agent as a RDF named graph (cf. Fig. 2 right).

Fig. 2. Left: RDF-to-ASP example. Right: RDF representation of a stable model.

4 Application Example

This section outlines two applications of HAIL for using learned pedestrian street
crossing behavior with a foresighted agent. AJAN is used to detect these situa-
tions during simulation and to send appropriate requests based on the configured
agent model to InfoSalGAIL. The situations that the imitation learning model
cannot mimic due to an unevenly balanced training dataset, e.g., navigating in
an “unseen” street configurations, are handled by built-in actions in AJAN and
OpenDS and meant to solve the OOD challenge of imitation learning.

13 In AJAN we use the Potassco clingo solver: https://potassco.org/clingo/.

https://potassco.org/clingo/
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Fig. 3. Chosen use-case scenarios. Left: Scenario A - stands for the use-case shown
to IL framework in the form of experts demonstrations. Right: Scenario B - out-of-
distribution (OOD) scenario that only partially is known (“seen”) to the IL framework.
In scenario B, only part of the path (red trajectory) can be guided by the trained model,
with the remaining path (blue trajectory) being realized by A* path planner.

4.1 Scenarios Description

Fig. 3 shows the traffic scenarios in which a pedestrian agent shall navigate from a
given starting point to a destination like its human counterpart. In the considered
scenarios A and B multiple strategies are possible, e.g., risky crossing of the road
directly to the destination. Which strategy is finally chosen depends on different
parameters like configured maximum time to reach the target, degree of risk
aversion and interests. Strategies can also be dynamically switched in response
to events, such as an approaching vehicle. In scenario A, e.g., the pedestrian
agent initially walks safely because it has seen an approaching vehicle; if there
is no longer any potential danger, the agent changes its strategy and crosses the
road directly and riskily to the intermediate destination and then walks on to
its final location. In scenario B, however, the pedestrian first behaves riskily and
then also safely. During the simulation, the pedestrian agent must dynamically
decide whether to reach the respective destinations with InfoSalGAIL or A*.

4.2 Agent Model

HAIL enables to configure different pedestrian agents by setting their behavioral
parameters like the available definitions of InfoSalGAIL imitation models, the
degree of risk taking, and individual interests. These parameters are taken into
account during execution of the pedestrian agent SBTs, hence affect its behavior
in the scene and are set while agent initialization and updated in runtime.
The application SBT defines the processing of strategy or rout choices depending
on the given pedestrian agent state. In each simulation step the agent receives
input from OpenDS with which this SBT is executed. While in one sub-tree of
the SBT incoming information is saved and the will to take risks is adapted, the
simulated behavior is implemented in parallel in another sub-tree as follows. If
a critical event occurs, then the SBT is aborted, otherwise, the first step of the
iteration is to use an ASP SBT-node to create multiple weighted routes to the
agent goal. Then, a strategy is selected based on the agent risk-taking and the
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rout costs. Further, it is checked whether an InfoSalGAIL model exists for the
selected strategy, and if positive, this model is used next; otherwise, the path
planning in OpenDS is used.
For planning weighted routes the agent parameters, the ASP SBT-node (see
Sect. 3.3), the scene configuration graph, which is stored in the agent knowledge
and transformed into ASP, and the rules shown in Fig. 4 are used. These rules
are using the RDF/ASP scene configuration to plan possible strategies. The
result after solving the ASP problem are 0 to n routes with their costs, which
are available to the SBT as named graphs.

Fig. 4. ASP navigation planning rules, generating 0 to n stable models each contain-
ing one weighted walkTo-action sequence. In line 3 RDF based edges are defined and
possible edges are removed, if risk-taking is not considered. In 5 a search space is built
and filtered by constraints in lines 9 and 10. In lines 7 and 8 costs are calculated.

Figure 5 depicts several views of scenario A: (A) shows the scene configuration
as a graph available to the agent in RDF. Red edges are marked as risky and
green edges as safe. Based on this graph, a route is calculated via ASP in which
interests (green node) are taken into account by decreasing the route costs. (B)
is a partially risky route to an intermediate destination at time 0 of scenario
A. Instead, (C) is a safe route of the same scenario and time. (D) displays the
graphical representation of the semantic description of an available InfoSalGAIL
model. Both routs or strategies (B) and (C) are matching this model. InfoSal-
GAIL is used then, by the presented SBT for navigation. The same model can
be used in scenario B, if the pedestrian wants to riskily reach the intermediate
destination. If it is to be reached safely, the navigation planning in OpenDS
must be used instead, if no matching imitation model is available. The choice of
a strategy depends mainly on the agent’s willingness to take risks. This depends
on the current agent state and is based on its initial configuration and incoming
events. If, as in scenarios A and B, such an event is received, the originally safely
(scenario A) or risky (scenario B) strategy is discarded (star in Fig. 3) by AJAN
and a new route is computed and executed by HAIL or A*.
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Fig. 5. (A) street configuration in OpenDS. (B) and (C) generated ASP plans for risky
and safe behavior. (D) street definition for available imitation models.

4.3 Imitation Model

For the application scenarios, we train imitation models given the training data
(see [20]), e.g., pairs consisting of the FoV images and saliency maps, including
memory information of six human subjects on nine different scenarios (∼140K
pairs) in accordance to German-in-Depth-Accident-Study (GIDAS), excluding
the safe part of the use-case scenario B (special OOD scenario). Each model
represents a single street configuration (for which there is an RDF representa-
tion). Here, the risk-free and high-risk navigation was considered in a scene with
a zebra crossing. As input signals, InfoSalGAIL accepts an RGB image of size
224 × 224 × 3 and prior information from frames t − 1 and t − 2, respectively.
This information comes from OpenDS and is passed to InfoSalGAIL via AJAN
with a scenario-dependent latent code (safe or risky) for a given trained model.
The resulting 4d action (turn, speed, yaw, pitch) is then passed back to OpenDS.

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

For training, validation and testing purposes with OpenDS and InfoSalGAIL,
we utilized a Tesla V100 (32 GB vRAM) GPU under ∼14 GB of vRAM due to
usage of a pre-trained model for the saliency generator provided in [20], and a
2018 MacBook with Windows 10 to control the pedestrian agent with AJAN.
For the processing of incoming data from OpenDS, the forwarding of information
required by InfoSalGAIL, and the passing of resulting 4d-actions, AJAN needs
no more than ∼17 ms. If a navigation plan needs to be created with the ASP-
SBT node, no more than ∼94 ms are additionally required for the application
scenarios. A detailed evaluation of ASP based action planning is presented in
[3]. The generated pedestrian agent trajectories for the application scenarios A14

and B are shown in Fig. 6.

14 Videos of the FoV of the pedestrian agent in scenario A can be found at: https://
cloud.dfki.de/owncloud/index.php/s/HAf5wQtMAx3F9K5.

https://cloud.dfki.de/owncloud/index.php/s/HAf5wQtMAx3F9K5
https://cloud.dfki.de/owncloud/index.php/s/HAf5wQtMAx3F9K5
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(a) Safe to Risky behaviour switch (b) IL to AJAN (A*) switch

Fig. 6. (a): Plots of generated pedestrian agent trajectories of Scenario A, where the
change from safe to risky behavior is triggered by AJAN depending on the road situa-
tion, e.g. potential dangerous collisions by an arriving car. (b): Plots of the trajectories
of scenario B, where the agent is faced with the OOD problem (new street layout).
Accordingly, navigation path is taken from A*-planning, where less variation is seen.

5 Conclusion

We presented a novel approach, named HAIL, for modular agent-based pedes-
trian imitation learning in traffic scenarios to generate human-like trajectories
under the constraints of previously unseen traffic scenarios. HAIL combines the
AJAN, OpenDS and InfoSalGAIL subsystems to realize the tactical and strate-
gic as well as the operational level of pedestrian behavior, making HAIL suitable
for the generation of critical traffic scenarios and tests. We presented an appli-
cation example to show how HAIL virtually imitates real pedestrian trajectories
on the one hand and how OOD scenarios are solved on the other hand. For
this, ASP is used to decide whether an imitation model is available for partial
execution of navigation plans and to dynamically create these plans.
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Abstract. Persuasive systems play a crucial role in supporting and
counseling people to achieve individual behavior change goals. Intelligent
systems have been used for inducing a positive adjustment of attitudes
and routines in scenarios such as physiotherapy exercises, medication
adherence, smoking cessation, nutrition & diet changes, physical activ-
ity, etc. Beyond the specialization and effectiveness provided by these
systems on individual scenarios, we provide a vision for collaborative
creativity based on the multi-agent systems paradigm. Considering nov-
elty and usefulness as fundamental dimensions of a creative persuasive
strategy, we identify the challenges and opportunities of modeling and
orchestrating intelligent agents to collaboratively engage in exploratory
and transformational creativity interactions. Moreover, we identify the
foundations, outline a road-map for this novel research line, and elabo-
rate on the potential impact and real-life applications.
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1 Introduction

Innovation and development of novel solutions to address complex problems
derives from both incremental contributions and chiefly from creative processes.
Although creativity has been traditionally been associated solely to individual
inspiration, nowadays we cannot disregard its social components. Indeed, col-
laborative ideation is one of the driving forces of cutting edge developments in
diverse areas such as medicine, computer science, space engineering, physics, or
bio-engineering [1,20,32]. In particular, in the field of computational persuasion,
the challenge of providing dynamic, personalized and engaging strategies for pos-
itive behavior change, calls for novel unconventional and creative approaches.

Although the importance and impact of human collaborative creativity have
been analyzed in psychology and cognitive studies [24,25], it has gathered rela-
tively little attention in the context of artificial intelligence (AI) for persuasion
purposes. In the last decade, computational methods for reasoning, reinforce-
ment learning, and machine learning have remarkably advanced, focusing on
specialized and optimized problem-solving methods [8,19,29]. While these results
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have had a tremendous impact in several application domains, there is a lim-
ited understanding of how individual knowledge-based systems and data-driven
methods can find ways to cooperate, even beyond the boundaries of their own
assumptions, and engage in collaborative creative interactions.

Nevertheless, ideation often requires considering behaviors and criteria,
which are not typical of common AI approaches. Beyond the strive for preci-
sion/accuracy of given tasks, focusing on creative processes would emphasize
the novelty of ideas, even if they might seemingly contradict previous assump-
tions or knowledge. Moreover, such processes are intended to explore and test
new hypotheses, knowing that they may mostly lead to dead-ends or contra-
dictory results. Similar to human creativity, collaboration is pivotal, and it can
significantly improve the entire process, leading to more innovative and impactful
results.

In this paper, we provide a vision of collaborative creative intelligent entities,
embodied as autonomous agents. We argue for the use of multi-agent models as
the building blocks to design decentralized computational entities capable of
proposing and exploring novel ways of addressing a particular problem, based
not only on their own knowledge but also on the shared experience with other
entities. As depicted in Fig. 1, our collaborative creativity model considers knowl-
edge extracted from one or multiple domains, which is used by individual agents
to explore and propose novel approaches and ideas, which are in turn submitted
to a particular field (or multiple fields) where other agents may verify, exam-
ine or test them. From this social process creative outcomes are produced and
reinserted into the domains of application. This envisioned collective creative
process entails the necessity of considering different aspects such as specializa-
tion, knowledge sharing, hypotheses modeling, simulation, and novelty metrics.
In the following, we identify the challenges (Sect. 2) emerging from this vision,
as well as the opportunities of using multi-agent technologies and other building
blocks (Sect. 3). Then we indicate the potential impact in different application
domains (Sect. 4), before providing a research road-map in Sect. 5.

2 Challenges

Stemming from the agents’ internal knowledge and vision, the key challenges
revolve around the mechanisms generating new or rearranging existing knowl-
edge. Following and expanding on theories in creative human communication [33]
we illustrate in Fig. 2 how a creative process may include several stages, from the
common agreement of the problem to solve, to the different preparation, incuba-
tion, idea generation and verification of collectively created solutions. The cyclic
nature of this model entails the possibility of jumping from different stages and
iterating depending on the quality, originality and usefulness of the outcomes.
In the following we expand on the identified challenges.

CH1: Shared Language. A creative process can only happen in a collaborative
environment if the diverse entities involved can rely on a shared understanding of
the subject in question [7]. This common ground may span from domain-specific
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Fig. 1. Our agent collaborative creativity model, based-on, and extending the model
in [10,30]

representations of a specific problem, to complex interaction languages describ-
ing creative conceptual discussions about a particular topic [37]. The language
must imply more than vocabularies or abstract models. Including interaction
protocols and patterns may help to govern the different activities among the
participants. Thus, a key challenge is to identify the appropriate expressiveness
of such languages, so that an appropriate computational complexity balance is
found. Moreover, given that different agents with entirely different backgrounds
may interact with each other, the reconciling language must also allow repre-
senting high-level orthogonal concepts as well as more specific ones. The former
can be used to exchange ideas and hypotheses, while the latter may allow deeper
exploration and evaluation interactions to pursue a specific objective.

CH2: Shared Knowledge. Once a common language is established, represent-
ing the problems/topics under discussion with machine-understandable models
is the upcoming challenge. In particular, such mechanisms should be able to
specify different types of knowledge, such as background and results stemming
from previous studies or interactions, representations of simulations, probabilis-
tic scenarios, validation criteria, novel ideas represented as thought processes,
mental models, etc. [2]. Unlike traditional knowledge management approaches
that mainly operate on facts, the new sharing scheme needs to handle possi-
bilities, even risking to pursue possible invalid/unfeasible paths. Furthermore,
shared knowledge may also need to deal with inconsistencies and conflicts com-
ing from different participants.

CH3: Interdisciplinarity. Creativity, in the form of novel ideas, often arise
from cross-fertilization and exchanges of ideas coming from entirely different
backgrounds. Reconcile expertise heterogeneity is a fundamental challenge to be
addressed, exacerbated by the degree of specialization of current AI systems.
Nevertheless, the richness of this collective diversity also entails the difficulty of
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Fig. 2. Collaborative agent creativity cycle.

overcoming barriers across disciplines and completely different perspectives over
the same subject [2]. For example, in the case of physical rehabilitation support,
while a deep-learning-based system may accurately predict different outcomes
regarding progression in physical exercises, a stress knowledge-based system may
detect mental health risks due to anxiety or pain-coping mechanisms.

CH4: Collaboration and Exploration. Contributions from heterogeneous
AI systems need to be circumscribed in a collaboration scheme that allows suffi-
cient freedom to innovate, while maintaining longer term objectives. Beyond the
individual goals and intentions of agents possibly wrapping ad-hoc AI systems
(i.e., specific ML predictors), these may agree on different targets upon which
they may explore different approaches and variations, taking into account other
participants’ proposals. Moreover, this collaboration should encourage consider-
ing risky options or challenging current assumptions. For instance, two coaching
systems may have contradicting results concerning a patient’s adherence to knee
rehabilitation therapy. Through a contrasting exchange of assumptions and out-
comes, a third system (i.e., agent) might propose an alternative treatment based
on experimental hypotheses coming from physiotherapy research in areas such
as hip strength reinforcement.

CH5: Competition. Although pursuing similar interests, collaborative entities
might share the same goals only partially. Therefore, the established cooperation
strategies might entail competing for solving specific problems or even claim
their share after a common solution was found. Drawing a line is necessary
to protect individual interests while sharing ideas and potential elements that
will constitute a collaborative effort. This may entail sharing data resources (or
aggregated understanding upon them), which are vital for many AI systems.
For example, let us consider the case of a smoking cessation persuasion system.
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It may temporarily withhold part of the technical details of its approach due to
patenting constraints, while exposing the general strategy in order to encourage
other systems to either provide feedback or competing solutions.

CH6: Ethics. Several concerns arise regarding the implementation of new
approaches, especially in application domains in which persuasion techniques
are applied. First, to enforce the user’s trust, it is essential to explain how these
collaborative approaches emerged (e.g., providing a full trace and provenance
descriptions and explicable results). Second, the participating systems must
establish transparent conditions under which any data has been used, and if
proper consent has been given for these tasks. Third, transparency characteriz-
ing collaborative endeavors (i.e., how the result is achieved) must be extended
to the contributions brought by the several participants (i.e., how they collec-
tively contributed to it). Finally, the influence that one party may play over the
other participating entities may need to be regulated or at least assessed to avoid
undesired effects [6].

The challenges proposed above are remarkably interconnected with each
other. In particular, sharing knowledge (CH2) requires a shared language (CH1)
among the collaborating entities/agents. Collaborating & exploring unexpected
or irrational paths (CH4) can entail competition mechanisms (CH5) and bridg-
ing interdisciplinary viewpoints, rules, and representations (CH3). Finally, it is
worth mentioning that each of these challenges already raises ethical concerns
on its own. Nevertheless, their intersection can entangle the ethical boundaries
to a point in which harmonization mechanisms might need to deal with cross-
domain-related inconsistencies.

3 Opportunities and Building Blocks

Following the challenges above, this section discusses on the opportunities defin-
ing the building blocks, singularly and altogether.

Persuasive Multi-agent Systems: The agent paradigm represents a conve-
nient approach to embody persuasive systems. Several ideas relied on multi-agent
systems (MAS) to tackle behavioral change exploiting contextual knowledge and
persuasion goals [3,28,34]. Nevertheless, the agents’ strategies employed in most
of these approaches tend to adopt rigid persuasion strategies. In particular,
being highly specialized, such strategies are difficult to be generalized, hence-
forth, unable to cope with new user-scenarios. Within the collective creativity
paradigm, persuasive agents may need first to identify shortcomings in their own
strategies and then brainstorm on potential ideas that may contribute to each
other’s persuasion assumptions and knowledge. For example, a cancer survivor
support agent may find that some of their unsuccessful persuasion interactions
may be linked to technology-related biases, which were not initially considered in
its model. Nevertheless, it could be detected by another agent specialized in diet
recommendations. Then, agents will be challenged to question their own facts
to revise or enforce them within the collective creativity dynamics, for instance
through argumentation [16]
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Collective Computational Creativity: Creativity is a human-centered con-
cept. Yet, scientific studies passed from defining machines only able to perform
to designed for [21] to defining with several models of computational creativ-
ity [11–13]. Creative machines have been envisioned collaborating with, mimic,
and inspire humans. The need for a framework to model and reach collective,
collaborative, and improvisational computational creativity as intended to be
for the human society is well-known [11]. The enaction theory relies on the
assumption that cognition is based on improvised (possibly real-time) environ-
mental stimuli [36]. Moreover, further studies tried to understand how to intro-
duce intentional creativity in virtual agencies and foster their emergence [14].
According to Froese & Ziemke, the purpose of an intentional agent determin-
ing its intrinsic goals is the maintenance of its existence [13]. Thus, pursuing
creativity, computational and interaction models could be merged to actualize
conversational creativity models for interdisciplinary debating agents.

Agent Simulation: As mentioned above, we envision agents undertaking or
verifying both reasonable and possibly untenable plans and theories. Conversa-
tions are at the base of the agents’ interaction. Nevertheless, the only way to
verify a point might verify it (reasonably via simulations). Agent-based sim-
ulations have been extensively employed to implement inter-agent behaviors
and decision-making processes in a controlled (and most of the times shared
among all the agents) environment to verify the feasibility, cost, and sustain-
ability of given solutions [26,38]. By doing so, discussing agents willing to prove
their point might generate pools of simulations to validate or confute each other
standing. Besides the inherent advantages of employing simulations, persuasive
agents might further benefit from them extracting unexpected outcomes, which
can strengthen the motivations of their recommendation.

Domain Models and Knowledge Graphs: Knowledge graphs are broadly
used to structure data and linking them according to models that accurately
reflect a particular domain [23]. Furthermore, knowledge graphs enable logical
reasoning to infer implicit information and answer queries through structured
sub-graph matching [31]. Although ontologies and semantic vocabularies have
already been proposed to represent persuasive agent knowledge, expectations,
and goals [5,15], they could further be used as the foundations for a cross-domain
transformational creativity language. By doing so, agents with entirely different
backgrounds would be able to exchange different hypotheses and engage in brain-
storming sessions, extending each domain model beyond its current limits and
assumptions. For example, an agent specialized in post-cancer support adher-
ence may expand its domain model by importing knowledge graph concepts from
other agents specialized in physical exercise. These agents may propose strength
and balance exercises suitable for cancer survivors, which were not included in
the original support strategy. Nevertheless, this process is not straightforward,
as the merging knowledge graphs are not necessarily compatible, nor may have
the same level of expressiveness. Moreover, a well-defined protocol should be
defined to pass from the stages of incubation, illumination, and verification of
the proposed integration of heterogeneous models.
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4 Application Scenarios

Collaborative creativity in persuasive intelligent agents can have a substantial
impact in different scenarios. In particular, in applications related to support
users in managing health behavior, lifestyle changes, education, adherence to
treatments, and concept exploration. Although potentially different, the use-
cases mentioned above share the complexities of handling strategies that may
span over extended periods and may need to adapt dynamically to changes in
context and scope.

A first type of application regards the combination of previous knowl-
edge from different multi-agent systems, using existing evidence across multi-
ple domains. Examples include interplays between closely related topics (i.e.,
smoking cessation and dietary eHealth applications [4,9]), as well as distant
areas (i.e., music recommendation and mental health [17]). More specifically, in
these applications users could build their behavior change plan with the assis-
tance of a multi-agent system. Beyond traditional coaching agents, this would
enable establishing co-creation schemes, where persuasion strategy goals are not
imposed but mutually agreed upon. Collective interactions with other agents
would allow these strategies to be revised and potentially enriched with others’
experiences. For example, a coaching agent for stress and mental health may
discover musical therapy and its positive effect from another agent specialized in
leisure distracting activities. Based on the novelty, potential impact, and anal-
ysis of other validating criteria, the agent may need to revise evidence of this
approach’s adequateness or launch a pilot test to observe potential consequences.

A second type of scenario is the exploration of entirely new ideas among col-
laborative agents. In this case, the creative process undergoes a more elaborated
path, in which agents require questioning certain limits of current strategies.
Examples of such applications may include persuasive agents in physiotherapy.
Targeting rehabilitation [27] (e.g., post-acute phase in knee intervention), an
agent may initially plan a progressive introduction of exercises focusing solely
on strength to enable a smooth transition towards recovery. Nevertheless, other
agents may contribute with new evidence indicating that patients with simi-
lar characteristics may benefit from new approaches based on simultaneous and
more intensive balance-strength routines, which could circumvent future com-
plications. In this exchange, a specialized literature-review agent may initiate
providing evidence for exploring a specific idea, while a decision-support agent
may counsel the physiotherapist, and monitoring agents may verify compliance
with the suggested treatment. In this way, collaborative exploration is not lim-
ited to foster creativity among agents, but it can include human intervention (if
necessary).

A third kind of application refers to paradigm shifts in the way a problem is
addressed. In this case, the agents interactions may lead to questioning assump-
tions and fundamental decisions, paving the way for a different type of solution
that can be further explored and validated. For example, consider a treatment
and medication adherence agent-based system based on ML for patient data
analysis [35]. An agent in the system may infer that persuasion strategies based
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on ML predicted outcomes might not be enough to achieve the desired adher-
ence goals. Another agent may then propose using adherence persuasive messages
typical of logic reasoning applied to existing knowledge graphs that describe con-
textual medication advice [18]. Other agents involved in the incubation process
of these ideas may then propose a third approach that integrates both the ML
predictions and knowledge graph entailments in order to provide explainable
persuasion elements to the adherence strategy [28]. This new approach actually
disregards the original paradigm, even if it borrows certain aspects of the original
ones it has diverged from.

5 Road-Map

This paper has introduced the main challenges stemming from the problem of
adaptability and evolution of persuasion strategies implemented through multi-
agent systems that incorporate different collective creativity types. Such chal-
lenges have been translated into opportunities and backed by solid foundations.
From such a ground, we derive our vision of decentralized agents that are able to
formulate common problems, debate on different ideas, and propose novel solu-
tions that are both unique and useful. As discussed above, this novel type of agent
system has great potential in persuasion-related scenarios, where strategies: need
to cope with dynamic impulses, require to adapt to fast-changing assumptions
and multi-disciplinary knowledge, and benefit from interdisciplinary influences
producing unforeseen solutions. To foster the development of this research line,
we foresee the following directions:

Collective Creativity Language: In all the different types of creative inter-
actions discussed in the paper, we anticipate the need for establishing a com-
mon language that enables agents to exchange ideas and hypotheses at both
high (aggregated concepts) and in-depth (granular and specialized details) lev-
els. This flexibility can only be achieved using semantically rich models that
allow interconnecting knowledge expressed at different levels of complexity and
across multiple disciplines. Moreover, this language should also explore the dif-
ferent protocols that will allow these different types of exchange. Agent combina-
tion of existing ideas, exploration protocols, brainstorming sessions, exchange of
hypotheses, and verification procedures are examples of this type of collaboration
schemes that should be formalized in such a language.

Combination: Collaborative combinations of existing specialized approaches
will require further studies of how agents may share and evaluate each other’s
strategies. Agreement technologies can be used at the different stages of the
creative process, with a special emphasis on the comparison and homogenization
of all proposals exposed by the participating agents. In particular, we see the
need for alignment of knowledge and goals from highly heterogeneous agents
so that the problem finding and incubation phases can lead to meaningful co-
created ideas that can be later implemented and verified by the agents. This
verification will also require the establishment of meaningful criteria that focus
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not only on the effectiveness aspects, but also on the novelty. Different types
of creativity assessment methods exist, although there should be a focus on the
collaborative nature of the outcomes.

Exploration: Regarding the exploratory analysis of novel proposals emerging
from collaborative creation, we expect further research regarding data-driven
simulation and dynamic evaluation of divergent alternative paths of action. Col-
laborative exploration implies that simulations may need to include predictions
from multiple agents with entirely different contributed datasets and algorithms.
The simulation process may also need to consider when to stop scrutinizing and
probing in a given direction before switching to a different path. During the incu-
bation phase, agents may experiment several options independently. In turn, the
singularly identified outcomes are shared and processed iteratively. The study
of techniques exploiting this type of mechanism will also need to consider the
limitations of relying only on simulations and may examine human-agent explo-
ration scenarios, in which experts may use the agents’ collective outcome as a
guiding starting point for future persuasion strategies.

Transformation: Persuasion strategies need to change over time as the indi-
viduals’ conditions and their context change as well. Moreover, the knowledge in
the application domain is in constant evolution (e.g., due to increased availability
of relevant data, new discoveries in adherence/effectiveness, the introduction of
novel technologies, or the testing of new theories). We argue that collaborative
agents should be part of these innovations, incurring in transformational cre-
ativity tasks that emerge from contrasting and contributing ideas that defy the
current assumptions. To make this possible, a collective knowledge model should
be studied—thus, building a social representation per topic or application area.
This knowledge should include the specification of risks and a computational
representation of hypotheses and assumptions, possibly challenged by the par-
ticipating agents. This type of information is currently manually curated by sci-
entists in systematic reviews, discussed in conferences and papers, but we expect
agents to take leading roles in these activities, contributing to a transformational
generation of novel persuasion paradigms and concepts.

Ethical Creativity: To consider the risks of inducing or exerting a certain
influence in a given person’s decisions is essential in computational persuasion.
If misused, inappropriate manipulations or undesired effects might occur. This
could generate even worse consequences affecting users possibly unaware of the
usage of his/her data. In this context, transparency and accountability mecha-
nisms need to be studied and proposed [6,22]. Thus, the entire collective creative
process and its outcomes can be presented and exposed to all the concerned par-
ties. To this end, multi-agent explainability is a fundamental aspect to be inves-
tigated [28]. The generation of explicable representations of the entire creative
process would surely boost the trust in the system and facilitate to spot potential
errors or agents’ misbehavior. Furthermore, these explanations must deal with
the degree of complexity, which may need to be translated from a domain to
another, or even to comprehensible outcomes for end-users. Finally, the ethical
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aspects of data (re)use during the experimentation phases of the creative process
need to consider privacy aspects and the justification of its inclusion.
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Abstract. There have been many attempts to integrate automated
planning and rational agents. Most of the research focuses on adding sup-
port directly within agent programming languages, such as those based
on the Belief-Desire-Intention model, rather than using off-the-shelf plan-
ners. This approach is often believed to improve the computation time,
which is a common requirement in real world applications. This paper
shows that even in complex scenarios, such as in the Multi-Agent Pro-
gramming Contest with 50 agents and a 4 s deadline for the agents to
send actions to the server, it is possible to efficiently integrate agent lan-
guages with off-the-shelf automated planners. Based on the experience
with this case study, the paper discusses advantages and disadvantages
of decoupling the agents from the planners.

Keywords: Automated planning · BDI agents · Multi-agent
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1 Introduction

Automated (or also referred to as Artificial Intelligence) planning consists of
using a search algorithm to find a solution to a problem [18]. The planner receives
as input information about the domain (predicates and actions that can be
applied) and the problem (initial state of the environment and goals) and will
apply a search algorithm to transition between states until the goals have been
achieved. The output of a planner is a plan containing a sequence of actions
that achieves the goals of the problem. The action theory in STRIPS (STanford
Research Institute Problem Solver) [12] is the backbone of later formalisms such
as the widely used PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language) [16]. PDDL
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has been the de-facto standard formalism for representing classical planning
problems, but it has also been extended to support temporal, probabilistic, and
other types of planning. In this paper, we focus on classical PDDL/STRIPS task
planning.

Autonomous agents and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) have vast and diverse
subareas of research. In particular, we focus on Agent-based programming [9],
which uses agent-oriented languages to implement some of the concepts found
in MAS. The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model [7,20] is used in most agent-
based programming languages [4], as well as in research in the area of agent
programming [15]. The BDI model consists of a reasoning cycle based on three
main concepts: beliefs – represent knowledge about the world, desires – goals to
achieve, and intentions – steps that can be made towards achieving something.
A simple reasoning trace starts with changes in the belief base which can trigger
plans to achieve a goal. Once a plan is triggered, its stack of intentions are
executed one by one.

Most agent-based programming languages have some form of inherent task
planning. Agents have access to a plan library and, based on certain triggering
events, a search is made to find applicable plans from their library. The difference
to more traditional task planning is that in the former case interpreting actions
(i.e., their pre-conditions and effects) is delegated to the environment and is
not a concern of the agent. This kind of planning is more similar to the non-
primitive tasks that can be found in Hierarchical Task Planning (HTN) [19].
Even though action descriptions are still needed for HTN planning, the non-
primitive tasks (also called methods) are very similar to what plans represent in
BDI programming in terms of search. That is, they allow the search space to be
effectively pruned. Note that this is different from adding explicit support for
automated planning in agent-based programming languages. Such an approach
is discussed in the Related Work section.

Plans in the agents’ libraries are usually pre-designed by a developer. Com-
plex case studies and unpredictable environments may result in a plan library
that does not contain the necessary plans to solve some of the problems that may
appear. This is where using automated planners to generate those missing plans
(either at runtime as we will demonstrate in this paper, or offline at design time)
may remove the burden from the developer of trying to encode every possible
solution.

In this paper we use an off-the-shelf planner in combination with our agents,
which are programmed using a BDI agent-based language, to solve some complex
problems in the 14th and 15th Multi-Agent Programming Contest1 scenarios [1].
We explain how we have made this integration work and what had to change
between the 14th and 15th editions to still make this strategy effective. In partic-
ular, we have used the Fast Downward2 [13] planner for the automated planning,
and the JaCaMo3 [2,3] multi-agent oriented programming framework.

1 https://multiagentcontest.org/.
2 http://www.fast-downward.org/.
3 http://jacamo.sourceforge.net/.

https://multiagentcontest.org/
http://www.fast-downward.org/
http://jacamo.sourceforge.net/
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The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we discuss some
approaches that have tried to explicitly incorporate planning in BDI languages,
as well as BDI applications that have used off-the-shelf planners in the past.
Section 3 briefly explains our case study, with a particular focus on the elements
that were advantageous to apply automated planning. In Sect. 4, we describe
in detail how we have used an off-the-shelf planner to solve the aforementioned
problems. A discussion about our experience with the combination of automated
planning and BDI agents is presented in Sect. 5. We conclude the paper and list
some future directions in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Automated planning and BDI programming have been used individually to solve
an assortment of different tasks in the past. An example of the former is [6], where
an off-the-shelf planner is used in a manufacturing plant for logical reconfigura-
tion of the control nodes after changes in the environment (production change,
fault in physical components, or changes in the production goals). An example
of the latter is [10], where agents are implemented in a BDI-based programming
language to support ethical reasoning by adding agents that can recommend
ethical actions to be executed.

Some approaches have been developed which aim to integrate BDI program-
ming languages with off-the-shelf automated planners. An example of such app-
roach is the work in [8], which uses the SHOP2 HTN planner [19] without requir-
ing any modifications to the planner itself. The agents in the JaCaMo framework
call an individual instance of the planner when required to perform multi-agent
planning, with planning being coordinated and tasks allocated at runtime using
agent communication protocols and techniques. There are several differences
between our work and theirs: (a) we do not perform coordinated multi-agent
planning, our agents plan independently from each other; (b) we use a PDDL
planner while they used HTN; and (c) we focus on a more practical and complex
case study.

Conversely, there have been many approaches that tried to integrate auto-
mated planning directly into BDI programming languages. In [23] first principles
classical planning is introduced to a theoretical (never implemented) BDI lan-
guage through the derivation of abstract planning operators from BDI programs.
A further extension of this work is reported in [22], which adds failure handling
and declarative goals on top of the planning. Even though the theoretical con-
tributions were important at the time, the main issue still remains that the
language described was never implemented. A more practical approach with a
mapping between classical planning formalisms and traditional BDI agent lan-
guages is presented in [17], describing a formal translation process from BDI
plans to classical planning operators. We believe there are a number of fun-
damental differences in using off-the-shelf planners and integrating automated
planning directly into BDI programming languages. We discuss what these dif-
ferences are in Sect. 5.
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3 Multi-Agent Programming Contest: Agents Assemble

The Multi-Agent Programming Contest (MAPC) is an annual competition with
complex multi-agent oriented challenges (such as communication, coordination,
and interaction between agents) that aims to promote and strengthen the use
of multi-agent programming frameworks, tools, and methodologies. By applying
these techniques to difficult scenarios it is possible to identify what features are
missing, can be improved, or have to be fixed in agent-based technologies. The
scenarios change every few years, with extensions being done to the previous
scenarios on off-years. The core structure of the simulations remain mostly the
same: it is a synchronous step-based simulation wherein clients (the teams) have
to send actions to the server under a certain deadline (usually 4 s per step), and
a match is composed of 3 rounds (each with a different map).

MAPC 14th [1] introduced the “Agents Assemble” scenario, where two teams
of 10 agents each compete to accumulate the most amount of currency by assem-
bling block structures to match tasks announced by the server in a grid environ-
ment. We participated as team LFC (Liverpool Formidable Constructors) [11]
and achieved first place. We believe one of the main factors in our performance
during that edition of the contest was due to our strategy in using an off-the-
shelf planner to generate movement plans at runtime. The scenario has many
other details which required an assortment of different strategies, the interested
reader can find more information in [1,11]. For the remaining of this paper, we
focus only on the elements of the contest that were relevant for the use of the
automated planner and its integration with the agents.

The 15th edition of the MAPC4 used the same scenario but extended it in
many interesting ways. Of relevance to our planning strategy was the change
from the static 10 agents to 15 agents in round 1, 30 agents in round 2, and 50
agents in round 3. This required us to adapt our strategy, as calling 30 and 50
instances of the planner would slow down the reasoning of our agents and make
them unable to send an action before the deadline. Our solution to this was
developing a plan cache, which is explained in detail in Sect. 4.2. We achieved
second place in the 15th edition of the MAPC, however we believe our planning
strategy performed very well and we only lost due to the lack of optimisation in
some of our other strategies (such as task assembly).

In this paper, we focus on performing efficient movement in the contest. Map
grids during the 14th and 15th MAPC ranged from 50 × 50 (2500 cells) to 100 ×
100 (10000 cells). Each agent has a local view of 61 cells around them. Initially, we
tried to encode the agents’ movements directly into the agent program, however,
we soon realised that there were too many edge cases to consider and that our
solution resulted in longer routes and even a few deadlocks. Using an automated
off-the-shelf planner allowed us to focus on the other strategies while knowing
that the movement of our agents were very efficient.

The main challenge for planning the agents’ movement (either directly in
the agents’ program or in an automated planner) is the dynamic nature of the

4 https://multiagentcontest.org/2020/.

https://multiagentcontest.org/2020/
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environment and the lack of knowledge of the agent about cells outside its local
vision. For example, the following dynamic events can happen during a step:
(a) an agent from the other team (or from our own team, if we do not disclose
movement information to other agents) may move into one of the cells that are
a part of our agent’s route, generating a conflict; (b) a special event called a
clear event has a random chance of occurring at each step, which may remove
obstacle cells, create obstacle cells, disable agents, and remove blocks; and (c)
agents also have access to a clear action, however, compared to the environment
event, this action has a reduced radius and can not create obstacles.

4 Automated Planning and BDI Agents

Our team5 is programmed in the JaCaMo multi-agent oriented development
framework using its Eclipse plugin. JaCaMo has three main programming dimen-
sions (agent, environment, and organisation), each handled by a different tool
that has been developed over many years and then integrated to work well with
each other. Jason [5] is a popular BDI-based agent programming language that
we used to define our agent programs. CArtAgO [21] is based on the notion
of artifacts that are used to represent and interact with the environment. In
our case this means interfacing with the server of the MAPC as well as inter-
facing with the off-the-shelf planner. Finally, Moise [14] provides organisation
constructs to determine roles and norms in groups of agents, which our team
uses to aid in the coordination of certain tasks.

Fast Downward (FD) is a well-established planner which has been used sev-
eral times in the International Planning Competition (IPC). Clear actions take
three steps to be successfully used by an agent, and they need to be encoded
as a planning operator because clearing obstacles can make much more optimal
routes. FD, however, does not support numeric planning. To workaround this
problem, we made use of action costs where all movement actions have a cost
of 1 and the clear action has a cost of 3, and then the planner is asked to find
plans that can minimise the cost.

Next, we describe our planning strategies for the 14th MAPC (Local Vision
Planning) as well as the necessary extensions for it to work well in the 15th

MAPC (Plan Cache).

4.1 Local Vision Planning

We limited the use of the planner only for performing the movement of the agents
in the grid (which includes the clear action for more efficient routes). If the grid
cells were static and the map was completely observable, then it would have made
more sense to try to plan the entire route of the agent at once. However, apart
5 Our team code for the 14th MAPC:

https://github.com/autonomy-and-verification-uol/mapc2019-liv
Our team code for the 15th MAPC:
https://github.com/autonomy-and-verification-uol/mapc2020-lfc.

https://github.com/autonomy-and-verification-uol/mapc2019-liv
https://github.com/autonomy-and-verification-uol/mapc2020-lfc
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from the fact that this solution would likely result in performance problems, the
cells in the grid are dynamic and could change because of clear actions or agents’
actions. The local vision and the lack of knowledge of the remaining cells in the
map also made it pointless to plan too far in advance. Therefore, we call the
planner with a target cell that is inside the local vision of the agent. An example
of how this works is given later on.

Planning is performed at runtime and an instance of the FD planner is
invoked by the agent. The workflow is defined as follows:

1. The agent wants to move to a target position in the grid
2. Is the target position inside the agent’s vision? If yes jump to step 4
3. Select the closest cell to the target position that is inside the agent’s vision
4. Determine what type of domain will be used, planning operators change

depending on specific circumstances:
– if the agent has enough energy to perform clear actions enable clear as a

planning operator
– if the agent has a block attached (maximum one block attached for plan-

ning movement) enable operators to move with one block
5. Call a CArtAgO artifact which will generate the problem file based on the

local vision of the agent (obtained through the perceptions observed in that
step from the server), with the target cell as a goal, and the appropriate
domain (based on the flags determined in previous steps)

6. Call an instance of the FD planner with the generated problem file and the
appropriate pre-generated domain file

7. The solution plan is saved onto a file which the CArtAgO artifact reads and
then translates it back to the agent

8. If a plan was found, the agent simply executes each action of the plan at
each step (jump to step 10)

9. If a plan is not found, then the agent tries to move (without the planner) in
a direction that would bring it closer to the final target, and then calls the
planner again (back to step 2)

10. If the agent is not in the final target cell after executing all actions in the
plan, the process goes back to step 2, otherwise planning has finished

The 14th edition of the MAPC had 10 agents per team. Initially, we thought
that if all of our 10 agents started an instance of the planner at the same step,
then we may have encountered some performance problems. To circumvent this,
we introduced a planning counter which would limit the number of agents allowed
to start an instance of the planner at any given step when the counter hits the
maximum number allowed. Setting this number varied depending on the process-
ing power of the computer that was being used. During the contest, we disabled
this feature, as the used computer was powerful enough to handle comfortably
the maximum number of agents.

Example
To better explain the difference between local and final target selection we exem-
plify some scenarios in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
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A

D

B

Fig. 1. Example of a final target position (star) inside the vision of the agent (A). Black
squares are obstacles, green squares with a (D) are dispensers that can spawn blocks
when requested by an agent, and red squares are blocks (B). (Color figure online)

Figure 1 shows an example of when the final target position is inside the
vision of the agent. Since we are dealing with local vision, the coordinates are
all local with respect to the agent6, which is located at the centre cell (0, 0).
Therefore, the target position in this example is set to cell (1,−2), one cell to
the right and two cells above. This is the simplest scenario, and when the agent
arrives at the destination planning is concluded.

Figure 2a has a target cell that is outside the local vision of the agent. It
would be inefficient to plan the whole route since things could change and then
it would require replanning the route multiple times. Therefore, first we must
find a target cell inside the agent’s vision that would bring it closer to the final
target, which in this case is shown in Fig. 2b to be cell (−5, 0). Upon arriving at
the local target the agent recalculates the difference to its final target, which in
this example would result in cell (−2, 0), and then calls the planner once again.

4.2 Plan Cache

Using automated planning at runtime is far from being an easy task. The entire
process, from encoding the state of the agent as a problem file, to solving it with
a planner, is computationally demanding. This can be reasonable for small and
simple applications, but it becomes an issue when applied to large and complex
systems, such as a MAS. Even though the planning problem for a single agent is
feasible, it might not be for a coalition of agents as well. Let us assume we have N
agents, we would need to call the planner N times (one per agent). Considering
the MAPC scenario, this could happen in each step of the simulation.

Since physical resources (CPU, memory) and time (how long an agent can
wait) are finite, it is always possible to pick a number N of agents for which it
is not possible to solve the planning problem in less than a certain amount of
time (4 s for each simulation step in the MAPC). As mentioned previously, the

6 Please note that cells to the north and to the west of cell (0, 0) have negative values,
while cells to the south and to the east have positive values.
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D

(a) Final target position with respect
to Figure 2b. The faded star represents
the expected position of the agent after
Figure 2b.

A

D

B

(b) Example of a partial target position
(star) with a final target outside the
vision of the agent.

Fig. 2. Examples of planning targets (destination cells) for when the target is outside
the vision of the agent.

15th edition of the contest extended the scenario to have 15 agents in round 1,
30 agents in round 2, and 50 agents in round 3. Through testing, we noticed that
our previous strategy managed to hold up for 15 agents, but it did not work for
30 and 50 agents. Because of this, alternatives to speed the planning process up
must be considered.

We investigated alternatives to speed up the process, and found that one
possible way to make the planning process faster is by caching the plans. By
caching, we refer to the act of storing previously generated plans, instead of
forgetting about them after execution. When an agent asks the planner to solve
a problem, if such a problem has been already solved in the past, then there is
no reason for the planner to waste time and resources in solving it again. This
can be achieved by keeping a mapping between Problem → Plan, which, given
a problem file, returns its corresponding plan (if present in the cache). When
a problem file does find a match in the cache, it means that it has never been
solved before (cache miss), in which case the execution continues by calling the
planner and then updating the cache. Note that the problem representation does
not depend on the size of the grid, number of agents, or any other parameter.
This means that the cache can be used in any configuration to speed up the
planning process.

The first aspect we have to consider about caching is how to encode a problem
file, so it can be straightforwardly retrieved from the cache. Such an encoding
must uniquely identify a problem file. Thus, all information which describe the
agent’s local view needs to be considered. In Fig. 3, we report an example of how
we generate such encoding.
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Fig. 3. Example of the step by step process of converting from a problem description
to an encoding that can be easily read.

Starting from the agent’s local view (left side of Fig. 3), a possible encoding
can be obtained by unrolling the grid as a one-dimensional array (top right of
Fig. 3). The unrolling of the agent’s local view, starts from the upper most cell,
and then all rows are appended one by one from left to right. Finally, in the
bottom right of Fig. 3, we can see a possible encoding of the unrolling; where
empty spaces are mapped to 0 (dispensers and the agent current position are
considered empty), obstacles to 1, blocks to 2, and the goal to 3.

Once the encoding is created, it can be used to query the cache. Since we
want to use the cached plans amongst different executions, the cache is stored
in the secondary memory. Specifically, a file is created for each cached plan. The
encoding of the agent’s local view is used to name such a file. Consequently,
to check if a certain planning problem has already been solved, it is enough to
look if there exists a file named as the encoding of the problem. If such a file
exists, there is no need to call the planner since the corresponding plan is already
available inside the file, otherwise, the planner is called and a new file is stored
(named after the encoding of the problem).

In the example of Fig. 3, the plan returned and stored as a file (named using
the encoding) contains the sequence of actions reported in Listing 1.1.

1 clear (-3,0)

2 move(w)

3 move(w)

4 move(w)

5 move(w)

6 move(w)

Listing 1.1. Plan returned by the planner for Fig. 3, and stored in the cache.

As we have seen previously, it is possible to call the planner in two different
settings. The first one is calling for a plan to the agent by itself, which we have
already covered how to encode it. The second is that we may call for a plan
to the agent with a block currently attached. The encoding for this is almost
identical, except that in this case we append the local view coordinates of the
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block that is attached (note that our planning domain only supports movement
with up to one attached block). For example, if there is a block attached to the
agent and the block is located one cell below the agent, then we would append 01
to the beginning of the encoding. Finally, for both settings there is an additional
encoding to determine if it can perform clear actions. If the agent has enough
energy, then it can use clear actions to remove obstacles on its way. Otherwise, it
has to go around them, if possible. This is obtained by simply adding a 1 (clear
enabled) or a 0 (clear disabled) at the beginning of the encoding. Thus, for the
same problem description, four different encodings can be generated depending
on the presence of an attached block, and the availability of clear actions.

5 Discussion

The most glaring benefit of using an off-the-shelf planner is that we are able to
take advantage of the many sophisticated and efficient tools that have been devel-
oped over the years in the community of automated planning. Re-implementing
the features provided by these tools in an agent programming language can take
a lot of effort. A more subtle advantage is that if the application domain requires
distinct planning techniques for different types of problems in the system then we
can use multiple off-the-shelf planners that are most appropriate for each prob-
lem. For example, different type of planning, such as probabilistic and temporal,
might be needed at different stages of the task under consideration.

A limiting factor in using off-the-shelf planners with autonomous agents at
runtime in time critical applications is that the solution may not be produced
inside acceptable time bounds. Initially, we did not consider using automated
planners to be feasible because we thought we would run into this issue. However,
after testing we noticed that for 10 agents we could comfortably perform planning
under a four seconds restriction. When the number of agents increased to 30
and 50, then we had to modify our solution by performing plan caching which
provided excellent results. Our initial analysis indicates that using off-the-shelf
planners in domains with loosely coupled agents (low or no interactions between
agents) and/or low number of agents should generate results very quickly. Note
that determining if the result can be produced inside the time constraint depends
specifically on the application domain. Alternative solutions such as plan caching
can also make previously unfeasible planning scenarios work well, but the size
of the cache must be controlled since it can eventually increase up to a point
where it is no longer worth using.

The seamless integration of automated planning in an agent programming
language has the advantage that the computing performance can be vastly supe-
rior. This is not only because the agents themselves can perform planning directly
without having to call a separate process, but also because lookahead online plan-
ning can be used, wherein only a subset of the problem is planned for and then
executed before proceeding to plan for the rest.

The direct integration of planning in agents can restrict the type of planning
supported, which can limit its applicability to certain domains. Furthermore, it
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can make the code difficult to port to other agent languages. For example, the
MAPC requires all teams to make their source code available after the contest.
This can help new teams (or underperforming teams) to look for inspiration in
strategies that have worked well in the past. Because we used an off-the-shelf
planner, other teams can easily make similar use of it without being tied to the
agent development framework we used (JaCaMo).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described our experience in applying an off-the-shelf
automated planner at runtime for a very complex problem requiring a solution
under a strict deadline. We have integrated this solution with agents that were
developed in a BDI agent programming language. Our case study was based
on the scenario first introduced in the 14th edition of the MAPC (and then
later extended on the 15th edition). There are advantages and disadvantages to
either using off-the-shelf planners or integrating automated planning directly in
an agent programming language. Ultimately, the best choice is going to depend
on the complexity and limitations imposed by the application/case study as well
as the tools and languages that are available to solve the problem.

Future work involves trying to categorise different classes of applications and
case studies to understand at a more general level when an off-the-shelf planner
can be used alongside an agent programming language with minimal effort, as
well as listing possible combinations of planners and agent-based languages that
could work well together.
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Abstract. Steam networks in existing chemical facilities are typically highly
centralized and operate on long-term contracts. It results in energy systems with
overcapacity of production, exceeding the demand several times. Facilities which
remain idle or utilize fuel sub-optimally create unnecessary costs and possess
high carbon footprint. To optimize fuel consumption, increase profits and lower
emissions, we propose to decentralize and trade steam distribution with energy
producers, chemical facilities and energy storage constituting autonomous agents.
In this paper we describe a model of short-term trading of steam through multi-
stage auction mechanisms. The goal of this model is to sell all produced steam
every timestep while meeting the demand and including both smaller and larger
parties in the negotiations fairly.

Keywords: Energy · Nuclear · CHP · VPP · Steam ·Multi-agent · Auction

1 Introduction

Steam is a common energy carrier which industry complexes require an uninterrupted
flow of to operate correctly. In some cases, live steam is used in chemical processes [1].
The demand of each consumer of steam in real systems is typically not a constant. Fail-
ing to meet the demand results in pressure changes in the main steam loop, which, in real
systems, could cause lower efficiency, or even outright cease, of processes in a facility
of the end user. This level of importance often leads owners of the chemical complexes
to overbuild their energy installations where energy production capacities exceed 200%
of demand. The large installed redundancies are dictated by the probability of spikes
in demand coinciding with maintenance or malfunctioning of multiple boilers. Various
kinds of energy generating technologies can be found in the complexes. Different phys-
ical principles of operation among the technologies require trading mechanisms which
can accommodate them fairly.

Steam users have highly specific contracts with steam producers which ensure steam
delivery on demand. The contracts often span a year or more but they cannot accurately
put a price for minute-to-minute costs of operation a year ahead due to highly varied
demand throughout the year [2]. It leads to complicated annual renegotiations between
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
F. Dignum et al. (Eds.): PAAMS 2021, LNAI 12946, pp. 64–76, 2021.
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producers and consumers based on past energy consumption and deviations from quo-
tas. The potential impact of day-to-day decisions regarding current energy demand on
future contracts cannot be fully understood at the moment of making said decisions. It
can lead to economically and environmentally disadvantageous decisions of both con-
sumers and producers of steam [3].

Considering how crucial steam is to the business of everyone in the system, the cus-
tomers need to have more than one mean of establishing future supply and demand to
better plan their operations. The current approach to meet the steam demand of chem-
ical complexes works but is sub-optimal. Having multiple boilers on standby is costly,
due to committed capital and recurring fixed costs, which need to be recuperated by the
system. Addressing swift changes in demand could happen in a more cooperative fash-
ion through market-driven approach - dynamic pricing is used to keep as many power
plants as close to optimal operating conditions as possible.

The energy system proposed in this paper presents an alternate approach in which
control of energy production is decentralised. The model trades steam in multi-stage
auctions. The goal of the model is to sell all available steam every time-step while meet-
ing the demand, including both smaller and larger parties in the negotiations fairly and
lowering emissions without losing profits. Decentralisation of energy sales is achieved
through agent-based modelling, where the agents, who represent energy producers, con-
sumers or prosumers of the system, trade steam and electricity through auctions in two
different time-frames: short- and long-term. High Temperature Reactors (HTRs) are
added to the energy mix to assess their impact on emissions and economics.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the entire system and the dif-
ferent types of agents and mechanisms. Section 3 describes the methodology of the
short-term auctioning. Section 4 describes the setup of the test system and its imple-
mentation as well as the data that will be used for simulations. Section 5 presents a brief
overview of the literature and highlights open issues before concluding.

2 System Overview and Agentification

The proposed approach agentifies the entities that make up the Hybrid Cogeneration
Plant1 into two main agent categories - concrete and special.

Physical components are represented by a set of discrete, concrete agents - boil-
ers, nuclear reactors, energy storage, steam turbines, chemical plants or hydrogen pro-
duction plants. The special agents are responsible for trade between concrete-agents,
broadcasting external system variables or managing steam delivery (Fig. 1).

Each of the concrete agents contains a logical and a physical model. The system sep-
arates concrete agents at the common denominator of the physical system - steam. This
separation facilitates arranging the concrete agents into Virtual Power Plants (VPPs). A
VPP is any aggregate of concrete agents who will be represented as a singular trade par-
ticipant (Fig. 2). Additionally, the high-level separation between agents permits the sale

1 A hybrid energy system is one where there is typically more than one product out of one
or more energy sources, like co-generation of steam and electricity from both gas and coal
boilers. It can also refer to more than one energy source producing the same ware.
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Fig. 2. Visualisation of aggregated agents and connections between them

of energy in the system while allowing agents whose inner workings are black boxes,
which is necessary in real-life energy systems where operational details are typically
classified.

Steam is a fungible good which should be sold in its entirety once it is produced in
order to avoid upsetting the stability of the entire system. Separate auction mechanisms
exist for long- and short-term trades. The short-term trade covers no more than a few
minutes, trading steam produced inevitably in that short timeframe due to operational
constraints of steam producers. The long-term sales offer steam futures - executable
options to buy a certain amount of steam sometime in the future at a set price, and
long-term contracts for steam at a constant volume and price. Contrary to short-term
trades which are frequently suboptimal, long-term trades are well established processes
not considered as an issue for the sector’s players. We thus focus on the former in this
work.

Two auction systems will be presented in the paper - classic and reverse dutch auc-
tions [4]. Classic auctions are ones issued by sellers. Reverse auctions are issued by
buyers. Dutch auctions are more suited to sales of bulk goods, such as electricity, fuel
or grains, whereas english auctions are better suited for single item sales [5]. The need
to sell the entirety of produced steam in the short-term trade has led us to dutch-style
auctions.
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In summary, the system is designed to sell the entirety of its wares through auc-
tions, with short-term auctions being either classic or reverse dutch auctions. Agents
of the system can have logical and physical layers. Special agents lack either the phys-
ical or logical layer. Concrete agents contain both layers. They are capable of inde-
pendent decision-making and can aggregate into VPPs and be represented as one trade
participant.

3 Short-Term Auction Mechanisms

The short-term trade of steam is separated into three protocols that are described in
the following sections: 1) Prediction of aggregated supply and demand of steam, 2)
Two-phase auctioning of steam and 3) Execution of accepted trades.
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Fig. 3. First phase of auctions

3.1 Prediction of Aggregated Supply and Demand

The goal of prediction protocol is to inform producers and consumers of what is feasible
in the present timestep to let them place realistic bids and auctions.
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The first step of the protocol is auction participants and the auction house agent
identifying each other in their respective roles. Then, the auction house verifies who
will participate in the upcoming auctions and asks them about their expected supply
and demand in the next short-term trade. The agent will wait until everyone responds or
enough time passes. Next, aggregated results are sent to all participants. Protocol ends
with a message to each participant informing of that end.

3.2 Algorithm for the First Auction Phase

All the auctions in the first phase are reverse closed dutch auctions. This phase contains
two parts - establishing the number of auctions taking place and running the auctions.
The phase starts by a query to consumers and prosumers on how many auctions they
will submit (Fig. 3, part 1). The second part is running all the accepted auctions (Fig. 3,
part 2). The phase starts by a query to consumers and prosumers on how many auctions
they will submit (Fig. 3, part 1). Once buyers respond how many auctions they will
submit, they are queried about the details of each auction - the desired quantity, budget
and the initial price per ton of steam. Trading floor collects the submitted auctions. At
the end of part one the submitted auctions are sorted and broadcasted.
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Fig. 4. Auction sorting algorithm

Sorting Reverse Dutch Auctions. Figure 4 presents the auction sorting algorithm. The
first auctions are the ones with the highest unitary price of steam. Secondary sorting cri-
terion is the purchase volume. Tertiary criterion is the number of auctions an agent has
submitted - the lower the number, the higher the priority. If the previous criteria were
insufficient to sort the auctions, the time of auction submission is considered. The cho-
sen sorting order is dictated by several factors - the system consists of several players
who may vary greatly in terms of size of their demand, which would give a natural
advantage to larger buyers. Large share of control over demand would normally mean
that steam producers focus on addressing their demand. Smaller buyers can compete
with large vendors in terms of auction priority by raising base prices in auctions. The
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of one round of bid acceptance algorithm - starts at Trading Floor. Case 0: all
incoming bids are accepted as the sum of offered volume does not cover the demand. Case 1: all
bids are accepted but steam sold by each producer may be adjusted to meet its weighted average.
Case 2: no steam is sold and the next round starts with a higher price. Case 3: some bids may be
rejected. Red and orange paths lead to the next round. Green and blue steps conclude the auction.
(Color figure online)

large vendors still have the advantage in the secondary order priority. The tertiary sort-
ing criterion is aimed at limiting the possibility of scheming by the large vendors who
submit a large amount of small auctions at various price points with the goal of gain-
ing priority over small vendors while keeping the weighted average price across the
auctions lower.

Accepting Bids for Every Reverse Dutch Auction. Once all the auctions are in and
sorted, the list of auctions is announced to the participants and producers as well as
prosumers are invited to bid in the first auction. The auction proceeds in the following
fashion (Fig. 5): the trading floor sends the current unitary price to the bidders. They can
respond how much volume they are willing to provide at the listed price and whether
their bids are subject to partial acceptance. The bids are either accepted or rejected.

The rules of bet acceptance were created specifically for this trading system (see
Fig. 5. Several cases are considered for each bid. When all submitted bids do not cover
the demand of an auction, all bids are accepted, steam price is increased in the next
round and the following cases do not apply (see Fig. 5, case 0).

1. All bidders accept incomplete orders
The simplest situation is when all the bidders accept that their bid may be only
partially accepted. In that case, the purchase volume accepted for each bidder is
calculated as a weighted average (see Eq. 1 and Fig. 5, case 1)
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2. All bidders refuse incomplete orders:
No steam is sold and the auction is reiterated with a lower price (Fig. 5, case 2)

3. Some bidders accept incomplete orders
(a) Bids which accept split are sufficient to fulfil the orders:

In this case the resolution is the same as in case a with the exception that all the
bids which do not permit splitting are rejected

(b) Bids which accept split are not sufficient to fulfil the orders (Fig. 5, case 3a)
i. Bids which cannot be split are insufficient to fulfil the demand:

All the non-splittable bids are accepted and the remaining demand volume
will be split between splittable bids according to Eq. 1 (case 3b i)

ii. Bids which cannot be split are sufficient to fulfil the demand:
All the non-splittable bids are rejected and the remaining volume will be
offered at a lower price (Fig. 5, case 3b ii)

Equation 1 defines the weighted average of accepted volume for agent Ax in case
of partial bid acceptance.

Accepted(Ax) = Demand× Proposed(Ax)∑n
i=1 Proposed(Ai)

(1)

The following examples illustrate how bid sorting would proceed when auction lists
demand for volume v1 at price p1.
Example 1. All participants submit bids equal to v1 and p1 and make them splittable. In
this case, all bids are accepted at p1 but volume accepted from each bidder is equal to v
divided by number of bidders (Case 1, green).

Example 2. One participant submits a bid equal to v2 =
v1
2

and makes it non-splittable,

other participants submit bids equal to v(pi), where the sum of v(pi) is lower than v1 but
higher than v2, and p1 and make them splittable. All bids are accepted and the auction
concludes. Bid of v2 was accepted entirely whereas bids v(pi) were divided according
to (Eq. 1), where demand is equal to v1 − v2. (Case 3 b I, blue)
Example 3. All participants submit bids equal to v(pi) and p1 and make them non-
splittable. The sum of v(pi) is lower than v1. All bids are accepted and the auction
proceeds to next phase, with volume v1 minus the sum of v(pi) and price p2 > p1
(Case 0, red).

The first phase of auctions is the main mechanism of steam trading in the system
and aims at establishing fair market prices for both buyers an sellers while taking into
account their limitations, such as flexibility and total size of their demand or supply.

3.3 Algorithm for the Second Auction Phase and Delivery Protocol

The second auction phase is a descending dutch auction, starting at the lowest steam
price in the first auction phase. This step is necessary to force sale of already produced
steam at any price. Steam sellers are discouraged to sell steam through this auction as
the price is now equal to the lowest established price in the previous auction phase.

First, sellers are asked for steam remaining after the first auction phase. The data is
collected and, if there is any remaining steam, announced as a classic Dutch auction to
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buyers (Fig. 6, part 1). The auction starts at the lowest price steam was sold for in the
first auction phase and the rules for bid acceptance are similar to those in Fig. 5 except
only partial bets are allowed and price for remaining steam in the next round strictly
goes down in increments until it reaches zero (Fig. 6, part 2). Once the steam is sold,
lists of accepted trades are sent to respective buyers and sellers (Fig. 6, part 3). This
concludes the protocol for short-term auctions and begins the delivery protocol.

The purpose of delivery protocol is twofold - bookkeeping and calculating the phys-
ical state of the steam network each timestep. The bookkeeping includes accounting for
all established trades relevant to the timestep - both long-term and short-term.

4 Implementation and Illustrative Scenario

The system is written in Java using JADE framework. Physical models of boilers and
steam transport are simulated in MATLAB and integrated in Java. A special class, Aug-
mentedAgent, was created to encompass basic functionalities needed by all agents in
the system - address books, internal time tracking, role assignment. Its children are
specific implementations for different technologies - boilers, energy storage, chemical
plants, turbines, trading floors and broadcasters. Ontologies, protocols and other basic
utility functions are used as decorators for instances of AugmentedAgent (see Fig. 7).

AugmentedAgent basicBehaviours 
basicFunctions ontologiesprotocols

basicAgents

Inheritance

Decorators

Fig. 7. Overview of code structure
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Our platform allows us to model physical systems (boilers, heat storage,..) using
MATLAB components and market participants through decision-making algorithms.
The agents can generate demand curves, assess technical feasibility of meeting demand,
production cost, CO2 emissions, long-term impact of possible decisions, implement
strategy for efficient or optimal operation. For the end-users, the two major advantages
of using a multi-agent approach are its flexibility and its privacy capabilities.

Data for simulations comes from real sources - historical data on fuel and electricity
pricing from the European Energy Agency, prognoses of carbon emission certificates,
performance tables of real boilers and High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR)
designs. Real demand curves of chemical plants provided by our industrial partners will
be used as a basis for simulating testing scenarios. We implemented several ontologies
that are referred in our protocols. TradingOntology is common to all auction types,
prediction and delivery protocols. SubscriptionOntology is used exclusively to update
agents with current resource pricing and make questions regarding past pricing. The
agents do not know future pricing in advance, with the exception of ExternalAgent.

The initial scenario consists of a HTGR, a gas boiler, a chemical plant and a turbine
(Fig. 8). It is a very basic setup capable of both baseload and load following.

HTGR

Gas
boiler

Turbine Chemical 
plant

Power 
grid

ElectricitySteam

Fig. 8. Visualization of a physical layer of the illustrative scenario

HTGR is simulated with table values of max ramp-up and down speeds as well
as a simple Xenon decay model which will reduce the max speeds. Gas boiler is a
simpler model, based around fuel efficiency curve and max ramp-up and down speeds.
Both units is of equal thermal power - 100MW. They are connected to a back-pressure
turbine, presumed to handle the load. Its isentropic efficiency is considered constant for
every load factor. In the basic scenario, only high-pressure steam is sold, with lower
pressures being converted to electricity. Electricity sales are handled by the grid agent
at market prices at the time of trade as direct sales. The purpose of the scenario is to
test the functionality of the system, agent responses in steadily changing conditions and
efficiency of multi-stage short-term auction mechanisms.

In the Steady-state scenario, both the load factor of the chemical plant and pricing of
all resources is constant. Several prices are chosen to evaluate common-sense decisions
with high and low fuel and emission prices as well as several levels of load of the
chemical plant. The expected result is a converging steam price in each case. Timeframe
of this scenario is extended until the price of steam converges to a steady state or one
year. Timestep for short-term auctions is set to one minute.

Different load and pricing scenarios implement three variations: a) variable load
factor with constant pricing, b) constant load factor with variable pricing and c) variable
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load factor and pricing. They investigate the extent to which a decision-making based
on production cost as a sole criterion for profitability can ensure continued supply.

5 Related Work

Decarbonisation of industrial heat production is among most challenging tasks in the
field. The main reason is the dependence of the industry on reliable and flexible supply
of high-temperature heat, mostly in the form of steam. While combustion of fossil fuels
yields high temperatures easily, potential emission-free sources have great difficulty
providing it. HGTRs are a solution to the problem but are burdened with high capital
cost, lower flexibility and both legal and political hurdles [6,7]. To maintain economic
viability, industrial complexes should consider new approaches to energy management.

The challenge of decarbonizing industrial complexes with alternative management
methods and introduction of HGTRs relates to a more general problem of managing
distributed energy production. Several algorithms and methods have been proposed
to achieve it [8]. There are three main approaches to simulating systems operations –
Discrete Event, System Dynamics and Agent-Based Simulation [9,10]. Discrete Event
Simulations are highly procedural. System Dynamic methods focus on modelling state
dynamics with equations defining rates of change, it is analogous to physics simula-
tions. Agent modelling is based on autonomous actors interacting with each other within
a set of rules. They can have complex decision-making algorithms and can exhibit self-
coordination [11] while ensuring the privacy of the various actors they represent. The
two properties are among the key factors for selecting the agent modelling approach.

Multi-agent approach has been successfully applied to energy systems. MAS is
used in many smart grids applications [12,13], where the challenge of load balanc-
ing with intermittent energy production is common. Microgrids and District heating are
two examples where MAS have been successfully deployed [11,14,15]. The examples
share common traits with energy systems of industrial complexes. The differences are
the covariance between process heat and electricity, the constrained number of actors
in the system combined with the paramount importance of QoS and co-dependence
between consumers and producers.

On a spectrum of classification of MAS, our system is a case of decentralized con-
trol system with overall objectives. The agents are heterogeneous and their hierarchy
is holonic – outside of special agents responsible for coordination of actions, the only
commitments between agents are ongoing energy contracts [14,16]. One of the related
multi-agent tools is GRENAD [17]. It uses a similar division of roles into distribu-
tion, production and consumption as our system. It is not open-source, though, and is
designed for smart grids rather than production facilities.

Market-based approach to meeting supply and demand with MAS is a well-known
and promising approach [18]. Typical approach in energy markets is based around
establishing market clearing prices, where all energy is sold at a set price and every pro-
ducer margins are different, or sealed-bid auctions, where either buyers or sellers make
“take it or leave it” offers. Other approaches use indicators of importance to allocate
optimal energy production and distribution [16,18]. However, chemical plants cannot
properly schedule their production in face of large price and supply volatility, leading
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to overbuilt energy supply systems in real life. The nature of our system has led us to
develop our own method of allocating resources through adapting market mechanisms.
Our long and short-term auctioning approach combines traits of both approaches and
minimizes the risk of excess energy production and should enable fair profit margins to
every actor, if one’s decision making is sound.

Unlike energy grid or stock market, industrial complexes have few actors. Com-
bined with volatile demand, it leads to low resilience compared to a grid or an entire
market. Additionally, the allocated goods – heat and electricity – have more complex
cost structures compared to electricity on the grid, as the chemical plants are fully
dependent on heat supplied from boilers. The setup creates a coopetition - energy pro-
ducers need to remain profitable themselves while ensuring long-term profitability of
chemical plants. Power plants in the complexes were not designed for efficient elec-
tricity production and will not sustain themselves without heat consumers. Both parties
need to make fair trades to ensure mutual success. One of the promising approaches to
solve the coopetition problem using MAS are cooperative VPPs, which would lead to
fewer but more reliable auction participants and could take better advantages of poten-
tial synergies among technologies [19].

One of the difficulties with validating the systems is the environment – for both eco-
nomic and safety reasons, the tests cannot be easily carried out on real energy systems.
It was faced in multiple cases for smart grids. Obtaining both realistic data and parame-
ters to model agents is challenging [20]. Special tools were created as testbeds for MAS
and for monitoring their performance. A potential step to test its real-life performance
is a test loop available for research at INL [21]. MAS studies of energy systems have
based their validation on parameters and historical data of real-life systems and we will
follow this approach [22].

6 Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper proposes a decentralized control system of energy in chemical complexes
with multi-stage auction mechanisms for short-term steam trading to optimize fuel con-
sumption, increase profits and lower CO2 emissions. The proposed auction mechanism
sells all produced steam every timestep while meeting the demand and including all
parties in the negotiations fairly. It combines classic and reverse dutch auctions with
custom rules. This proposal is a first step towards an industrially deployable steam dis-
tribution system with multiple producers and consumers in the context of a HTR used
as steam producer in chemical complexes and Hybrid Energy Systems (HES).

To evaluate our work, we developed a simulator standing on real physical models
and datasets. It will be tested with simple scenario parameters - steady-state or variable
load and demand, based on historical data. The next step involves adding long term
trade and increased the complexity of the system, with new and more advanced phys-
ical agents and long-term scenarios. Once all elements are introduced, scenarios with
malfunctions, outages and system changes will be assessed.
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Abstract. Multi-agent techniques have become mature technologies
with many tools, programming languages, and methodologies currently
available. As a result, it is a practical approach for the development of
complex AI systems. However, there are still challenges in developing an
interface that enables a more natural communication interface between
software agents and human agents, for example, using natural language.
We believe chatbot technologies can provide the support needed to face
this challenge. In this paper, we propose an approach to the integra-
tion of multi-agent systems and chatbot technologies named Dial4JaCa.
The resulting integration makes it possible to apply both those tech-
nologies together to a variety of domains. In this particular work, we
use JaCaMo as a multi-agent programming platform and Dialogflow as
a chatbot platform. We evaluate the Dial4JaCa integration using two
different multi-agent applications.

Keywords: Multi-agent systems · Natural language · Chatbots

1 Introduction

A conversational agent, also known as chatterbot or chatbot, is a computer pro-
gram that interact with users through natural language. It has been around since
the 1960s, and its first application was to check whether it could deceive users,
who are real humans, or not [23]. Over time, it has been noticed that these sys-
tems could not only imitate human dialogues, but also be useful in areas such
as education, commerce, health, business, among others [16]. It appears that
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virtual assistants are an evolution of chatbots. Besides being an interface for
conversation, virtual assistants can also take action to support human activities.
In addition, they use inputs such as the user’s voice, text, and contextual infor-
mation to provide assistance by answering questions in natural language [12].

In the light of the advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP), conver-
sational agents have started to play an essential role in various domains, such as:
healthcare, to help physicians identify symptoms and improve assessment skills,
diagnosis, interview techniques, and interpersonal communication [21]; helping
elderly people with cognitive disabilities by providing proactive functions by
sending messages to help them in situations where they are distracted [25]; in
education to facilitate the teaching and learning process [24]; in tourism to pro-
vide information to guests about hotel services and to accompany them through
the hotel spaces [26].

In recent years, many companies have invested resources to create platforms
for the development of chatbots. To name a few, Google maintains Dialogflow1,
IBM provides Watson2, and Luis3 is developed by Microsoft. These platforms
provide mechanisms for NLP and dialog management. In those platforms, intents
are one of the main components. The user’s input (i.e., what the user says/types),
is mapped to an intent to provide an appropriate response (or action) to the user,
which is based on the current input and the context of the conversation [20].
Then, the developer is responsible for registering each intent, which may call
external services. External services allow the implementation of task-oriented
systems. An intent can have a large set of inputs provided by the user; this is
because a human can speak the same thing in various ways.

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are built upon core concepts such as distributed
systems, reactivity, and individual rationality. Agents have been widely studied
and a large range of tools have been developed, such as agent-oriented program-
ming languages and methodologies [7]. Thus, practical applications of multi-
agent technologies have become a reality to solve complex and distributed prob-
lems, e.g., [22]. In addition, it also allows the execution of different tasks and
makes it possible the integration with different technologies. Given this, MAS
are a promising area for integrating chatbot platforms. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is still a lack of research on this topic. Much of the research in the
area does not use chatbots, it only simulates the user input using datasets [11,27]
and, consequently, there is no interaction between agents and humans.

In this paper, we propose an approach that implements a communication
interface between MAS and a platform for developing chatbots, which we named
Dial4JaCa. Dial4JaCa is an integration between JaCaMo and Dialogflow. While
the JaCaMo framework provides a multi-agent oriented programming [6] per-
spective (Jason for programming agents, CArtAgO for the environment, and
Moise for the organisation of agents), Dialogflow supports natural language
processing. Thus, our communication interface makes it possible to implement

1 https://dialogflow.com/.
2 https://www.ibm.com/watson/br-pt/.
3 https://www.luis.ai/home.

https://dialogflow.com/
https://www.ibm.com/watson/br-pt/
https://www.luis.ai/home
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Fig. 1. The Dial4JaCa architecture

multi-agent systems in which agents and humans are able to have dialogues in nat-
ural language. Dial4JaCa is general and it can be integrated into different appli-
cations for different domains. In this particular piece of work, we demonstrate our
approach using two different real-world scenarios: (1) in the Education domain,
we developed a MAS to support the coordination of group tasks; (2) in the Health
domain, we implemented an approach to support hospital bed allocation.

2 Dial4JaCa – A Communication Interface Between
Multi-agent Systems and Chatbots

Dial4JaCa4 integrates the JaCaMo framework [6] with Dialogflow and, there-
fore, allows us to implement intelligent agents that are able to communicate
with humans through natural-language interaction. We aim at making our app-
roach sufficiently adaptive so that it can be applied to different applications and
domains. To do so, we use modular components which can be imported into any
multi-agent system developed in JaCaMo. Figure 1 depicts an overview of the
Dial4JaCa architecture.

To develop the bridge that links a MAS application, developed using JaCaMo,
to a natural language processing platform, e.g., Dialogflow, we use part of
the open-source project JaCaMo REST5 [3]. JaCaMo REST allows a MAS to
interact with services or applications on the web, and to be managed and
updated by other applications [3]. In our approach, Dial4JaCa receives requests
from Dialogflow through JaCaMo REST, then it conveys that information to a
CArtAgO Artefact responsible for making the requests available to the agents.
A CArtAgO Artefact is a first-class abstraction to develop the environment
where the agents inhabit. They can represent resources and tools that the agents
dynamically instantiate, share, and use to support their individual and collective

4 https://github.com/smart-pucrs/Dial4JaCa.
5 https://github.com/jacamo-lang/jacamo-rest.

https://github.com/smart-pucrs/Dial4JaCa
https://github.com/jacamo-lang/jacamo-rest
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1 +request(ResponseId, IntentName, Params, Contexts) :true

2 <- .print("Request received ",IntentName," of Dialog");

3 !reply(ResponseId, IntentName, Params, Contexts).

Listing 1: An example of how an agent perceives a request.

activities [6]. In the JaCaMo framework, a CArtAgO Artefact is programmed
in Java and provides the means to an agent to interact with the environment
through operations and receive perceptions through observable properties. In our
system, the data are received in JSON format and immediately transformed into
a Java object, which becomes available in a CArtAgO Integration Artefact.
This Interface allows the integration artefact to perceive whenever a request is
received. Upon realising the arrival of a requisition, the artefact performs a belief
addition in the belief base of all agents who are observing it (i.e., the observ-
able properties). That belief contains all relevant information about the request.
Doing so, the agents that focus on that artefact are able to decide whether they
are going to react such requests or not.

Regarding Dialogflow, it uses the fulfillment6 service to communicate
to external APIs. We use this service to integrate Dialogflow with the MAS,
passing requests through the resource-oriented abstraction layer from JaCaMo
REST. With the resulting communication interface, intelligent agents developed
in JaCaMo perceive not only information about an intent triggered by the user’s
speech, but also parameters and contexts that have been collected by Dialogflow
in each interaction.

Contexts7 are another important concept in Dialogflow. They are similar to
contexts in natural language conversations, that is, it is a relationship between
the text and the situation in which it occurs. To process a user’s expression in nat-
ural language, Dialogflow can use the context to correctly match it with an intent.
Doing so, it is possible to control the flow of a conversation. In addition, intents
can also have parameters8 that are values extracted from the user’s expression.

Listing 1 shows an example of a plan in Jason (an agent-oriented program-
ming language) that agents can use to react to a belief addition (+request).
It informs to the agent that a new request from the user has arrived. In this
simple example, the agent creates a new goal to !reply(), which will result in
a sequence of instructions to be carried out.

In addition to the intention’s name, Dial4JaCa also allows the agent to have
access to contexts and parameters, which are captured by Dialogflow. This
information is recorded in its belief base and might be used during its reasoning
cycle. Contexts is a list, as shown in the Listing 2, where for each element of this
list: Name corresponds to the context name; LifeSpanCount corresponds to the
context lifespan; and [param(Key, Value), param(Key1, Value1)] matches
the context parameter list. Even if there is no context, it is possible to receive a

6 https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/es/docs/fulfillment-overview.
7 https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/es/docs/contexts-overview?hl=en.
8 https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/es/docs/intents-overview?hl=en.

https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/es/docs/fulfillment-overview
https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/es/docs/contexts-overview?hl=en
https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/es/docs/intents-overview?hl=en
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1 context(Name, LifeSpanCount, [param(Key, Value), param(Key1, Value1)])

Listing 2: An example of context.

1 +!reply(ResponseId, IntentName, Params, Contexts)

2 : (IntentName == "Reply With Context")

3 <- .print("The context will be created next.");

4 contextBuilder(ResponseId, "test context", "1", Context);

5 .print("Context created: ", Context);

6 replyWithContext("Hello, I am your Jason agent, and I am

7 responding with context", Context).

Listing 3: An example of a plan to reply to a request with a context.

list of parameters. That list has the same structure as the parameter list in the
context, where Key corresponds to the parameter’s key, and Value corresponds
to the value recorded by Dialogflow.

Dial4JaCa also allows an agent to send new contexts to Dialogflow along
with the response to a request. An operation named contextBuilder is avail-
able for this purpose. This operation receives as a parameter the response
id (responseId), the name of the context to be created (contextName), and
the lifespan of the context (lifespanCount), and returns a context formatted
according to the Dial4JaCa specification. To reply with a context, the agent
calls the operation replyWithContext, which takes as parameter a string with
the text that the chatbot must tell the user and the context created by the
contextBuilder. We exemplify this process in Listing 3.

Dial4JaCa also provides the reply operation in case an agent does not need
to send out a context and the replyWithEvent operation that allows an agent
to send events to Dialogflow.

One should be particularly careful when dealing with timeouts in Dialogflow.
They indicate that the conversation flow should continue and a reply from the
MAS is no longer expected. This behaviour can be triggered, for instance, when
an agent calls upon external services in order to reason about an appropriate
response. Upon realising that an agent is taking too long to respond, Dial4JaCa
automatically fires an event in Dialogflow, containing the same name as the
current remote intent (getting rid of the blank spaces). Doing so, it gets more
time for the agent to finish its reasoning. This process is perceived by neither
the user nor the agent. Dialogflow allows these sorts of events to be fired up to
three times in a row. In our tests, this mechanism has provided sufficient time
for an agent to deliver a response with no endless waiting time on the user side.

In this first implementation, we have approached only the Dialogflow plat-
form. However, preliminary investigations have shown that with small changes
in our code, we can also use other natural language processing platforms such
as the open-source Rasa9, Watson, or Luis.

9 https://rasa.com/docs/.

https://rasa.com/docs/
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3 Proof of Concept

We show the applicability of Dial4JaCa, demonstrating its versatility in two
different scenarios. The first addresses the coordination of group tasks in an
classroom environment, and the second provides support to hospital staff during
bed allocation process.

3.1 Collaborative Environment

We have developed a group coordinating system10 that explores the use of a
chatbot and a MAS in a collaborative environment [8]. Our multi-agent system
assists in the coordination of group tasks, in particular educational environ-
ments. The agents in the MAS represent and assist the users participating in
a project group. They are also responsible for assisting the group organisation
and communication. The communication within the group is performed through
a chatbot, and the information about the organisation is available to any group
member at any time. Figure 2 depicts an overview of the multi-agent system
architecture for this particular application.

Fig. 2. Coordinating system for groups tasks.

In this particular MAS application, each group of study registered in the
system contains a leader and 18 students. Three types of agents are used: (1)
request coordinator, an agent responsible for requests the system receives

10 https://github.com/Colissi/jacamo-groupwork-coordination.

https://github.com/Colissi/jacamo-groupwork-coordination
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the coordination system using a chatbot.

from Dialogflow and for handling information of Firebase Realtime Database11;
(2) leader, an agent responsible for coordinating the group, that is, it is the
agent that sets up the group (creation of the group artefacts and workspace) in
addition to initialising the organisation of agents and handling group requests;
and (3) student, an agent responsible for achieving tasks and asking for infor-
mation to the leader of the group (this type of agent represents a student).

The chatbot uses Dial4JaCa to communicate with the MAS responsible for
coordinating the group of students. It contains information about the tasks and
members of the groups. Also, it returns requested information through the chat-
bot in natural language form. Figure 3 depicts the interface of our chatbot.

The system was evaluated with two groups of students, with no human super-
vision during the interaction with the system, in which each group consisted of
18 students and a lecturer responsible for the groups. A total of 577 messages
were exchanged (i.e., requests to the chatbot), of which only 53 the chatbot could
not identify the user’s intention. There were reported no problems regarding the
integration of the MAS and the Dialogflow. All messages properly received and
recognised by Dialogflow were sent to the multi-agent system through Dial4JaCa.
Similarly, Dialogflow successfully received all responses sent by the agents. The
cases in which the chatbot was not able to recognise the user’s intention were
due to failures in the Dialogflow component.

3.2 Bed Allocation

The second application aims at providing decision support for hospital staff dur-
ing bed allocation process12. This application extends our previous work [9] in
order to use the Dial4JaCa integration. In [9], we developed an specific inte-
gration between the MAS and the Dialogflow, in which a hospital staff could

11 https://firebase.google.com/docs/database.
12 https://github.com/smart-pucrs/bed-allocation-system.

https://firebase.google.com/docs/database
https://github.com/smart-pucrs/bed-allocation-system
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Fig. 4. Bed allocation system

interact with the system using natural language. In this work, we adapt that
multi-agent application to use Dial4JaCa, given that it provides more flexibility.

An overview of the proposed architecture for this application is depicted in
Fig. 4. The assistant agent establishes communication between the user and
the other agents to look up for information. The system also may have one
or more agents specialised in database queries, named Database specialists.
Those agents use a CArtAgO artefact to connect to the hospital databases or
other databases necessary for our approach’s correct operation. Doing so, the
MAS is able to look up for important information related to the current state of
the application universe (e.g., free beds) so that the Assistant Agent can use
it for reasoning and decision-making.

The communication specialists handle the communication between the
assistant agent and the end users. They are important, for example, to cus-
tomise responses to each user based on a previously defined (or learned) profile.
This way an application can avoid giving too many explanatory answers to a user
who has a specialist background, as well as avoid giving very superficial answers
to users with little background. The ability to instantiate multiple communica-
tion expert agents, one for each user of the system, also allows the assistant
agent to engage in multiparty conversations, helping a team or a group of users
to make joint decisions.

Moreover, there are two other agents populating the MAS application: the
optimiser agent and the validator agent. The optimiser agent is respon-
sible for communicating with a GLPK13 (Gnu Linear Programming Solver)

13 http://winglpk.sourceforge.net/.

http://winglpk.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 5. Web simulator—bed allocation screen with chatbot.

solver to generate optimal bed allocations, and the validator agent commu-
nicates with a PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language) validator14 to
validate the bed allocation plans made by the user. Figure 5 depicts the graphi-
cal interface that our users use to chat with the chatbot.

The current version of this MAS application has not yet been evaluated by
professionals responsible for allocating beds in hospitals, but we intend to do it
in the near future. Dial4JaCa has fulfilled its role in our preliminary tests by
supporting communication and other functionalities as expected, and providing
a complete integration between the MAS application and Dialogflow. In the next
version of this multi-agent system application, we intend to use argumentation-
based techniques [18,19] and ontology techniques [10], allowing agents to explain
their suggestions for bed allocation. Explainability becomes an essential part of
decision support systems, and Dial4JaCa can support this type of sophisticated
interactions.

4 Related Work

One of the first advances in this direction was made by Alencar and Netto [2].
They developed an approach combining AIML and MAS for Virtual Learning
Environment. The work was implemented using the JADE framework [5]. They
applied the approach on Moodle, in which intelligent agents exchange informa-
tion and access a MySQL database to observe what is happening in the forum,
providing the status of activities undertaken by students to the Assistant Tutor.
They apply an experiment with 10 students from a technical course.
14 https://github.com/smart-pucrs/PDDL-plan-validator.

https://github.com/smart-pucrs/PDDL-plan-validator
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Hettige and Karunananda [13] presents Octopus, an improved version of the
existing Sinhala chatbot [15], designed through the MAS using the agent devel-
opment framework MaSMT [14]. Octopus has a module for NLP that handles all
the user inputs and provides the output as required. They did not cite evaluation.

The work by Bayser et al. [4] is the most related to our approach. They devel-
oped Ravel, a MAS with Natural Language Understanding and Dialog compo-
nents. Ravel enables communication between agents and users. They used MAS
based on Microservices-driven architecture [17] and Watson. Using Ravel, it is
possible to specify deontic logic for conversation norms (social), especially useful
in contexts where multiple agents and human users are communicating in natural
language. They demonstrated the approach applicability in a chat-based finance
adviser system (finch) designed as a chat group of five participants, where 37
users interact with the finch.

Our approach differs from [2] and [13], given they did not use a chatbot devel-
opment platform. Also, our work differs from [4], given that they used Watson
as a chatbot development platform, but focusing on using deontic logic to obli-
gation, permission, and prohibition of messages. We argue that our approach is
more general, in which any multi-agent system application can be implemented
using Dial4JaCa integration, which provides support to natural language com-
munication between humans and agents.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed Dial4JaCa, an approach to integrate MAS and Chat-
bots. Our approach was built using JaCaMo [6] and Dialogflow, and it provides
significant progress toward natural language communication interfaces between
humans and multi-agent systems. The scenarios presented in this paper demon-
strate the use of Dial4JaCa in practice, also showing promising preliminary
results. This also confirms that our approach can be applied to different sce-
narios from different application domains.

In the first scenario presented in this paper, Dial4JaCa was used to create a
group coordination system that promotes a collaborative and educational envi-
ronment. Throughout its development, the system was evaluated by two groups
of 18 students each and a lecturer responsible for the groups. No problems were
reported on the use of the integration, although there were failures related to
Dialogflow recognising the users’ intents. In the second scenario presented in this
paper, Dial4JaCa was used to develop a decision support system for hospital bed
allocation. The evaluation was performed using simulated hospital bed alloca-
tion scenarios. This limitation was due to the pandemic caused by COVID-19,
which made evaluation in hospitals not possible at this particular time. During
the simulations, Dial4JaCa worked as expected and no problems were reported.

Providing a communication interface between JaCaMo and Dialogflow is an
important step to increase the use of MAS in conjunction with chatbot systems.
We believe that several other applications can be developed using Dial4JaCa, for
example, in the domains of ambient intelligence, law, e-commerce, hotel booking,
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and software engineering. Moreover, we believe our approach provides support to
the development of hybrid intelligence [1], in which human-agent collaboration
is fundamental. In our future work, we intend to expand the integration to other
chatbot development platforms. We also intend to apply Dial4JaCa in other
application domains.
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Abstract. Coalitional games are models of cooperation where selfish
agents must form groups (coalitions) to maximize their utility. In these
models, it is generally assumed that the utility of a coalition is fixed
and known. As these assumptions are not realistic in many applications,
some works addressed this problem by considering repeated stochastic
coalitional games. In such games, agents repeatedly form coalitions and
observe their utility a posteriori in order to update their knowledge.
However, it is generally assumed that agents have a greedy behavior:
they always form the best coalitions they estimate at a given time step.
In this article, we study if other strategies (behaviors) that allow agents
to explore under-evaluated coalitions may be of interest. To this end, we
propose a model of repeated stochastic coalitional game where agents use
a neural network to estimate the utility of the coalitions. We compare
different exploration strategies, and we show that, due to the structure
of the coalitional games, the greedy strategy is the best despite the fact
exploration-based strategies better estimate the utilities.

Keywords: Sequential decision · Coalition formation · Cooperative
game theory · Multi-agent systems

1 Introduction

In multi-agent systems, individual agents are not always able to realize some
tasks on their own. In such case, they can decide to cooperate with each other in
forming coalitions, i.e. forming groups of agents able to realize a given task, and
sharing the gains generated afterwards. As agents are selfish and rational, they
will try to earn as much as possible, and can refuse to form certain coalitions
deemed uninteresting for themselves. In the literature, the majority of works
about coalition formation makes two strong hypotheses. The first one is that
agents have perfect a priori knowledge of their payoff when forming a given
coalition. The second hypothesis is that this payoff is deterministic. These two
hypotheses do not seem to fit with real situations where the exact payoff brought
by a coalition is known only a posteriori. Moreover, if this coalition is formed
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
F. Dignum et al. (Eds.): PAAMS 2021, LNAI 12946, pp. 89–100, 2021.
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again, this payoff may not always be the same, if the agents are more or less
efficient in their tasks. For example, we can consider scientists having to repeat-
edly form consortia in order to temporarily work on projects. These consortium
formations are repeated with the same pool of scientists but the quality of the
results produced by each consortium may vary due to internal factors. For exam-
ple, a internal factor can be the individual skills of the scientists and their ability
to interact better with some rather than others. Moreover, externalities indepen-
dent of the consortia formed may also stochastically impact the quality of the
result. In the literature, some works proposed to relax these hypotheses by con-
sidering repeated stochastic coalitional games. The agents play the same game
– and thus form coalitions – repeatedly. They observe the payoff they obtain
and use this information to estimate the value of each coalition at the next time
step. However, in those works agents use greedy strategies: they form the coali-
tions they estimate the best. We can thus wonder if exploration-based strategies,
which are successful in other contexts, may be of interest in the coalition for-
mation domain. We then propose in this article a high-level repeated stochastic
coalition formation model, and we experimentally assess the performance of sev-
eral strategies compared to a greedy strategy. We finally highlight that, due to
the structure of the coalitional games, the greedy strategy remains the best. This
article is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the basic notions related to
coalitional games, then we review some works both on stochastic characteristic
functions and repeated coalitional games. In Sect. 3, we describe our repeated
stochastic coalitional game model, and detail how agents learn the characteristic
function, and the different strategies they can use. Finally, Sect. 4 is devoted to
evaluate these strategies.

2 State of the Art

We present here the basic notions about coalitional games [13], repeated coali-
tional games [1–3] as well as stochasticity in coalitional games [3,5,9].

2.1 Coalition Formation

In a coalition game, a set of agents is partitioned into separate coalitions which
produce an amount of utility. Such partition is called a coalition structure.

Definition 1 (Coalitional game). A game is a tuple G = 〈N, v〉 where:

– N = {a1, . . . , an} is a set of agents,
– v : 2N → R is a characteristic function that assigns a real value to each

coalition, called the coalition utility and denoted v(Ck) where Ck ⊆ N .

We consider in this article coalitional games with transferable utility, i.e.
where agents must decide how to distribute the coalition utility among its mem-
bers [7]. A solution to such a game is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Solution). A solution to G is a tuple SG = 〈C,x〉 where:
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– C is a coalition structure of N ,
– x = {x1, . . . , xn} is a payoff vector where xi ≥ 0 is the payoff of agent ai.

As agents are selfish, when a solution is proposed, all of them must accept it,
i.e. that they must not wish to form or join another coalition where they could
earn more. This is why we are interested in solutions which belong to a solution
concept. A solution concept is the set of solutions that respect a certain notion of
stability. While many concepts have been proposed in the literature such as the
nucleolus or the kernel [4], we focus in this article on the concept of core and its
generalization, the ε-core [12,16]. The core is the set of solutions 〈C,x〉 for which
no other coalition that could be formed produces a sum of gains greater than
that which agents obtain with x. The ε-core allows agents to make a concession,
i.e. agree to reduce their gain by ε, in order to form a stable coalition structure.

Definition 3 (ε-core). A solution (C,x) belongs to the ε-core if and only if:

∀C ⊆ N,x(C) ≥ v(C) − ε with x(C) =
∑

i∈C

xi

The ε-core allows to define the least core, which contains all ε-core solutions
for the smallest value of ε that make the solution concept non-empty.

2.2 Stochastic Characteristic Functions

In the literature, some works have proposed stochastic coalitional games [3,5,
6,9]. The nature of uncertainty in these models differs. For instance, Ieong and
Shoham proposed a probability distribution on worlds representing coalitional
games, each of them having a deterministic characteristic function [9]. Chalki-
adakis and Boutilier considered a deterministic characteristic function modeled
in a stochastic environment with partially observable Markovian decision pro-
cesses [3]. Agents have beliefs about capabilities of other agents and the same
coalition structure can lead to different world states. Charnes and Granot simply
considered that the value of a coalition is a random variable [5,6]. The charac-
teristic function is then rewritten as v : 2N → X2N . Thus, when a coalition is
formed, the utility produced is determined by the random variable, that follows
a normal distribution. In this model, they compute their payoff vectors by associ-
ating to each agent in a coalition an equal part of the expectation of the random
variable associated to the coalition. In this article, we position ourselves in the
continuity of the Charnes and Granot’s work. Indeed, their model allows us to
deal with the heterogeneity of stochasticity (both internal and external factors
as cited in Sect. 1) through the use of a single random variable.

2.3 Repeated Coalitional Games

If we also relax the hypothesis of perfect knowledge of the characteristic function,
whether it is stochastic or not, it becomes interesting to move on to a repeated
game [1–3,10]. For instance, Konishi and Debraj [10] have shown that repeated
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coalition formation processes converge towards equilibria if agents sequentially
form Pareto-efficient coalition structures. Moreover, repeated coalitional games
allow to observe the utilities when coalitions are formed in order to learn an
estimation of the characteristic function. Agents can then use this estimation,
and can be able to find an optimal stable solution over time. Models in the lit-
erature essentially differ on the nature of what the agents learn and how they
estimate the coalitions. For instance, Blankenburg et al. [2] learn a reliability
value for each agent, which impact the utility of coalitions. In Chalkiadakis
and Boutilier [3], agents learn both the others’ skills and a stochastic transition
between a given coalition structure and the states it may reach (and therefore a
payoff). In all those works, agents use a greedy strategy: they form the coalition
structure which is estimated the best at each time step. As in other sequential
decision-making problems it has been demonstrated that there is an interest to
explore, i.e. making a priori sub-optimal decision in order to acquire knowl-
edge [8,11], we study in this article if exploration-based strategies are efficient
in the context of coalition formation.

3 A General Model of Repeated Stochastic Coalitional
Game

First of all, let us define a model of repeated stochastic coalitional game.

3.1 Game and Solution

Definition 4 (Repeated stochastic coalitional game). Let G = 〈N,T, v〉
be a repeated stochastic coalitional game (RSCG) where:

– N = {a1 . . . an} is a set of agents,
– T ⊂ N

+ is a set of distinct time steps,
– v : 2N → X 2N is a characteristic function that associates a random variable

to each coalition. For a given coalition C ⊆ 2N , we note v(C) = XC . This
characteristic function is unknown to the agents.

At each time step, agents in N have to decide on a solution to the game,
despite the fact that they do not know the characteristic function v a priori. A
solution is, like in a deterministic context, a tuple made of a coalition structure
and a payoff vector. Here, the payoff is an ex ante payoff, i.e. the estimated
payoff based on what the agents know about v.

Definition 5 (Solution to a RSCG). A solution St at the time step t ∈ T to
a RSCG G is a tuple St = (Ct,xt) such as:

– Ct is a coalition structure (disjointed partition) of N ,
– xt = {xt

1, . . . , x
t
n} is a payoff vector such as xt

i ≥ 0 is the gain of the agent
ai calculated according to the estimated value of the coalition of which he is
a part in the structure Ct.
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3.2 Coalition Formation Process

We consider the following process:

1. Agents are initialized with an a priori knowledge about the game, i.e. an
estimation of the characteristic function, which may reflect either ignorance,
or an expert-knowledge (e.g. larger coalitions produce a higher value);

2. Agents form a coalition structure according to a given strategy based on their
current knowledge of the characteristic function (see Sect. 3.4);

3. Agents observe the payoff they obtain by forming the structure, and they
update their knowledge of the characteristic function (see Sect. 3.3). We
assumed that all agents observe the payoff produced by each coalition: hence
they have the same knowledge, and consequently the same estimation;

4. The process is repeated from step 2.

3.3 Estimating the Characteristic Function

As we assume the ex-post payoffs are observed by all the agents, we denote by
XC

t the observation of the payoff of coalition C at the time step t.

Definition 6 (Observations). Let Ot = {(C, t′,XC
t′ )) : C ⊆ 2N , t′ ∈ T, t′ < t}

be a set of observations at time step t corresponding to the set of the coalitions
formed at each time step before t and their ex-post payoffs. Knowing a solution
St of a RSCG at time step t, Ot+1 = Ot ∪ {(C, t,XC

t )) : ∀C ∈ Ct}.
Thereafter, let us note Ot(C) the set of observations at time step t asso-

ciated with the coalition C ⊆ 2N . Then the agents can use different methods
to estimate the future payoff, e.g. tabular representation, bayesian network, or
neural network. In order to remain general, we simply consider that the agents
know a function that produces an estimation according to the observations. Such
function has to be instanciated (see experiments in Sect. 4).

Definition 7 (Payoff estimation). Let E(C, t) be the payoff estimation of a
coalition C ⊆ 2N at time step t ∈ T.

3.4 Decision Strategies

Once the agents have estimated the characteristic function, they need to decide
which coalitions to form, according to a given strategy that take exploration into
account. We consider two kinds of strategies: ε-greedy strategies (also known as
semi-uniform strategies) and contextual strategies. Adapted in the context of
coalition formation, ε-greedy strategies are strategies where agents choose the
best coalition structure according to the least core solution concept with a given
probability, or choose a random coalition structure otherwise.

Definition 8 (ε-greedy strategy). The ε-greedy strategy selects a solution
from the least core solution concept with a probability of ε, or a solution drawn
uniformly at random among all solutions otherwise.
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Obviously, when ε is set to 1, the ε-greedy strategy becomes a simple greedy
strategy as considered in the literature [1–3,10]. When ε is set to 0, the agents
choose their coalition structure uniformly at random among all coalition struc-
tures. Contextual strategies are strategies where agents value the information
they can gain as they value a payoff. We consider firstly a strategy, we called
UCB-core strategy, inspired from UCB strategies in multi-armed bandits prob-
lem [8,11]. Information value is a bias defined as follows.

Definition 9 (Exploration bias). Let γ(C, t) : 2N �→ R a bias such as:

γ(C, t) =

√
2. log(|Ot| + 1)

|Ot(C)| + 1

We now adapt the UCB-strategy in the context of coalition formation. To this
end, we consider a variant of the ε-core solution concept, called the UCB-core.

Definition 10 (UCB-core). A solution St = (Ct,xt) belongs to the UCB-core
solution concept if, and only if:

∀C ∈ N,xt(C) + Γ (C, t) ≥ E(C, t) − ε + γ(C, t),

with:

xt(C) =
∑

ai∈C

xt
i and Γ (C, t) =

∑

ai∈C

γ(Cai
, t)

|Cai
| ,

where Cai
is the coalition of ai in Ct

The previous definition means a coalition structure is stable if, and only if,
there is no coalition such that its payoff plus its exploration bias is higher than
what its members earn currently in the coalition structure, knowing the value
given by the exploration bias is equally shared between agents. Hence,

Definition 11 (UCB-core strategy). The UCB-core strategy selects a solu-
tion uniformly at random from the non-empty UCB-core solution concept with
the smallest ε.

The UCB-core strategy may allow solutions that are irrational for some
agents, i.e. solutions where the payoff of at least one agent is lesser than the
payoff he would have received alone. As rationality is an important concept in
coalition formation, we propose another contextual strategy that preserves the
rationality, called the δ-core strategy. The idea is to allow agents to sacrifice a
part of their surplus, i.e. the part of the payoff they received in excess of their
singleton coalition, proportional to the exploration biais.

Definition 12 (Surplus). Let Ωt(ai, S
t) be the surplus of the agent ai for a

given solution St at time step t ∈ T. This surplus is computed as

Ωt(ai, S
t) = xt

i − E(C, t)

where C = {ai}, i.e. the singleton coalition of the agent ai. If the surplus is
negative, it means that the given solution is irrational for agent i, so it will
never be stable.
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Secondly, let us consider a normalized exploration bias.

Definition 13 (Normalized exploration bias)

ζ(C, t) =
γ(C, t)

max
∀C′⊆2N

(γ(C ′, t))

Once the normalization of exploration factors done, agents can compute how
much of their surplus they accept to not gain. Thus, the payoff an agent can
sacrifice is given by:

Definition 14 (Sacrificable payoff). The sacrificable payoff for a agent ai

and a given solution St at time step t is given by δt(ai, S
t) = Ωt(ai, S

t)×ζ(C, t)
where C is the coalition of ai in St.

We can now define the δ-core solution concept. In this solution concept, a
coalition structure is stable if there are no coalitions – that are not part of the
structure – whose estimated payoff, minus the payoff that agents accept not to
earn to form the structure, is greater than the estimated payoff the agents obtain
with the structure.

Definition 15 (δ-core). The solution St = (Ct,xt) belongs to the δ-core solu-
tion concept if, and only if:

∀C ∈ N,xt(C) ≥ E(C, t) − ε − Δt(C),

where:
xt(C) =

∑

ai∈C

xt
i and Δt(C) =

∑

ai∈C

δt(ai, S
t)

Hence obviously,

Definition 16 (δ-core strategy). The δ-core strategy selects a solution uni-
formly at random from the δ-core solution concept.

4 Experimentations

To compare the different strategies given above, we generate random games
where agents play repeatedly and observe the evolution of the chosen solutions.

4.1 Experimental Protocol

We generate games with 5, 6 and 7 agents, thus for 52, 203, 877 possible coalition
structures respectively. The stochastic characteristic functions of those games are
generated with normal distributions whose their μ parameter is drawn from the
normal, uniform and NDCS model proposed in [14,15]. Hence for each coalition
C ⊆ N , the μ parameter is |C| × N (1, 0.1) for normal models, |C| × U(0, 1) for
uniform models and N (|C|,√|C|) for NDCS models. The variance σ associated
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to each coalition is given by σ = U(0, µ
2 ). As the maximal variance is related to

μ and as μ is higher with large coalitions, the larger a coalition, the higher its
variance may be.

We now need to instantiate the payoff estimation function (Definition 7). In
order to be general and abstract, we use in the experiments a neural network with
two hidden layers. Each layer is a dense layer with a ELU activation function. The
input layer represents coalitions with one neuron dedicated to each agents: input
of 1 for his presence in the coalition, 0 otherwise. The output layer consists in
a single neuron that produces a real value. Such neural network is able to learn
non-linear functions. Here, we use stochastic gradient descent with adaptive
moment estimation to train the network. The loss function is the mean square
error. It is important to notice that this network is not trained offline before
playing the repeated game, but trained at the runtime. Each time the agents
observe a payoff (see the process described in Sect. 3.2), the network is trained
with a set of examples (coalition, payoff).

For each kind of model (normal, uniform or NDCS) we perform 1000 runs
with different characteristic functions each time (but their type does not change)
where the agents play over 100 time steps. We made two experiments: the first
one compares the performances of the ε-greedy strategy when ε varies; the second
one highlights the performances of the UCB-core and δ-core strategies compared
to the greedy and the random strategy.

4.2 Performance Measure

In order to evaluate our model, we measure both the efficiency of the decisions
taken (seen as the optimality of the stable solutions found) over time, and the
accuracy of the estimated characteristic function. The efficiency is measured
from the instant regret at step t, which is the sum of the differences between the
maximum social welfare (the maximum sum of the real expected utilities of the
coalition structures) and the sum of the actual expected utilities of the coalitions
of the structure formed at time step t. Formally, instant regret is defined as:

Definition 17 (Instant regret). At one time step t, let S∗ = (C∗,x∗) be the
optimal solution, the instant regret at this time step, noted Rt, is defined by:

Rt =
∑

C∗∈C∗
μC∗ −

∑

C∈Ct

μC

As instant regret can oscillate due to stochasticity, we consider in the sequel
the cumulative regret, i.e. the sum of instant regrets from the beginning of an
experiment to a given time step. The accuracy of the estimated characteristic
functions is given by the mean absolute error (MAE) measure over the coalitions.

Definition 18 (Mean absolute error). The distance Dt
MAE between two

characteristic functions at time step t is defined by:

Dt
MAE =

∑
C∈2N |v̂(C) − v(C)|

|2N |
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4.3 Results

(a) Final mean absolute error (b) Cumulative regret

Fig. 1. Results for the ε-greedy strategy on normal characteristic functions

(a) Final mean absolute error (b) Cumulative regret

Fig. 2. Results for the ε-greedy strategy on uniform characteristic functions

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show respectively for normal, uniform and NDCS char-
acteristic functions the MAE and regret at the end of the experiment for the
ε-greedy strategy, when ε vary between 0 and 1, and when the number of agents
increase. The oscillations when ε is low are due to the higher number of data
points. Independently of the number of agents, the learning error decreases when
ε increases, i.e. when going from a greedy strategy to a random exploration.
However, the regret remains the same or increases when ε increases. Thus, while
semi-uniform exploration is interesting to better estimate the characteristic func-
tion as expected, it is helpless to decrease the regret in the context of coalition
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(a) Final mean absolute error (b) Cumulative regret

Fig. 3. Results for the ε-greedy strategy on NDCS characteristic functions

(a) Mean absolute error (b) Cumulative regret

Fig. 4. Results for 7 agents with contextual strategies on normal functions

formation. Pure greedy strategies are still the best. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show
respectively for normal, uniform and NDCS characteristic functions the MAE
and the cumulative regret for 7 agents. Due to space and readability constraints,
we do not give the figures for 5 and 6 agents, but in all experiments, they present
the same shapes. Concerning the MAE, as expected, the random strategy learns
the best, while the greedy strategy learns the worse. UCB-core strategy is very
efficient and close to the random strategy. δ-core strategy is worse but better
than the greedy strategy. Concerning the cumulative regret, we can see its con-
vergence. As the curve as close to each other, we provide a zoom on the final
steps. For the NDCS model, the greedy strategy remains the best, followed by
UCB-core strategy, δ-core strategy (and finally random strategy). Greedy strat-
egy remains the best for uniform models. In the particular case of normal models,
all strategies tend to be confounded.
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(a) Mean absolute error (b) Cumulative regret

Fig. 5. Results for 7 agents with contextual strategies on uniform functions

(a) Mean absolute error (b) Cumulative regret

Fig. 6. Results for 7 agents with contextual strategies on NDCS functions

5 Conclusion

We studied in this article repeated stochastic coalitional games, which relax
hypothesis which may be too strong for real work application. In such models,
agents use greedy strategies, i.e. they form at each time step the best coalition
structure they estimate, form the coalitions, and update their knowledge accord-
ingly. However, are exploration-based strategies, known to be efficient in other
contexts, interesting for such games? To answer this question, we proposed a
high-level model of repeated coalitional games, and experiment several strate-
gies: ε-greedy strategy, UCB-core strategy and δ-core strategy. The results show
that, as expected exploration-based strategies allows to better estimate the char-
acteristic function. However, the greedy strategy remains the best for repeated
coalition formation. Indeed, learning the precise value of each coalition indepen-
dently is not useful in coalition formation as long as the agents correctly rank
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the coalitions. In terms of perspectives, these results must be consolidated on
other models of characteristic function, and with a higher number of agents.
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Abstract. Persuasion is an active research topic in artificial intelligence
(AI), human-computer interaction (HCI), and social sciences. When per-
suasive technology has been designed, some HCI guidelines have com-
monly used disregarding the current AI state of the art, for example,
ignoring autonomy and proactive AI behavior. In this paper, a system-
atic review of HCI persuasive strategies and their corresponding content
is mapped to a formal AI approach using argumentation theory. We also
present experimental results using as context a mobile application for
behavior change in the Swedish context.

Keywords: Persuasive technology · Argumentation theory ·
Persuasive dialogue · Persuasive strategies

1 Introduction

The study of persuasion remains vital for contemporary social psychology and
philosophy, impacting other research areas such as artificial intelligence (AI). In
social psychology, different models of a persuasion process have been proposed
(e.g. [4,18]), in which a receiver is able and properly motivated, s/he will elab-
orate, or systematically analyze, a persuasive message. If the message is well
reasoned, data-based, and logical (i.e., strong), it will persuade; if it is not, it
will fail [5]. In general, this persuasion process has been adapted and used in
AI literature to model dialogues [12], interfaces [15], and for serious games, the
so-called gamification approaches [13]. General guidelines for designing these
persuasive systems have been proposed from the human-computer interaction
(HCI) perspective (e.g. PSD framework [17], and Nemery’s work [15]). How-
ever, those guidelines although suitable for defining what a persuasive system
should provide (e.g. suggestions, reminders, etc.), disregard progress in the area
of software agents of AI, when defining the how such content (e.g. persuasive
messages) should be generated and provided by the software to an individual.

Conversely, computational persuasion [12] as it is defined in formal
approaches of argumentation in AI, diverges from those HCI guidelines for per-
suasive systems, due to technical capabilities or ethical barriers that prevent
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
F. Dignum et al. (Eds.): PAAMS 2021, LNAI 12946, pp. 101–113, 2021.
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fully encompassing social science perspectives regarding persuasive mechanisms.
The impact of disregarding AI-based persuasion capabilities has led to a percep-
tion that some AI-methods for engagement are limited [20], and that human-AI
interaction may trigger negative emotional reactions [6], consequences of com-
putational mechanisms incapable of select a suitable persuasive strategy and
content.

In this paper, we proposed a mapping between well-established human-AI
interaction design guidelines and formal methods of computational persuasion
with the aim of design general mechanisms for tailoring persuasive strategies
and content. We focus on a gamification perspective of persuasion given its cur-
rent technological raising and applicability. This mapping serves as a general
ground for AI practitioners when persuasive technology is designed, and it rep-
resents a revision of those aforementioned HCI guidelines by integrating a formal
AI perspective. Concretely, three contributions are presented: 1) a typology of
persuasive strategies and content; 2) a mapping between those typologies and
formal persuasive dialogue games; and 3) a novel algorithm for strategy and
content selection that can be used in persuasive technology. We exemplify our
framework using the design of an intelligent coaching system (as a persuasive
technology) for sustainable behavior change in northern Sweden [16].

2 Methodology

This paper followed a three-arm methodological approach (see Fig. 1). In the
following, we present methods used in the three phases.

Phase 1: Content identification
Literature review

Expert elicitation
Potential 
content

Phase 2: Strategies identification
Literature review

Design guidelines assess
Potential 
strategies

Phase 3: Agent design
Literature review Formal 

model

start

end

Fig. 1. Methodological process: Phase 1) content identification, Phase 2) strategies
identification, and Phase 3) agent design.

2.1 Persuasive Content and Strategies (Phases 1 and 2)

Identification of general features of persuasive or coaching systems was performed
using two data collection mechanisms: 1) a systematic literature review (SLR),
aiming at identify features (or content) used in persuasive/coaching systems
within the health-care literature; and 2) expert elicitation process in which a
multidisciplinary group of researchers identified features of those systems focused
on specific scientific areas. We describe the data collection procedure in the
following.
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Literature Review on Features Identification
The questions that the SLR was aiming to solve were: Q1: What features w.r.t.
content a persuasive or coaching system has? and Q2: What strategies w.r.t.
behavior of the software presenting content a persuasive or coaching system has?

Details of the SLR protocol and procedure can be found in an external doc-
ument due to limited space http://s.cs.umu.se/lare8b. As a result, 36 from 329
potential papers were selected using a set of assessment criteria to evaluate the
quality of every paper.

Expert Elicitation
The expert elicitation process was conducted as follows: 1) eight researchers
from seven different areas (physical activity and sedentary behaviour, ageing
and disability, social work, social welfare, nutrition, psychology and governance,
and health economics) volunteered to participate in the study; 2) five questions
directed a one-hour interview: a) What should be the main goal for the digital
coach? b) What are the main functionalities of the system? c) How the visual
aspect of the main functionality would be? d) What direct benefits a user should
receive from the digital coach use? e) What direct risks could the user have
when using the digital coach? 3) Grounded theory [3] was used. We use RQDA:
Qualitative Data Analysis1 package with RStudio version 3.6.3 to make the
codes, code categories, and the analysis of cases of every interview. Details of
the expert elicitation process can be found in an external document http://s.cs.
umu.se/c6yw7v.

2.2 Agent Design Background (Phase 3)

In this paper, we make the following design assumptions of our agents (Ag):
1) an Ag has an independent knowledge base Σ, potentially inconsistent and
containing formulas of a propositional language L. 2) Formal argumentation is
used in the Ag’s decision-making process, and in the communication process
(argument-based dialogue) that has a persuasive nature, between a persuadee
(Agc) and a persuader (Agp). We use a propositional logic with connectives:
∧,←,¬,�; the consequence operator: ← is non monotonic.

Formal Argumentation Reasoning
An argument is a tuple Arg = 〈support, conclusion〉, fulfilling next conditions:
1) supp ⊆ Σ; 2) supp is consistent; 3) supp � conc and 4) �supp

′ ⊂ supp such
that supp

′ � conc. supp and conc are usually called the support and conclusion
of an argument. All the arguments built from Σ are noted as A. Two argu-
ments may have logically conflicting information (henceforth Conflicts C), e.g.
Arg1, Arg2 ∈ A, Arg1 has a conflict type undercut with Arg2 iff. ∃ conc ∈
Supp(Arg2) | conc ≡ ¬Conc(Arg1). A graph structure containing all the argu-
ments and conflicts is called an argumentation system AS = (A, C). Argumenta-
tion semantics are patterns of selection for obtaining winner arguments [8], we

1 http://rqda.r-forge.r-project.org.

http://s.cs.umu.se/lare8b
http://s.cs.umu.se/c6yw7v
http://s.cs.umu.se/c6yw7v
http://rqda.r-forge.r-project.org
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this concept using a handy function SEM(AS) = {{Arg1, . . . , Argi}} that has
as output sets of non-conflicting arguments called extensions.

Argumentation-Based Dialogue. A dialogue (D) has two agents, both have
an argument-based decision-making process and they communicate through a
moves-based protocol. Agents have a shared knowledge base called commitment
store (CS) that is updated at every agent’s move. A move in D contains: 1)
a speech act (sa ∈ SA) that is a function defining the move intention; 2) a
move content (ct); and 3) the targeted or opponent agent towards is directed
the speech act and the content. Formally, a move is a tuple m = 〈sa, ct, Agi〉,
that will be defined in the following sections. We use the following speech acts
assert, accept, challenge, question, ignore and reject. Then, agents may have
different attitudes towards propositional speech-acts from other agents: 1) asser-
tion attitude: an agent is confident if it can assert any proposition p for which it
can build an argument 〈S, p〉, or it is thoughtful if asserts any proposition p for
which it can build an acceptable argument 〈S, p〉. 2) Acceptance attitudes: an
agent is credulous if it accepts any proposition p that is backed by an argument,
or it is skeptical if accepts any proposition p if there is an acceptable argument
〈S, p〉. 3) Challenging attitudes: an agent is curious if it challenges or questions
any proposition p that has an argument, or it is inquisitive if it challenges or
questions proposition p backed by an acceptable argument 〈S, p〉. ignore and
reject speech acts do not change CS, ending the dialogue as outcome.

3 Results

This section presents two main results of the systematic process to find what
content and how such content should be presented (strategies) to an individual
by an agent-based coaching or persuasive system, that we call intelligent coaching
system.

Persuasive
content

Measuring Information-based Social-oriented

Motion quantifica-
tion

Motion qualification

Location quantifica-
tion
Location qualifica-
tion

Calendar/date

Facts

Questions

Goal-targeted advise

Value-targeted ad-
vise
Emotion-targeted
advise

Cooperative goal

Cooperative value

Cooperative emotion

Competitive goal

Competitive value

Competitive emotion

Taxonomy 1: Taxonomy of gamification content
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3.1 Persuasive Content Typology and Strategies

Content Typology. The elicitation process with multidisciplinary experts and
our systematic literature review reveled three types of content that is preferred
and expected by experts, and well-known used in the state of the art: 1) measur-
ing and monitoring content; 2) information-based content; and 3) social-oriented
content. In this taxonomy of content (Taxonomy 1), different general types were
found for example: motion type relates to complex activities or simple motion
logs or data tracking, location relates to context or specific spatial information,
facts regard to information-based content presented in different modalities (text,
audio, visual, haptic, etc.), and goal-targeted advises or value-targeted advises or
emotion-targeted advises relate to information-based content integrating a goal
or a value or an emotion to stimulate another individual (or agent in general)).
For lack of space, we do not provide the full list of papers linked to every branch
of the taxonomy.

Persuasive Strategies Typology. Our systematic review on persuasive strate-
gies in gamification, revealed the existence of nine main types of strategies com-
monly used in persuasive and coaching systems, as is presented in Taxonomy 2.
We mapped these gamification strategies with three key software agency charac-
teristics: proactiveness, reactiveness and social awareness [23]. From a software
agent perspective, a reactive strategy are those that generate an output after
the execution of an action by another agent (e.g. an individual). A proactive
strategy refers to action-based outputs that are not-preceded by other agent’s
action; and a social behavior is any output where collective relations informa-
tion regarding cooperation and competition is shared. For a lack of space we do
not add further examples neither references, we hope to provide these additional
material in the future.

Persusive
strategies

Reactive Proactive Social

Praise

Leader boards

Levels

Progress

Rewards

Nudges

Challenges

Avatars

Simulations

Stories

Taxonomy 2: Taxonomy of gamification strategies

Content and Strategies Compatibility
Not all the content can be used in different gamification strategies [13], therefore
we propose a set of dynamic constraints that the persuader agent should use
during the strategy-protocol-content selection as follows.
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3.2 Formal Framework for Content and Strategy Selection

This section introduces two computational mechanisms for selecting content and
strategies (w.r.t. Taxonomy 1 and Taxonomy 2) using formal argumentation. We
simplify our characterization in order to introduce related results.

Decision-Making Algorithm for Content Selection. We present a decision-
making algorithm allowing an agent select the most aligned type of content
depending on the persuadee agent status.

An opponent agent, i.e. the agent towards persuasive content is directed
(a persuadee) is modeled as a tuple Agc = 〈S,Act,G, V,E,∗〉, where
S,Act,G, V,E ⊆ Σ, G,V,E are mental states representing beliefs, values and
emotions respectively, extending the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model [2] by
following recent work on the attitudinal theory of emotions [7] and the value
orientations theory [21]. This extension allows us to model a human agent with
capabilities closer to a real individual, endowing a software agent with possi-
bilities to perceive and take decisions given potential emotions and values of a
person. The rationale for such a design is that the identification of belief, desires,
and intentions (included emotions and values) is useful when the system must
communicate with humans [19]. The decision-making process that we propose
(see Algorithm 1) takes as input observations of the world in terms of rule-based
facts, and the agents model, and it returns as output an ordered set of hypotheses
about the current state of the persuadee agent, from which the persuader may
take a preferred explanation. For example generating sets of goal hypotheses
such as:

Table 1. Content-strategies compatibility
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hg1 = 〈{
background

︷︸︸︷

S ∧
action

︷ ︸︸ ︷

show(goal oriented content) ∧
value

︷ ︸︸ ︷

“be healthy” ∧
emotion

︷ ︸︸ ︷

amazement}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

support

,

goal
︷ ︸︸ ︷

“improve physical activity”
︸ ︷︷ ︸

conclusion

〉

Hypothesis hg1 intuitively says: “in order to improve physical activity as
goal, given that persuadee values to be healthy and is currently amazed, then it
is necessary to show goal-oriented content”. This algorithm is an extension of
an argument-based practical reasoning mechanism [10], generating goal, emotion
and value-oriented hypotheses.

Algorithm 1: Generation and selection of goal, value, emotion-oriented
hypotheses

Input : Agent framework Ag
′
= 〈S,Act,G, V,E,�∗〉

Output: Lattice of preferred non conflicting Hypotheses
1 Set GHypoth,VHypoth,EHypoth,Support, RelatedRules = ∅;
// Persuadee model update

2 G = UpdateAttitude (G
′
,�G, p(G));

3 V = UpdateAttitude (V
′
,�V , p(V));

4 E = UpdateAttitude (E
′
,�E , p(E))

// Hypotheses generation
5 for ∀ conclusion ∈ G,V, E do
6 S = ConnectedRules(conclusion);

7 RelatedRules = 2S;
8 for set ∈ RelatedRules do
9 if Support 
=⊥ then

10 Support = min(Support) ∪ ASP(set);
11 GHypoth = ∪ GHypoth = 〈Support, conclusion〉;

// w.r.t. V,E, VHypoth or EHypoth respectively
12 end
13 end
14 end

// Hypotheses selection
15 Graph = buildGraph(GHypoth,Conflicts)// or VHypoth or EHypoth
16 P =

∑
i∈Graph p(i);

17 NonConflicting = SEM(Graph)// Argumentation semantics process
18 Output = 〈Graph,�∗,P〉 // ∗ ∈ {G,V,E}

Algorithm 1 has three phases, a model update (lines 1–3), a hypotheses gener-
ation (lines 4–16), and a hypotheses selection (lines 17–18). The UpdateAttitude
function, updates the G,V,E attitudes with their respective preferences. In the
hypotheses generation (line 8), ASP() is an answer set solvers—function that
generates stable models (see [11]). In line 15, Conflicts is a logical relation set
that emerge from different hypotheses. buildGraph (in line 15) is a function creat-
ing a graph with the entire set of hypotheses H as nodes, and Conflicts as edges,
and in line 16 SEM() is an argument-based pattern of selection where conflicting
hypotheses are discarded [8]. Finally, the output of the algorithm is a ordered
set of hypotheses that are selected to be used by the persuader agent during a
dialogue exchange.
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Our proposed strategies’ classification w.r.t the type of agency is based on
the underlying assumption that the protocol selection depends on an uncertainty
level of the persuadee’s G,V,E. In other words, gamification strategies (and
their respective protocols) for proactive or social behavior cannot be used when
there are limited information (high uncertainty) about goals, values or emotions
modeling the agent persuadee. Moreover, such uncertainty can be modeled as a
probabilistic distribution representing an uncertainty degree to which parts of the
hypotheses premises (e.g. G,V,E) are true, or believed to be true, more formally,
a belief function on U ⊆ Σ is a probabilistic function p : Σ → [0, 1] on Σ iff
for each U : p(U) =

∑
i∈U p(i) (see lines 2–4 in Algorithm 1). If we consider only

consistent probabilistic distributions
∑

i∈U p(i) = 1, and

Example 1 (Generating value-oriented hypothetical actions). A persuader uses
Algorithm 1 to establish the status of a persuadee, knowing that it has a pref-
erence to follow emotional cues (i.e. e). Let P be a program capturing the
persuadee behavior with following rules: {g1 ← S1 ∧ v1 ∧ e1 ∧ act1; g2 ←
S2 ∧ v2 ∧ e2 ∧ act2; g3 ← S3 ∧ v3 ∧ e3 ∧ act3; act1, act2, act3 ← �; v1, v2, v3 ←
�; e1, e2, e3 ← �;S1, S2, S3 ← �}. Where g1 = “improve physical activity”, g2 =
“stay at bed”, g3 = “keep social network”, v1 = “be healthy”, v2 = “seek plea-
sure”, v3 = “be social”, e1 = “amazement”, e2 = “grief”, e3 = “vigilance”,
act1 = show(goal oriented content), act2 = show(value oriented content),
act3 = show(emotion oriented content), S1, S2, S3 are observations, consider-
ing that g1 ≡ ¬g2, and show is a propositional action to present content, e.g.
“show goal-targeted advise” (see Taxonomy 1).

Using Algorithm 1, two non-contradictory sets of hypotheses are generated
in line 16:

{{

hg1 = 〈{S1 ∧ v1 ∧ e1 ∧ act1}, g1〉,
hg2 = 〈{S2 ∧ v2 ∧ e2 ∧ act2}, g2〉

}

,
{

hg3 = 〈{S3 ∧ v3 ∧ e3 ∧ act3}, g3〉
}

}

(1)

Then, in line 17, persuader agent selects from the output lattices (1) one of them
considering e, for example prioritizing emotion e1 = “amazement” than e2 =
“grief”. Therefore, the agent will decide that hg1 explains the current state of
the persuadee agent.

Gamification Strategies as Agent Dialogues
We map gamification persuasive strategies (Taxonomy 2) to dialogue proto-
cols using formal argumentation. Argument-based dialogues are strategic games
between two agents [22] (e.g. persuader and persuadee), then gamification strate-
gies for persuasion are “translated” to moves’ specifications. In this paper, dia-
logues have the following characteristics: 1) agents’ communications is based
on tactical moves within a protocol ; 2) the persuader agent has a well-defined
decision-making mechanism (see Sect. 3) and follows strict protocols; and 3) the
persuadee agent (e.g. a person) may not follow some postulates of well-defined
dialogues [1] and can brake protocols. In the following, we introduce our mapping
starting with an analysis of protocols and moves, then we present how agents
compute a dialogue outcome.
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Protocol and Moves. We present three general move alternatives with
the respective atomic protocols mapping gamification strategies and types
of software agency. This mapping, as a key contribution of this paper, is
presented in Table 2, in which we use • and � to represent the start-
ing and ending points of a protocols, p, q ∈ S are propositions (e.g. q =
show(value oriented content)), and every move is called by one or the other
agent using an additional parameter to identify it (Agc or Agp), for example
assert(show(value oriented content), Agc)).

Protocols 1 to 7 in Table 2, are initiated by the persuader agent (Agp) directed
to the persuadee (Agc). Conversely, Protocol8 to Protocol10 can be seen as a
“reactive” moves that a persuader can take considering that the persuadee initi-
ates the dialogue. This mapping requires formal requirements/constraints of the
persuader’s internal decision-making (Algorithm1), such as the imposition that
a persuader cannot ignore or reject an assert or quest move from the persuadee
(see Protocol8 to Protocol10). We summarize these constraints as follows:

Proposition 1 (Constraints for gamification persuasive moves). Let
out be the output set from Algorithm1 or any argument-based decision-making
process that considers the next move of a persuader agent in a dialogue. Then,
the following formal requirements need to hold: R1) For Protocol1 to Protocol3,
Agc can reject or ignore quest moves; R2) For Protocol8 to Protocol10, out ∈
SEM(AF ) and out �= ∅; and R3) For every assert, challenge or quest move,
compatible content w.r.t the strategy should be selected (see Table 1).

Table 2. Typology of gamification strategies used in intelligent persuasive/coaching
systems
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Move Selection and Outcome. The persuader agent requires a fine-grained
mechanism for protocol and move selection, then we use a utility function Q :
2D → R, which evaluates the attitude uncertainty P (line 16 in 1) in a dialogues
D. We compute such utility as an attitude achievement w.r.t. goals, values and
emotions. For example, a persuadee has as reference goal1 and goal2, then every
hypothesis that a persuader obtains from Algorithm1 will provide evidence of
goal1 and/or goal2 achievement if those goals belong to out, formally: if m =
〈sa, ct, Agc〉 is a move generated by agent Agp targeting agent Agc, with ct ∈
H ⊆ out = SEM(AF ), and GR, V R, ER ⊆ R be the reference attitudes of Agc,
then a dialogue outcome quantifier is given by: Q = Sim(arg maxG,V,E(ct),R),
considering a similarity function Sim : 2G,V,E × 2G,V,E → R.

3.3 Experimentation

We used our framework for selecting and re-ordering mobile application cards
that have a persuasive nature (see Fig. 2). We focus our experimentation in
how a persuasive agent (the application) may update the user interface sug-
gesting to a persuadee (a mobile application user) different persuasive content,
i.e. information cards. In this context, hypotheses contain cards as content; the
persuadee moves (accept, ignore, quest) were coded as response buttons. For our
experiment, we manipulated a probability distribution causing different uncer-
tainty levels of the persuadee model. We implemented Algorithm 1 and the move
selection mechanism using Java with the Tweety Project library2. We used Ionic
framework3 to build the cards. We consider the following information: g1 =

Fig. 2. Experiment 1: Mobile application cards used as content within persuader moves.
Left and left-center (card 1 and card 2) are cards using information and measuring type
content respectively: card 2, type progress with a calendar date

2 TweetyProject acceded on April 2021 https://tweetyproject.org/.
3 Ionic acceded on April 2021 https://ionicframework.com.

https://tweetyproject.org/
https://ionicframework.com
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“improve physical activity”, g2 = “improve diet”, g3 = “reduce alcohol consump-
tion”, v1 = “achievement”, v2 = “tradition”, v3 = “hedonism”, e1 = “amaze-
ment”, e2 = “grief”, e3 = “vigilance”, act1 = show(goal oriented content),
act2 = show(emotion oriented content), act3 = show(location quant content),
act4 = show(calendar date content), act5 = show(question content).

Fig. 3. Uncertainty P of the agent’s model vs
protocol winner.

With this information, sev-
eral hypotheses were built using
Algorithm 1, for lack of space
we refrain to show them. In
Algorithm 1, we modify P =
{0.01, 0.5, 0.99} in the set of cre-
ated hypotheses, we limited set H
to a size of 10 hypotheses. We found
that in general, the persuader agent
(Agp in Fig. 3) “wins” the dialogue
when it has more knowledge than
the persuadee, i.e. that it will pro-
vide more cards connected with proactive strategies. Conversely, as it is expected,
the more uncertainty in the persuadee, the more chances that the persuder selects
reactive content. For example, when uncertainty was highest (0,99 in Fig. 3),
where the persuader has no previous information about G,V,E then, only reac-
tive cards were placed on the top of the application, i.e. changing the order from
card 1 to card 2 in Fig. 2, where every card is associated with an action, e.g.
act2 = show(emotion oriented content).

4 Conclusions

There is a discrepancy between formal approaches of AI literature and commonly
used guidelines for designing persuasive technology in HCI, which is reflected in
the design of computational mechanisms that do not cover all the dimensions
of what persuasion entails in other research areas. Using a compound system-
atic methodology, we investigated persuasion through the lenses of gamification
that is currently a vital fundamental in practical applications. We presented
two typologies that summarize an extensive body of knowledge that we system-
atically interpreted with the support of a multidisciplinary team of researchers
focused on behavior change. We addressed a recurrent problem in software agents
and AI literature, that is the design of decision-making algorithms selecting per-
suasive strategies and content, to be used in practical applications. This issue
has been mainly addressed using three main types of computational mecha-
nisms for decision-making of persuasive agents: 1) using practical reasoning [2]
for example in [9], 2) with ontology-based reasoning see [14], and 3) with formal
and natural argumentation. We extend previous work on non-monotonic reason-
ing using argumentation [11] to build an algorithm that: 1) selects a persuasive
strategy and the corresponding content from a knowledge base (strategies and
content taxonomies); 2) generates a persuasive dialogue as output; and 3) adapts
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its agency (w.r.t reactive, proactive, social). As future work, we would like to
extend our systematic review with further conclusions that we found, also pre-
senting formal details about our framework as well as technical details in our
implementation.
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Abstract. Market-based task allocation mechanisms are designed to
distribute a set of tasks fairly amongst a set of agents. Such mechanisms
have been shown to be highly effective in simulation and when applied to
multi-robot teams. Application of such mechanisms in real-world settings
can present a range of practical challenges, such as knowing what is the
best point in a complex process to allocate tasks and what information to
consider in determining the allocation. The work presented here explores
the application of market-based task allocation mechanisms to the prob-
lem of managing a heterogeneous human workforce to undertake activi-
ties associated with harvesting soft fruit. Soft fruit farms aim to maximise
yield (the volume of fruit picked) while minimising labour time (and thus
the cost of picking). Our work evaluates experimentally several different
strategies for practical application of market-based mechanisms for allo-
cating tasks to workers on soft fruit farms, identifying methods that
appear best when simulated using a multi-agent model of farm activity.

Keywords: Task allocation mechanism · Multi-agent system ·
Agent-based simulation

1 Introduction

Due to the increasing demand for soft fruits and shortages in seasonal work-
ers [6,17,27], farms are requiring innovative solutions for managing their fruit
harvesting processes. Typically, on such farms, each day a harvest manager
determines which fields are ready for picking and how many workers should
be assigned to each field. In the field, supervisors assign tasks to individual
workers, who place harvested fruit into containers (“punnets”, in the case of
strawberries) that must be carried (i.e. transported) to a centralised location,
such as a permanent pack house or mobile trailer adjacent to the fields, where
they are weighed, scanned for quality and tallied so that the picker responsi-
ble is compensated correctly. The task of transporting punnets to the central
location is often performed by a worker called a “runner”. This task allocation
problem thus involves decisions about which tasks to assign to which workers
and how many workers to assign to each role (picker and runner). In the not too
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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distant future, robots may soon be filling gaps in the shortages of seasonal work-
ers [4,17,20,30,32]; and therefore, robotic co-workers will need to be managed
alongside the human workforce.

Multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) problems address situations in which a
group of robots must work together to complete a mission—a set of tasks to
be executed. A key challenge is to decide which tasks should be assigned to
which robots so that the overall execution of the mission is efficient: resources
are used effectively, so that time and energy are not wasted and, often, some
reward is maximised. A range of methods for allocating tasks in multi-robot
teams are described in the literature, for example handling heterogeneous teams
of robots [26] and multi-robot swarms [24], assigning tasks dynamically [34]
and limiting robots to local input from immediate neighbours [2]. Recent real-
world applications include disinfecting public areas in order to reduce spread of
contagious diseases [28] and delivering food [14].

In the work presented here, we posit that approaches designed to address task
allocation in a multi-robot team can be adapted to manage the human workforce
on a soft fruit farm. Fruit picking and transporting harvested fruit are two types
of tasks that need to be allocated to workers, who are often assigned one of
two roles (picker or runner, respectively). Here, we apply market-based MRTA
strategies and investigate two questions: (1) What is the most efficient ratio of
runners to pickers? (2) What is the most efficient strategy for allocating tasks to
runners? We investigate these questions empirically, using a multi-agent based
simulation that emulates the activity of human workers on a soft fruit farm.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides brief background on
multi-robot task allocation problems, focussing on market-inspired approaches,
and also highlights related work in agricultural robotics. Section 3 describes the
methodology we employed for our simulation. Section 4 explains our experiment
design, and Sect. 5 presents the results of our simulation experiments. Section 6
closes with a summary of results.

2 Background

The multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) problem has been classified in the liter-
ature according to several taxonomies that distinguish specific features of tasks
and task environments [9,18,21]. From that literature, the parameters that are
particularly relevant for the work presented here are: static (SA) vs dynamic
(DA) assignment—whether all the tasks are known at the start of a mission
(static) or new ones may appear during the mission (dynamic); independent
(IT) vs constrained (CT) task—whether or not the assignment of one task is
dependent on the completion of another; and the further distinction between
in-schedule (ID), cross-schedule (XD) and complex (CD) dependencies for CT
tasks. Our soft fruit farm task allocation scenario is unusual because it combines
SA and DA tasks within an XD environment (runner tasks are dependent on
picker tasks and vice-versa).

Market-based mechanisms, especially auctions, are a popular approach to the
MRTA problem [5,13]. Auctions are typically executed in rounds, comprised of
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three phases: (1) a centralised auction manager advertises one or more tasks to
a set of robots (or agents); (2) each agent determines its individual (private)
valuation (cost or utility) for one or more of the announced tasks and presents
that valuation in the form of a bid to the auction manager; and (3) then the
auction manager compiles the bids and decides which tasks to assign to which
agents. Multiple rounds can occur, until all the tasks advertised are assigned. One
prominent auction-based method is the sequential single-item (SSI) method [16]
(described in Sect. 3). SSI has been a popular choice for multi-robot task alloca-
tion, and many variants have been studied, for example TeSSI [25], to efficiently
allocate a set of tasks with temporal constraints to a team of robots, and sequen-
tial single-cluster (SSC) auctions [12] for solving pick-up and delivery tasks in a
dynamic environment.

One area of application for multi-robot teams that has been gaining atten-
tion recently is agricultural robotics [6]. State-of-the-art work includes use of
autonomous robots and machine learning methods, for example to identify ripe
fruit [15], map regions in need of irrigation [3]. or locate weeds [22]. A wide
range of robotic solutions for picking and transporting crops are currently being
developed, including harvesting sweet peppers [7,20], and other fruiting vegeta-
bles [32], When harvesting crops, if a container has been filled, it must be trans-
ported to a storage and/or packing location. Some have evaluated hybrid human-
robot solutions, where robots perform the transporting tasks while humans do
the picking [4,30,31].

3 Methodology

In order to investigate our two research questions, we have constructed a multi-
agent based simulation of operations on a soft fruit farm, where each human
worker is represented by an agent. We assume that there are two different roles
for workers (picker and runner), that each task can be completed by one worker
on their own and that each worker performs one type of task (picking or trans-
porting, respectively). Pickers harvest fruit in the field (in this case, a type of
greenhouse called a polytunnel) and place the produce in punnets; and runners
collect trays of full punnets and deliver them to a centralised location called
a packing station. Our simulator was developed using MASON [23], a discrete-
event multi-agent simulation library. We adapted a market-based task allocation
mechanism from [29], to advertise a set of fruit picking tasks. Agents bid on these
tasks and an auction manager assigns each task to the agent that presents the
bid with the lowest cost.

In practice on farms, picking tasks are determined each day by inspecting
the rows of crops, to discover the amount of ripe fruit they contain. In our sim-
ulation, picking tasks are represented by patches (areas) of unoccluded (readily
visible) and occluded (hidden) fruits that are ripe. Transport tasks are created
when a picker’s schedule contains a task that will cause its capacity to be reached.
According to the taxonomies cited in Sect. 2, we characterise picking task assign-
ment as SA, because this is done a priori. Transport task assignment could be
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characterised either as SA, allocated before the mission when picker tasks are
assigned, or DA, allocated during the mission, as pickers fill trays.

3.1 Agents

We define two roles for agents in our simulation:

– A picker is defined by the tuple p = 〈v, l, sp, c〉, where l is the agent’s initial
location and v its navigation speed; sp = 〈so, su〉, for which so is the speed
at which the agent can pick occluded fruit (number of fruits per step); and
su the agent’s unoccluded fruit picking speed. When a picker has reached
their capacity (c) they cannot pick any more fruits. Pickers cannot leave
trays/punnets on the ground since customers are unwilling to accept fruit
covered in mud, and potentially contaminated with pests and disease. They
also require empty punnets to be delivered to them. Thus, the agent must
wait for a runner to collect the ripe fruits and take them to the pack house.

– A runner navigates to a picker, collects the punnet and then returns to the
pack house. Runners have a navigation speed and an initial location, i.e.,
r = 〈v, l〉. For runners, their initial location is always within the pack house.

3.2 Task Allocation Mechanisms

Similarly to our earlier work [11], we compare the variations in performance
resulting from the application of three different auction-based mechanisms to
the process of allocating picker and transporter tasks.

– Round Robin (RR) assigns the first task to the first agent, the second to
the second agent and so forth. After a single task has been assigned to each
agent, the agents are re-iterated over to assign each of them a second task.
This process continues until all tasks have been assigned to an agent.

– In Ordered Single Item (OSI), all agents bid on the first task and the agent
with lowest costing bid is assigned the task. The subsequent task is then
auctioned. When all tasks are assigned, the process concludes.

– For Sequential Single Item (SSI), in each round all unassigned tasks are bid
on by all agents. The task of the lowest costing bid is assigned to the agent
who placed that bid.

3.3 Allocation of Picking Tasks

Pickers are allocated work by bidding on, winning, and thus being assigned,
picking tasks. A picking task is defined as an (x, y) location and a number of ripe
fruits. Before bidding begins, the list of picking tasks is sorted, highest first, by
the total number of ripe fruits they contain. Pickers are sorted by picking speed,
s, which is a combination of speeds for picking unoccluded, su, and occluded,
so, fruits; quickest picker appears first. The cost of a picking bid is the duration
for the agent to complete all their previously assigned tasks plus the task being
auctioned. The duration of a single picking task is the sum of three components:
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– The time it takes the agent to navigate to their picking location (dv). Naviga-
tion duration is calculated by dividing the length of the path by the agent’s
navigation speed (v): dv = len(path)/v.

– The time it takes to pick the ripe fruits (dp). Picking duration is calculated
by combining the time spent picking unoccluded fruits with the time to pick
occluded fruits: dp = (u/su) + (o/so).

– The time spent waiting for a runner, but only if two conditions are met: (i)
the agent’s capacity will be reached whilst picking that patch; and (ii) the
runner scheduling interweaves the picker scheduling (see Sect. 3.4).

As precise AI path planning (e.g. [10]) causes the bidding process to be
computationally expensive, Euclidean distance is calculated as a proxy for the
path length. If the agent has not won any tasks (yet), two Euclidean distances
are summed: (i) the distance from the picker’s initial location to the row in
which the new task is located, and (ii) from the end of the new task’s row to the
location within the row of the new task. For navigating between locations within
the same aisle, a single distance is measured. For patches in different aisles, three
distances are summed: the distance from the previous location to the end of its
row, from the row of the previous location to the end of the row containing the
new location, and from that row end to the location itself. When the mission is
executed, Jump Point Search (JPS) [10] is called to find the precise path.

If executing a task would cause a picker’s capacity to be reached, it creates
a provisional transport task whilst constructing its bid. To facilitate this, the
number of fruits the agent will be holding when it completes its schedule and
the time step the agent will finish on are updated each time it is assigned a
task. To determine the time spent picking before the agent’s capacity is reached,
we assume that pickers harvest unoccluded fruits before picking the occluded
fruits from a patch. Along with the navigation time, this is added to the time
the picker will start the task (i.e. the timestep after its previously scheduled
task will end). Ideally, a runner will take the picked fruit from the picker on the
timestep directly after the picker has reached capacity. In reality, often a picker
has to wait for a runner; or vice versa. If the picker’s bid wins, then the transport
task is no longer provisional; it is appended to a list of transport tasks. When
a picker will reach capacity more than once when executing a task, multiple
transport tasks are created.

3.4 Allocation of Transport Tasks

Transport tasks contain the location and timestep that a picker will reach max-
imum capacity. The less time a picker spends waiting for a runner, the sooner it
will be able to complete its task. Therefore, the winning transport bid is the bid
that causes the picker the shortest delay. If multiple bids have an equally short
delay, then the bid with the shortest duration wins. For a transport bid, dura-
tion is the sum of the time it takes the runner to navigate to the picker, collect
the punnet and return to the packing station. Runners are sorted by navigation
speed, quickest appearing first.
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Three different modes were implemented and compared for allocating tasks
to runners. To differentiate between these and the mechanisms implemented for
allocating picking tasks, each adds a prefix to the mechanism name (e.g. W-RR):

– Whilst scheduling picking (W): Runners can be scheduled as soon as a trans-
port task is created. This enables a picker’s bid to include the time they would
spend waiting for the runner.

– Post scheduling picking (P): The auction manager can wait until all transport
tasks have been created (i.e. all picking tasks have all been assigned) before
scheduling the runners.

– Whilst executing picking (E): Runners can be scheduled during execution,
which facilitates delays (differences between the scheduled duration and exe-
cution duration) to be accounted for within the runners’ schedules.

The transport bid creation algorithm determines where within the runner’s
existing schedule the task should be placed. The algorithm iterates over all the
runner’s already scheduled tasks, selecting those with start time after the ideal
end time of the task being auctioned and checking where the new task will fit
within this selected list. A record of the location/index is kept, so that if the
agent’s bid wins, the task can be inserted into the schedule easily.

The delay to the picker, in waiting for the runner to complete its task, is
calculated by finding the difference between the time the transport is required
and how soon after this time the runner can arrive. If the runner can arrive on
time, then the delay is the time it takes to hand over the punnet.

For the three modes (W, P and E), implementations of RR and OSI were
developed. In the W and E modes, OSI and SSI are equivalent since only one task
at a time is offered to the bidders. The algorithms employed to auction transport
tasks are essentially equivalent to the those developed for auctioning picking
tasks. In the P mode, before bidding begins, the transport tasks are sorted by
the timestep at which the runner is required. Unlike the W and E modes, when a
runner is assigned a task, the picker who created the task is required to update its
schedule to take into account the delay. The delay amount is added to the start,
end and transport-required times of all the tasks proceeding the delayed picking
task. The transport-required times of the corresponding (unassigned) transport
tasks are updated simultaneously. P-SSI is not performed since a runner’s tasks
must be in order of when a picker reaches capacity (to prevent deadlocks).

In the E mode, the transport task is only offered to the runners when the
picker (actually) reaches capacity. When a runner has no tasks to execute, it will
navigate to and wait in front of the polytunnels, so that it has less distance to
travel when a picker reaches capacity. These locations are predefined and iterated
over (then re-iterated over) to assigned them to the runners. In future work, we
will consider selecting different “waiting” locations that take into consideration
the current locations of the pickers.
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4 Experiments

We designed a series of experiments to evaluate our research questions concern-
ing the ratio of runners to pickers and the strategy for allocating tasks to runners.
Two experimental scenarios were defined, below, and results of experiments are
presented in Sect. 5. Two key metrics are computed: execution time—how long
it takes to perform the tasks allocated; and waiting time—how long pickers
spend waiting for runners. If the system is efficient, then the execution time and
wait time is minimised and yield is maximised. To determine the significance of
our results, we applied statistical testing and factor analysis, where appropriate.
A Shapiro-Wilk test [33] was performed to check if each sample is normally dis-
tributed. If there is a greater than 90% chance that the samples are all normally
distributed, an ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) test [1,8] was performed (for
which the F test statistic is reported). Otherwise, Kruskal-Wallis tests [19] were
run (for which the H test statistic is reported). T-test are performed when there
are only two samples. The significance of results is indicated by p, the probability
of the results occurring randomly.

(a) Inside the polytunnel. (b) Layout. Agents’ starting locations are indicated.

Fig. 1. Our strawberry farm. See text for explanation.

We developed two scenarios, one emulating a small farm and one a large
farm. Both are based on existing soft fruit farms and the data used in the
scenarios come from each of these farms.

The Small Farm (pictured in Fig. 1a) is a small research farm. During Sum-
mer 2020, the volume of ripe fruits that were picked per row of crops were
recorded. This included information on how many of the fruits were occluded
from view. Data was recorded on each picking day (twice per week). In our initial
experiments, there was no statistically significant difference between the results
for different dates. Therefore, for the experiments presented here, we selected a
single date in which a large number of fruits were harvested. The data per row
was broken down into patches by adding each fruit to a randomly selected patch
from the same row (as depicted in Fig. 1b). The colour of the patches, in Fig. 1b,
represents the number of ripe fruits: red patches contain more ripe fruits than
orange patches, which contain more than yellow patches and green indicates the
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patches containing low amounts of ripe fruits. As an element of randomness was
included, two random distributions were produced (illustrated as heatmaps, like
that in Fig. 1b). For this scenario, we employed a 7-agent team of workers.

The Large Farm replicates aspects of a commercial fruit farm and we have
modeled one of their fields as an example. This single field is about 100 times
as large as the small research farm. Based on data provided from this farm, we
calculated the average yield per date and the average picking speed. Within our
simulation of this field, the yield was uniformly distributed across patches. For all
agents, navigation speed was set to ≈1 m per timestep. The capacity of pickers
is set to the volume (4000 g) of a standard tray (which contains the punnets of
picked fruits). On average, 39 pickers picked each day from this field; therefore
our experiment for this scenario contains 39 agents.

5 Results

We analyse our results by looking first at the composition of our workforce
(number of pickers and transporters); second at the impact of allocating tasks to
transporters at different points in the picking process; and third at the evenness
of the distribution of tasks in terms of how much time pickers spend waiting for
runners. In all plots presented, error bars indicate ±1 standard deviation.

The whilst scheduling pickers (W) runner mode, is more computationally
expensive than the E and P modes, since for every bid that a picker creates (for
which transport is required) the transportation task auction is invoked; whereas,
for E and P, only the transport tasks of winning picking bids are auctioned. The
deliberation time (i.e. the time it takes to allocate the tasks) of RR, OSI and SSI
has previously been compared and is nominal in the scheme of the overall run
time of our scenarios; thus, deliberation time is not analysed here [29].

5.1 Workforce Composition

As shown in Fig. 2a, the ideal team split, for the small farm is 71% of agents
deployed as runners and the remaining agents as pickers; and for the large farm

(a) small farm (b) large farm
(H = 56.21, p = 0.00000) (H = 91.07, p = 0.00000)

Fig. 2. Results for execution time for different percentages of agents being employed
as runners. The H statistic from Kruskal-Wallis tests and associated p values are shown,
indicating statistically significant differences for the different ratios for both farms.
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is 25% of agents deployed at runners. Although the best percentages differ—due
to the large difference in size between the small and large farms and workforces—
the trends are the same. The two extremes (highest:lowest and lowest:highest
ratios of runners:pickers) represent the worst execution times, but in both cases
there is a sweet spot in the middle.

5.2 Transport Task Allocation Mode

We computed factor analysis to compare the three transport task allocation
modes: whilst scheduling picking (W), post scheduling picking (P) and whilst
executing picking (E), as shown in Fig. 3. For scheduling runners, overall there is
no statistically significant difference in execution time between the two task allo-
cation mechanisms (RR and OSI) (plots a and d). Scheduling the runners whilst
scheduling the pickers produced a shorter execution time than the alternative
modes (plots b and e). The ablated results for the runner scheduling mecha-
nisms and modes show no statistically significant differences (plots c and f). The
statistical significance is reported for the small farm; for the large farm, only
one heatmap (i.e. distribution of ripe fruit) was evaluated for each run, so it is
not possible to compute statistical significance. Future work will involve running
over multiple heatmaps (e.g. representing different days in a picking season).

runner mech. runner mode runner mode & mech.
Small farm:

(a) (t=0.40, p=0.692) (b) (F=42.86, p=0.000) (c) (F=17.63, p=0.000)
Large farm:

)f()e()d(

Fig. 3. Factor analysis for the picker and runner mechanisms (mech.) and modes.

5.3 Cost of Waiting

Finally, we compare the cost of waiting. Since pickers are more expensive than
runners (i.e. the best pickers are paid higher salaries), we focus on the picker
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waiting time here. Figure 4 shows the cumulative waiting time, summed over all
pickers in each run. As expected, when the percentage of runners increases, the
pickers’ wait time decreases; however, this also results in each picker picking a
higher proportion of the fruit.

(a) small farm (b) large farm
(H = 64.96, p = 0.00000) (H = 58.33, p = 0.00000)

Fig. 4. Results for cumulative picker waiting time for different percentages of
agents being employed as runners. The H statistic from Kruskal-Wallis tests and asso-
ciated p values are shown, indicating statistically significant differences for the different
ratios in both farm scenarios.

6 Discussion, Conclusions and Future Work

This paper explored the application of market-based task-allocation mechanisms
to the problem of managing workers to harvest fruit. Patches of ripe fruits were
auctioned to agents in one of two roles (picker or runner) using three differ-
ent market-based mechanisms (RR, OSI and SSI) drawn from the MRTA litera-
ture and three different modes for assigning dependent tasks to runners (whilst
scheduling picking, post scheduling picking and whilst executing picking). The
comparative performance of different ratios of pickers and runners was evaluated.

Our experiments were designed to answer two questions. The first question
asks what is the most efficient ratio of runners to pickers. Our results show
that the ratio of runners to pickers is critical with respect to both execution
and picker waiting time, and that the “sweet spot” varies depending on the
size of field and workforce. The second question asks what is the most efficient
strategy for allocating tasks to runners. Our results show that, for allocating
tasks to runners, the whilst scheduling pickers (W) mode produces the best
results (shortest execution times), with similar results for each of the different
auction mechanisms—indicating that the critical factor is identifying the best
point in the complex harvesting process to allocate transport tasks.

Current work involves deeper investigation of the large farm scenario, par-
ticularly using different distributions of ripe fruit and expanding to consider
multiple fields in the allocation (e.g. using market-based mechanisms to allo-
cate the workforce to different fields, as well as allocating tasks within a field).
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Ongoing collaboration with both of the farms that served as examples for the
scenarios implemented here will allow farm managers to employ our task alloca-
tion methods for managing their workforce. These real-world deployments will
provide additional verification of our methodology, such that predicted results
from our simulation compared to actual results in the field will be presented in
future work.
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Abstract. We have witnessed natural disasters in several regions. Although peo-
ple focus on the events of tsunami, landslides in mountainous areas are serious
issues to consider. Therefore, we have proposed a system that supports evacua-
tion after the occurrence of a large-scale disaster using multi-agents and multiple
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). When the software agent generates an evac-
uation plan, it considers area characteristics, prioritizes routes, and recommends
an optimal guidance flight plan, which is provided to the UAV control agent. We
describe the cooperation of two types of UAVs that assist people in evacuation
and have conducted a simulation to show the feasibility of the proposed system.

Keywords: Disaster mitigation · Evacuation support ·Multi-agent · Cooperative
UAVs · Risk reduction · Contingency plan

1 Introduction

Natural disasters such as earthquakes and tsunamis have been occurring not only in
Japan but also around the world. In addition, one needs to be careful during evacuation
about the occurrence of secondary disasters such as flooding, collapsing houses, and
landslides. The evacuees need to focus on these dangerous places during evacuation.
Currently, people have to go and check whether a secondary disaster has occurred; as a
result, evacuation is delayed, raising the risk that evacuees may be caught in secondary
disasters.

Meanwhile, with the development of technologies, people have come to possess
smartphones. Smartphones use radio waves transmitted from base stations. Owing to
congestion caused by damage to communication base stations and sudden traffic surge
owing to an increase in the number of people seeking information, it may be difficult to
collect information using the Internet and telephone using smartphones.

We have been studying evacuation guidance support in the event of a disaster using
mobile agents.Using themobile adhocnetwork (MANET),wehave studied a system that
guides evacuees to safe zones, while they collectively confirm the safety of evacuation
routes [1]. Moreover, we have proposed a system to notify preferred routes via locations
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that many evacuees have passed through [2] and proposed a configuration with server
redundancy to run the system [3, 4].

Katayama et al. have studied evacuation guidance methods based on priorities. The
study, however, specifically assumed coastal areas that are prone to tsunamis, and it is not
applicable to mountainous areas [5]. For mountainous areas, it is necessary to determine
priorities specific to them, and it is desirable to provide evacuation guidance based on
such priorities.

This study proposes an approach using priorities specific to mountainous areas. In
addition, we perform a simulation with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) necessary in
evacuation guidance to determine the number of people that can be evacuated utilizing
the UAVs.

The structure of the balance of this paper is as follows: the second section describes
the background of the study. The third section describes the formula to determine the
priorities of the mountainous area, and how the UAVs operate based on these priorities.
The fourth section discusses the results of the simulation. Finally, we conclude our
discussion in the fifth section.

2 Background

2.1 Evacuation Route Guidance System

Until now, several studies have investigated evacuation guidance support using mobile
agents [1, 6–8, 11, 12].We have proposed a mobile agent system that collect information
related to the areas lying ahead along the direction of the destination of the user [1]. Once
a mobile agent is generated for a user, it migrates to the other smartphone of another
user situated along the direction of the destination and collects information stored in
the smartphone. Thereafter, it repeatedly migrates and collects information, and, at the
same time, as part of the migration history, saves the address of the smartphone. After
collecting a certain amount of information, the agent traces themigration history to return
to the smartphone on which it was originated, and passes the collected information. This
enabled the user to collect information about places beforehand along the direction of
the destination, thus avoiding danger zones in advance [9].

A few issues, however, were identified in the proposedmethodwhen themobile agent
returned to the smartphone of origin. The mobile agent faces difficulty while returning
to the user’s smartphone, because the user is on the move. Therefore, the smartphones
to which the agent had been transferred in the past may not necessarily remain at the
same locations later, and it was considered difficult to return to the smartphone of origin
based on the previous migrations. We then proposed MANET, a multi-agent system that
directly communicates among smartphones, where the collected information is shared
among participants to realize the optimal route to the destination [7].

Goto et al. have shown that it can generate evacuation route by applying the ant colony
optimization (ACO) algorithm to a multi-agent system where the evacuees are treated as
virtual ants. The ACO algorithm performs pheromone update for a minimum distance.
This may lead to selecting a dangerous route during a disaster. It has been shown that
by making the pheromone volatile and reducing the probability of approaching danger
zones with time, a safe route can be formulated [10].
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Using the simulation results of Goto et al. and defining what a “safe route” implies,
we have estimated the associated realizability and safety [2]. Then, the aforementioned
parameterswereapplied to real smartphoneswithhighpenetration rates andGoogleMaps
API for Google Maps, which has many users. The implemented system, however, had a
single point of failure. The redundancy issue is required to be configured, and we studied
systems that use mobile agents and consider remote procedure calls (RPCs) [3, 4].

2.2 Priority in Coastal Areas

Katayama et al. proposed evacuation guidance plans using agent-based UAVs to reduce
the risk of disasters. The software agent creates evacuation guidance plans for UAVs,
considering the situation of disasters and regional characteristics, and selects the safest
evacuation guidance route. Moreover, the evacuation guidance support was provided
through cooperation among multiple UAVs. The system employs seven agents. Their
roles are described below [5]:

Device agent: This agent sends the disaster information to the collector agent.
Collector agent: This agent collects the disaster information and shares the information
with the navigator agent.
Generator agent: The UAV agent guides individuals to the evacuation route, plans
evacuation using Google Maps, and sends the evacuation plans to the navigator agent.
Navigator agent:Using the priority values, the navigator agent selects a safer evacuation
route based on the evacuation plans received from the generator agent. This priority was
defined by the equation defined after this paragraph. In the equation, α, β, and γ are
arbitrary coefficients, dd denotes the distance between the route and secondary disasters,
and t denotes the time necessary to reach the shelter. Moreover, dhc is a combination of
h and dc, which represent the altitude and distance from the coast, respectively, at one
point on the horizontal plane. When dd is less than 30 m, however, the priority value is
set to zero because the location is considered dangerous.

priority = αdd + βt + γ dhc.

For this priority, dc is considered as the distance from the coast. Thus, it implies an
evacuation guidance route that avoids secondary disasters, e.g., tsunamis, in coastal
areas.
UAV agent: The UAV flight, based on socket-based communications, is controlled with
the smartphone of an evacuee.Moreover, theUAVagent shares information, for instance,
location, battery charge, work status, areas already searched by UAVs, and segments
where secondary disaster has occurred, with other UAV agents. The segment refers to
the portion of the route connecting two consecutive waypoints. Moreover, other UAVs
can change roles and perform activities in accordance with their roles. The role change
is conducted according to the remaining battery charge and evacuation guidance to
the shelter, once all the information is shared. Moreover, when the position of a UAV
remains unchanged even though thework status is “evacuation guidance,” theUAV agent
requests another UAV agent for the evacuation guidance work. This way, a UAV, instead
of searching for evacuees, can change the role and start guiding evacuees to the shelter.
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Moreover, the UAV agent may end up sending the position information to the recognizer
agent because of the incorrect detection of an evacuee while searching for evacuees.
Evacuee agent: This agent artificially recognizes evacuees in a simulation environment
and sends the position information to the recognizer agent.
Recognizer agent: This agent detects an evacuee when the UAV is closer to the evacuee
and sends the detection information to the UAV agent.

As the priority formula implies, this route guidance system focuses the dangers of
coastal regions. We, on the contrary, focus the dangers of mountainous regions, and
propose a solution using UAVs and multi-agents.

3 Evacuation Support System

This study implements an evacuation guidance system suitable for mountainous regions.
Two types of UAVs are used for this purpose: UAVs that create an ad hoc communication
network and UAVs that guide evacuees by showing dangerous areas along the route to
avoid secondary disasters. It is assumed that the communication network is damaged
owing to a disaster.

UAV points are set in advance in the target areas in the event of communication
infrastructure damage. UAV1 starts from the source shelter and fly-passes over the points
along the route to the target shelter without guiding evacuees. It shares information with
UAV2 that operates between two points to guide the evacuees (Fig. 1). The roles of
UAV1 and UAV2 are described below.

Fig. 1. Relationship between UAV1 and UAV2

UAV1 flies over almost all the area points in between two shelters and collects basic
information to share with UAV2. At this time, priority is derived because this is required
for each area point along the search movement path of UAV1.
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UAV2 is used to search evacuees and generates the evacuation route for the evacuees.
UAV2 is positioned to detect evacuees using the signal transmitted from the smartphones
of the evacuees and fulfills the role of a router or repeater to relay communication packets.

To achieve the aforementioned purpose, five agents are used in guiding evacuation
in mountainous regions using the UAVs. The role of each agent is described below.

Calculate agent: This agent resides on the server at the shelter. At the shelter, it updates
the number of persons present in each area point screened by UAV1. The agent estimates
the priority information at each area point, which is then dispatched to the find route
agent.
Messenger agent: This agent resides in UAV1. It aggregates the number of evacuees
obtained from the find evacuee agent in UAV2 and sends the information to the calculate
agent. Moreover, it sends the evacuation information, obtained from the shelter, from
UAV1 to UAV2.
Find evacuee agent: This agent resides in UAV2. It counts the number of detected evac-
uees that have smartphones and communicates the total count to the messenger agent in
UAV1, along with the status of the UAV itself. Moreover, it transmits essential evacua-
tion information, e.g., accessible roads and possible shelters nearby, to the smartphones
of the evacuees.
Find route agent: This agent resides on the server at the shelter. This is not just about
proceeding haphazardly along the area points screened by UAV1. The area points are
predicted to have more evacuees should be given priority. Moreover, from an evacuation
support standpoint, it is meaningless if evacuation at area points prone to secondary
disasters is delayed. Accordingly, based on priority analyzed by the calculate agent, this
agent decides the route that should be considered. The finalized decision is passed to the
UAV control agent.
UAV control agent: This agent resides in UAV1 and controls UAV1 according to the
instructions of the find route agent at the shelter, regarding the route to be followed.

The following sections describe the proposed system based on the aforementioned
agents (Fig. 2).

3.1 UAV1: UAV for Movement Among Area Points

The priority equation is defined below and calculated as priorityy, considering the char-
acteristics of mountainous regions. α, β, γ , and δ are arbitrary coefficients, and d is
the distance to the shelter, t is the average time necessary to reach the shelter from the
subject location, and U is the proportion of evacuees present around the subject area
point. Moreover, D shows how prone the subject location and surrounding areas are to
secondary disasters. Here, priorityy can range from 0.0 to 1.0.

priorityy = αd + βt + γU + δD.
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The number of roads leading to the shelter is few in mountainous regions. Access to
roads may be blocked due to landslides. Therefore, it is likely that proceeding toward
the shelter may not be feasible owing to such factors. Under such a condition, the value
is set as 1.00, and the governor of the prefecture (Fig. 3) issues the request for disaster
rescue support of the National Guard.

Fig. 2. Evacuation guidance system using UAV

Fig. 3. Blocked evacuation path

priorityy, although not equal to 1.00, may be very close to 1.00, i.e., 0.99 or 0.91. In
such a case, it indicates that, while there are possibilities of secondary disasters owing to
landslides, moving towards the shelter is still feasible and that many evacuees are present
around the subject area point.Without knowingwhen a secondary disaster, however,may
occur and considering the worst-case scenario that many disaster victims are unable to
evacuate, UAV2 provides information on the evacuation route to the evacuees present
in between the two area points. Moreover, it may be likely that as it is a mountainous
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region, there is no evacuee around the subject area point. In such a case, priorityy is
set to zero, and no evacuee search is conducted around this area point. In addition, the
microcomputer installed in UAV1 instructs UAV2 not to generate (or guide) evacuation
routes for entry into regions around the area point where priorityy is zero.

3.2 UAV2: UAV Searching for Evacuees

UAV2 thoroughly searches the area around the nearest area point, dispatches area-wide
mail with a request like “follow me” to the smartphones of the evacuees, and guides
them to the shelter (Fig. 4). There may be situations where the road leading to the shelter
is blocked, which may call for rescue operations conducted by the National Guard using
helicopters. In such a case, instead of sending the information on the evacuation route
to the evacuees, UAV2 sends rescue information, asking the evacuees to stay where they
are.

Fig. 4. Unblocked evacuation path

In addition, UAV2 reports to UAV1 flying nearby about the number of evacuees near
the area point, along with the status of the UAV itself. Then it downloads the data in the
server at shelters. Therefore, priorityy, which is necessary to search for a suitable path
for UAV1, changes in real time.

4 Experiments

Wehave implemented a simulator in order to verify the feasibility of the proposed system.
The simulated scenario was that a large-scale disaster occurred in a mountainous region,
owing to which the communication network was damaged. Twenty-four area points
were set in the region, where points 0 and 24 were shelters; and points 3, 4, 8, 9, 13, and
14 were “secondary-disaster-caution areas,” where the danger of being stuck in areas
prone to secondary disaster was high (Fig. 5). Of these areas, point 4 was designated as
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“evacuation-impossible area,”whichwas required to raise a rescue request to theNational
Guard.Moreover, points 15, 16, 20, and 21were set as “no-one-around areas,” indicating
no evacuees in the nearby area; and points 7, 12, and 17 were set as “many-evacuee-
present areas.” When this simulator is launched, the route for UAV1 is generated, and
UAV2 is placed above the route screened by UAV1, excluding the points of shelters.

In order to differentiate “secondary-disaster-caution areas,” “evacuation-impossible
areas,” “no-one-around areas,” and “many-evacuee-present areas” when this simulator
is launched, each area point was assigned a proportion of evacuees and a risk level of
secondary disasters. With such settings, assuming the walking speed of evacuees to be
4.00 km/h, the priorities at each area point in the mountainous region were estimated,
and the movement route for the initial state of UAV1 was determined.

Fig. 5. Simulator

Assuming that a maximum number of 200 evacuees can be present at a certain area
point, the proportion of 17.9% at point 1 indicates that 35 evacuees are present around
point 1.Moreover, it reports that 135 evacuees have shifted to the shelter, and 18 evacuees
present at point 4, where a rescue request was raised to the self-defense force because
of secondary disasters.

Assuming that about half of the evacuees present around the area point were guided
by UAV2 to proceed to the shelter every time UAV1 passes the area point, the number of
evacuees, as listed in Table 1, was able to move to the nearest shelter using the selected
route for the initial phase.

When this process was repeated, as listed in Table 2, in the initial phase, the number
of people evacuated, including those who had been already evacuated to begin with
and who were rescued by the National Guard, was 764, that is 81% of the total, and
the remaining 171 evacuees could not proceed to the shelters. Moreover, of the 18 area
points, excluding the shelters, evacuation-impossible areas, and no-one-around areas,
11 evacuees could not be evacuated at around point 3 because UAV1 did not fly even
once over that area point, which is included among the secondary-disaster-prone areas.
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Table 1. Number of persons evacuated in the initial state

Area point no. passed by
UAV1

Number of persons evacuated from
nearby regions of the area point

1 17

2 22

7 77

12 71

17 61

18 19

19 3

The simulation results revealed that therewere low-priority areaswhereUAV1didnot
fly over, even though the areas were not designated as “evacuation-impossible areas,” or
“no-one-around areas.” Accordingly, UAV1 could not provide the necessary evacuation
information to UAV2 positioned nearby those area points, resulting in the evacuees near
those area points not able to evacuate.

Moreover, in the initial phase, priorityy in “secondary-disaster-caution areas” was
nearly the same as that for other undesignated areas. UAV1 should move to such areas
with similar priority as “many-evacuee-present areas,” because “secondary disaster risk
is high,” and based on the information of UAV1; UAV2 should issue the evacuation
information. Accordingly, the value of priorityy for these two areas should become
nearly equivalent. Therefore, adjustments are deemed necessary to make the priorities
of “secondary-disaster-caution areas” and “many-evacuee-present areas” same.

Moreover, in the initial phase, more than 80% of the total number of evacuees was
able to proceed to the shelters. The remaining less than 20% of the evacuees, however,
could not evacuate. Accordingly, it is necessary that more UAV1 should be deployed
and that more innovative ways to determine the movement path are devised, so that the
remaining evacuees would also be able to evacuate.

Table 2. Simulation results

Point no. Number of people at the starting
point

Evacuation completed Not yet evacuated

1 35 31 4

2 45 40 5

3 11 0 11

4 18 18 0

5 13 10 3

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Point no. Number of people at the starting
point

Evacuation completed Not yet evacuated

6 16 12 4

7 155 136 19

8 8 6 2

9 45 34 11

10 0 0 0

11 52 39 13

12 143 126 17

13 34 17 17

14 31 28 3

15 0 – –

16 0 – –

17 122 92 30

18 38 19 19

19 7 7 0

20 0 – –

21 0 – –

22 26 13 13

23 1 1 0

0, 24 (shelters) 135 135 –

Total 935 764 171

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed an evacuation guidance system suitable for mountainous regions and
implemented a simulator for the system in order to show its feasibility. We have focused
evacuation inmountainous regions. The priority of themountainous areas was defined as
priorityy based on the regional characteristics, and the number of UAVs necessary was
estimated. However, to determine priorityy of evacuation, this study did not presume
simultaneous occurrence of multiple conditions, i.e., high secondary-disaster risk and
a large number of evacuees at one place. Therefore, it is necessary to address flexibly
such cases depending on the situation.

In the experiments, areas were separately designated as “secondary-disaster-caution
areas” and “many-evacuee-present areas.” Therefore, priorityy is calculated based on
whether the risk of secondary disaster is high or whether there are a large number of
evacuees present (the larger the number, the higher the priority). Both of these conditions,
however, may hold at the same time and it is possible to evacuate from many subject
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areas. We have to consider many possible cases and their combinations. We believe that
it is possible to address such cases that satisfy more than one condition at the same time
by revising the derivation equation of priorityy and the values of α, β, γ , and δ.

Moreover, the simulation was performed with only one UAV (UAV1) that moved
between the area points. However, there is no guarantee that by deploying only one
UAV, the information on evacuees and disaster situation can be captured in real time.
Moreover, unpredictable situations, for instance, low battery power of UAV1,may occur.
Accordingly, increasing the number of UAV1s to move between area points is deemed
necessary to obtain information in real time.

As mentioned in the previous section, there are many restrictions in our simulation
experiments.We are aware of the limitations and unrealistic assumptions in the simulator.
As the next step, we are re-designing our simulator where we employ the real map of
a mountainous region of North of Japan and multiple UAVs. Based on the results of
this simulator, we will build a real multi-agent based evacuation support system using
multiple UAVs with large mobile batteries.
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Abstract. Plastics and the pollution caused by their waste have always
been a menace to both nature and humans. With the continual increase
in plastic waste, the contamination due to plastic has stretched to the
oceans. Many plastics are being drained into the oceans and rose to accu-
mulate in the oceans. These plastics have seemed to form large patches
of debris that keep floating in the oceans over the years. Identification of
the plastic debris in the ocean is challenging and it is essential to clean
plastic debris from the ocean. We propose a simple tool built using the
agent-based modeling framework NetLogo. The tool uses ocean currents
data and plastic data both being loaded using GIS (Geographic Informa-
tion System) to simulate and visualize the movement of floatable plastic
and debris in the oceans. The tool can be used to identify the plastic
debris that has been piled up in the oceans. The tool can also be used
as a teaching aid in classrooms to bring awareness about the impact
of plastic pollution. This tool could additionally assist people to realize
how a small plastic chunk discarded can end up as large debris drift-
ing in the oceans. The same tool might help us narrow down the search
area while looking out for missing cargo and wreckage parts of ships or
flights. Though the tool does not pinpoint the location, it might help
in reducing the search area and might be a rudimentary alternative for
more computationally expensive models.

Keywords: Plastic movement · Agent based modelling · Plastics in
oceans · Agent based simulation and prediction

1 Introduction

A large number of plastics are being manufactured for numerous purposes. Recy-
cle and reuse seem to be a substitute solution. However, the extensive usage of
plastics has never assisted in reducing the pollution level in the environment.
With the immense plastic quantity and improper cleaning practices, plastics
have ended up in the water bodies like lakes, rivers, sea [3]. The plastics from
these water bodies settle up in the oceans amidst the extra plastic pollution.

Over 300 million tons of plastic are manufactured every year. Plastics are
utilized in a wide variety of applications. Of all these plastics, at least 8 million
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tons of plastic settle up in the oceans. These deliver 80% of all the oceanic debris
from surface waters to deep-sea sediments [22]. The contamination of oceans with
plastics is the greatest peril. It jeopardizes the amount of oxygen level present in
the oceans, which directly affects marine life. As the surface currents focalize in
specific locations, the buoyant debris will tend to assemble in certain regions [24].
These inflation regions are regularly known as great ocean garbage patches [16].

With enormous input of debris into the ocean, most of which are floating on
the oceans, there is a considerable chance that the plastics will make their way
into endless gyres [1,23]. For instance, a cargo container of 28,000 plastic bath
toys dropped overboard in the middle of the North Pacific Ocean on its route
from Hong Kong to the United States in 1992 [18]. The toys kept wafting in the
oceans and eventually, these yellow ducks have bobbed halfway, encompassing
the world. The question concerning how these ducks settled up in radically dis-
tinct locations of the world had helped in understanding the ocean currents [18].
Similarly, debris from the Malaysian airlines crash in 2014 was noticed nearly
after 17 months, 4000 km away from the presumed crash site near the shores of
South Africa, Mozambique, and Rodrigues Islands [13,17].

As it is difficult to identify and retrieve the floating debris in the oceans,
a tool can help locate and understand the movement of floating debris in the
ocean. This tool can also help analyze the formation of large gliding debris
clusters at varied locations in the open ocean [7]. Though the harm caused
to the environment by humans cannot be reversed, it is important to educate
people about plastic pollution. A study [10] stated that environmental edu-
cation is required to bridge the information gap and enhance possibilities to
adopt pro-environmental behaviours. In general, there are four main educational
approaches on plastic pollution [5] which are community-based education fol-
lowed by Japan, government-based education followed by Taiwan, business-based
education followed by the U.K, and school-based education followed by Hong
Kong. An experiment was conducted on children by the Centre for Education in
Environmental Sustainability (CEES) to see which strategy would work better.
It was noticed that Simulation Game-Based Teaching Strategy worked better to
enrich student’s knowledge, behaviour, and attitude towards a safe environment.

Fig. 1. Picture depicting the travel patterns of the ducks [18]
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Simulation-based teaching provides learning with a practice that supports alter-
ing and understanding the aspects of reality [4]. Studies have shown that
computer-based simulations can be an effective teaching tool in various domains
[6]. Hence, a simple computer-based simulation would be swift and easy to under-
stand (Fig. 1).

With this motivation, we have modelled the movement of plastics in the ocean
using NetLogo to understand where the plastics can end up when discarded at a
specific point. The tool can educate people on the amount of plastic that is being
ended up in the oceans and assist in visually tracking the formations of large
debris in the oceans. The tool can further give an idea of how ocean currents
across the world affect debris tracking. The tool might help minimize the search
area and might save time in locating crashed ships or flights by tracking its
movement beginning from the crash location. A good start for narrowing down
the search.

Since the movement of the floating plastic is constrained by the surface cur-
rents, we have acquired the ocean currents and plastics discarded at different
shores data and have modelled the movement of the plastic in the oceans with
NetLogo. Due to inadequate data, the validation of the model is challenging.
Flight wreckage tracking is a handy way to validate the model and we used
Malaysian airline’s crash data to track the possible locations of wreckage parts
[17]. Also, validated the formation of the plastic cluster in the middle of the
pacific ocean [1,23] over eight years.

2 Related Work

Historically, researchers practiced propelling devices into oceans to measure wind
speed, pressure, temperature, and salinity and then apply complex mathematical
models to estimate surface water currents to assume the movements of ocean
currents. After the disturbance of toy ducks in 1992 [18], a lot of effort went into
understanding ocean surface currents.

OSCURS (Ocean Surface Currents Simulator) [12] is a numerical model with
a computation grid of 40 by 140 that stretches laterally across the North Pacific
Ocean from the west coast of the U.S. (124◦W) to southern Japan (130◦E)
and stretches longitudinally southward from Bering Strait (67◦N) to about lat-
itude 30◦N. The key input field used in the model is daily sea-level pressure
data acquired from records of the U.S. Navy, FNMOC (Fleet Numerical Mete-
orology and Oceanography Center) Monterey, California, over the division of
the standard FNMOC 380 km (63 by 63) grid between latitude 50◦N and 68◦N
and longitude 100◦W and 120◦E [12]. Surface pressure signifies the OSCURS
model’s key attribute, which supports computing ocean currents directions and
the surface transport vectors. These vectors are determined by holding frictional
influences caused by ocean currents along latitudes and wind speeds. Also, the
edge causes like friction at shores are taken into account to simulate the complete
OSCURS model.
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The Ocean Plastic Generator tool by Cawthron Institute [20] is on similar
lines with our model. However, with a limited scope, i.e., it simulates plastic
movement only in Cook Strait, Golden Bay, Tasman Bay, Hauraki Gulf, Firth of
Thames, and Tauranga Moana areas around New Zealand. Also, it assigns coasts
around New Zealand into triangular grids with knowledge on tides, currents,
wind, temperature, and salinity in them. So, based on the parameters, it drives
plastic in oceans. While these models are reasonably accurate, they tend to be
harder to interpret due to complex mathematical equations, which may not suit
well as a learning tool. On the contrary, our model is data-driven, simple to
follow, rebuild, and educate ordinary people. Additionally, it attempts to cover
the entire world without narrowing it to certain locations.

3 Input Data

The data is crucial in delivering a more accurate and effective model. The data
required are the surface currents data that stimulate the plastic movement and
the quantity of plastic present at diverse shores to understand their movement.
Plastic quantity at the east coastline of the US in the Antarctic Ocean and shores
around Australia are considered. All the data is converted to shapefiles using
QGIS (Quantum Geographic Information System) Software and is loaded into
NetLogo with GIS (Geographic Information System) extension. Before deciding
on QGIS, we looked into ArcGIS. But comparatively, QGIS is better because it
is open-source, free to use, and can be used on any operating system. It loads
faster, has better documentation and performs operations more efficiently [14].

World Map Data: The countries data set is loaded into NetLogo with the help of
the GIS (Geographic Information Systems) extension. It can load vector features
like lines and polygons into the NetLogo model from shapefiles. So, using the
World Map shapefile, we have modeled the separation of the landmass from the
oceans. This shapefile has an attribute of area, and this attribute holds the area
of the region in sq-km. For countries (polygons), this attribute has a numerical
value while oceans have a fixed value of 0. So, based on this area attribute,
countries and oceans are differentiated.

Ocean Currents Data: The dataset consists of surface currents data obtained
by satellite-tracked surface sailing buoys (“drifters”) for the NOAA (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) Global Drifter Program [19]. The
data contains the following attributes: date, time, surface water temperature, and
velocities (eastward, northward) at a specified location (latitude and longitude).
Only surface water velocities in east and north direction attributes are considered
for this model. The latest available data at each latitude-longitude intersection
is retrieved and converted into shape format using QGIS software for easier
loading through the GIS extension of NetLogo. With GIS, the global coordinate
system latitude-longitude is mapped to the NetLogo world coordinates. The data
retrieved is mapped to NetLogo patches. If the patch has no data, interpolation
is done by considering the average of neighboring patches data.
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Plastic Data: We are using two datasets of the floating debris.

1. Debris in the Atlantic ocean at the east coast of the USA [8]. This dataset
has the following attributes: date, plastic pieces/Kilometer-Square collected
from 1989 through 2008 at the latitude-longitude location.

2. Debris around the shores of Australia [15]. This dataset consists of date,
latitude, and longitude. Also, the plastics are divided into four size categories
and have records of weights and particle count. In this dataset, we are utilizing
the particle count of thick plastic category attributes at a latitude-longitude
location.

As a preprocessing step, the datasets are converted into shape format using
QGIS software and loaded into the NetLogo model using GIS extension where
plastics, represented as agents, are created at the latitude-longitude location. We
are assuming the plastic in data is floating all the time on the ocean’s surface
and does not sink to the depth.

4 Model Implementation

The model is implemented in NetLogo. NetLogo is a multi-agent programming
language and modelling suite that runs simulation based on an agent to agent
and agent to environment interactions for each time step called tick. Turtles are
represented as agents, and the patches represent a point in the NetLogo world
(simulation space). Both, turtles and patches can have multiple properties which
the user can define.

In the simulation, patches represent the world as land and ocean. Patches in
white colour represent land, and in blue represent the ocean. The plastic/debris
are mobile in nature i.e. they move in reaction to the surface currents. Hence,
we found it appropriate to simulate them as turtle agents.

With the NetLogo GIS extension, we load shape files. The shape files con-
sist of real-time surface currents, area, and plastics data for distinct coordinate
locations, as mentioned in Sect. 3. With the GIS system, a world map bounded
with longitudes varying from −180 to 180 and latitudes varying from −60 to
72 is loaded into the model for visualization. In addition to the built-in patch
properties, patches have below properties:

– area: area of a region of land, which is zero for oceans.
– p lat: latitude of the world.
– p long: longitude of the world.
– speed north: Speed of ocean current in north direction (km/day).
– speed east: Speed of ocean current in east direction (km/day).
– magnitude: The measure of the distance that can be travelled (km).
– direction: The direction in which the displacement of plastic happens.

For each individual patch, the values for above properties will be assigned based
on the world map data and surface water currents data. The values remain
unchanged throughout the simulation. Firstly, each patch is identified using the
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p lat and p long values, and then the speed north and speed east values from the
dataset mentioned in Sect. 3 are assigned to that patch. To avoid recomputation,
the resultant vector is computed as a sum of speed north and speed east and
stored in the patch variables ‘magnitude’ and ‘direction’.

Turtles have latitude and longitude properties which maintain the location
of turtle in the world. At each time step (tick), the latitude and longitude of the
turtles are updated. The tool allows the user to control different default values
and settings via the user interface, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Interface of the cropped world model with buttons to command simulation

Interface Control

(1) Set Up: Loads the country data required to display the world map mentioned
in section 3.1 and fixes the patch size to 3.

(2) Display Map: Designates colours to patches based on the area from the data
stated in section 3.1 into blue and white i.e. if the area of land is greater than
zero, the [pcolor] property of a patch is set to white, symbolizing the land region
else blue indicating the oceans.

(3) Add currents data: Loads the surface currents data and initializes the patch
properties: magnitude, direction, latitude, and longitude. The surface currents
data which are in the form of shape files are loaded into NetLogo through GIS
extension. The data attributes (latitude, longitude, velocity of surface water in
north and east direction) are mapped to patch properties. Velocities of ocean
currents attributes of data which are in meter per second dimensions are con-
verted to km per day while mapping to patch properties. Patches are assigned
with magnitude and direction by calculating from velocities in north and east
directions.

(VR)2 = (VN )2 + (VE)2 (1)
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Magnitude = (VR ∗ Time) (2)

Direction = tan−1(
VN

VE
) (3)

VN is the velocity of the ocean currents in the north direction in km/day, VE

is the velocity of the ocean currents in the east direction in km/day. Hence
Resultant velocity VR is calculated from Eq. 1. The direction is calculated from
Eq. 3, which specifies the angle of the motion of a plastic. NetLogo measures
time with the ticks. In this model, each tick signifies one day and the velocity
is in the km/day scale, so we calculate the magnitude from Eq. 2 by which a
plastic can displace.

(4) Interpolate data: Unfortunately we don’t have sufficient data for all the
patches spanning across the entire map of the world. So, we used interpolation
to make up for missing data. The interpolation is done by averaging eight neigh-
bouring patches’ resultant speeds and directions. This step is repeated until there
are no more empty patches.

(5) Display patches data: Displays all the patches with surface currents data
with red colour, which helps visualize the surface currents data and the blind
spots.

(6) Clear display: After displaying the data with patches, this resets the display
to enable further functioning.

(7) plastic-data: Here, there are two options to select (1) East of the US east
coastline in the Atlantic Ocean, (2) Australia coastline.

(8) add plastic data: For the selected location specified in 7, it loads the plas-
tic into NetLogo from the input data as mentioned in Sect. 3.3. [8,15]. It con-
siders the locations and the plastic quantity. It creates those amount of tur-
tles(representing plastic pollution) at the mentioned locations.

(9) Add plastic from mouse: This allows the user to place plastic pollution
anywhere in the ocean using a mouse click. The amount of plastic placed can be
controlled using the plastic-quantity slider.

(10) add plastic rand: This initializes the system with random plastic pollution.
The amount of plastic can be controlled via the plastic-quantity slider.

(11) clean plastic: removes all the plastic from the simulation.

(12) plastic movement: This simulates the displacement of plastic. A detailed
explanation of simulation is mentioned in the below subsection. The basic flow
of the model is mentioned in the flow diagram in Fig. 3 below.
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of the model

4.1 Simulation of Plastic Movement

Each patch has properties that specify the magnitude and direction of the cur-
rent. The plastic modelled as NetLogo agent moves based on the direction and
the magnitude of the water current at every tick. Experimented on two condi-
tions to analyse the movement of plastics in the ocean. Started the experiment
considering only the direction which was computed from the dataset mentioned
in Sect. 3. This parameter specifies in which direction the plastic should move
with a constant magnitude of 1. Then along with direction speed is considered for
the movement of plastic because adding more input to the model might increase
its accuracy. But, the results from the direction-only experiment matched well
with the validation data than the direction-speed experiment.

Experimental Condition 1: Here, only the direction in which the plastic should
relocate is acknowledged omitting the measure of magnitude it should transfer.
Hence the plastic updates only the heading property according to the direction
computed in Eq. 3 and displaces 1 unit in that course. We are considering a fixed
speed of 1 unit forward per tick since it is the minimum distance a plastic has
to move to get into a new patch with different latitude and longitude from the
current position. All the plastics proceed forward in their course of the path, i.e.
the direction keeps changing for every tick. While modelling, a few assumptions
are considered, which are listed below.

Experimental Condition 2: Initially, the plastic fixes its direction, i.e. heading
property of the turtle and holds the magnitude from patch properties. This
direction and magnitude, along with current latitude and longitude attributes
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of plastic, are considered to calculate the next latitude and longitude position of
plastic using the haversine formula [21]:

φ′ = sin−1(sin(φ) ∗ cos(
d

R
)) + (cos(φ) ∗ sin(

d

R
) ∗ cos(b)) (4)

λ′ = λ + tan−1(
sin(b) ∗ sin( d

R ) ∗ cos(φ)
cos( d

R ) − (sin(φ) ∗ sin(φ′))
) (5)

Where φ is initial latitude, λ is initial longitude, φ′ is final latitude, λ′ is
final longitude, R is earth’s radius (mean radius = 6,371 km), b is the direction
and d is the magnitude. The calculated latitude and longitude are attributed to
the plastics. Thus for every tick i.e. a day, the plastic updates its latitude and
longitude properties.

1. The NetLogo world size is set in such a way that each patch accounts for one
coordinate (longitude, latitude).

2. As only one data record can be assigned to a single patch, the speed and
direction of surface water currents are identical between two coordinates (lon-
gitude, latitude) i.e. in a patch.

3. The model delivers the latest ocean current information for a particular lati-
tude, longitude (i.e. patch) from the dataset.

4. The data that the model is built on assumes to have no influence by the
cyclone, turbulence, or any other causes.

5. Though surface currents are influenced by additional factors like tempera-
ture and abrupt calamities. These are not reflected in the model as the data
concerning the same is not consistent.

6. While all plastics do not float, however, due to inadequate knowledge on how
deep a plastic can sink and the types of plastic bodies that affect their sink or
float ability. There is no data available to support the above points, and it is
troublesome to determine the time after which plastic can sink. Taking these
points into account, we have assumed all the plastics here remain to float or
maintain a constant depth throughout the simulation.

5 Model Validation

Validating this model was challenging because of the unavailability of data. The
only information on which we could rely for validation was the formation of the
great pacific patch and the movement of wrecked parts of Malaysian airlines
(Figs. 4 and 5).

We ran this model on the plastic data from the US east coastline using
condition one and condition two for about 3000 ticks i.e. about 8 years. After
this duration of the simulation, we observed that a large debris patch had been
created in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, similar to the one mentioned in
this paper [23]. The movement of plastics mentioned in the paper [23] is very
similar to the ones we simulated. In addition, we considered the recent crash of
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Fig. 4. Plastic around the predicted
crash site

Fig. 5. Plastic near Africa after run-
ning the simulation

Malaysia airline Flight 370 [9] to validate the model. The predicted crash site
of this airline is at a remote part of the Indian Ocean 2,500 km (1,500 miles)
southwest of Australia at location 35.6◦S 92.8◦E [2,11]. About 2 years later the
parts of the airline are found at the shores of Tanzania, Mozambique, South
Africa, Madagascar, and Mauritius.

We simulated this crash with two experimental conditions, with condition
one considering the speed and direction of surface water currents and condition
two considering only the direction of surface water current—both the simulations
starting from the initial plane wreckage point. In experimental condition one,
the debris had ended up as clusters near the shores of Australia. This could be
happening because the model considers only the latest record in the dataset, and
it is having low surface water speeds making the plastic end up in clusters or
move towards Australia. In experimental condition two, the plastic ends up near
Madagascar and Africa’s shores, thus validating our model for the Malaysian
airline’s crash data. As desired results were not obtained with experimental
condition one, we went on with experimental condition two.

6 Discussions and Future Work

This paper proposes an agent-based model for simulating plastic and debris
movement in the ocean using the dataset of surface water currents [19,23] col-
lected from drifters. The model works by simulating plastic displacement by cal-
culating the drift based on the direction of surface water currents. It is imperative
to educate people that plastic pollution can have a global effect while seemingly
local to geography. We posit that our model could be an effective educational tool
that enables understanding how 79 thousand tonnes of ocean plastic are float-
ing inside an area of 1.6 million km2, rapidly accumulating at the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch [16]. Additionally, this model is beneficial for those studying and
learning the consequence of ocean currents on floating debris movements. While
the data for validation is not easily available nevertheless, the model simulation
of plastic pollution along the US coast [8] and Australian coast [15] clearly shows
how surface water currents can bring plastic debris from different geographical
areas to coalesce into garbage patches. While the model shows garbage patch
formation, it is too optimistic to claim the accuracy of the garbage patch loca-
tion, given that in the real world, the debris could be affected by many other
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factors, including weather, etc. Nevertheless, our model, which is computation-
ally cheap, easy to understand, and accessible to the common public, is a good
start to encourage more studies in this area. Thus we claim that our model has
high pedagogical value. The easy accessibility enables researchers to modify and
test their hypotheses. Though more data is needed to verify, we also posit that
this model may help to narrow down ship and flight wreckage in the oceans.
While not a high-precision tool, it might still be a rudimentary first step for
forming hypotheses about the search area.

In the future, we would like to address some of the limitations of the model
and comprehend how natural events like cyclones and turbulence affect plastic
movement in the oceans. We would likewise incorporate sinking into the equa-
tion to understand how the pollution could reach and affect deep-sea marine
organisms and the ocean floors.
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Abstract. This paper extends previous works on multi-agent-based
simulation models of Coupled Human and Natural Systems (CHANS), by
introducing a farmer agent model capable of interact with environmen-
tal, economic, and spatial variables in the context of supply and demand
of environmental services. Emphasis is made on how the Farmer Agent
implements the BDI framework (Believes, Desires, and Intentions) at its
core. Also, insights about its decision-making mechanism based on fuzzy
logic are provided. Preliminary results are shown in terms of modulating
variables such as knowledge, money, well-being, energy, and productivity.

Keywords: Complex-environmental systems · Multi-agent systems ·
Emotional BDI · Multi-agent simulation · BDI agent · Fuzzy logic

1 Introduction

The incorporation of models of human decision-making processes in social sim-
ulations is a powerfull strategy to understand the effects of human adaptive
behavior on global simulation outcomes. In Coupled Human and Natural Sys-
tems (CHANS) systems, the focus consist in jointly model humans with com-
munities and their interactions with the territory, following realistic observed
patterns, in order to enhance the comprehension of human decisions regarding
ecology and how these decisions can be formalized in models created by Schluter
et al. [12]. However, this type of modeling is complex due to the multifactorial
nature of the human decision-making process concerning ecology, as it involves
economic aspects, non-economic benefits, social influence, social impact, emo-
tions, uncertainty, knowledge about the environment, spatial location within the
ecosystem, among other factors [5]. There are two predominant approaches to
include the individual’s decision processes in CHANS simulation models: bio-
economic and agent-based models. Bio-economic models focus their attention
on investigating questions related to optimal decision making as a function of
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temporal variability in natural resource dynamics. Probabilistic and risk estima-
tion techniques, uncertainty analysis, among others, are used. In addition, these
models seek to represent the concepts derived from ecological economics, which,
according to Schluter, allows a more realistic modeling of ecological dynamics
and the ethical aspects involved in the sustainability of non-renewable resources.

In contrast to the focus on the study of risk in bio-economic models, agent-
based models (ABM) allow modeling the social interactions between multiple
entities immersed in the simulation, while incorporating decision-making mod-
els. In this way, an approximation towards models of human behavior is possible,
since agents representing human beings can “actively reevaluate their beliefs, val-
ues and functioning to adapt to unexpected environmental changes” [3]. Indeed,
systematic literature reviews identify different categories of agent-based decision-
making models applied in social simulation: production rule systems, psychologi-
cally and neurologically inspired models, BDI models and derivatives [9], norma-
tive and cognitive models [2]. An example of psychologically inspired decision-
making architectures in CHANS is the one proposed by Malawska and Topping,
with a focus on incomplete rationality. Each farmer agent is assigned one of
the following objectives: profit-maximizing, yield maximizing, environmentally
friendly. Additionally, each agent is assigned one of the following harvesting
schemes each year: deliberation, repetition, imitation, or social comparison. The
deliberation decision mode is based on a simplified form of micro-economic opti-
mization. The architecture includes a rule to switch to a deliberation strategy if
the price of a crop varies by 20% [6].

The objective of this work is to explore in-depth the BDI farmer agent pre-
sented in a previous work [8], to explain in more detail the decision-making
mechanism as well as preliminary results regarding the modulation of variables
such as knowledge, money, emotion, well-being, energy, and productivity. Thus,
the structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art
giving a context on social simulation and the BDI paradigm, whilst details of the
interaction of the farmer agent with the Multi-agent-System (MAS) are given in
Sect. 3. Meanwhile, the architecture of the model are presented in Sect. 4 and the
specific details about the decision-making mechanism are highlighted in Sect. 5.
The final two sections were left for results and conclusions.

2 Social Simulation and BDI Architectures

Despite considerable work applying classical dynamical systems models in ecol-
ogy, agent-based models have demonstrated advantages in CHANS simulations,
particularly in land use applications. For instance, Matthews et al. [7], compiled
the main advantages described in the literature on the use of ABM for land
use modeling, highlighting the following: the ability to couple social and envi-
ronmental models, incorporate the influence on environmental management of
micro-level decision processes, study emerging collective responses to environ-
mental management policies, ability to model decision making at different levels
(individuals and organizations), model adaptive behavior at the individual and
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system level. In this same work, the authors distinguish five categories related
to land use, in which ABM models have been performed, namely: policy plan-
ning and analysis, participatory modeling, characterization of spatial patterns
of land use or settlements, evaluation of concepts derived from social sciences,
and explaining land use functions.

Agent-based models exhibit distinguishable characteristics like the search for
the fulfillment of predefined objectives and the structured representations of the
processes involved in the decision-making mechanism. In fact, rational agents
can incorporate a mental state that allows them to make decisions according
to contextual situations. This ability of ABMs can be modeled through BDI
paradigm (Believes, Desires and Intentions) [9], showing interesting results in the
context of social simulation because its capability to represent complex human
behavior as Adam’s work stated [1].

In addition, other desirable features of social simulation-oriented ABMs are
posited as the following: (i) getting the agent to modulate its decision-making
process by incorporating a representation of emotions in its mental state (emo-
tions can determine the agent’s ability to want to do things and work to achieve
them), consistent with recognized psychological theories to bring the agent closer
to bounded rationality; (ii) incorporating the representation of uncertainty in
decision-making; (iii) maximizing cooperation and coordination between agents;
(iv) adding a module that allows the agent to evaluate social norms and cultural
values; (v) getting the agent to modulate its decision-making process through
individual and collective learning. This last point is emphasized since it is desir-
able to model the effect that the community has on individual and collective
decision-making. In this way, the concept of the social fabric and the effect of
collective action on an agent’s decision-making could be incorporated.

3 Multi-agent Farmer Interaction Model

This section will describe the multi-agent system and the interactions of the
farmer with the other implemented entities. To define the design and behavior
of the entities, the AOPOA methodology [10] was applied (this is an approach for
agent-based programming with a organizational orientation of recursive decom-
position of roles and goals), resulting in the generation of roles or sub-roles of
agents, events, objectives, abilities, resources, and tasks of the multi-agent sys-
tem. Being the entity Farmer as the main agent in the simulation, its role and
the interactions it has with the other entities in the simulation will be detailed
below.

3.1 General Vision of MAS

In the simulation developed, eight major roles interact (farmer, consumer, mar-
ket, farm, associations, disturbances, private) as represented in the Fig. 1. These
roles are decomposed into sub-roles, some implemented with BESA [4] or BESA-
BDI agents and others as cellular automata in the case of land use and cover
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Fig. 1. Multi-agent CHANS SimSAC, Roles and high-level interaction flow.

(plant and/or mineral), water, air, and temperature, these will not be addressed
in this article. BESA it’s a Java library used to build multi-agent systems, ready
for extensions like BDI and others, made by researchers in the Pontificia Uni-
versidad Javeriana. Next, the interactions of the Farmer Agent with the other
entities in the simulation will be detailed.

3.2 Farmer Interactions

The farmer agent was implemented with a BESA-BDI architecture, whose goals
are to maximize its welfare and the optimization of benefits when developing its
productive activities. Throughout the simulation, the farmer can play a sub-role
as an agricultural, mining, livestock, or ecosystem services producer. To achieve
its goals, the agent must interact with the other entities that are part of the
simulation, it interacts directly with six of the eight entities in the model and
with itself, in the Table 1 the agent with whom it interacts and the description
of the possible interaction are listed.

The simulation model takes into account social, economic, and environmen-
tal interactions, among others, to achieve the prioritized goals. Social interac-
tions can achieve associativity among peers. It is also possible to observe how
institution-type entities can exert influence through training and modify the
beliefs of the Farmer agents, achieving incentives and improving their welfare.

4 Farmer’s BDI Goal Model

The architecture of the model shows how a BESA-BDI agent (Farmer), based
on a fuzzy reasoning system, incorporates its beliefs, desires, and intentions
based on the interaction processes among the other agents, starting with those
closest to it or having common interests, through its role. These can also change
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Table 1. Multi-agent CHANS SimSAC - role descriptions

Agent Description

Farmer Demand or supply of products

Property Soil exploitation or conservation

Market Demand or supply of products or services and this in turn
sells it to consumers

Institution Receives environmental or regulatory influences, in
addition to the supply of public services

Association Product demand or supply

Bank Make or collect loans

Industry Demand for or supply of products or services

Perturbation Receives negative or positive influences from the
environment

Fig. 2. Hierarchical pyramid of BDI goals

with the interaction with other external agents such as the market, institution,
associations, industry, or banks. These can modify the BDIs of the financier
agent based on the interaction and the financier’s objectives, which change as
he interacts, incorporating data and information to act, either with other agents
in the same role or in a different one, or to perform actions on the automatons.

There is a disturbing agent that randomly generates events in the system,
and that generates a positive or negative influence in the BDI reasoning, affect-
ing directly in the decision-making process. The farmer agent is guided by a
pyramid of priorities as shown in Fig. 2, this process is described in more detail
in the Table 2. For example, in the case where the farmer agent has no energy to
work and fulfill a goal related to making money by planting, it is necessary to
execute the action of eating, the survival of the agent takes precedence over the
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productivity needs, this decision-making process will be explained in the next
section in more detail.

The general process for the execution of the BDI model in the Farmer Agent
is presented below, followed by a description of the beliefs and goals established
in the model for reasoning and decision making.

Fig. 3. BDI process

The overall goal execution flow process is based on the BDI-CHANS archi-
tecture and differs from a traditional BDI architecture in the proactivity with
which beliefs, desires, and intentions are handled. To achieve this, agents include
multiple threads running concurrently; there is also a series of internal events to
update beliefs, evaluate goals, launch plans, or perform goal modification.

The Farmer Agent, represented in the Fig. 3, detects the conditions of its
environment using different types of sensors, processes and shares the informa-
tion with the process Beliefs Update, this process has the database of the
Beliefs, composed by the model of the world, skills, the state of the agent, the
modulating variables, the experiences and the rules of the agent itself. Once
the Beliefs are updated, the Desire Activation process starts, in this process,
the Potential Goals are analyzed and according to their activation function
(consulting the Beliefs) the goal with the best valuation is activated, becom-
ing a desire. Once the goals are activated, they go to the process of Intention
Selection, in which the contribution is measured by evaluating the current state
of the world (Beliefs) and the pyramid of priorities (explained in the decision-
making model), concerning to Agent Main Goals. When the intent is selected,
Dominant Goals Mapping selects an action or a set of these from the Plans
Library to be executed or updated with an improvement for its next use.
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Table 2. Farmer goals by BDI priority pyramid

Goal type Goal Activation Action triggered

Survival Farmer agent must
eat

No energy The ability to feed is
activated

Farmer agent must
work to earn money

Improve their
conditions

Working in
productive activity

Obligation Farmer agent must
pay bank obligations

Time to pay the debt Check if you have
money to pay, and
pay

Farmer agent must
take care of his
productive activities

Definition of
productive activities

Technical knowledge
and change to the
desired activity

Farmer agent must
cultivate the soil

Crop demand Learn about
agriculture

Farmer agent must
work his livestock

Demand for livestock Learn about livestock

Farmer agent must
work his mine

Mining demand Lear about mining

Farmer agent must
take care of his
Ecological service

Demand for
ecosystem services

Learn about
ecosystem services

Farmer agent must
consult the market
price system,
demand and supply
of products

Pre-requisite of an
economic activity to
be performed

Negotiation of
product purchase

Opportunity Farmer agent must
attend the trainings
offered by the
training entity

Being encouraged to
be socially
responsible Need to
be trained to carry
out an economic
activity

Technical knowledge
of ecosystem services

Farmer agent must
review the
opportunity for
assistance in the
development of
sustainable projects

Being encouraged to
be socially
responsible

High environmental
and ecological
awareness and
technical expertise

Farmer agent must
partner with others
to sell their products

There is a market for
the product or
activity

Sales and business
persuation skills are
activated

Requirements Farmer agent must
apply for a loan in
order to have money
and develop his
activity

The farmer needs to
produce and has no
money to invest

He asks for a loan
from the bank

Needs Farmer agent must
sell his products

Offer the market Negotiation and sale
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5 Decision-Making Model

The decision-making model in this simulation is an integration of the BDI archi-
tecture, presented before, with a Mamdani fuzzy logic inference system. The
fuzzy rules are used to evaluate the agent state using the information registered
in the believes. This evaluation process is achieved by using modulating variables
and making decisions by applying fuzzy logic techniques as described below. The
agent state is used to active and measure the contribution of the agent’s goals.
Then, the final action decisions are taking into account the goals according to
the pyramid of priorities in which the base (or lowest priority) is the needs, mov-
ing up to the requirements, opportunities, obligations, with the highest priority
being the survival of the agent itself.

5.1 Modulating Variables

A variable is considered to be a modulating variable when it is used to modify
the value it contributes to an independent variable over a dependent one used to
take decisions. In this case, they are used to quantify the status of the Farmer
Agent in the decision-making process. The farmer’s modulating variables are:

Activity type - the agent has the option to change his productive activity
according to the influence of the received training, trying to maximize his
investment and improving the quality of life of his family.

Personal variables - the agent can select the best way to use his property
taking into account the environment and the implication of his decisions.

Terrain-dependent variables - the agent is influenced by its neighbors and
by the basic needs satisfied by them.

Opportunity - the agent’s opportunity goals are related to the development of
productive activities that minimize environmental impact. This is achieved by
improving the agent’s knowledge, raising environmental awareness, or receiv-
ing an economic incentive for carrying out these actions.

Need - the need for training, sale of products, money for the development of
their activity, and access to loans.

Survival - the agent must be attentive to his daily feeding and direct survival.
Obligation - the agent must pay bank obligations, carry out productive activ-

ities, take care of his family, check prices, available offers, and demand for
market products.

Requirements - the agent must apply for loans from the bank to develop its
activity if required.

These modulating variables define the values stored in the beliefs of the
BDI Farmer agent and are necessary to determine the predominant goal at any
instant of time. These variables are knowledge of the productive activity, level
of proactivity, energy, emotional situation, well-being, and the amount of money
available for basic needs or to develop productive activities.

The modulated variables change value as the simulation progresses and alter
the beliefs of each agent as it interacts with other agents or its environment.
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As beliefs change, intentions are also updated and prioritized differently, execut-
ing different actions according to the agent’s internal decision-making process.
This process was designed by applying fuzzy logic techniques as it is possible
to apply reasoning in levels of uncertainty like humans, explained in the next
section.

5.2 Decision Making with Fuzzy Logic

The decision-making process, used to evaluate the farmer goals, was implemented
based on fuzzy logic inference. A set of simple fuzzy rules was generated, based
on expert knowledge. The rules are if-then sentences, which approximate a fuzzy
reasoning process that simulates the dynamics of each of the key decision vari-
ables of the farmer.

Figure 4 shows an example of two of the fuzzy variables, related to the six mod-
ulated variables of the Farmer Agent, that are used in the reasoning process. By
applying four simple rules (see an example in Proposition 1), once the defuzzifica-
tion process is done, the agent can calculate the level of productivity achieved in
some commercial activity such as planting, selling or buying products.

Fig. 4. SimSAC decision making: fuzzy

Proposition 1. IF emotional IS best OR knowledge IS best OR money IS med
OR energy IS best THEN production IS high.

For example, a Farmer Agent might have 50% of his knowledge in agriculture,
which may vary according to the occupation of activity, he has 50% of the
money, money increases or decreases according to the sale, purchase, and welfare
expenditure, 80% of energy, which may decrease in proportion to the day and
the activities he performs, and 40% of welfare. Well-being is conditioned to the
fulfillment or satisfaction of basic needs and increases depending on whether the
farmer has more income. Emotional level 30%, calculated according to their level
of work, well-being, and energy. If these are the values of the farmer’s modulating
variables at time t of the simulation process, the productivity level is calculated
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using the fuzzy inference system; in this case, a result of 62.92% is obtained for
the variable associated to the agent’s productivity level.

This fuzzy oriented approach is very useful, as it allows to express in a very
intuitive and understandable way, closer to the real world situation, the relations
between the key variables associated to the farmer’s decision process. A more
detailed explanation of the fuzzy decision system is out of the scope of this paper.

6 Results

An experiment was designed in which 156 plots were created in the upper basin
of the Rancheria River (using data from [11]) and one was assigned to each
farmer. Then, the modulating variables of the farmer, such as knowledge, money,
emotion, well-being, energy, and productivity, were configured. These variables
change as the farmer interacts with other agents or with his context.

In the experiment was used as independent variable the number of agents,
the dependent variable was the welfare of the Farmer Agent and the intervening
variable, fixed for each experiment, was defined as the level of initial knowledge
of the Farmer agent, using qualitative values low, medium, high. The simulation
was run with the same number of agents for five periods (five years), with a
factorial design, starting with 20 agents and increasing up to 156.

Fig. 5. SimSAC results: wellness-knowledge

The results can be seen in Fig. 5. The simulation response shows character-
istics of emergence and self-organization, with a very slight tendency towards
welfare. Although it is clear, as expected, that agents who start with higher
knowledge tend to retain a higher degree of welfare, and the more agents with
low knowledge, the lower their welfare.
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7 Conclusions

A recently addressed aspect in the CHANS literature consists of simulating the
potential effect of the decision-making processes of agents that represent human
individuals in order to model causality between humans beings actions and ecol-
ogy systems sustainability. Therefore, for a given scenario of ecosystem services,
biodiversity, and productivity, this approach can be very useful to predict both
economic and environmental impacts.

Based on a project that was implemented in the Rancheria river basin, real
data is used to verify in an experimental and controlled way how the BDI Farmer
Agents exhibiting opportunity behavior to attend training can increase their level
of knowledge, which therefore leads to an increase in their well-being. However,
the evidence from the experiment pointed out that in the case of the BDI Farmer
Agent, it is not necessarily enough to have excellent knowledge, but on the con-
trary, behavioral modulating variables such as emotions, money, productivity,
and their energy, are fundamental in the generation of levels of well-being or
others that can be combined in the CHANS simulator model, to obtain environ-
mental prediction scenarios.

In this work, lines of action were shown that would allow us to understand
from a more holistic point of view, the relationship between agent’s decision-
making processes and the nature of changes in terms of land use, consumption
of ecosystem services, or productivity. Despite, it is not clear yet the effect that
the community has on decision-making to an individual and collective level, BDI
Farmer Agents can incorporate the social fabric concept and the effect of collec-
tive action on the decision-making of a unique agent. In this way, one of the most
significant contributions of this work consists in highlighting the importance of
CHANS research, incorporating the representation of decision-making process
based on BDI architecture involving modulating variables of the internal state
of the agent as knowledge of the productive activity, level of proactivity, energy,
emotional level, well-being, and the amount of money available for basic needs or
to develop productive activities. Future work will include a more complex model
of the influence of the community in the agent’s decisions by incorporating new
interactions between farmers, modulating variables and rules that will modify
the evaluation of the agent’s goals.
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Abstract. Traffic can be viewed as a complex adaptive system in which
systemic patterns arise as emergent phenomena. Global behaviour is a
result of behavioural patterns of a large set of individual travellers. How-
ever, available traffic simulation models lack of concepts to comprehen-
sibly capture preferences and personal objectives as determining factors
of individual decisions. This limits predictive power of such simulation
models when used to estimate the consequences of new traffic policies.
Effects on individuals must not be ignored as these are the basic cause
of how the system changes under interventions. In this paper, we present
a simulation framework in which the self-interested individual and its
decision-making is placed at the center of attention. We use semantic
reasoning techniques to model individual decision-making on the basis
of personal preferences that determine traffic relevant behaviour. As this
initially makes the simulations more complex and opaque the simula-
tion framework also comprises tools to inspect rule evaluation providing
a necessary element of explainability. As proof of concept we discuss an
example scenario and demonstrate how this type of modelling could help
in evaluating the effects of new traffic policies on individual as well as
global system behaviour.

Keywords: Traffic simulation · Agent modelling · Policy assessment

1 Introduction and Motivation

Infrastructure and mobility have a strong influence on societal progress and eco-
nomic growth and can become obstacles in the process of developing an economy
[5]. However, change and extension of infrastructure are extremely costly and
may take long time periods before showing the desired effects. Moreover, infras-
tructure extension often requires massive interventions with strong ecological
effects and environmental impact that is counterproductive to the good inten-
tions. This may lead to open resistance and public opposition (e.g. [20]) slowing
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down infrastructure projects thus further prolonging the time before measures
get effective. Beyond that, actual outcomes of measures are difficult to predict,
e.g. it is well known that an extension of streets with excessive traffic often does
not lead to an improved flow of vehicles but may attract more individuals than
before, deteriorating the situation even more (see [15]). Therefore, innovative
ideas for new mobility services (e.g. car/ride-sharing) that achieve more efficient
and sustainable use of available resources can have a high leverage effect on
mobility and the environment. Problems, such as frequent traffic jams and per-
petual lack of parking space, are obvious indicators of a system in overload mode
that requires a fundamental change in the concepts of everyday mobility. Pri-
vate companies and public institutions are already working intensely on alterna-
tive strategies that exploit contemporary technological innovation [12], but need
more elaborate tools for working out new mobility strategies. Before designing
new mobility services cause and effect of the current traffic situation must be
scrutinised in order to develop services that are accepted by the public and can
eventually provide relief. Measures in complex public systems are threatened by
rebound effects [4], e.g. car sharing services at first sight encourage people to
abandon their private vehicles thus freeing up space in urban areas. However, if
they apply to the wrong audiences effects end up worsening the inner-city traffic.
It has been observed that car sharing services were accepted as an alternative
to public transport, which in consequence has increased the number of people
travelling in individual vehicles [13].
Computer-based simulations can be applied to analyse measures in complex traf-
fic systems and to foresee such effects in advance. State of the art research has
been investigating traffic as an emergent phenomenon, rather than a problem
that can be modelled from a global perspective where system behaviour is mod-
elled based on aggregated and abstract parameters (see [18] for a discussion).
Emergent traffic models assume that global system behaviour results from the
interactions between the personal behaviours and preferences of a large set of
individuals [7]. Therefore, the application of agent models is particularly suitable
for the simulation of traffic. However, available models have focused on simu-
lating traffic as the primary subject, thus not prioritising individuals pursuing
personal objectives, such as travelling to work or going to shop for grocery. In
order to achieve these objectives, movement of individuals to a different loca-
tion should merely be regarded as a necessary means. Consequently, road traffic
itself should not be considered the sole focus when modelling traffic scenarios
as individual traveller objectives are just as relevant. These objectives strongly
depend on individual preferences. Hence, it is important to include these indi-
vidual preferences in the process of modelling. At the same time, analysis of
individual-based simulation models is difficult, because the results are based on
many reciprocally influencing variables. A detailed modelling of individuals adds
complexity, and therefore requires a methodical approach that achieves a higher
degree of transparency through explainability.
In this paper, we create a simulation model that focuses on the individual in
order to examine how new policies on mobility affect both individual and global
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system behaviour. For this purpose, we make use of semantic reasoning mech-
anisms which helps to improve analysis of individual-based simulation results.
The following section provides an overview of related work and presents capabil-
ities and scope of available modelling options. Following this, in Sect. 3 we reflect
on modelling aspects that are relevant to modelling individuals and their self-
interested decision behaviour. In Sect. 4, we describe modelling procedures and
implement an example simulation using AGADE Traffic simulator. We then per-
form experimentation for a demonstration scenario and discuss results using the
analysis instruments of our simulator. Finally, in Sect. 6 conclusions are drawn
and possible options for future work are indicated.

2 Related Work

Multi-agent systems have become established tools for traffic simulation and
there is a variety of simulators that range from general purpose platforms to
systems specifically designed for specific traffic scenarios. In [18], we have studied
and discussed a broad range of available simulation tools. However for this work,
we will focus on three applications with functionality appropriate for modelling
individual traffic participants.

1. ITSUMO is an open-source agent-based microscopic simulator that has been
applied for the simulation of route choice scenarios. However, primary focus of
the application is on traffic control [2,21]. In ITSUMO, travel demand is mod-
elled using global origin-destination matrices. Traffic actors such as drivers
and traffic lights are modelled as autonomous software agents. Regarding the
aspects of agent modelling, the ITSUMO approach is fairly detailed. ITSUMO
distinguishes between prejourney planning and the en route (re)planning. En
route replanning refers to route changes that occur during the journey. Route
selection is based on established routing algorithms. The application supports
both centralised and decentralised routing.

2. MATISSE is a large-scale agent-based simulation platform for Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) [17,25]. The application focuses on the sim-
ulation of scenarios related to traffic safety. Agents are used for the represen-
tation of both vehicles as well as intersection controllers. MATISSE provides
options for modelling inter-vehicle communication as well as communication
with intersection controllers. Similar to the ITSUMO approach, MATISSE
also supports centralised and decentralised routing for both, prejourney and
en route (re)planning. However, MATISSE goes one step further in mod-
elling the individual by including a parameter that imitates a virtual level of
distraction for driver agents which causes unpredicted driving behaviour.

3. SimMobility is an agent-based multi-scale simulation platform that has been
used to simulate the effects of different fleet sizes for on-demand autonomous
mobility [1,16]. It uses an activity-based approach to generate travel demand.
Agents are used to represent all sorts of entities and communication in the
system such as travellers, vehicles, phones, traffic lights, etc. SimMobility
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also supports prejourney and en route (re)planning. This not only refers to
route choices but also to scheduling of activities that ultimately causes travel
demand. Going one step further, SimMobility includes a mechanism that
enables day-to-day agent learning. Key figures of the previous day are calcu-
lated to update agent knowledge for new decisions.

The applications covered demonstrate current features implemented in available
traffic simulators. In the following section, we discuss the gaps and limitations
as well as unused potential in the modelling of individuals.

3 Gaps and Limitations in the Modelling of Individuals

Modelling of individual traveller behaviour must consider several aspects (see
Fig. 1) and usually starts with the choice of travel destination which is closely
related to modelling of travel demand. For this purpose, different options of
demand modelling have been addressed in related work. Models that make use of
activity based demand generation allow a more detailed modelling of the individu-
als in comparison to global origin-destination matrices (see [24,26]). Agents make
a series of decisions depending on the modelled scenario. Cost-based decision-
making is an evident criterion for decisions. However, available models have
mostly been limited to obvious metrics such as travel time or distance. In order to
assess the effects of traffic policies on the individual, further aspects such as indi-
vidual preferences related to traffic as well as the simulated domain are required
to be included in the modelling. Simulation models also differ in the timing of
decision-making. Models that consider both prejourney and en route decisions let
travellers spontaneously deviate from their initial travel plans based on situational
conditions. Continuous access to real-time information via smartphones has led to
dynamic decision behaviour. However, only a few approaches even include simple
en route replanning of the travel route. SimMobility is the only approach that has
gone one step further and includes replanning of the personal activity schedule.
Other types of decisions such as spontaneously changing modes in the event of a
sudden weather change have not been considered. This is why more work on mod-
elling this type of spontaneous decision behaviour is required. The final modelling

Fig. 1. Aspects of modelling individuals in traffic simulations.
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aspect refers to agent capabilities to individually learn from past experiences. To
date, there has been almost no implementation of this in available traffic models.
SimMobility is the only exception that has shown any concepts towards individual
agent learning in traffic simulation.
In this work we focus on modelling individual preferences using semantic reason-
ing techniques to improve explainability of the effects of traffic policies on both
the individual and global system behaviour.

4 Modelling Individuals with AGADE Traffic

AGADE Traffic is an agent-based traffic simulator that integrates a rule-based
component for modelling knowledge and individual preferences. In particular,
ontologies are used to express agent knowledge in a formalised machine readable
form [10]. Using rules enables the application of reasoning algorithms to infer
additional agent knowledge from explicitly formulated facts. In our own previ-
ous work, we have demonstrated effectiveness and efficiency of this approach for
application in agent simulation [8]. Agents can be equipped with personal ontolo-
gies that contain knowledge on domains relevant for the simulated scenario. The
following scenario simulates mobility of individuals that is associated with their
grocery shopping. Agents are assigned a randomly generated list of food items
selected from a set of products available in the supermarkets of the simulation.
This set is categorised (e.g. fruit, vegetable, grains) and probability distributions
over the categories can be defined and assigned to different agent types. Agents
aim at purchasing items in their lists in the course of which they have to make
decisions, e.g. choosing a supermarket together with a mode of travel. Available
modes of travel are using private vehicles, cycling or walking. As of now we
have simplified the scenario by excluding public transport due to current state
of implementation. Moreover, modelled supermarkets not only differ in product
supply, but also in which products they stock, price tendency, product quality,
and sustainability. In consequence, individuals may purchase the items on their
assigned shopping list from more than one supermarket, which causes additional
travelling to other target locations.

An agent a has a set of attributes A. A is the disjoint union of descriptive
attributes Δ and preference attributes P = T ∪Φ with traffic related preferences
T and food related preferences Φ. While ranges of attributes in Δ all are nom-
inally scaled, attributes in P take values from a Likert scale of 1 to 5 (1=“not
important” and 5=“very important”). Selection of attributes relevant for mod-
elling is based on behavioural surveys on mobility [6] and grocery shopping [3]
(see Table 1). Agents are given values for attributes of Δ, whereas attributes of
P are derived using provided survey data. For this purpose, we modelled rules in
the ontology with which for each preference a probability distribution over the
Likert scale is derived. For this, descriptive attributes δ ∈ Δ are used as input for
the rules which output probabilities for each value on the Likert scale. For each
agent a and each of its preferences τ let p(τ, δ, l) be the probability that l will
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Table 1. Attributes and preferences assigned at initialisation of an agent.

Δ T Φ

Age Flexibility Price tendency

Education Time Product quality

Gender Reliability Eco-friendliness

Occupation Privacy Fair trade

Marital status Safety

Monetary costs

Environmental impact

Convenience

be assigned to τ for agent a depending on the values of attributes δ. As agent
preference is influenced by all its attributes δ ∈ Δ the values are aggregated over
Δ into the weighted sum p(τ, l) =

∑
δ∈Δ λδ · p(τ, δ, l) with

∑
δ∈Δ λδ = 1. In this

sum we weigh all attributes as of equal importance: λδ = 1
|Δ| .

An example will illustrate this: Assume that Δ contains the two attributes age
and occupation and P consists of a single preference τ =Environmental Impact.
Let a1 with Δa1 = {18-25, student} and a2 with Δa2 = {46-55, factory worker}
be agents. Given their difference in descriptive attributes Δ, a1 and a2 probably
differ in their personal preference on τ . Survey data for age =18–25 indicates
that higher values for agent a1 have higher probabilities (see Table 2). For the
second descriptive attribute occupation again probabilities for Likert scale values
are concluded from the empirical distribution of data in the survey. The weighted
sum of the values for age and occupation yields p(Environmental Impact, l) for
each Likert scale value. Roulette wheel selection is used, based on the aggregated
probabilities p(τ, l), to determine the value l which is then assigned to preference
τ . Computation of the p(τ, δ, l) uses rules in the ontology. By logging rule evalu-
ation a detailed protocol of firing and non firing rules can be obtained. This log
transparently explains how preferences of an individual were determined. This
concludes initialisation of agent a.

Table 2. Example inference of preference probabilities for agent a1.

Probabilites/Likert values l 1 2 3 4 5

p(Environmental Impact, age, l) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.3 0.4

p(Environmental Impact, occupation, l) 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3

p(Environmental Impact,l) 0.075 0.1 0.175 0.3 0.35
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During the simulation, agents undergo two phases. The first phase is referred
to as prejourney planning. Preference values serve as input to utility functions
which are used in the planning process for the selection of supermarkets as well
as the choice of travel mode. A characteristic of this scenario is that decisions are
mutually interdependent and have to happen simultaneously e.g. distant super-
markets can only be reached by car while choosing to walk will likely determine
a nearby market. Thus, decision making is multi-criteria and not only based on
traffic related aspects but also on individual preferences relevant for the selection
and purchasing of food items. In order to purchase all items on its shopping list
an agent has to visit supermarkets following its personal preferences. Therefore,
preferences as well as the degree to which these are satisfied is quantified in
compound utility functions. The agent successively constructs a shopping jour-
ney consisting of legs from supermarket to supermarket (and from home to the
first supermarket and back home from the last) with appropriate traffic modes.
Supermarkets and traffic mode are chosen to maximise the utility of the agent.
We first define a utility that reflects all traffic related preferences of an agent a.
For a given attribute τ ∈ T (T the set of traffic related attributes) and a traffic
mode m ∈ M (M the set of available traffic modes), let u(τ,m) be the given
utility of mode m with regard to a specific mode attribute τ and aτ the preference
value of τ for agent a. Spontaneous modal change en route accounts for extra
effort and therefore involves costs which we model with a function c : M×M → R

with c(m,m′) the associated cost for changing from mode m to mode m′ with
c(m,m′) = 0 for m = m′. Note that we add an artificial mode mnull to represent
the start of the food shopping journey and that c(mnull,m) = 0 for all m ∈ M .
Based on this, the total traffic utility UTT of traffic mode m for agent a is defined.
Note that the value of this function also depends on the traffic mode mc of the
last leg.

UTT (a,m,mc) =
∑

τ∈T

u(τ,m) · aτ − c(mc,m) (1)

Supermarkets s ∈ S (S the set of supermarkets) are assigned utilities u(φ, s) that
rate their products with regard to φ ∈ Φ (Φ the set of food related attributes)
(see Table 1). Furthermore, aφ is the value for preference φ of agent a. Based on
this a shopping utility UΦ(a, s) is determined:

UΦ(a, s) =
∑

φ∈Φ

u(φ, s) · aφ (2)

Besides personal utility we assess supermarkets by the degree to which the prod-
ucts they stock cover the items on the shopping list of an agent and by its vicinity
to the current whereabouts of an agent. If the agent a has ra open items on its
list qs of which are available in supermarket s the quotient ra

qs
quantifies the

product coverage of s for a. Furthermore, for each agent a a randomly generated
value ea models aversion of a towards additional trips to other supermarkets
based on probabilities provided by [22]. The euclidean distance d(a, s) from the
current position of a to the supermarket s is used as an estimate for the travel
distance to s. For each agent values for UTT , UΦ and d(a, s) are normalised with
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min-max normalisation so that they lie in [0,1]. As decisions on mode of travel
and selection of supermarket are interdependent, we aggregate the traffic and
food related utilities into a single utility function with which an agent deter-
mines which supermarket to go to next and how. Therefore, the leg r = (m, s)
to the next supermarket s is an element in M × S (with M travel modes and
supermarkets S) that has a utility:

U(a, r,mc) = (1 − d(a, s)) + UTT (a,m,mc) + UΦ(a, s) +
ra

qs
∗ ea. (3)

Algorithm 1 shows how an agent successively selects supermarkets and deter-
mines rides that are concatenated into a journey. We assume that the overall
supply of all supermarkets covers all items on shopping lists and that items are
abundantly available. Furthermore, no additional optimisation with respect to
order is performed as we try to simulate natural behaviour of individuals. This
concludes planning phase for agent a.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to determine agent journey.
Input: agent a, location origin, set of supermarkets S, list of shopping items Ia
journey=emptylist;
while Ia is not empty do

r = (m, s) = argmax
r∈M×S

U(a, r);

journey=journey+r;
Ia=Ia\supply(s);

end
Result: journey

The following phase refers to agents travelling en route. As decisions about travel
mode and target supermarkets primarily depend on preferences, which currently
do not change en route, agent decisions from prejourney planning remain the
same. However, agents are able to spontaneously change routes depending on
present traffic load. Routing was implemented using the A* algorithm based
on shortest time. Let W be a route with w ∈ W being a continuous section
of route W with same speed limit v(w). Travel speed of an agent is defined
v(w,m) = min{v(w), v(m)} for v(m) the maximum speed of travel mode m.
Furthermore, d(w) defines distance to be covered on w and n(w) an indicator
for present traffic load. Thus, overall travel time T is computed:

T (W,m) =
∑

w∈W

d(w)
v(w,m)

+ n(w) (4)

5 Proof-of-Concept

As an example, we look at a scenario situated in the German city of Wetzlar.
According to data from the German census of 2011 [23], Wetzlar has circa 50,000
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inhabitants distributed over 20 residential areas. For performance reasons, we
assume that one person shops for one household and 20% of the household shop
during the simulated time interval. We therefore created a population of 2130
agents which is distributed over the 20 residential areas, replicating the empir-
ical distribution of residents. Google maps search produced 29 supermarkets.
Furthermore, a consumer study [9] defines the most significant social groups
in the German demographic from which we derived 12 agent types (see [19]).
Agents in our population are assigned to one of these agent types respecting
the distribution of these social groups in the areas under investigation. Agent
types define values for the descriptive properties required for rule evaluations on
preferences. Details of simulation data as well as source code of the simulation
are available at GitHub.1 Note that our current implementation uses stochastic
elements only while computing preference values, thus keeping the subsequent
decision processes deterministic. This simplifies analysis and proof of concept
making comparison of simulations easier.
We performed two simulation runs with identical agent populations. In the sec-
ond run the value for the traffic preference Environmental Impact changed,
ceteris paribus, for 35% of the agents, meaning that 756 agents were affected, 42
of which changed their preference value from 1 to 5, 200 from 2 to 5, and 514
from 3 to 5. This models a change of attitude of 35% of the inhabitants to traffic
and its environmental consequences. In the real-world, this experiment could be
used to answer the research question “How does awareness on environmentally
friendly transportation affect traffic behaviour?”.
We now analyse effects that result from this change of attitude on the decisions
selection of supermarkets and mode choice. Using the analysis instruments of
our simulator on data that is logged during the simulations, calculated met-
rics and visualisations show that in total 300 agents, i.e. circa 40% of agents
affected by change of attitude, have changed from their original mode of travel.
Table 3 compares modal choices of both simulation runs. The number of agents
travelling by car has decreased while the percentage of pedestrians and cyclist
has increased as 33 agents have changed from travelling by car to cycling, 266
from car to walking, and a single agent from cycling to walking. We assume
that policy makers prefer agents to choose green transportation modes such as
walking or cycling to avoid emission of exhaust fumes. In the simulation, this is
mirrored through key performance indicators on aggregated travelled distances.

Table 3. Comparison of modal choices.

Modal Choice Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Difference

Car 77.18% 63.15% –14.03%

Bike 1.69% 3.19% +1.5%

Walking 21.13% 33.66% +12.53%

1 see https://github.com/kite-cloud/agade-traffic.

https://github.com/kite-cloud/agade-traffic
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Table 4. Evaluation indicators.

KPI Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Difference

Global travel distance [km] 9752.14 8771.92 –10.1%

Combustion distance [km] 9009.25 7520.85 –16.5%

Avg. traveller satisfaction (normalised) 0.882525 0.881825 –0.079%

Environmental impact is measured by the indicators global travel distance which
is the sum of the overall distances travelled by the set of all agents, and com-
bustion distance that only considers modes of travel that produce exhaust gases
(see Table 4). Hence, results indicate a favourable shift in modal choices. At
this stage, policy makers need to evaluate whether implementation of this type
of policy is worth the effort, considering that changes in modal choice in total
affected circa 14% of the entire population.
In addition to this, 36 agents (4.8% of agents affected by change of attitude and
1.6% of the entire population) have changed their journey because of their selec-
tion of supermarkets. We assume policy makers to prefer agents to visit markets
in their immediate neighborhood as this reduces overall traffic load. However,
individual preferences may lead to selection of markets that are farther away.
For example, some agents prefer to travel if products are more affordable at the
target store than in their direct vicinity. Results show that 20 of these agents
have in fact travelled a shorter distance but also that for the remainder travel
distance has actually increased. Even though the number of agents reducing their
travel distance is relatively equal to the number of agents that travelled longer
distances, global travel distance as well as global combustion distance show a sig-
nificant drop in the second simulation. This implies that agents reducing their
travel distance have caused more impact and thus larger changes in compari-
son to changes caused by agents with increasing travel distance. Consequently,
this is an improvement of global system behaviour with respect to the amount
of traffic and pollution. In most simulation models assessment of policies ends
with findings on global system behaviour due to the limited information about
the individual. However, the detailed modelling of individuals enables further
interpretation of results. For assessing interventions in a system by (individ-
ual) utility, we necessarily have to take a utilitarian perspective on utility [11].
Experienced utility has been associated with happiness measures [14]. We are
aware that this relation between utility and happiness is debatable, but so far
there is no consensus on this matter (see [11] for a discussion). Hence, we use
experienced utility as an indicator for satisfaction of individuals. Average trav-
eller satisfaction (see Table 4) has changed only to a minimal extent as a result
of changes in surrounding social conditions. Negative effects on individuals are
thus barely noticeable. Based on this, results have shown how change of attitude
affects travel behaviour in this example scenario.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

As urban mobility is in constant transformation, there is a need for computer-
based simulation tools to study and predict effects of new policies. However,
available simulation models lack of concepts for capturing preferences and per-
sonal objectives of individuals. This makes evaluation of traffic policies difficult,
as lack of information about individual behaviour limits analysis of its effects on
global system behaviour. Especially, as it is well known that opposing impact of
individuals can lead to counterproductive global effects. In this paper, we created
a simulation model that focuses on modelling individual preferences. We demon-
strated that modelling individual preferences using semantic technology can help
achieve more transparent and meaningful agent decisions that are accessible to
the user and increase explainability of simulation results. For future work, we
will extend our models of personal preferences and utility to apply instruments
of game theory and mechanism design. This will allow creation of richer simula-
tion models for investigating effects of interventions into traffic systems as well
as new mobility services on individual traffic.
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Abstract. Recent innovations in Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) and Arti-
ficial Intelligence (AI) techniques have allowed for the development of artificial
agents that can outperform human counterparts. But when it comes to multia-
gent task contexts, the behavioral patterning of AI agents is just as important
as their performance. Indeed, successful multi-agent interaction requires that co-
actors behave reciprocally, anticipate each other’s behaviors, and readily perceive
each other’s behavioral intentions. Thus, developing AI agents that can produce
behaviors compatible with human co-actors is of vital importance. Of particular
relevance here, research exploring the dynamics of human behavior has demon-
strated that many human behaviors and actions can be modeled using a small
set of dynamical perceptual-motor primitives (DPMPs) and, moreover, that these
primitives can also capture the complex behavior of humans in multiagent sce-
narios. Motived by this understanding, the current paper proposes methodologies
which use DPMPs to augment the training and action dynamics of DRL agents
to ensure that the agents inherit the essential pattering of human behavior while
still allowing for optimal exploration of the task solution space during training.
The feasibility of these methodologies is demonstrated by creating hybrid DPMP-
DRL agents for a multiagent herding task. Overall, this approach leads to faster
training of DRL agents while also exhibiting behavior characteristics of expert
human actors.

Keywords: Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) · Dynamical Motor Primitives
(DMPs) ·Multiagent coordination

1 Introduction

Rapid improvements in model-free Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) techniques [1–4] have resulted in the development of artificial agents
capable of performing various tasks at levels equal to or better than human experts.
In many cases, however, the success of these DRL agents requires a complex, highly
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tuned, and task-specific structure of DRL methodologies and neural-network architec-
tures along with long and computationally intensive self-play training schemes [1, 2].
Moreover, even after constraining the action space of DRL agents to match human
response limitations [1], the behavior of DRL agents is often qualitatively different from
humans [5], such that, DRL agents often exhibit action sequences or behavioral strate-
gies that are not readily performed by humans. Although this does not pose a problem
if the goal is only to achieve optimal or near optimal performance, it poses a major
challenge when the aim is to develop DRL agents capable of effective human-AI agent
interaction. Indeed, effective human performance in multiagent contexts requires that
co-actors behave reciprocally, are able to anticipate each other’s behaviors, and can read-
ily perceive each other’s behavioral intentions [6] while maintaining the right interaction
flexibility [7]. Thus, developing methods that produce DRL agents that are capable of
human-like behavior leading to robust human-centered coordination is often essential.

Oneway to improve the “human-like” nature ofDRLagents is to employ prerecorded
human expert data or real-time human gameplay/interventions during the training pro-
cess; e.g., behavior cloning [8], generative adversarial imitation learning (GAIL) [9], or
oracle learning [10]. In addition to increasing the interactive effectiveness of DRL by
exposing them to human actions and reciprocal patterns of coordination that are likely
to be missed during self-play training [6], the use of human data to pre-train AI agents
also helps to scaffold the essential “dynamics of gameplay” (e.g., basic action and coor-
dination patterns that lead to preliminary levels of task success), both ensuring effective
task learning and decreasing training time [11]. Unfortunately, these methods rely on
the availability of large datasets of human gameplay, which are not readily available for
most tasks (both real and computer based), and can suffer sharp performance declines
when the expert data is sparse or imperfect [12].

However, despite the variability and complexity of human datawithin and across task
contexts, research exploring the dynamics of human behavior has demonstrated that it
typically reflects the context-specific realization of low-dimensional principles. Indeed,
a growing body of research [13–17] has revealed that the spatiotemporal patterning
of the behavioral actions that define human performance and decision making in both
individual and multiagent task contexts can be modelled using a small, fundamental set
of dynamical primitives (i.e., nonlinear dynamical functions) [15–18]. Moreover, that
the task-specific structure and parameterization of such models can be achieved with
small human datasets (i.e., 5 to 10 individuals/teams) and can readily generalize across
various task contexts [19–23].

The significant implication of the latter work is that human-inspired, dynamical
models could be employed to (a) enhance DRL training across task contexts where
large human datasets are not available or augment DRL models to inherit the low-
dimensional dynamics of human behavior or decision making and (b) produce DRL
agents that enact more human-like behavior, and thus, work more effectively in mixed
human-AI multiagent task contexts. Thus, the aim of this paper is to provide a brief
background of the application of dynamical primitives to model individual behavior in
multiagent task contexts and to provide a methodology for using dynamical primitives
to augment DRL agents trained to complete a complex multiagent herding task.
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2 Modeling Perceptual-Motor Behaviors

2.1 Dynamical Perceptual-Motor Primitives in Individual Behavior

Research on perceptual-motor behavior [24] has revealed that human actions are com-
posed of two fundamentalmovement types: (1) discretemovements, aswhen one reaches
for an object or target location, taps a key, or throws a dart; and (2) rhythmic move-
ments, as when one waves a hand, hammers a nail, or simply walks. Furthermore,
previous research has demonstrated how task-defined human perceptual-motor behavior
and decision making can be modelled using a relatively small set of nonlinear dynam-
ical primitives: namely, environmentally coupled fixed-point (mass-spring) and limit
cycle (self-sustained oscillator) equations, as well as multi-stable bifurcation functions
[13–17]. For instance, research has shown these dynamical primitives can be employed
to effectively model human reaching, object passing, rhythmic wiping, cranking tasks
[25], goal-directed human navigation within an obstacle-ridden environment, including
route selection [21], and drumming and racket ball tasks [20]. The dynamical prim-
itives used to model human perceptual-motor behaviors can be termed as dynamical
perceptual-motor primitives (DPMPs).

2.2 DPMPs in Multiagent Tasks

To succeed in human-human multiagent task contexts, individual agents have to plan
their action in relation to both the desired goal and their partner’s state and action
[26]. This results in individuals coordinating their actions physically and temporally to
collectively influence the environment [18, 27]. The stable patterns of such coordination,
whether between a group of friends clearing a dinner table or teammates playing football,
naturally emerge from the changing physical constraints and informational couplings that
exist between the environmentally embedded co-acting individuals [28–30]. Thus, the
same dynamical primitives used to model human perceptual-motor behavior can also be
employed to model the task dynamics of numerous complex multiagent tasks, including
cooperative object pick-and-place tasks [31] and goal-directed multiagent navigation
and collision avoidance behaviors, as well as multiagent shepherding behavior [14,
19]. The latter research has also demonstrated how these DPMPs can be employed
to control the behavior of artificial agents in human-AI agent contexts, with human-AI
agent performance equivalent to and indistinguishable fromhuman-human performance.
It is also important to note that the DPMPs that underly these models can be readily
generalized across a wide range of multiagent task contexts [19, 31–33].

2.3 Use of Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) in Conjunction with DPMPs

Importantly, DPMPs have the potential to provide a highly generative set of dynami-
cal functions for developing low-dimensional models of synergistic human perceptual-
motor behavior. Several researchers have demonstrated how DPMPs can significantly
reduce the dimensionality of motor-skill training and control in artificial systems [34,
35]. For instance, Ijspeert and colleagues [23, 36] have shown how DPMPs can be
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employed to generatively train a virtual end-effector or multi-joint robotic arm to per-
form goal-directed reaching, obstacle avoidance movements, and racket swinging. It is
important to note here that the use of DPMPs introduces the need for the selection of
task-specific models and further optimization of the model parameters. Various machine
learning techniques can be used for DPMP model selection and parameter optimization
e.g., imitation- and reinforcement-based techniques [23], supervised learning [37], and
search-based optimization techniques [38].

The advantage of reinforcement learning (RL) is that such machine learning
approaches do not require the agents have a-priori knowledge of the dynamics of the
environment nor the agent’s action capabilities or consequences. In RL, agents learn
via trial-and-error, modifying their behavior to maximize desired outcomes. Compu-
tationally, the goal of machine-based RL is to find the policy (state-action mapping)
that results in an agent maximizing its reward within a complex dynamical environment
[39]. Combined with deep-neural-network architectures and a “replay-memory”, deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) methods have gained wide notoriety for their ability to
learn various tasks at or above human levels of performance [1–4]. This is in-part due
to the powerful function approximation properties of deep neural networks which can
learn low-dimensional feature representations fromhigh-dimensional state-action spaces
[40]. Most relevant here is the work demonstrating how DRL can be employed to map
continuous action or parameter spaces [41, 42]. Interestingly, DRL applied within mul-
tiagent contexts can result in more robust behavioral policies than single actor RL [43].
However, although DRL methods have the advantage of generalizing over a wide set
of state-action-reward scenarios and mapping high-dimensional states to actions, DRL
methods are notoriously slow and computationally intensive resulting in researchers
often relying on imitation learning methods to enhance the speed of novel task learning
[44, 45].

The advantages and shortcomings of both DPMP and DRL methods necessitate the
use of both methodologies in conjunction. Indeed, we propose that the DPMPs can
be used in two ways to enhance the training and performance of DRL agents: 1) using
DPMPs during DRL training and 2) augmenting DRLmodel architectures with DPMPs.
The former approach is analogous to imitation learning approaches [8–10] while treating
the DPMPmodel as an expert “human” demonstrator. The rest of the paper will however
focus on the latter and will specifically present the application of the proposed methods
to the multiagent herding problem.

3 The Herding Problem

3.1 Modeling Human Behavior Using DPMPs

The herding problem is a widely studied multiagent paradigm wherein two or more
herders (agents) have to corral multiple targets agents (e.g., sheep, autonomous agents)
and either contain them or move them from one location to another [19]. The task
is ideally suited for the investigation of human group and multiagent coordination and
problem-solving behaviors, including task division, behavior-mode switching (corralling
to containment), and adaptation to task perturbations (new targets) [46]. In the context
of this paper, of particular interest is the recent research demonstrating how DPMPs can
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be employed to model the emergence of the coordinated perceptual-motor strategies of
humans during successful task completion [13, 14, 19]. The task consists of ‘herding
agents’ (HAs) successfully corralling and containing a set of ‘target agents’ (TAs),
typically ranging from 3 to 7 targets, within a red containment region located on a game
field. When left unperturbed, TAs exhibit Brownian motion, and thus naturally disperse
if left alone. Importantly, however, the TAs are repelled away from the HAs, such that,
when anHA is within a critical distance from a TA, the TA flees in the opposite direction.
Thus, continuous action by both HAs is required to corral and keep the TAs contained
within the containment region. Task trials are typically between 1 to 2 min, with a trial
deemed successful if an HA dyad can contain the TAs within the containment area for
a specified period or percentage of trial time (e.g., 70% of a 1-min trial or continuously
for 10 s). An overview of the task layout is show in in Fig. 1. An effective strategy to
complete this task is to select and recover the TA that is farthest from the containment
region, such that at each point in time each HAmoves towards the farthest-TA closest to
their current location (and not currently being corralled by another HA). This strategy,
termed as Search and Recover (S&R), can be modelled by a DPMP based task dynamic
model taking the form,

r̈i + αr ṙi + ω2
θ

(
ri −

(
rT ,i + rmin

)) = 0 (1)

and

θ̈i + αθ θ̇i + βθ̇3i + γ θi θ̇i + ω2
θ

(
θi − θT ,i

) = 0, (2)

whichmodel the radial distance and angle of each herder, respectively.More specifically,
in Eq. (1), ṙ, and r̈ represent the velocity and acceleration of HA-i’s radial distance,
respectively, rT ,i is the radial distance of the farthest TA that is being pursued, and rmin
is a fixed parameter that specifies HA-i’s minimum preferred radial distance from a
TA during herding to ensure repulsion towards the goal. In Eq. (2), θ̇i and θ̈i represent
the velocity and acceleration of the radial angle, respectively, αθ and ω2

θ represent the
dampness and stiffness parameters, θT ,i represents the radial angle of the TA pursued by
HA-i, and βθ̇3i and γ θi θ̇i are the nonlinear Rayleigh and van der Pol terms. The inclusion
of the nonlinear terms captures the amplitude-frequency and peak velocity-frequency
relationship exhibited by human actors [25].

The S&R strategy is effective in corralling TAs into a containment region, but when
tasked with continuously containing more than four TAs within a containment region
for extended periods of time, the S&R strategy becomes unstable (ineffective) and a
more robust strategy is adopted by experienced herders. This latter containment strategy
involves the HAs performing oscillatory movements that together encircle the entire
TA herd and has been termed as coupled oscillatory containment (COC) [19]. A more
complex and robust DPMP model can be used to model both S&R and COC behaviors
with additional terms for coupling between HAs (see [46] for more details). However,
for the scope of this paper, which is concerned with demonstrating the feasibility of
using DPMP models to augment DRL agents, the simplified model approximated by
Eqs. (1) and (2) is sufficient.
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Fig. 1. Top view of the herding environment

3.2 Target Selection (Decision Dynamics)

It is also important to note here that, in general, the DPMP model for the S&R herding
approximated by the above equations defines the action dynamics of a herder (i.e., the
movement dynamics whenmoving towards and corralling a TA). However, the effective-
ness of Eqs. (1) and (2), is dependent on the decision dynamics of target selection,which
determines the TA to be pursued (i.e., (rT ,i, θT ,i)). Indeed, research has demonstrated
how the specifics of the target selection rule (dynamics) can significantly influence task
performance [47]. Auletta et al. [48], for example, showed that the TA selection strate-
gies derived from expert human players can be significantly different and lead to better
task performance than those derived from novice human players, while resulting in the
same number of task successes.

Of particular importance here, Nalepka et al. [19] demonstrated how human TA
selection can be modeled heuristically as: select the TA that was (i) closer to their HA
than the other HA and (ii) was furthest from the containment area. Rigoli et al. [49]
further demonstrated that this TA selection rule results in robust novice human-AI agent
interaction while also providing training equivalent to a human expert.

3.3 Hybrid DRL Agents for Herding

A classical approach to applying DRL techniques to a multiagent problem like herd-
ing would be to use a single deep neural network to approximate the target selection
and action dynamics policy for each HA where the states of all the TAs and HAs are
provided as an input and the network outputs the HA’s action. This approach can be fur-
ther decentralized by using separate networks for target selection and action dynamics
which can be trained independently. To draw upon the advantages of DPMPmodels, the
decentralized DRL architectures can be augmented by creating hybrid models such that
either the target selection or the action dynamics of the DPMP model described in the
previous sub-section is used with a deep neural network which is trained by DRL. Here
we will refer to these hybrid models as DRL-target selection and DRL-action dynamic
models, respectively, and their schematic is shown in Fig. 2.
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The DRL-target selection model for each HA uses a neural network to observe the
states of all the TAs and HAs and outputs the TA to be pursued. The position of this
selected TA is used with the DPMPmodel described by Eqs. (1) and (2) to determine the
action of each HA. It is expected that by using this hybrid model and training it by DRL,
the HAs would be able to exhibit better task division and the neural network trained for
TA selection can compensate for the absence of the oscillatory and coupling behaviors
in the action dynamics. This should further result in a better performance as compared
to the simplified DPMP model, which only models the S&R behavior, when the goal
containment time is higher (>5 s).

On the other hand, the DRL-action dynamics model for each HA uses the heuristic
TA selection rule from the DPMP model to select the TA to pursue and the neural
network takes the state of that selected TA with the states of all the HAs and outputs
the change in position in radial distance and radial angle. In this case, it is expected
that the neural network trained to approximate the action dynamics will exhibit the
oscillatory and coupling behaviors observed in human experts and thus result in better
task performance than the simplified DPMP model.

Fig. 2. Schematic of Hybrid DRL agents. (Left) DRL-target selection agent and (right) DRL-
action dynamics agent

4 Simulation Experiments

4.1 Task Environment

The herding environment was developed using the Unity game engine (Unity Tech-
nologies, San Francisco, USA) and the DRL agents were implemented using the Unity
ML-Agents package [50]. The environment size was set to 1 m × 1.8 m with two HAs
corralling four TAs which spawned randomly in a ±0.3 m × ±0.6 m rectangle at the
center of the field. The task goal was for the HAs to contain the TAs continuously for 10 s
while each trial lasted 90 s. The velocity of the HAswas limited to 1m/s in each direction
and the TA behavior and DPMP parameters for Eqs. (1) and (2) were set according to
a model tested to approximate human-like behavior (see Nalepka et al. [14] for more
details).
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4.2 DRL Models and Training

The DRL-target selection model for each HA used a neural network with 2 densely
connected hidden layerswith 128 neurons each and took the states (position and velocity)
of all TAs and HAs as inputs (24 inputs) and outputted a one-hot vector of the TA to
pursue. The same neural network was used to approximate the policy of both HAs in any
given environment, but the actions and observations were transformed such that eachHA
observed the playing field from the bottom. The neural network was trained according
to the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm for reinforcement learning (RL)
for 10 million training steps with observations collected every 15th frame while the
environment updated at 50Hz. A curriculum learningwas implemented such that, during
the first 3million training steps, the TA spawn area increased in steps linearly from±0.15
m × ±0.3 m to ±0.3 m × ±0.6 m.

For the DRL-action dynamics model, the state of the selected TA and the HAs was
used as an input (12 inputs) to a neural network with 2 densely connected hidden layers
with 128 neurons each and outputted a continuous action vector (2 outputs) of change in
radial distance and radial angle for each HA. The neural network was trained according
to the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm for reinforcement learning (RL)
for 25 million training steps with observations collected every 5th frame while the
environment updated at 50 Hz. Between 2 and 10 million training steps, the TA spawn
area increased in steps linearly from ±0.15 m × ±0.3 m to ±0.3 m × ±0.45 m while
the area of the field increased in steps linearly from 0.8 m × 1.2 m to 1 m × 1.8 m.
During training, the environment started with 2 TAs and an additional TA was added
at 10 and 15 million training steps. Finally, at 5, 7.5, and 10 million training steps the
distance within which the HA influenced a TA was stepped from 20 cm to 16 cm to
12 cm and the random motion of TAs when not influenced by HAs proportional to the
experimental value (used in [14]) was stepped from 0.25 to 0.5 to 1 times, respectively.

During training, the reward for both hybrid DRL agents was calculated in each
environment update such that each HA received a negative (0.01× distance of TA from
center of environment) reward for every TA outside the containment area and positive
0.01 reward for every TA in the containment area.

4.3 Comparison Between Modeling Methodologies

Twenty hybrid DRL agents were trained by each methodology and the 3 top agents of
each type were selected by ranking them by the average episode length in the last 0.25
million training steps. 20 simulation trials were carried out for each selected agent (60
trials per condition) and 60 simulation trials were carried out using the DPMP model
(parameters set to values specified in [14]) while they completed the 2-HA, 4-TA herding
task where both HAs were controlled by the same model. The trial data (states of HAs
and TAs) recorded from all trials was used to discern basic performance outcomes for
the three agent types.

The analysis revealed that the DPMP, DRL-action dynamics, and DRL-target selec-
tion models were found to be successful in 26.67%, 98.33%, and 100% of the simulation
trails, respectively. Further, a similar procedure employed by Nalepka et al. [19, 46] was
used to classify oscillatory (COC) behaviour during containment for each agent and
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proportion of time spent oscillating (%OSC) was then averaged for each agent type.
This measure is displayed in Fig. 3 (right).

Fig. 3. Boxplots displaying the total time taken to complete a trial (left) and proportion of time
spent oscillating during containment (right) for the three agent types, where TS refers to the DRL-
target selection model and AD refers to the DRL-action dynamics model. Dotted lines indicate
human expert performance for reference.

5 Discussion

The analysis of the performance measures from the simulated trials of the agents mod-
eled by DPMP, DRL-target selection, and DRL-action dynamics methods is in line with
the expectation of the hybrid agents performing better than the agent modeled by the
simplified DPMP. Indeed, agents trained by both hybrid DRL methods outperform the
DPMP agent in terms of task success and total time required for task completion. It
is again important to note that the DPMP model used for comparison was a simplified
model without the oscillatory and coupling behavior which are characteristic of expert
human behavior during successful TA containment [19]. The better performance of the
hybrid DRL agents can be attributed to the differences in strategies approximated by
the simplified DPMP model and the corresponding deep neural networks. In the case
of the DRL-target selection agent, it was observed that the policy diverges from the
heuristic policy of the simplified DPMP once the TAs are in the containment region –
resulting in higher task success. On the other hand, the policy of the DRL-action dynam-
ics agent when pursuing the TAwhich is inside the containment region results in oscilla-
tory behavior. This may be due to the fact that the TA selection heuristic encodes infor-
mation regarding whether all TAs are within the containment region, and thus whether
oscillatory behaviors are appropriate. This change in policy is also reflected by the higher
proportion of time spent oscillating during containment by the DRL-action dynamics
model. Finally, from the box plots in Fig. 3, it can be seen that the total trial time taken
by the hybrid DRL agents is comparable to expert human pairs. Further, although the
time spent by the hybrid DRL agents oscillating during containment is not even close to
the expert human level, it is sufficient for task success and supports the occurrence of a
bifurcation in human behavior with the increased skill level [13].

In this paper, we successfully demonstrated the usage of DPMP models for creating
better hybrid DRL agents. Although not presented here, an alternative approach of using
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a single deep neural network, or two separate deep neural networks to approximate
both target selection and action dynamics, was unsuccessful in learning the task with
similar curriculum learning steps and even longer training times (>100 million steps).
If required, the networks from the hybrid DRL agents can be detached and combined to
create a completely neural network-based agent for further training using DRL. Finally,
as highlighted at the end of Sect. 2, DPMP models can also be used to supplement
methods that use expert data (imitation learning) or expert models (oracle learning) for
DRL and will need further exploration and testing. Given that the DPMPs capture the
essence of human movement behaviors, their use for creating DRL agents can allow
for creating DRL agents for a much wider range of tasks without being limited by the
complexity of state-action-reward structures and lack of expert datasets. Finally, more
research is required to create DRL agents which can exhibit adaptive behavior based
on the human teammate’s skill level such that DRL agents can be used as a trainer or
synthetic teammate for skill-learning.
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Abstract. Autonomous agents may be required to form an understand-
ing of other agents for which they don’t possess a model. In such cases,
they must rely on their previously gathered knowledge of agents, and
ground the observed behaviors in the models this knowledge describes
by theory of mind reasoning. To give flesh to this process, in this paper
we propose an algorithm to ground observations on a combination of
priorly possessed Belief-Desire-Intention models, while using rationality
to infer unobservable variables. This allows to jointly infer beliefs, goals
and intentions of an unknown observed agent by using only available
models.

Keywords: Intent recognition · Belief-desire-intention · Unknown
agent model · Theory of mind · Planning domain description language

1 Introduction

An important aspect emphasized in recent research on intent recognition is that
the actor agent, whose intention should be found, and the observer agent, who
attempts to infer the intention, may be using different models to represent each
other. In this decoupled setting, the observer must form a model of the actor’s
decision-making process in order to understand its actions. This creation of
another agent’s model is commonly referred to as theory of mind reasoning
[3], or a first-order theory of mind. However, commonly this model is given a
priori to the observer [3,5,11], or is assumed to be equivalent to the one it is
already using [8,12,17]. Such assumptions may work well in hand-crafted or sim-
ple domains but is unrealistic if the agents are heterogeneous and autonomous.
In such cases, they should rather build models of each other through observations
and interaction.

The algorithmic creation of a theory of mind that goes beyond simple con-
trolled experiments is still a hard problem [4]. While most research focuses on
reconstructing internal beliefs from observations, an additional difficulty seldom
addressed is that the observer cannot know the symbols and schemas that the
actor is using to create its beliefs or its deliberation model. The only symbols
available to the observer are those it itself possesses, and the models it can form
through observations must be a function of those symbols alone. In this paper we
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address the following questions: how can the observer realize the actor’s model
based on schemas that are available to him? And, how can the observer infer
the actor’s intentions based on those?

To answer these questions, and in agreement with earlier work, we propose
that the only key assumption we need is that the actor is intentional, and acts
rationally to pursue its goal (commonly, this is referred to as being subject
to the principle of rational action [1]). Therefore, the models that fulfil these
requirements are the candidate hypotheses for the true model of the actor. This
resulting space of hypotheses describes what must be true or false if the agent is
performing intentionally, both in terms of beliefs and how these beliefs and their
representations are combined to form an action schema. Everyone of these models
could describe different hypothesis, yet in all of them the actor is explained as
being intentional. They are all possible hypothesis for the true world in which the
actor is being intentional and therefore we here propose that they are equivalent
to the true actor’s model when trying to understand what are its beliefs and
goals. Since these hypothesized models could be symbolically heterogeneous, they
may form multiple descriptions of the actor’s intention because of their different
symbolic forms. Therefore, in order to find the models in which the actor is
being intentional, we can project an assumed optimality of observations over the
space of possible models, after which the valid models underlying rationality are
those that allow to explain the observations as being optimally directed towards
a goal. We define this class of models as the equivalent class of rational models.

We propose that the observer can generate an initial guess of this class of
models (possibly starting fully unspecified) using its known schemas, then refin-
ing it by maximizing the rationality expressed by the observations. This inference
is possible from the observer perspective, and doesn’t require the true symbols
the actor is using to represent its world. Having the set of rational models, we
find the probability of a certain goal, or predicate in the agent’s belief.

In this paper we propose a novel algorithm for constructing models of an
observed agent, based on the maximization of rationality in the observations. The
proposed method utilizes the Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL),
that allows us to easily perform tests on arbitrary domains. We extend earlier
theory of mind and intent recognition formalizations by simultaneously consider-
ing multiple candidate models. In Sect. 2 we describe how the proposed methods
fit in the current literature. In Sect. 3 we describe our proposed method to find
an agent’s equivalence class of rational models from observations, followed by
a description of how we implemented it using PDDL in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we
provide a simple illustrative example and experimental results on a joint belief
and goal inference task, performed on several standard domains. Finally, Sects. 6
and 7 describe the current limitations, proposed future work, and conclusions.
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2 Background and Related Work

Intent recognition is the algorithmic task of finding an agent’s intention using
some observations as evidence. In planning contexts where agents can move in
an artificial world and take decisions, intentions can be understood as an agent’s
plan of actions and/or desired goal state. As also previously shown, in this setting
intent recognition can be realized by goal or plan recognition techniques [15].

Recent research suggests to complement intent recognition with theory of
mind reasoning. In its context, intentions form relevant parts of an agent’s state
of mind [10]. An example which motivates the utilization of theory of mind
for intent recognition is the following. Let’s suppose that an AI autonomously
managing a building, in which it is embodied, attempts to infer the goal desti-
nation of a person walking an hallway. Clearly, the knowledge in terms of the
state of the building is largely different between AI and person. Since the AI
can gather a lot of data from its sensors, its instantaneous state is very rich in
details e.g. knows who is in the building and where, which doors are open, etc.
In this setting, computing the person’s intention using the AI’s belief is wrongly
assuming that the person possesses the same amount of information. Therefore,
to correctly make predictions, the AI should first estimate what are the person’s
beliefs, to then perform intent recognition based on those. i.e. it must form a
theory of mind of the person that is focused on his belief about the building.
Crucially, this allows to perform tests of false belief. For example, supposing that
the AI knows that a door is closed, observing a person going towards the door
without before taking its key allows to infer that the person has a false belief of
the door being open.

An important point often only scratched in the literature is about the prior
models that are provided to the agents doing inference. Often, these models are
assumed to be completely known such as in [3], where the authors use Bayesian
inference on POMDPs to jointly infer an agent’s beliefs and goal while navigating
a grid environment with multiple possible goals. The authors show that intent
recognition using theory of mind reasoning forms predictions that are compa-
rable to humans predictions. However, in their work a model of how the actor
perceives, can move, etc. is explicitly required. Rather, in this paper we utilize
the class of rational models that are induced by the rationality in the obser-
vations, which is the only assumed property of the actor agent. We consider
multiple candidate models for the actor rather than a single one. Additionally,
these models come from priors internally possessed by the observer, and another
relevant divergent point is that we don’t require a true model of the actor agent
(and in particular its observation function). While in past research on theory of
mind reasoning computing an observation function of the actor was considered
positively grounded in folk psychology to the mechanism of spontaneous perspec-
tive taking, recent research is criticizing the position [6] by arguing that there is
not enough evidence to claim that humans consistently do perspective-taking in
interactions, as well as to describe how humans infer others visual perspectives.
Computing an observation function of a robot’s human collaborators has been
shown to be feasible in highly controlled environments [7], however, in this paper
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we assume for the observation function of the actor agent to be unknown, with
the observations being gathered from the observer’s observation model only.

In [16] the authors propose a neural network which learns multiple species
of agents moving in a gridworld, each of which described by a POMDP. Their
Machine Theory of Mind shows that it is possible to memorize multiple models
of agents, to then infer posterior distributions about their beliefs and intentions
from observations. Despite the diversity of the produced agents, the number of
classes of agents is large but still limited by the dataset. An important drawback
of this approach is that the dataset must enumerate all of the possible models and
observation functions of the POMDP agents, which quickly becomes intractable
in complex scenarios.

Other relevant background research is in Epistemic Plan Recognition [19],
that is a formalization for planning and plan recognition problems in multi-
agent settings that explicitly takes into account observers and their beliefs. And
the seminal work in plan and goal recognition of [18], over which part of our
discussion on rationality is based on.

3 Method

We model the actor agent as a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent, and the
observer agent as an intent recognition agent that infers the best candidates of
the actor’s BDI components using gathered observations. The BDI architecture
[9] is a common framework to model agents. In a BDI agent, the beliefs comprise
what is true for the agent. Desires correspond to possible goal states, while
intentions are plans of actions, consistent with the beliefs, and obtained through
a deliberation model, in which the agent commits to fulfil its desires. In this
setting we model intentions as a function of the beliefs and a goal. Intentions are
consistent with the beliefs, and could, for example, be generated by deliberation
cycles computed at every time step of the agent [2]. Therefore, we assume that
whenever the agent model is known, knowing also the agent’s goal and beliefs
is sufficient to compute its intention, for example by using a plan library or a
forward planning procedure. Intent recognition can therefore be seen as a two-
step process. First, the observer evaluates belief-goal pairs to find the one best
matching the observations. Second, the intentions are found by simulating this
selected actor model.

In the space of possible models that the observer uses to explain the actor’s
actions as intentional we refer to the subset of models that preserve rationality
as the actor’s equivalence class of rational models. They represent the class of
models that are equivalent in preserving the actor’s optimality toward a possible
goal, by capturing what must be true if the agent is behaving intentionally.

Taking the previously given example of the person walking the hallway, the
observations could be explained in a number of ways, each of which ground the
person’s actions in a different BDI model, such as gridworld model (the person
seeks to reach a tile in the world), social model (the person seeks to reach a
person), a combination of those or others. Raw observations are grounded in the
selected set of models, in which the corresponding intentions are evaluated.
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Rather than using a single BDI model, the observer may combine multiple
models to understand the actor’s actions. This is equivalent to refining an ini-
tial distribution of models P (Ξ; θ) towards the agent’s class of rational models
P (Ξ; θR), where ξ = (b, g, a) ∼ Ξ is a sampled instance which includes a can-
didate agent model, goal and belief. For simplicity, we assume that all models
in Ξ are compatible with the underlying sources of data, or alternatively, the
observer considers only the models that are possible given its context.

Fig. 1. Graphical model describing the vari-
ables involved in intent recognition and their
connection in a theory of mind context.
Ξact

obs: Inferred agent model, Πact
obs: Inferred

intention, O: Observations, R: Rational-
ity. The figure highlights that in order to
infer intentions the observer must beforehand
internally model the actor agent. The only
assumption we make about the actor is that
its intentions are rational.

The inference process of the
observer is represented in a graph-
ical form in Fig. 1. The observer has
a model of the actor as a joint prob-
ability distribution of beliefs, goals
and deliberation models P (Ξobs

act ) =
P (B,G,A). Every instance ξ ∼
P (Ξ) contains a fully specified, can-
didate description of the actor’s BDI
state. For example, a belief b ∈ B
could be described with a set of truth
predicates, a goal g ∈ G as the
desired belief state. A deliberation
model a ∈ A is an action schema as
we will later show. We consider an
intention π ∈ Πobs

act as a committed
plan recipe consistent with a deliber-
ation model, together with the goal
it attempts to achieve. For a par-
ticular ξ = (b, g, a) the instantiated
intentions are those plans that are
consistent with (b, a) and that fulfills g.

As they unfold, intentions produce observations that can be gathered by the
observer. For an agent instance ξ, its candidate intentions are inferred using
the set of observations o = {o1, ..., on} ∈ O that, once grounded, describe the
effects that the actor’s actions had on the world as described by ξ. Therefore,
inferred intentions must be consistent both with the considered actor’s models
and the gathered observations. This is highlighted in the following probability
distribution from the Baysian network in Fig. 1:

P (Π|O)P (O) = P (O|Π)
∑

Ξ

P (Π|Ξ)P (Ξ) ∝
∑

Ξ

P (Π|Ξ,O)P (Ξ) (1)

where Π is the random variable of possible plans, Ξ of possible BDI instances,
and O of possible observations. Equation 1 must provide high likelihoods for
intentions that are consistent with both the observations and considered models.
This can be achieved by setting P (O = o|Π = π) > 0 only if o ∈ π, and
P (Π = π|Ξ = ξ) > 0 only if π is a plan consistent with ξ. Additionally, since
the actor is assumed to be intentional, P (Π = π|Ξ = ξ) should reflect the
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rationality of π in ξ. In Sect. 4 we show how it can be implemented using the
Planning Domain Description Language.

3.1 Maximization of Rationality

The key idea driving intentions is that they must be rational. Therefore, in order
to find the actor’s intentional model the observations should be interpreted in
a way that explains them as rational, or, in our case, optimal in some possi-
ble ξ. Following this argument we define rationality as a measurable property
of observation-instance pairs, R(o, ξ), defined as the expected rationality that
the instance’s intentions have while being constrained to be consistent with the
observations:

R(o, ξ) = Eπ∼P (Π|Ξ=ξ,O=o)[R(ξ, π)] (2)

where R(ξ, π) is the rationality of a specific plan computed in ξ. In agreement
with the principle of rational action, we set R(ξ, π) to be in function of the
optimality of π in achieving ξ’s goal. This optimality measure for a plan π can
be expressed as:

R(ξ, π) = exp{|πopt,ξ| − |π|} (3)

where πopt,ξ is an optimal plan for ξ. Since |πopt,ξ| ≤ |π|, R(ξ, π) has a value of 1
if the observations are along an optimal plan, a value between 0 and 1 whenever
the observations belong to a sub-optimal plan. The observation o is rational in ξ
if the intentions produced by P (Π|Ξ = ξ,O = o) fulfill the principle of rational
action, that is, they likely correspond to the optimal plans obtainable in ξ. When
matched against all possible instances from the distribution of models P (Ξ), an
expected rationality of the observations is obtained as:

R(o) = Eξ∼P (Ξ)[R(ξ, o)] = Eπ∼P (Π|Ξ=ξ,O=o),ξ∼P (Ξ)[R(ξ, π)] (4)

Our proposed method for finding plausible agent models is to maximize the
expected rationality of the observations R(o). This is because, as we introduced
in Sect. 1, we aim to search the model space to find instances expressing a ratio-
nal behavior. Therefore, we are interested in finding the planning instances that
maximize the degree of rationality R(ξ, π) of intentions consistent with the obser-
vations, i.e. that also have a high likelihood p(π|ξ, o). At the end of the optimiza-
tion process, sampling from the resulting distribution yields planning instances
in which the observations are contained in maximally rational intentions. There-
fore, after training, P (Ξ; θR) captures a distribution of BDI models that explain
the observed agent behavior as rational. It is the agent’s equivalence class of
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rational models. In order to train P (Ξ; θ) we start by considering the expected
value of rationality of a sequence of observations o and the parameters θR that
maximize R(o):

R(o) = Eξ∼P (Ξ;θ)[R(ξ, o)] =
∑

Ξ

R(ξ, o)p(ξ; θ), θR = argmax
θ

∑

Ξ

R(ξ, o)p(ξ; θ)

(5)
This maximization is difficult for two main reasons. The space of planning

instances defined by P (Ξ; θ) can be very large, and in the general case R(o) is
non differentiable since it requires to compute plans through e.g. a planner. To
overcome this issues we propose the following Expectation-Maximization (E-M)
procedure based on sampling, which avoids to compute the derivative of the
rationality function.

3.2 E-M Importance Sampling

To speed up the E-M algorithm we introduce an importance sampling buffer
PR(Ξ) with limited capacity that holds past generated planning instance with
high rationality. By using the memory buffer, planning instances are sampled
using probabilities based on their rationality rather than on the current param-
eters value of P (Ξ; θ). Instances sampled during the E-step are sampled from
this buffer rather than being freshly generated using P (Ξ; θ). When sampling
instances from the buffer we have:

ξ ∼ PR(Ξ), pR(ξ) = αeβ·R(ξ,o), wξ =
p(ξ)
pR(ξ)

(6)

where pR(ξ) is the probability of ξ inside the buffer, while wξ are the importance
weights to balance the fact that ξ was sampled using PR(Ξ) rather than the
current distribution P (Ξ; θ).

Importance sampling has two main advantages: it ensures that all the
instances being sampled are possible since the rationality of impossible ones
is 0. This prevents wasting computations on irrelevant cases. It also makes the
sampling process progress more steadily towards instances with high rationality,
since highly rational instances are sampled more often by using PR(Ξ) rather
than P (Ξ; θ). This speeds up the convergence of the algorithm.

3.3 Training Algorithm

Our proposed optimization procedure based on E-M with importance sampling
is implemented by the following algorithm.
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Algorithm 1. Rationality-Maximization
1: procedure Rationality-Maximization(o, k)
2: Δθ ← ∞
3: while Δθ > k do
4: Ξ ∼ P (Ξ; θt) � Sample a set of instances using θt

5: RΞ = Compute-Rationality(Ξ, o) � Compute rationality
6: PR(Ξ).update(Ξ, RΞ) � Update the memory buffer
7: ΞR ∼ PR(Ξ) � Sample from the memory buffer

8: wΞR = p(ΞR;θt)
pR(ΞR)

� Compute the importance weights

9: Δθ ← RΞR · wΞR · d
dθ

p(Ξ; θt) � Compute Δθ
10: θt+1 ← θt + lr · Δθ � Update the parameters for the next iteration
11: end while
12: end procedure

Algorithm 1 performs the following steps: Line 2–3: The computation ends
when no further progress can be made towards optimizing θ. Line 4–6: Ran-
domly sample some planning instances using the current parameters at iteration
t and compute their rationality (E-step). Store these in the memory buffer. Line
7–8: Sample from the memory buffer using importance sampling. Line 9–10:
Update the model’s parameters for the t+1 iteration using the instances sampled
from the memory buffer.

4 Implementation in PDDL

We implement BDI models by specifying planning instances using the Plan-
ning Domain Description Language (PDDL). PDDL [13] is a standard language
to specify planning domains for what is usually referred to as classical plan-
ning. A planning instance is obtained by specifying the tuple 〈P,A, I,G,O〉.
Where I and G are the initial and goal state respectively, O is the set of objects
available to ground the predicates P, while A is the set of available actions to
transition between states. The observer agent infers equivalent PDDL compo-
nents ξ = 〈Pact

obs ,Aact
obs, I

act
obs ,Gact

obs,Oact
obs〉 that allow to compute intentions Πact

obs .
〈Pact

obs ,Aact
obs,Oact

obs〉 is the inferred action schema a ∈ A, 〈Iact
obs〉 its inferred belief

b ∈ B, while 〈Gact
obs〉 the inferred desire g ∈ G. The probability distribution over

the possible instances is defined as a combination of a Bernoulli distribution for
the beliefs, and two categorical distributions for action schemas and goals.

P (Ξ, θ) = P (B; θB)P (A; θA)P (G; θG)

P (B; θB) = ΠiP (pi ∈ Iact
obs ; θpi

), p(pi ∈ Iact
obs) = θi

P (A; θA) = P (A|{a0, ..., an}), p(A = 〈Pact
obs ,Aact

obs,Oact
obs〉|{a0, ..., an}) = θni

P (G; θG) = P (G|{g0, ..., gm}), p(G = 〈Gact
obs〉|{g0, ..., gm}) = θmi

∑

i

θni = 1,
∑

i

θmi = 1
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The rationality of a sequence of observations O in an PDDL instance ξ is
measured as proposed in previous research [15]:

R(ξ, πO) = exp{τ(|πopt| − |πo|)} (7)

where |πopt| is the length of an optimal plan of ξ, while |πo| the length of the
optimal plan constrained to contain O.

5 Experiments

Table 1. Average instance measures over the
tested planning domains. |A|: number of oper-
ators, |P|: number of predicates, |I|: size of the
initial state, |G|: size of the goals, |π|: length of
the optimal plans.

Domain |A| |P| |I| |G| |π|
intrusion 9.0 11.0 1.0 4.75 17.15

kitchen 29.0 23.0 2.0 1.0 10.6

satellite 5.0 12.0 62.8 6.8 16.55

campus 22.0 12.0 1.0 2.75 4.925

blocks-world 4.0 5.0 14.4 4.95 15.25

logistics 6.0 3.0 22.7 2.3 31.25

easy-ipc-grid 3.0 8.0 227.4 1.0 17.2

miconic 4.0 8.0 518.6 6.6 24.85

ferry 3.0 7.0 99.3 8.9 28.27

We tested our model for a series
of joint goal and belief recog-
nition tasks, performed on an
existing dataset for goal recogni-
tion in PDDL [14] on the follow-
ing domains: satellite, logistics,
ferry, easy-ipc-gridworld, kitchen,
intrusion-detection, campus. For
each domain we selected 10 ran-
dom planning instances. For every
planning instance beliefs and
goals were randomized, while we
kept the action schemas as fixed.
Table 1 shows averages of sev-
eral measures related to the origi-
nal planning instances: number of
operators, number of predicates,
size of the initial state, size of the
goal (number of predicates) and length of the optimal plans.

For each tested sequence of observations we generated a randomized initial
estimate of the actor’s belief by using the original initial state of the problem,
which in our case corresponds to the actor’s true belief, further adding randomly
generated ground predicates. The number of random ground predicates being
added were equal to 10% of the number of possible ground predicates for that
instance. The prior likelihood of every belief predicate, was set to 0.5, and the
prior likelihoods over the goals were set to 1

|G| = 0.25 (i.e. the observers started
from a maximally entropic estimate of the actor). The memory was initialized
with 200 randomly sampled valid planning instances (i.e. instances that reached
their respective goal state from the initial state). Table 2 shows the measured
hit rate on the correct goal by increasing percentages of observed actions, the
columns are %obs: percentage of observations, hit : accuracy of recognized goals,
|I+|: beliefs size (number of predicates), Rinit: rationality of the instances in
memory priorly to training, Rmem: rationality of the instances in memory after
training, Rmodel: avg. rationality of the instances from the model after training,
Davg: distance of the obtained intentions from the original observations, Dmin:
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minimum distance of the obtained intentions from the original observations. D
is a measure of state trajectory distance defined as:

Davg = Eπ∼P (Π|ξ,O),ξ∼P (Ξ,θR)[
∑

i∈1..n

D(πi, oi)] (8)

where D(πi, oi) is the Jaccard distance between the i-th state obtained by unfold-
ing plans coming from the learned P (Ξ; θR) and the i-th state computed using
the ground-truth planning instance.

6 Discussion

Table 2. Average resulting measures for the tested
domains. See text for additional details.

Domain %obs hit |I+| Rinit Rmem Rmodel Davg Dmin

logistics 0.30 1.00 63.69 0.21 0.56 0.05 0.40 0.08

logistics 0.50 1.00 63.69 0.21 0.86 0.23 0.34 0.14

logistics 0.70 1.00 63.69 0.21 0.93 0.36 0.31 0.17

blocks 0.30 0.80 38.30 0.46 0.87 0.21 0.49 0.18

blocks 0.50 0.80 38.30 0.46 0.91 0.24 0.45 0.09

blocks 0.70 0.80 38.30 0.46 0.98 0.34 0.42 0.13

grid 0.30 0.93 664.40 0.17 0.61 0.26 0.27 0.00

grid 0.50 0.93 664.40 0.17 0.74 0.24 0.24 0.02

grid 0.70 0.93 664.40 0.17 0.79 0.23 0.24 0.01

kitchen 0.30 0.80 11.60 0.47 0.87 0.38 0.68 0.21

kitchen 0.50 0.80 11.60 0.47 0.90 0.36 0.66 0.41

kitchen 0.70 0.80 11.60 0.47 0.91 0.41 0.63 0.38

campus 0.30 0.90 10.00 0.12 0.73 0.32 0.69 0.54

campus 0.50 1.00 10.00 0.12 0.82 0.24 0.66 0.41

campus 0.70 1.00 10.00 0.12 0.83 0.14 0.61 0.16

ferry 0.30 1.00 277.50 0.35 0.90 0.20 0.23 0.11

ferry 0.50 1.00 277.50 0.35 0.97 0.42 0.21 0.11

ferry 0.70 1.00 277.50 0.35 1.00 0.55 0.19 0.10

satellite 0.30 0.90 186.10 0.39 0.91 0.26 0.28 0.11

satellite 0.50 0.90 186.10 0.39 0.97 0.46 0.27 0.14

satellite 0.70 0.90 186.10 0.39 1.00 0.57 0.27 0.12

intrusion 0.30 1.00 10.60 0.74 0.89 0.37 0.82 0.64

intrusion 0.50 1.00 10.60 0.74 0.98 0.46 0.75 0.58

intrusion 0.70 1.00 10.60 0.74 1.00 0.56 0.70 0.56

miconic 0.30 1.00 1476.30 0.30 0.95 0.47 0.16 0.06

miconic 0.50 1.00 1476.30 0.30 1.00 0.59 0.15 0.05

miconic 0.70 1.00 1476.30 0.30 1.00 0.60 0.15 0.02

avg 0.30 0.93 304.28 0.36 0.81 0.28 0.45 0.21

0.50 0.94 304.28 0.36 0.90 0.36 0.41 0.22

0.70 0.94 304.28 0.36 0.94 0.42 0.39 0.18

Table 2 shows that we were
able to jointly find with
high accuracies, and for
all the tested instances,
the correct goal and belief
behind the partial plans
used as evidence. The ratio-
nality measures Rinit of
the original instances, and
Rmodel for the final obtained
instances, indicates that
the algorithm correctly max-
imizes rationality. The small
minimum pairwise state
distances of intentions and
observations show that some
resulting intentions yield
state transitions that are
close to equal to the state
transitions computed on
the true instance, how-
ever, the larger Davg indi-
cates that the valid ratio-
nal intentions are sampled
from a broader belief space.
In general, these measures
suggest that the model cor-
rectly finds multiple ratio-
nal interpretations in terms
of goals and beliefs for a
fixed sequence of observa-
tions, that are spread over a probabilistic space of beliefs, in a consistent way
for all of the tested domains.
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However, we had to employ a few tricks to contrast the complexity of comput-
ing probabilistic PDDL instances. In particular, populating the memory prior
to training, and reusing results from a smaller number of observed plans was
necessary to achieve high accuracy for longer sequences. In the absence of these
two actions, the algorithm struggled to converge when long sequences of observa-
tions were provided. The reason for this is the difficulty in finding, from scratch,
planning instances consistent with long plans.

The obtained accuracy is comparable with previous work on joint inference
of belief and goal [3].

7 Conclusions

We have presented an algorithm for jointly inferring belief, goals, intentions
and action schemas of a BDI agent by maximizing the rationality contained
in the observations. The algorithm was implemented and evaluated on several
standard PDDL domains. Our results demonstrate that a probability distribu-
tion for an actor’s model can be constructed using prior assumptions about its
action schemas and beliefs, combined with gathered observations as evidence.
The intentional state of the agent (its committed plan of action) is a product of
those. The proposed method was tested over several standard domains, where
the actor’s goal, beliefs and intentions were jointly inferred.

This work is related to many contributions in previous research, and attempts
to better describe how to model an actor agent without assuming strong prior
models. We showed how, building on just the assumption of rationality, it is
possible to infer agents models in terms of their action schemas, beliefs, desires
and intentions. We referred to the set of models induced by rationality as the
equivalence class of rational models. We also proposed an algorithm to obtain
such classes of models from observations. We implemented our method using
PDDL and showed its applicability in multiple different domains.

Since the model space is usually very large, some starting assumptions on the
agent model are necessary to make the proposed iterative procedure converge
to a solution. This is expressed by the set of priorly known models of the actor.
However, we make no assumption about these prior models used to construct
the class of rational models. Intuitively, we expect that the richer they are in
descriptive power, and the more similar they are to the observed agent, the
better prediction capability they offer.

A relevant point that we would like to highlight is that the presented method
based solely on rationality uses models and symbols that are internal to the
observer, and therefore accessible for inference in autonomous robots that can-
not directly access the state of other agents. This makes the model compatible
with a first-order theory of mind setting. Despite its plausability in humans [6],
and contrary to most of previous research, we do not use a model of how the
actor perceives its environment, but focus only on the observations gathered by
the observer. We however achieved accuracies comparable to methods explic-
itly modeling how the actor perceives. Future research could complement these
methods for greater prediction accuracy.
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Abstract. As the number of IoT applications increases, IoT devices
are becoming more and more ubiquitous. Therefore, they need to adapt
their functionality in response to the uncertainties of their environment
to achieve their goals. In Human-centered IoT, objects and devices have
direct interactions with human beings. Self-adaptation of such applica-
tions is a crucial subject that needs to be addressed in a way that respects
human goals and human values. This paper presents SMASH: a multi-
agent approach for self-adaptation of IoT applications in human-centered
environments. SMASH agents are provided with a 4-layer architecture
based on the BDI agent model that integrates human values with goal-
reasoning, planning, and acting. It also takes advantage of a semantic-
enabled platform called Home’In to address interoperability issues among
non-identical agents and devices with heterogeneous protocols and data
formats. This approach is compared with the literature and is validated
by developing a scenario as the proof of concept. The timely responses of
SMASH agents show the feasibility of the proposed approach in human-
centered environments.
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1 Introduction

The Human-Centered Internet of Things (HCIoT) is a domain of IoT applica-
tions that focuses on the accessibility of interactive IoT systems to human beings.
Smart Home applications are one of the emerging use cases of the HCIoT that has
been directly impacting the lifestyle of people [1]. According to policyAdvice, the
IoT market will have over $520 billion revenue in the market by 2027 and Statista
estimates Smart Home applications occupy 12.2% of the market in 2021 that are
expected to grow up to 21.4% by 2025. As the number of Smart Home applications
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increase, IoT devices are becoming more and more ubiquitous. These objects are
responsible for controlling various tasks such as sensing and computing, planning,
learning, and acting [2]. Hence, IoT objects in Smart Home applications need to
use self-adaptation techniques to manage run-time uncertainties in their dynamic
environment. One of these techniques is planning and acting [3], which allows
intelligent agents, goal-driven entities capable of perceiving and acting upon their
environment [4], to plan for their goals and to adapt their behavior at the run-time
for achieving them. The integration of planning and acting advocates an agent’s
deliberation functions, in which online planning takes place throughout the act-
ing process. In Smart Home applications, where HCIoT consists of several devices,
intelligence can be integrated into two levels. The first is in the device layer where
we embed intelligence in each device to control its functionality correspond to the
behavior of other connected devices. The second level is to implement the intel-
ligence in a CPU that is connected to devices and controls their functionality. In
this research, we run deliberation functions on multiple intelligent agents with
various coordination models at the system level. Therefore, we can describe these
applications as a Multi-Agent System (MAS) [5] that is designed to manage such
environments with several intelligent agents controlling domestic artifacts of IoT
objects. These agents require access to the information of IoT objects for decision-
making and handling data exchanges. Semantic Web Technology [6] is an effective
way that simplifies information exchange and enhances the interoperability among
various devices.

This paper introduces SMASH: a multi-agent approach for self-adaptation
of IoT applications in Smart Home. SMASH agents have a 4-layer agent archi-
tecture that autonomously adapts Smart Home devices to uncertainties of their
environment by planning and acting of user-centric agents that respect human
values and are supported by value-reasoning and goal-reasoning mechanisms.
SMASH agents are integrated with a semantic-enabled platform for Smart
Home applications called Home’In to create a Multi-agent System capable of
autonomous decision-making. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
state-of-the-art is investigated in Sect. 2 and the proposed approach is presented
in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach by
modeling a Smart Home scenario, whose implementation and validation serve
as a proof of concept. In Sect. 5, we compare our results with the related works.
Finally, in Sect. 6 we present our conclusions.

2 Literature Review

HCIoT applications are closely incorporated with humans and their environ-
ment and have a lot of benefits for society, the environment, and the economy.
A Smart Home [7] is a living environment that is equipped with artificial intel-
ligence that controls the functionality of a house such as heating, lighting, and
other devices. Smart Home is one of the HCIoT applications that play an impor-
tant role in human lives, and the lifestyle of people has a huge dependency on
their existence. However, due to direct interaction with human, these applica-
tions come with various issues that need to be addressed. Self-Adaptation is one
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of the issues that focus on functional control elements that interact with the
human environment and enabling dynamic adjustment to run-time uncertain-
ties to provide some QoS requirements. Planning and Acting [3] is one of the
strong solutions, in which an agent with proactive behavior, that has planning
and deliberation capabilities, is more loosely tied to its environment. By know-
ing which goals to seek, it can reason upon context and create plans to achieve
them. Such reasoning models that integrate planning and acting are explored
in [8–11]. In [3], an agent is capable of performing planning and deliberative
acting. Deliberative acting is defined as an understanding of the surrounding
context and intelligently decision-making in a given situation. Deliberative plan-
ning is defined as a way to seek the achievement of goals by executing plans,
through the realization of tasks, reaching a contextual state, or the mainte-
nance of a condition. In [12–16], the challenges of merging planning and acting
are addressed. Besides, some approaches are presenting goal-reasoning archi-
tectures [17,18] that are practical for adaptation of intelligent agents, which
may control IoT objects of the smart environment. Although, these architec-
tures do not consider human values that may directly affect decision-making in
different conditions. There are some works on value-reasoning models [19,20,27].

Fig. 1. Continuum of values

However, these works have not explored the
integration challenges between planning, acting,
goal-reasoning, and value-reasoning functions for
human-centric smart environments. These solu-
tions are not commonly self-adapted to human
behaviors and uncertainties of the environment,
and in some cases perform based on tasks that
are once programmed by the administrator. In
dynamic environments, where IoT objects have
direct interactions with human beings and devices
need to have access to the online contextual infor-
mation, the system requires to adapt its execution

to user needs and context evolution of the environment including humans. More
specifically, a Smart Home has to be context-aware and adapt its user-centric
services at run-time in order to increase human comfort. For instance, it eas-
ies answering a call while the user is watching a movie. Ideally, a Smart Home
should minimize its direct input from users and be autonomous in the pursuit
of user-centric goals to satisfy users’ needs.

Human values are an aspect of human subjectivity, which can be described
as the criteria used by humans to select and justify actions, as well as evaluate
people and events [21]. Values are stable over time [22], therefore all value-
related configurations of a system need to be performed only once for a long
period. They are also intrinsic to each human being, influencing daily activities
and long-term decisions. In our approach, which is presented in the next section,
we have used the 19 human values defined by Theory of Basic Human Values [23]
that have brought a refinement of the initial theory from [24]. This theory has
been supported by recent cross-national tests [25], and results show that human
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values can be organized in a continuum (Fig. 1) based on the compatibility of
their pursuit.

Our approach integrates human values with goal-reasoning, planning and
acting of user-centric agents in Smart Home applications. In the next section,
we propose a reasoning architecture for intelligent agents that improves user-
centricity by applying the new dimension of human values in the goal-reasoning,
planning and acting layers. We also explain the integration of these agents with
the Home’In platform. The proposed system is able to act autonomously, allow-
ing agents to independently perform actions whilst respecting users’ values.

3 The Proposed Architecture

Fig. 2. SMASH agent
architecture

SMASH is a user-centric agent architecture that adapts
its reasoning and functioning based on value-driven
reasoning and deliberation process consisting of 4
context-aware layers: 1) Value-Reasoning Layer, 2)
Goal-Reasoning Layer, 3) Planning Layer, and 4) Act-
ing Layer. The first layer is dedicated to reasoning upon
human values, ordering them according to the context
of the environment and the user’s personal preferences
(Sect. 3.1). The second is dedicated to goal reasoning

and identifying goals to be achieved, based on the context and values from the
first layer (Sect. 3.2). The third layer is for run-time planning given the context of
the environment, selected goals, and the given values respectively from the sec-
ond and first layer (Sect. 3.3). And the last layer is for initiation of acting upon
given plans and values, selecting actions to be performed (Sect. 3.4). This agent
architecture supports a high degree of autonomy while respecting the human
values of users.

3.1 Value-Reasoning Layer

This layer is provided with a set of ordered values IVD(t), which shows the
Default Importance of Values and indicates the user’s priorities and preferences
toward these human values at time t. This set of values alongside with a set of
value ordering rules (V O) are able to autonomously reorder the values based
on the context of the environment and the preferences of the user. This layer
provides the next layers with a set of totally ordered values IV (t). In (1), B(t)
is the set of beliefs that represents the context of the system at time t.

IV (t) = V alueReasoning (B(t), IVD(t), V O)

Value-Ordering Rules. Each rule of V O has the format “condition → body”,
where condition is a first-order logical formula stating if the rule is active in
the current context. The body is a formula with a binary or unary operator that
aims to sort the values.
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3.2 Goal-Reasoning Layer

This layer manages to activate a set of goals G(t) from the belief base B(t)
and the set of ordered values IV (t) that is the output of the previous layer.
The goal-reasoning performs on the goals given by the user GG(t) and the set of
existing goals called Goal Status GS(t). These given goals along with the context
of environment B(t) update and filter GS(t) based on activation rules GA and
goal impact rules GI. Note that the impact of activated goals on the user’s values
is also based on the given values IV (t) and the current context B(t).

G(t) = GoalReasoning(B(t), GG(t), IV (t), GS(t), GA,GI)

As shown above, G(t) is an ordered subset of goal statuses GS(t) that con-
tains newly created or updated goals at time t. Besides, GS(t), subset of B(t), is
a set of beliefs of the form state(goal, status, source) that describes the status of
a goal that is from a source. source ∈ {user, self} indicating the source of the
goal that could be directly given by the user or could be autonomously activated
by the reasoning of the agent. The goal-activation rules from GA are able to
change the status of goals as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. State diagram of goal
states

Goal-Activation Rules. GA rules have the for-
mat (condition → body), where condition is
a first-order logical formula, that checks the
state of the environment through B(t). The
body is a list of first-order propositions with the
format state(goal, status, source) that updates
the status of the goal issued of the source in
GS(t).

Goal-Impact Rules. The GI rules are responsible to define the impact that a
goal with a certain status, under a certain contextual condition, has over a
value. These rules check if goals are respecting the values. The format of these
rules is expressed as (condition → body), where condition is a first-order logi-
cal formula that checks the context of the environment, and body is a tuple of
(goal, impact, v) that checks the positive, neutral or negative impact of a goal
on the value v.

Figure 4 presents a visual representation of goal reasoning layer. The elements
update, select and sort are the functions executed during one reasoning cycle.
The function update adds all goals in GG(t) with the status waiting to GS(t), in
case their source is equal to user. The function select applies all goal-activation
rules from GA whose condition is satisfied in B(t), i.e. the body of these rules
are used to update GS(t) (setting statuses to active, inactive, or dropped).
These rules allow the activation of goals based upon context, and these new goal
statuses have self as their source. The function sort filters all the elements in
GS, which represent the goals and their statuses; the only goals sorted are those
whose source is equal to self , and the sorting is based upon GI rules that are
initiated in current context.
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3.3 Planning Layer

The Planning Layer generates a set of plans to achieve goals of G(t) provided by
the previous layer. The set of plans P (t) is created based upon the context B(t),
the ordered set of values IV (t), the ordered set of goals G(t), the Action Impact
rules AI, and a set of tuples Know-What (KW), which shapes the action model
depending on the context by providing a set of right actions of the system. The
action-impact rules AI describe the impact of actions over the values of IV . A
plan (goal, body) in P (t) is a tuple, where body is the list of actions that need to
be executed by the acting layer in order to achieve the goal.

P (t) = planning(B(t), IV (t), G(t),KW,AI)

Fig. 4. The goal-reasoning layer

Know-What. The elements of KW are tuples
of the form KW = {kwi / kwi =
(action, condition, effect)}. They express
the action models, where kwi.action describes
the name of action and its parameters, the
kwi.condition is a first-order logical for-
mula with contextual condition under which
the action can be executed, and kwi.effect
includes the tuple (add, delete) that define

the action add or delete on agent’s beliefs after the execution of the plan.

Action-Impact Rules. The Action-Impact AI represents the impact of an
action, under a certain contextual condition, over a value. They are defined
as (condition → body), where condition is a first-order logical formula based
on the current context, and body is the tuple (action, impact, v), presenting the
positive, neutral or negative impact of the action action over the value v.

The Fast Downward (FD) planner [26] is a configurable forward state-space
search planner responsible to perform the planning in this layer. The planning
layer translates the necessary information into Planning Domain Definition Lan-
guage (PDDL), giving to the planner two inputs: 1) a domain definition PDDL
file, where elements from B(t) are added as predicates, and elements from KW
are translated as actions; 2) a problem definition PDDL file, where B(t) are
translated into propositions representing the initial state, and goal statuses
from G(t) are translated into individual goals.

Before translating KW elements into actions, the set AI is used to filter all
actions that have a negative impact over values presented in IV (t) in order to
respect the values of the user. The planner is responsible to compute plans to
goals in G(t) and pass to acting layer for execution. If planner doesn’t succeed,
it will then update its goal state in GS(t) with the status fail.

3.4 Acting Layer

Acting layer receives a set of plans P (t) and is responsible to execute a set of
actions aiming to achieve the goals. The plan execution consists of the constant
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refinement of selected action until it obtains a list of commands C(t). For this
refinement, the acting layer requires a set of tuples Know-How (KH: the exe-
cution model of actions according to the contextual condition), and Command
Impact rules (CI: the impact of commands over the user’s values).

C(t) = acting(B(t), IV (t), P (t),KH,CI)

Know-How. The tuples KH = {khj / khj = (action, condition, body)} are the
execution bodies of actions, where khj .action is the action name and its param-
eters, the khj .condition is the first-order logical formula with contextual condi-
tion under which the action can be executed, and khj .body is an ordered set of
commands to be executed, and actions to be refined into commands.

Command-Impact Rules. The CI defines the impact of command, under a certain
contextual condition, over a value. They are expressed as (condition → body),
where condition is a first-order logical formula bearing on the current context,
and body is the tuple (command, impact, v), presenting the command being
considered, and positive, neutral or negative impact over the value v.

4 Proof of Concept

In this section, we aim to design a scenario in Smart Home applications and
implement the proposed approach to address self-adaptation of IoT devices.
The scenario and the SMASH agents are implemented in a multi-agent oriented
programming platform [28] called JaCaMo. The acting layer uses the built-in
BDI engine as previously explained, the planning layer uses the PDDL language
and the FD planner [26] as described in Sect. 3.3, and the goal- and value-
reasoning layers are implemented in Java and are available to agents as internal
actions in JaCaMo. An internal action allows JaCaMo to call Java functions
defined by the developer. As shown in Fig. 5, There are a PC, a Smart Phone, a
Smart TV, and a Smart Sofa in the smart environment of the scenario.

4.1 Scenario

Fig. 5. Technical infrastructure

In this short scenario, we have a scene where
Max, the user, asks the Intelligent system of
the house through his phone to play a pro-
gram on TV. Assuming TV is off, the intelli-
gent systems initially turns TV on and once
Max arrives in the living room and sits on the
smart sofa, which identifies him, TV starts
playing the program. After a few minutes,
Max receives a phone call from his boss. Con-
sidering Max is out of duty, the pleasure of
continuing watching TV (that is represented

by the value Hedonism in Theory of Human Values) is more important than
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answering the working call (that is represented by the value Conformity-Rules
in Theory of Human Values). Therefore, the system automatically puts his call
on the voice mail. A few minutes later, Max receives a call from his mother.
Respecting Max’s value, in which the value Benevolence-Caring that represents
family relations is more important than Hedonism in his value base, the phone
starts ringing and the TV goes on mute. The sofa detects the absence of Max due
to his leave toward answering the phone. Max, after responding to the phone call,
comes back to the living room and sits on the sofa. Right away, the television
unmutes itself and continues playing the program.

4.2 Technical Overview

Using the above scenario, we will go through the reasoning process of SMASH
agents and show the transition of states and exchange of messages. Max is in
his leisure time at home, therefore, value reasoning layer compute the order
of the values corresponding to his current context. In his belief base, the value
‘Benevolence-Caring’ noted vbc is the most important value, and the ‘Hedonism’
noted vhe is more important that the value ‘Conformity-Rules’ noted vcr.

Vvbc > Vvhe > Vvcr

Max sends a request to SMASH through his phone that is connected to
Home’In platform for watching “Canal+”. This request is translated as a goal
in the set GG(t) of the system. In result, a JSON message is sent to the IoT
Device Manager of Home’In over MQTT and Goal reasoning layer starts its
computation. The messages exchanged are as follows:

Goal to achieve : watch(TV,Canal+)

IoT device manager shares this message with agents to achieve the goal
watch(TV,Canal+). Considering that TV is off, the goal activation rules acti-
vate another goal to turn the TV on and save another goal for broadcasting the
program once the user sits on the sofa.

TV is OFF =⇒ goalActivation(turnOn(TV ), active, self)

The planning layer find the right functions to achieve the goals received from
the goal reasoning later. Then, the Acting layer, turns the TV on and put it on
the Standby Status to save energy.

+deviceStatus(TV, Standby)

Sofa is intelligent and can identify the user through his weight. Once the Max
sits on Sofa, the goal reasoning layer and planning are activated, and then by
acting layer, the TV starts displaying the “Canal+”.

+beSeated(Max, Sofa) =⇒ deviceStatus(TV, P laying)
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While watching TV, Max receives a call from boss. So, it adds a new belief.

+callerType(Boss,Work)

Considering the user’s current values, in which pleasure (vhe) is more impor-
tant than subordination (vcr), the goal reasoning layer doesn’t notify Max and
activates a goal to set the call on Voicemail.

Vvhe > Vvcr =⇒ goalActivation(V oicemail(Phone), active, self)

Therefore, the acting layer puts the call directly on Voicemail.

+deviceStatus(Phone, V oicemail)

Later, when Max receives a call from his mother, the goal reasoning layer
activate a goal for muting the TV and notifying the user by putting his phone
on the Ringing Status based on his value at the moment, which is family (vbc)
is important than pleasure (vhe).

+callerType(Mom,Family);
Vvhe < Vvbc =⇒ goalActivation(notifyUser(Phone, User), active, self)

The planning and acting layer find a sequence of actions to satisfy the goals.

+deviceStatus(TV,Mute)
+deviceStatus(Phone,Ringing)

Once the user gets up from Sofa to go to his room to answer the call, Sofa
detects his absence and the goal activation rules activates a goal to record the
program that Max was watching.

+isStand(User) =⇒ goalActivation(recording(TV, Program), active, self)

After a while when he comes back and sits on the Sofa, the process of rea-
soning is repeated and in result, TV umutes and user can resume watching the
program.

+beSeated(Max, Sofa) =⇒
goalActivation(resume(TV, Program), active, self)

+deviceStatus(TV, P laying);

4.3 Discussion and Validation

Our main objective is to push forward the research interest and development
of smart environments, specially the smart home, a residential space that takes
into account more subjective user aspects such as human values, creating an
intelligent autonomous home that better understands its users. The BDI (Belief-
Desire-Intention) agent has a basic reasoning function that can be mapped to
the deliberative acting function described in the paper. The plan refinement in
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a BDI architecture is performed by using the agent’s procedural plans, which
are action models i.e. methods with contextual conditions, to execute plan steps
according to the context. It means that a plan can be adapted at run-time
thanks to the acting function. Our approach presents the SMASH intelligent
agent architecture, which is composed of context-aware reasoning functions. Our
result represents a functional proof-of-concept for a multi-agent approach for a
Smart Home.

In the Table 1, we have shown the reasoning time of the execution of an agent
for two different planning cycle. The execution is repeated four times, in order to
show the consistency of the reasoning time of the agent for the same reasoning
cycle. For instances, in the second execution, the total reasoning time is equal
to 2.008 s, in which 0.844 s is for the planning of the goal A that is the request
of Max for watching “Canal+”, 0.834 s for the planning of the goal B that is
turning on the TV, and 0.330 s for the value- and goal-reasoning of the agent.
The performance of the agent, with the additional reasoning steps, showed no
significant processing overhead in all studied scenarios. This proof-of-concept
validates the feasibility of the proposed approach and shows the agent usability
and timely responses in human-centered smart environments.

Table 1. Reasoning Time of an agent for two planning cycles

Time (s) Execution #1 Execution #2 Execution #3 Execution #4

Planning Time for Goal A 0.828 0.844 0.808 0.950

Planning Time for Goal B 0.837 0.834 0.791 1.124

Value- and Goal-Reasoning Time 0.425 0.330 0.339 0.408

Total Time (s) 2.090 2.008 1.938 2.482

5 Related Work

The aforementioned work presents a new approach to improve the reasoning
process of an intelligent agent designed for smart environments. Such reasoning
process includes planning and acting deliberative functions. The proposed app-
roach presents a new reasoning method to improve the self-adaptation process
of a multi-agent system for the management of IoT objects in human-centered
environments such as Smart Home. Such reasoning process includes planning
and acting deliberative functions. This section elaborates the main similarities
and differences among related literature, specially concerning the goal-reasoning,
planning and acting, whether or not they present a value-driven approach. An
extensive definition and theoretical models for planning and acting are presented
in [3]. Also, in [8] authors proposed a decentralized multi-agent planning and act-
ing, and in [29] Torreno et al. surveyed about cooperative multi-agent planning.
In [10], Ciortea et al. designed a Multi-agent System for the Web of Things
using planning and acting, and in [11] authors surveyed about the integration of
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planning algorithms and agent. In all these works, the goal- and value-reasoning
functions are not present. The planning and acting functions are implemented
using different technologies and platforms. In our architecture the acting function
is matched with built-in elements present in the BDI agent model [30], where for
instance refinement methods in acting are plans in BDI. And our planning func-
tion translates to the known PDDL standard for execution in the FD planner
[26]. The used planning language contains domain actions that matches to the
know-what of the proposed agent architecture, and the problem initial state is
built upon the set of beliefs present in our agent. Furthermore, there are works
illustrating how flexible the planning and acting functions are, covering integra-
tions with hierarchical operational models [12], with hierarchical task networks
(HTN) [14], with first-principles planning (FPP) [15], with BDI agent model [16],
and with other deliberation functions like monitoring, observing, and learning
[13].

The lack of a goal-reasoning function in the BDI model was already iden-
tified in previous research [18], which proposes a goal deliberation strategy to
mainly avoid conflict in the pursuit of goals. A goal reasoning model is proposed
in [17] that aims at enabling reasoning about the organization and representa-
tion of the program flow of planning and execution. The main difference with the
SMASH agent architecture is the value-reasoning function and the consideration
of human values, meanwhile the common aspects are the explicit representation
of goals, the existence of a goal lifecycle, and formalisms to model the transi-
tion of a goal through its lifecycle’s states. Propositions of value-driven designs
for intelligent agents are increasingly studied in the literature. Previous works
explored the integration of values in the agent reasoning: [19] aimed at supporting
coordination through values; and [20] treated values as goals that are activated
when context reveals they are at stake, whereas in our architecture values are
first-class citizens and are used in every reasoning function and processes.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an approach for self-adaptation of IoT objects in
human-centered smart environments. This approach manages to autonomously
adapt the ubiquitous devices to the uncertainties of the environment by per-
forming a reasoning based on planning and acting that respects the values of
the user. The proposed approach takes advantage of Semantic Web technologies
using a platform called Home’In, which addresses interoperability issues and
makes a common format for the exchange of beliefs among agents and services
in Smart Home. The incorporation of values in the reasoning process presented
some advantages such as an autonomy lesser dependent on human input. The
flexibility of the architecture is maintained, as the engines of the planning and
acting layers can be replaced by any engines that might be needed. This approach
has been validated by performing a scenario as the proof of concept, which shows
the high timely performance of SMASH agents compared with the literature.
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Abstract. The worldwide COVID-19 pandemic has had a tremendous impact on
the aviation industry, with a reduction in passenger demand never seen before. To
minimize the spread of the virus and to gain trust from the public in the airport oper-
ations’ safety, airports implemented measures, e.g., physical distancing, entry/exit
temperature screening andmore.However, airports do not knowwhat the impact of
these measures will be on the operations’ performance and the passengers’ safety
when passenger demand increases back. The goal of this research is twofold.
Firstly, to analyze the impact of current (COVID-19) and future pandemic-related
measures on airport terminal operations. Secondly, to identify plans that airport
management agents can take to control passengers’ flow in a safe, efficient, secure
and resilient way. Tomodel and simulate airport operations, an agent-based model
was developed. The proposed model covers the main airport’s handling processes
and simulates local interactions, such as physical distancing between passengers.
The obtained results show that COVID-19 measures can significantly affect the
passenger throughput of the handling processes and the average time passengers
are in contact with each other. For instance, a 20% increase in check-in time (due
to additional COVID-19 related paperwork at the check-in desk) can decrease
passenger throughput by 16% and increase the time that passengers are in contact
by 23%.

Keywords: Multi-agent system · Airport operations · COVID-19 · Physical
distancing · Walking behavior

1 Introduction

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has led to a worldwide crisis and presents
us today unprecedented challenges in our life. The aviation industry has been impacted
like no other industrial sector. When in March 2020 large clusters of COVID-19 cases
were identified in Europe, many countries started to impose travel restrictions. As a
result, the travel demand dropped and global air traffic decreased by 80% compared to
the preceding year [1]. The aviation industry has never faced a challenge this large. To
minimize the spread of the COVID-19 virus and regain the public’s trust in the avia-
tion industry’s safety, airports needed to be made safe. Since at airports passengers are
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often exposed to many interactions with other people, airport operators implemented
measures. Some examples of measures are physical distancing, entry/exit temperature
screening, prevention of queuing, use of personal protective equipment. To help airports
implement measures, the European Aviation Safety Agency released in June 2020 their
“COVID-19 Aviation Health Safety Protocol” [2]. This report lists measures that air-
port operators can take for safe operations to guarantee the passengers’ safety. These
measures, for instance social distancing, are widely considered as a new part of our life.
These recommended measures from EASA already helped many airports in providing
safe operations. However, many airports still do not know the impact of these mea-
sures on their operations when passenger demand will increase. For example, Charleroi
Airport faced a sudden increase in passenger demand during the Christmas Holiday of
2020. As a result, the airport was too crowded and passengers could not perform physi-
cal distancing [3]. Also, airports are very complex because they involve many processes
(e.g., check-in, security, boarding) and many stakeholders (airlines, airport operators),
resulting in conflicting objectives. On the one hand, airports operators have the financial
intent to increase revenue and decrease costs. On the other hand, they also need to make
sure that operations are safe for the passengers. While airports are now under financial
pressure, it is hard for them to make decisions primarily since they do not understand the
impact of thesemeasures. To address this problem agent-basedmodelling and simulation
was used in this research. These emergent properties can be translated into system-wide
key performance indicators (KPIs), for example passenger throughput, and can be used
to asses, e.g., the system’s performance and safety. Altogether, agent-based modelling
is a suitable paradigm to model airport terminal operations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 the related work is discussed. The
agent-based model is discussed in Sect. 3. The different case studies and the results are
given in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 is Discussion and Conclusion.

2 Related Work

Related works should at least cover two main categories namely, different pedestrian
dynamics models to simulate passenger walking behavior, and pandemic modeling and
analysis. We will briefly go through each of them.

In general pedestrian dynamics models can be categorized into microscopic models
and macroscopic models [4]. In microscopic models, every pedestrian is treated as an
individual unit and is given a certain amount of characteristics, for instance direction
and speed. The changes in movement of each pedestrian is influenced by other pedes-
trians and by the environment. Gips et al. proposed the benefit-cost cellular model for
modelling pedestrian flows [5]. Blue et al. proposed cellular automata microsimulation
for modeling bi-directional pedestrian walkways [6]. These two models are cellular
automata-based models which means that the environment of the model is discretized
in a grid. The downside of this type of models is that the simulation does not reflect the
real behavior of pedestrians because updates in the grid are done heuristically [4, 7].
The queueing network model was introduced in [8]. In this model the environment is
discretized into links and nodes. Pedestrians move from one node to another node. The
movement is stochastic because it uses Monte Carlo simulations. This model has sev-
eral drawbacks. Firstly, movement is unidimensional and therefore it is not so realistic
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because pedestrians walk bi-dimensional. Secondly, the model cannot not deal with high
density environments, like airport terminals. Thirdly, because of the discretized envi-
ronment, the model lacks the ability to analyze local interactions between the different
agents. Okazaki introduced a magnetic force model for pedestrian movement simula-
tion with evacuation and queueing [9]. This model is based on the magnetic field theory
to simulate pedestrian movement. Helbing et al. came up with the social force model
[10]. The social-force model uses psychological forces that drive pedestrians to move
towards their goal as well as keep a proper distance from other pedestrians and objects.
The values of the parameters of the social forces have a physical meaning and therefore
calibrating these parameters for social distancing is easier.

The second category investigates the studies which used agent-based models to
analyze the impact of COVID-19 on the performance of airport terminal operations
and on the associated passenger health safety. Kierzkowski et al. uses a discrete event
simulationmodel for different security lane configurations to analyze the impact of social
distancing on the performance of the security [11]. However, this model lacks the ability
to model local interactions between passengers because it is a discrete event simulation
model. Furthermore, they only evaluate the performance of the security lanes and not the
associated health safety of the passengers. Schultz et al. used a cellular automatamodel to
simulate different aircraft boarding strategies under COVID-19 related restrictions [12].
He assessed for each boarding strategy the impact on total boarding time, the feasibility
of the procedure and the associated risk of virus transmission. Schultz et al. used a
transmissionmodelwhichwas based on thework of [13]. The study of Schultz et al. lacks
to analysis of other processes and activities at the airport such as check-in or security.
Ronchi et al. developed a model-agnostic approach to perform a quantitative assessment
of pedestrian exposure using the outputs of existing microscopic crowd models, namely
the trajectories of pedestrians over time [14]. The model uses a general formulation
insteadof relyingon a specificdisease transmission. For instance, the quantificationof the
pedestrian exposure is based on the distances between pedestrians, the time pedestrians
are exposed and reference points (e.g. pedestrian face each other). It is therefore universal
and can be tailored to new pandemics when there is no compelling understanding in the
transmission of the pandemic.

3 The Agent-Based Model

The model used in this paper is an extension of the baseline “Airport And Terminal
OperationsModel” (AATOM)with features to simulate passengers adhering to COVID-
19 measures and to analyze passengers health safety [15]. In this model, passengers and
airport operators are represented as autonomous intelligent entities, called agents. These
agents are modelled with a particular behavior approximating humans and placed in
a partially observable airport environment. An overview of the agent-based system is
provided in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the multi-agent system including the different types of agents and their
interactions with each other and the environment.

3.1 Specification of the Environment, and the Agents

The model’s environment represents an airport terminal under COVID-19 conditions,
as seen in Fig. 2. It resembles an existing regional airport from the Netherlands. The
environment consists of three main areas: the check-in area, the security checkpoint area
and the gate area. The check-in area consists of four sets of check-in desks, each with
three desks and one designated queue. There is a check-in operator (red dot), which
checks-in passengers, behind each check-in desk. Three check-ins are using a common
zig-zag queue. One check-in is using three single straight queues. There are four types of
security operators (A, B, C, D) as indicated in the lower part of Fig. 2. Operators A assist
passengers in their luggage drop activity. Operators B perform the x-ray scan activity.
Operators C perform the luggage check-activity and operators D perform a physical
check when a passenger is suspicious. The black dots represent the luggage divest and
luggage collect positions. Figure 2 shows three divest and three collect positions per
lane, respectively. The number of divest and collect positions can vary depending on the
input to the model. The model contains three types of agents: passenger agents adhering
to COVID-19 rules, passenger agents not adhering to COVID-19 rules and operator
agents. These three types all share the AATOM cognitive architecture described by [15]
and shown in Fig. 3. The shaded blocks of Fig. 3 show the extensions and improvements
made to the baseline AATOM model. The security checkpoint area consists of four
security lanes and one large common queue. The checkpoint lanes have a luggage belt,
an X-ray sensor and a walk-through metal detector.

Fig. 2. The environment of the agent-based model.
(Color figure online)

Fig. 3. Cognitive architecture of
AATOM.
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3.2 Specification of the Interactions Between Passenger Agents

Physical distancing has an impact on the interaction between passengers. For this study,
the movement module and the activity module of the baseline AATOM model were
revised to include physical distancing between the agents when they are walking and
when they are queuing. The Helbing social force model handles the movement of pas-
senger agents [10]. It is performed in the actuation module of the cognitive architecture
presented in Fig. 3. The model assumes that the passengers’ movement is guided by
a superposition of attractive and repulsive forces, determining the passengers’ walking
behavior. The pushing force and a friction force refer to the forces when passengers col-
lide with each other. These forces are not important for the model because passengers
are not allowed to touch each other; they need to keep their distance. The social repul-
sion force �fsocial rep, on the other hand, is important for simulating physical distancing.
The social repulsion force �fsocial rep is modelled by Eq. 1 and was calibrated in order to
simulate physical distancing between the agents. It models the psychological tendency
of two pedestrians i and j to stay away from each other. rij is the sum of the radii of
pedestrian i with radius ri and pedestrian j with radius j. dij is the absolute distance
between the pedestrians i and j (taken from their center of mass). �nij is the normalized

vector from pedestrian j to i and is calculated by: �nij =
(
n1ij, n

2
ij

)
= (�ri − �rj

)
/dij. Ai

and Bi are the “Helbing” constants [10]. These Helbing constants define the distance
between passengers and are therefore crucial in modelling physical distancing.

�fsocial rep. = Aie(
rij−dij)/Bi �nij (1)

In the baseline AATOMmodel, no difference was made between the social repulsion
force of two agents and the social repulsion force of an agent and an object. The values
of A and B for both scenarios were taken 250 [N] and 0.1 [m], respectively. The values
of A and B for both scenarios were taken 250 [N] and 0.1 [m], respectively. However, in
the model for this research study, the distinction is made between both. In this model,
every passenger agent that performs physical distancing is given two sets of Helbing
parameters. One set of parameters to simulate the social repulsion force of a passenger
agent with the environment. Another set of parameters to simulate the social repulsion
force of a passenger agent with other passenger agents. For the first set, the values of
A and B were taken to be equal to the original values 250 [N] and 0.1 [m] such that
emergence of the interactions is similar to the baseline AATOM model. For the second
set, the B value was calibrated to represent physical distancing between agents. In Fig. 4
one can see the impact of parameter B on the social repulsion force. The higher the B
value, the earlier the social repulsion force is activated. The B was increased to 0.5 m
(while A remains 250 [N]). It was visually inspected by simulation that a B value 0.5
m guarantees a physical distancing between passengers while still representing correct
walking behavior.

The agent-based model is able to identify at each time point which passenger agents
are not performing physical distancing, this will be referred to as using “agents that are
in contact”. One analyzer was implemented in the model that represents the number of
passengers that are in contact at every time step. This is shown in Fig. 5(a). This analyzer
is used to determine the contact locations. A second analyzer, presented in Fig. 5(b),
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Fig. 4. Plot of social repulsion force fsocial repulsion [N] vs distance between the passengers dij
[m]. The blue graph is the social repulsion force of the baseline AATOM model (when agents
are not physically distancing). The orange graph is the social repulsion force for the extended
AATOM model where agents are physically distancing. (Color figure online)

integrates the first and represents the total time of all passengers that were in contact.
This analyzer is used as a metric for results of the case studies presented in Sect. 4.
A third analyzer, in Fig. 5(c), shows the summed contact time but with a distinction
between ‘face-to-face’ contacts and’everything-back contacts’.

Fig. 5. The passenger contact analyzers. (a) Analyzer showing the amount of agents that are in
contact at every time step and at which location. Case study 1: scenario 5. (b) Analyzer showing
summed time of all passengers that were in contact. The amount of contacts (figure on the left)
are integrated over time. Case study 1: scenario 5. (c) Analyzer showing summed time of all
passengers that were in contact. Case study 1: scenario 5.

4 Case Studies

For this research, three different case studies are performed. The check-in process is
analyzed in Sect. 4.1. The security process is analyzed in Sect. 4.2 and finally, the
boarding process is analyzed in Sect. 4.3. In each case study, different hypotheses are
answered by simulating various scenarios in which different COVID-19 measures are
modelled. Every scenario is simulated 450 times. These three case studies all share
a common goal: they aim to analyze the impact of the COVID-19 measures on the
performance of the process and the passengers’ health safety. The model set-up and the
used metrics are explained in the following three sections.
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4.1 Case Study 1: Check-In

In this case study only the check-in is considered, as presented in Fig. 2. This case study
aims to analyze the impact of three COVID-19 measures: Firstly, the impact of physical
distancing between passengers. Secondly, the impact of longer waiting times at the desk
due to additional paperwork related to COVID-19. Thirdly, the impact of a different
queue lay out, for instance three straight queues instead of one common zig-zag queue.
The following three metrics are developed to analyze the effect of these measures on the
system’s performance and the associated health safety of the passengers: 1. Check-in
throughput TC , calculated in passengers per hour. Check-in throughput is defined as the
number of passengers that were served by a check-in area in a specific time period. Note a
check-in area consists out of three check-in desks. 2. Average contact time per passenger
Cpax, calculated in seconds. Contact time per passenger is defined as the time duration for
which a passenger agent is not able to perform at least 1.5 m physical distancing. For the
check-in case study, two variants of this metric were designed. Namely, A) the average
contact time per passenger in the check-in queue CpaxCQ . This metric only considers the
contact time of a passenger for which the passenger was in the queue during the check-in
process. B) The average contact time per passenger at the check-in desk CpaxCD . This
metric is thus only calculated for the passengers that are at the desk. These two variants
were implemented to understand at which location the passenger is exposed the most:
in the queue or at the desk. Using these metrics, five different hypotheses were found to
be the most interesting to analyze:

• Hypothesis 1: Physical distancing decreases check-in throughput TC .
• Hypothesis 2: Physical distancing decreases average contact time per passenger in
the queue CpaxCQ .• Hypothesis 3:A 20% increase in check-in time tCi increases the average contact time
per passenger in the queue CpaxCQ .• Hypothesis 4: Three single straight queues (instead of one common zig-zag queue)
result in a higher check-in throughput TC .

• Hypothesis 5: Three single straight queues (instead of one common zig-zag queue)
result in a lower average contact time per passenger CpaxCQ .

These four hypotheses are tested by simulating five different scenarios. Passenger
agents are generated in front of check-in queue and they only perform the check-in activ-
ity and the queue activity. The inputs to the model for each scenario are given in Table 1.
Scenario 1 models a pre-COVID-19 situation. No COVID-19 measures are modelled
in this scenario. Thus, passenger agents do not perform physical distancing. No extra
paperwork is required. Therefore, the check-in time tCi follows a normal distribution
with a mean of 60 min and a variance of 6 min. This is based on data that is gathered
before COVID-19 [16, 17]. Passenger agents are using a common zig-zag queue. In
scenario 2, the 1.5-m physical distancing measure is modelled. Scenario 1 and 2 are
used to test hypotheses 1 and 2. In scenario 3, a 20% increase in check-in time tCi is
modelled, thus N(72,6), in order to account for additional health questions and more
paperwork related to COVID-19. This scenario is used to test hypothesis 3. In scenario
4, the measures of scenario 2 and 3 are modelled together. Lastly, in scenario 5 passenger
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agents use a straight check-in queue instead of a common zig-zag queue. This scenario
is used to test hypotheses 4 and 5.

Results for Check-In
Table 1 presents the results of the check-in case study, Sect. 4.1. For hypothesis 1, Table 1
shows that scenario 1 and 2 result in the same check-in throughput TC , namely 167
passengers per hour. This means that physical distancing PD does not influence the
check-in throughput TC . This was confirmed by the coefficient of correlation ρPD, TC

= −0.11 with p-value = 0. Since the ρPD, TC < 0.4 (rule of thumb) we can say there
is no significant correlation between these two variables. Thus, we can reject hypothesis
1. For hypothesis 2, Table 1 shows that in scenario 1 a passenger is on average 4 s in
contact at the desk CpaxCD and 1 min and 25 s in contact with other passengers in the
queue CpaxCQ . For scenario 2, CpaxCD is the same but CpaxCQ reduced with 41%. This
means that physical distancing does decrease CpaxCQ . This is confirmed by the strong
negative correlation coefficient: ρPD,CpaxCQ = −0.9 with p-value = 0. Therefore, we
can support hypothesis 2. For hypothesis 3, it can be deduced from scenario 3 in Table
1 that an extra 20% more check-in time tci (due to e.g., extra COVID-19 related paper
work) increases the average contact time per passenger in the queue CpaxCQ by 23%.
The coefficient of correlation ρtci, CpaxCQ = +0.72 with p = 0. This means there is
a significant positive correlation between tci and CpaxCQ . Therefore, we can support
hypothesis 3. This is reasonable because tci also reduces the check-in throughputTC with
16% which results in longer waiting times for passengers in the queue. For hypothesis
4 and 5, three single queues were implemented in scenario 5 instead of one common
zig-zag queue. Table 1 reveals that straight queues increase passenger throughput with a
small 3%. The coefficient of correlation ρQT, TC equals 0.24, which is lower than 0.4,
meaning there is no significant correlation. We can reject hypothesis 4. The introduction
of three single queues also reduced CpaxCD by 50% and CpaxCQ by 42%. The coefficients
of correlation ρQT, CpaxCD and ρQT, CpaxCQ are −0.86 and −0.74. This confirms that
single queues reduce the average contact time per passenger Cpax. Hypothesis 5 can be
supported. The reason for this reduction is threefold: 1. Due to the three straight queues,
the passenger flow from the end of the queue towards the check-in desk is more efficient.
Fewer passengers interfere with each other because there are three queue exits instead of
one. 2. The absence of corners in a straight queue. Figure 6 shows that in a zig-zag most
contacts occur in the corners (dark blue dots). In a straight queue, Passengers do not need
to turn while queuing. When passengers are turning, they focus less on other passengers
than when they walk in a straight line. 3. The model implementation: a passenger agent
is programmed to stop when observing other passenger agents that are in queueing mode
and are at 1.5 m distance. At corners, the passenger’s observation can be blocked by a
wall which causes that other passenger agents are observed too late (when the passengers
are already closer than 1.5 m).

4.2 Case Study 2: Security Check Point

Case study 2 only considers the security process. This case study’s environment is the
security checkpoint area, as shown in Fig. 2. This case study aims to analyze the impact
of the COVID-19 measures on the performance of the security checkpoints and the
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Fig. 6. Heatmap scenario 2. The dark blue areas represent the hot spots of passenger contacts.
(Color figure online)

Table 1. Results of case study 1: check-in. PD means physical distancing, tci means time to
check-in. Note that percentages are given w.r.t. the baseline scenario 1. For every scenario 450
simulations were performed.

associated passenger health safety. Similar metrics as for the check-in case study are
used, namely: 1. Average security throughput TS , calculated in passengers per hour.
Security throughput is defined as the number of passengers that were served by two
security lanes in a specific time period. 2. Average contact time per passenger Cpax,
calculated in seconds. Two variants of this metric were designed to identify at which
location most contacts occur. Namely, A) the average contact time per passenger in the
security queue CpaxSQ . B) The average contact time per passenger at the security lane
CpaxSL . Also, for this case study some hypotheses were found interesting to be analyzed:

• Hypothesis 6:An increase in luggage divest time td and luggage collect time tc result
in a lower security throughput TS.

• Hypothesis 7:An increase in luggage divest time td and luggage collect time tc result
a higher average contact time per passenger CpaxSL and CpaxSQ .• Hypothesis 8: Less luggage divest nd and luggage collect nc positions result in a
lower average contact time per passenger CpaxSL and CpaxSQ .

To test these hypotheses seven different scenarios were designed. In each scenario,
only two security lanes are open. Passenger agents are generated in front of the queue of
the security checkpoint. They only perform the queue activity and the security checkpoint
activity. The inputs to the model for each scenario are given in Table 2. Scenario 1
is the baseline scenario with parameters simulating the pre-COVID19 situation, thus
without any COVID-19 measures. Three luggage divest nd and three luggage collect nc
positions are implemented per lane. Thus, passenger agents are standing there close to
each other. Scenario 2 considers an increase of 20% in divest time td and collection time
tc. From interviews with airport stakeholders it was revealed that security operators do
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not actively support passengers anymore during divesting which results in more time
needed for passengers. When passengers place items incorrectly in the trays, operators
try to minimize contact with the passengers’ belongings. Therefore, they let passengers
rather reorganize their items themselves which results in additional time. This scenario
is used to test hypothesis 6 and 7. Scenario 4, 5, 6 and 7 consider different number
divest nd and collect positions nc. Since the divesting and collection area is generally
very crowded, pre-COVID-19 configurationswith three divest positions and three collect
positions per lane do not correspond to physical distance regulations any longer. These
scenarios are used to test hypothesis 8.

Results for Security Check Point
Table 2 presents the results for this case study. In the baseline scenario, where the
parameters from [19] were used, the throughout for the 2 lanes TS is 230 passengers
per hour. This is equal to 1.92 passengers per minute per lane, which is in line with
the findings of [19]. As for the check-in case study, we observe from scenario 3 that
physical distancingPD does not influence the security’s throughput.Because the physical
distancing is already analyzed in the previous case study, no further analysis is needed.
For hypotheses 6 and 7, scenario 1 and 2 can be compared. In scenario 2, a 20% increase
in divest td and collect tc time was implemented (because operators do not actively
support passengers to diminish the interactions). From Fig. 7, it was observed that most
contacts happen at the luggage divest and collect area of the security system, therefore
different number of luggage divest nd and collect nc positions were implemented.

Fig. 7. Heatmap scenario 3. The dark blue areas represent the hot spots of passenger contacts.
(Color figure online)

Table 2 shows that an increase in td and tc has a negative influence on the through-
put TS . Throughput reduces by 10%. This reduction is supported by the coefficient of
correlation ρtd , TS = ρtc, TS = −0.51 with a p-value of 0. Therefore hypothesis 6 can
be supported. The average contact time per passenger at the security lane CpaxSL and
in the queue CpaxSQ increased by around 13% and 15%. The coefficients of correlation
are 0.42 and 0.39. Since this is lower than 0.4 (rule of thumb), we can’t say there is a
significant correlation. Therefore, we need to reject hypothesis 7. For hypothesis 8 we
can compare scenario 4, 5, 6 and 7 in Table 2. Table 2 shows that a reduction in nd and nc
lowers the average contact time per passenger at the security lane CpaxSL . This correla-
tion is confirmed by the coefficients: ρnd ,CpaxSL = 0.9 and ρnc,CpaxSL = 0.76 (both with
p = 0).
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Table 2. Results of case study 2: security. PD means physical distancing, td luggage drop time,
tc luggage collect time, nd number of divest positions per lane and nc number of collect positions
per lane. Note that percentages are given w.r.t. the baseline scenario 1.

Hypothesis 8 can be supported. However, Table 2 also shows that a reduction in
nd and nc lowers the security throughput TS . To find an optimal between the positive
influence of nd and nc on the Cpax and the negative influence on TS , some more analysis
of the scenarios is needed: Comparing scenario 4with scenario 5 shows that a “one divest
position less” measure improves the CpaxSL better than “one collect position less”. From
this, we can conclude in the luggage divest area more passenger contacts happen than
in the collect area. Both measures have almost the same impact on security throughput
TS , around 160 passengers per hour. In scenario 6, one divest position less (scenario
4) and one collect position less (scenario 5) were implemented together. Table 2 shows
that throughput reduces to 137 passengers per hour. The contact time at the security
lane is reduced to 9 s per passenger, which means that almost no contacts occur at the
security lane. Lastly, in scenario 7 only 1 divest position and 1 collect position per lane
was implemented. For this scenario, the throughput TS dropped even further to only 69
passengers per hour. The average contact time per passenger at the security lane dropped
to 2 s per passenger while the contact time in the queue increased to 4 min and 20 s.

4.3 Case Study 3: Boarding

For case study 3, only boarding is considered. One gate area is considered and shown
in Fig. 2. This case study aims to analyze the impact of the COVID-19 measures on
the boarding procedure. For this case study, 50 passengers are considered representing
a regional flight with a B737 with a load-factor of 1/3, based on expert knowledge. It
is assumed that 50 passengers are all sitting at the start of the simulation. For this case
study two metrics are considered, namely:1. The average time to board 50 passengers
TB, calculated in minutes. Note: the time starts when the first passenger agent starts the
boarding process (when the passenger agent leaves the seat) and it ends when the last
(50th) passenger agent is boarded. 2. The average contact time per passenger Cpax, cal-
culated inminutes. Using thesemetrics, four different hypotheses were found interesting
to be analyzed:

• Hypothesis 9: Physical distancing increases the total time to board 50 passengers TB.
• Hypothesis 10: Boarding in smaller groups increases the total time to board 50
passengers TB.

• Hypothesis 11: Boarding in smaller groups decreases the average time passengers
are in contact Cpax.
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• Hypothesis 12: A higher average boarding pass check-time tbc increases the average
time passengers are in contact Cpax.

These hypotheses are tested by simulating four different scenarios. The inputs to
the model for each scenario are given in Table 3. Scenario 1 is the baseline scenario in
which passengers do notmaintain physical distance, they board in groups of 10 and the tbc
follows a normal distribution with mean 10 s and variance 1 s. In scenario 2, passengers
board in smaller groups of 5 passengers. This scenario is used to test hypotheses 10
and 11. In scenario 3 physical distancing is modelled to test hypothesis 9. Lastly, for
hypothesis 12 scenario 4 simulates the impact of a higher tbc because airlines often ask
health questions before checking the boarding pass.

Results for Boarding
In case study, 3 different boarding strategies were analyzed. In total 5 scenarios were
simulated. The results are shown in Table 3. For hypothesis 9, scenario 2 and 3 are
compared. Scenario 2 in Table 3 shows that when passengers are not performing physical
distancing PD, the time to board 50 passengers TB is 4 min and 49 s. When passengers
are performing physical distancing the time to board 50 passengers is 4% higher. This
is also confirmed by the coefficient of correlation ρPD,TB equal to 0.61 and the p-value
equal to 0 which means there is a significant positive correlation. Thus hypothesis 9
can be supported. This makes sense because passengers need more time to organize
themselves in the queue, especially at the beginning of the queue.

For hypotheses 10 and 11, scenario 1 and 2 are compared. Scenario 2 shows thatwhen
passengers are boarding in smaller groups GS (five passengers instead of ten) the time to
board 50 passengers TB increases by 12%. The average contact time per passengerCpax
decreases by 52%. This is also reflected by the coefficients of correlation which are ρGS,
TB = −0.8 (p-value of 0) and ρGS, Cpax = 0.9 (p-value of 0). Therefore hypothesis 10
and 11 can be supported. We can conclude that splitting a boarding group in two does
not imply that the total boarding time doubles. This finding is important for airports
with limited space at gates for queueing. Since some airlines ask additional questions
related to COVID-19 during scanning of the boarding pass, passengers need to wait
longer at the gate counter. Therefore, an increase of 10 s in boarding pass check time
tbc was implemented in scenario 4. To check hypothesis 12, scenario 3 and scenario 4
can be compared. Scenario 4 in Table 3 shows that an in increase in boarding check time
tbc increases the average time a passenger is in contact Cpax with 4 s. The coefficient
of correlation ρtbc, Cpax = 0.6 with a p-value of 0. Therefore, hypothesis 12 can be
supported. Moreover, it can also be seen from Table 3 that the total boarding time TB

significantly increases. Thus, the waiting time at the gate counter should be minimized
as much as possible because it significantly influences the total boarding time and the
average contact time per passenger. We can recommend that administrative questions
should be asked in advance, for example, during online check-in.
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Table 3. Results of case study 3: boarding. GS means boarding group size, PD means physical
distancing and tbc means boarding pass check time.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The proposed agent-based model simulates the main airport handling processes of pas-
sengers at an airport under COVID-19 circumstances. This study can help airport oper-
ators in their decision-making and make airports more resilient for future crises. The
results from the three case studies are airport specific because the parameters used were
specific to a particular regional airport. Data was taken from [16, 17] to calibrate the
parameters for the case studies done with the model. As every airport has different distri-
butions of passenger types and different infrastructure and personal, the used parameters
can thus not per se be copied to represent other airports. Also, since there is not much
work done in the field of agent-based models used for both the analysis of the airport
operations performance and for the associated passenger health safety, it is difficult to
compare the results with other studies. Although this study has proven to be useful in ana-
lyzing the impact of the COVID-19 measures, this study also made some assumptions.
The contact time metric used in this research study takes into account distance (a contact
happens when passengers are closer than 1.5 m from each other) and time (the time of a
contact). However, the model does not distinguish between contacts that happen at 1 m
and contacts that happen at 1.4m. Lastly, themodel only considers check-in desks staffed
with operators. However, in reality many airports have self-check-in desks as these can
spread over the passenger demand and decrease costs. This research study does not
consider how self-check-in desks can contribute to safer operations for passengers.

This study aimed to analyze the impact of COVID-19 restrictions on airport opera-
tions’ performance and the associated health safety of the passengers. The agent-based
model was used to explore three different case studies to analyze the impact of these
measures on the check-in, the security and the boarding process, respectively. The mea-
sures’ effects were all tested in different scenarios for each case study by analyzing
the maximum throughput and the average contact time per passenger for check-in and
security. The results show that physical distancing during queueing does not affect the
throughput of the check-in and the security process. Physical distancing does lead to
passengers being less in contact with each other, and it also decreases the capacity of
queues. The implementation of single queues instead of one common queue had a posi-
tive impact on the throughput of the check-in and the passengers’ health safety. The flow
towards desks is more efficient (with less interfering flows of passengers), and it is easier
for physical distancing in single queues because no turning is required. Furthermore, it
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was shown that in a pre-COVID-19 security lane set-up many passengers are too close
at the luggage divest and collect area. The case study results showed that a decrease
from three luggage divest and collect positions per lane to two positions of each per lane
leads to a significant positive impact on passenger health safety while the throughput
is still acceptable. However, to obtain the same throughput with one drop off and one
collect position less it is advised to open an extra security lane. Implementing only one
divest and one collect position per lane is unnecessary because it does not appropri-
ately improve passenger health safety. Thus, two passengers per divest area and two
per collect area is perfectly possible. Then, passengers can move without being closer
than 1.5 m from each other. The boarding case study results showed that boarding in
smaller groups positively impacts the average contact time per passenger. In contrast, it
negatively affects the total boarding time. The results also showed that physical distance
has a relatively small impact on the total boarding time because the organization of the
passengers lining up during queueing takes a bit more time.
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Abstract. Agent-based simulation tools have found many applications in the
field of Power and Energy Systems, as they can model and analyze the complex
synergies of dynamic and continuously evolving systems. While some studies
have been done w.r.t. simulation and decision support for electricity markets and
smart grids, there is still a generalized limitation referring to the significant lack
of interoperability between independently developed systems, hindering the task
of addressing all the relevant existing interrelationships. This work presents the
Semantic Services Catalog (SSC), developed and implemented for the automatic
registry, discovery, composition, and invocation of web and agent-based services.
By adding a semantic layer to the description of different types of services, this
tool supports the interaction between heterogeneous multiagent systems and web
services with distinct capabilities that complement each other. The case study
confirms the applicability of the developed work, wherein multiple simulation
and decision-support tools work together managing a microgrid of residential and
officebuildings.UsingSSC, besides discovering eachother, agents also learn about
the ontologies and languages to use to communicate with each other effectively.

Keywords: Multiagent semantic interoperability · Semantic services · Service
catalog · Society of multiagent systems

1 Introduction

Power and Energy Systems (PES) worldwide underwent significant changes in the last
two decades [1]. The increased and continuous penetration of renewable and distributed
energy sources brought uncertainty and variation to the system, weakening its security
and reliability, leading to a significant restructuring of the sector, changing its operation
and competitiveness. Simultaneously, newplayers come into play, alongwith newmarket
and negotiation models, with consumers becoming active players in the sector. Players
must now deal with constantly changing rules and data to get the best possible outcomes
from the market, which must be processed to predict consumers’ behavior and provide
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users with the best possible deals. To this end, data mining (DM) approaches and agent-
based simulation tools have been proposed andproven to be particularlywell suited [2, 3].
These different approaches are further combined, creating heterogeneous data processing
workflows. In Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), these different responsibilities are
supposed to be encapsulated through means of (web) services.

Semantic web technologies have been proposed to describe web services, as they
provide richer andmachine-readable descriptions, facilitating the process of discovering
and composing services performed by software agents [4, 5]. However, the design and
development of atomic service’s composition are very time-consuming due to the hetero-
geneity of interaction protocols, lack of proper description of workflows, input and out-
put models, and the need for automated solutions to identify and discover those services
[5, 6]. The proper semantization of services potentializes their discovery and invocation
according to specified requirements. It is possible to identify and suggest potential solu-
tions for specific scenarios using queries, such as discovering which machine learning
(ML) and DM algorithms can be applied to a given dataset, knowing their characteris-
tics and the desired outcomes. There are several semantic models in the literature for
semantic service description [7–10]. However, there is no standardized description for-
mat for exposing services provided by software agents. Agent gateways are one option to
disclose these services on the web. Still, because they are static and configured program-
matically beforehand, they restrict some of the agents’ capabilities, such as mobility.
[11]. The Software Agent ontology proposed in [12] enables a dynamic exposure of
agent-based services, describing the properties that an entity must know to interact with
the agent or multiagent system (MAS) providing the service. This work also demon-
strates how to extend the Software Agent ontology to describe agents developed with
different frameworks, focusing on agents developed with the Java Agent DEvelopment
(JADE) [13] framework.

Although ontologies ease the correct interpretation of messages, systems still must
be aware of each other. They must know what type of services other systems provide,
which ontologies they understand, the language (syntax) they use, and where to send the
messages when starting the interactions. One possible solution is to configure systems
with these details before starting their execution. However, this can become a burden if
there is the need to reconfigure every system before each simulation, especially when
the user needs to try different approaches and combinations of tools at each iteration.
On the other hand, some agent-based tools may require other systems to work, such as
external services (e.g., web or agent-based), whose location may be volatile.

To overcome these issues, this work proposes and develops the Semantic Services
Catalog (SSC) for MAS societies. SSC is a registration and search platform where tools
can register to provide a service or search for a specific type of service to accomplish
their goals. It eases the interaction between heterogeneous systems by providing a ser-
vice where each registered tool details its capabilities, the type of service it provides,
where it can be reached, what ontologies and languages are accepted, and what are the
expected inputs and outputs. This way, an enhanced and highly dynamic simulation
infrastructure is conceived where various components are available at different times,
while guaranteeing the interoperability between heterogeneous simulators, systems, and
decision support methodologies.
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The remaining document is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the background
context and related work. Section 3 introduces SSC, its architecture, and available func-
tionalities. Section 4 demonstrates the use of the SSC in a case study scenario. Finally,
Sect. 5 exposes the conclusions and future work.

2 Background

Semantic technologies have been applied to the description and discovery of web ser-
vices. The existing approaches share a common goal of adding a semantic layer to
describe inputs, outputs, and aims of the services, which, in turn, facilitate the tasks of
identifying which services fulfill a set of requirements. Software agents often provide
services within a MAS or a single agent-based system, and their interoperability and
coordination principles follow the semantic web vision [4]. In [10], the importance of
the semantic description of services is discussed, pointing out the similarities between
agents and web services w.r.t. their discovery and that matching between distinct service
groundings should rely on semantic abstractions.We consider that this vision ismaterial-
izable in a system that allows for the seamless integration between web and agent-based
services. The following subsections will introduce some solutions regarding service
discovery and semantic service description.

2.1 Semantic Service Discovery

Existing approaches for discovering semantically annotatedweb services vary according
to the description types in use and the matching of inputs and outputs. In recent years,
this research focuses on combining logic-based approaches, which aim to find exact or
subsumed matches, or on joining logic and syntactic methods, which employ Natural
Language Processing (NLP) algorithms for similarity computation [14–16]. The combi-
nation of NLP with logic-based approaches has also found application in [17, 18]. The
discovery and ranking of services through the use of ML and DM algorithms has been
explored in [19], and the use of search constraints in [20] and [21]. Finally, regarding the
topic of web service composition, [22] focuses on a personalization-based approach for
finding the ideal invocation sequence of services, with the similarity of terms computed
by combining lexical and semantic similarities.

2.2 Semantic Service Description

There are four main models available in the literature regarding the semantic description
of web services. The Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [7] is “a conceptual
framework and a formal language for semantically describing all relevant aspects ofWeb
services”, facilitating automatic discovery, combination, and invocation. It describes ser-
vices capabilities, interfaces, internal behavior, goals, the ontologies applied, and medi-
ators to solve interoperability. The Semantic Annotations for Web Services Description
Language (SAWSDL) and Extensible Markup Language (XML) Schema [9] is a W3C
recommendation defining a set of extension attributes to add semantic annotations to
WSDL and XML Schema documents. It is not a language specification to represent
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semantic models but instead provides ways to reference concepts from existing seman-
tic models within these documents. The Semantic Web Services Ontology (SWSO) [8]
is part of the Semantic Web Services Language (SWSL). SWSO follows the high-level
structure of OWL-S with three major components to describe services, promote their
automated discovery, and supply concrete details, including message formats, commu-
nication protocols, and network addresses. The OWL-S ontology [10] describes ser-
vices, enabling their automatic discovery, invocation, composition, and interoperation.
It details the service’s requirements, limitations, preconditions, inputs, outputs, and inter-
action details such as the communication protocol, port number, message format, among
others. AlthoughOWL-S has been developed to describe Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) services, there are already in the literature extensions to specifyRepresentational
State Transfer (REST) services [23, 24].

3 Semantic Services Catalog

SSC is a service registration and search platform developed to provide the means for the
automatic interaction between several systems, resulting in an enhanced society ofMAS
capable of simulating, studying, and analyzing problems of very distinct natures. SSC is
the materialization of the architecture proposed in [12], using OWL-S for the semantic
description of services and the proposed extensions to describe services supplied by
software agents. This systemworks as a catalog, presenting semantic queries and finding
services that answer the specified needs of the requesting party. SSC outstands other
systems by providing a common platform to register, discover, and compose both web
and agent-based services. The semantic layer givesmeaning to syntactic data, allowing to
achieve servicematching and composition through reasoning processes. Additionally, by
providing clear meaning to the requirements of each service, it enhances interoperability,
making the co-simulation configuration of systems more straightforward and less error-
prone while also potentiating its automation.

SSC enables simple and advanced searches: the former searches services by key-
words, while the latter expects a SPARQL1 query, which allows the user to present
the search constraints as they see fit. All registered services are listed publicly. The
Resource Description Framework (RDF) languages accepted by the SSC depend on
the triple-store used as the knowledge base. Since the triple-store is configurable, it is
essential to update the RDF languages accordingly. SSC has a modular and distributed
architecture, as depicted in Fig. 1.

The coremodule of SSC is theBackend, providing the necessary endpoints to accom-
plish the established requirements. Connections to external APIs are configurable to
ensure the system’s flexibility, namely to the triple store, relational database, LDAP
server, and SPARQLer2 service.

The relational database stores the SPARQL templates for each SSC’s activity, the
RDF languages accepted by the triple-store, and the LDAP usernames of the authorized
administrators. The triple-store stores the semantic description of the registered services

1 https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/.
2 http://sparql.org/.

https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
http://sparql.org/
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Fig. 1. SSC architecture.

while SPARQLer is exclusively used to validate the SPARQL queries/updates of SSC.
The Frontend provides a user interface with simple and advanced search options and a
documentation page for developers detailing the API to register web or agent-based ser-
vices in SSC. Authorized users have access to the administration user interface. Figure 2
introduces the application-level architecture.

Fig. 2. Application-level architecture.

On the left-top corner of Fig. 2 are the service providers. These can be web services,
MAS, or a software agent able to execute a specific task. These service providers must
specify their input and output parameters according to an ontology. Description of the
processes they execute, such as the technologies or algorithms implied, is encouraged
and, whenever possible, should also be described semantically. On the other hand, the
client systems (on the top-right corner) can search for registered services and use the
information provided by a search query to connect directly to the service provider. The
data provided by SSC includes the type of service, its capabilities and where to reach
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it, what ontologies and RDF languages it accepts, input and output parameters, among
others. Finally, there is no order of interactions between the tools displayed in Fig. 2
since these are asynchronous communications that may occur at any time. Additionally,
only registered services are available to be invoked by client tools.

4 Case Study

The following case study demonstrates the advantages of using SSC for MAS and
web services co-simulation. It will show how SSC facilitates the automatic interac-
tion between the several simulation and decision-support tools. To this end, we perform
a joint simulation between three MAS previously developed in the authors’ research
group. The Multi-Agent Smart Grid Platform (MASGriP) [25] is a multiagent model-
ing and simulation tool proposing a set of possible coalitions for the management and
operation of smart grids (SG) that considers the typically involved players. The Multi-
Agent Simulator of Competitive Electricity Markets (MASCEM) [26] is a modeling and
simulation tool developed to study the restructured, complex, and competitive whole-
sale electricity markets (EM) and models the main market stakeholders. The Adaptive
Decision Support for Electricity Markets Negotiations (AiD-EM) [3] provides decision
support to EM negotiations, including auction-based markets, bilateral contracts, and
portfolio optimization for electronic market participation.

The case study scenario considers a SG operator from MASGriP, named Network
Manager (NM), managing a microgrid of residential and office buildings. A MASGriP
Facility Manager (FM) agent represents each microgrid player. The 17 FMs totalize 90
loads, 17 photovoltaic systems, and 17 storage systems. The NM aggregates its players’
consumption, generation, and demand-flexibility to participate inMASCEM’swholesale
EM and requires AiD-EM’s decision support to determine the best price for each period
bid. Figure 3 illustrates the case study scenario, showing its main agents.

Fig. 3. Case study scenario.
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The Market Operator (MO) and the Market Player agents are from MASCEM, the
Market Decision Support (MDS) agent is from AiD-EM, and the remaining agents
are from MASGriP. The Home Facility Manager (Home FM) agent uses the real-time
monitoring and controllable loads of the authors’ research group lab. The remaining FMs
andmarket player agents use historical data. Allmessages exchanged between agents use
semantic content. This case study gives special attention to the NM and Home FM. Both
agents use Intelligent Decision Support (IDeS) (web) services previously developed,
namely the energy resources management (ERM) [27] optimization algorithm and the
SCADA House Intelligent Management (SHIM) [28] algorithm.

Without SSC, before each simulation starts, the user must ensure that the required
web services are online, that each agent is configured accordingly, and that the agent-
based systems start in the correct order to guarantee the proper communications flow.
If these requirements are not met, the tools may fail to communicate with each other,
and the simulation fails. Another issue comes with users often introducing incorrect
configurations that are hard to track when dealing with the co-simulation of multiple
MAS. Using SSC, in turn, reduces the user’s error-prone configuration of co-simulation
MAS since the agents only need to know the URL of SSC and the service to search for to
automatically find and communicate with each other and with web services. Besides, if
a (web or agent-based) service is not available, the (client) agent can decide if it should
search for another service or wait a predetermined amount of time to search for the same
service again. This flexibility thus ensures the correct communication flow. Thus, each
agent automatically registers in SSC at startup, and the web services use a request URI
for their registration. At registration, each tool provides details about the service(s) they
provide, the languages or serializations they accept, their location, among others. This
way, they can be searched and found without configuration errors. Figure 4 illustrates
the registration of services and agents in our case study scenario.

Fig. 4. Agents and services registration and discovery.

The registrations made at SSC, the services’ searches performed and respective
responses, the SPARQL queries made to obtain the different tools locations, input, and
output models, and the de-registrations made at the end of the simulation are publicly
available at [29]. For this case study, the ERM and SHIM services, the MO, MDS, and
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NM agents register in SSC3. Before the simulation starts, the NM agent searches for the
ERM service, theMO agent, and theMDS agent, while the FM agents search for the NM
agent and SHIM4 service. Using the endpoint available in the search response, the NM
and Home FM agents receive the services’ complete semantic descriptions and query
them to get the agents and services locations and the input and output models when
applicable5. The NM agent registers within the MO agent for the day-ahead market and
within the MDS agent for decision support in the bids’ prices definition. In the same
way, all FM agents join the NM agent.

The simulation starts after all agents are ready and the services available. It begins
with the MO agent sending the call for proposals to each participating player. Before
sending his bids to the MO agent, the NM agent runs the ERM optimization service for
the next day, determining the available or required amount of energy for each hourly
period. Figure 5 presents ERM results.

Fig. 5. ERM optimization results.

Observing Fig. 5, one can see that, from period 1 to 10 and 17 to 24, the demand
response amount of power is above the total consumption (line in red). It means that
in those periods, the NM agent can sell the surplus. Considering its surplus energy, the
NM agent requests the MDS agent for decision support to define the prices for each
period bid. After receiving the prices’ suggestion, the NM agent sends his proposal to
the MO agent, which executes the EM session and sends the results to each market
player. Figure 6 shows the NM’s results.

According to theEMresults, theNMagentmust ensure that he can gather the required
energy amount from its aggregated FM agents. To this end, the NM agent requests his
players for energy flexibility. Each FM agent, in turn, runs a scheduling algorithm to
determine the amount of energy it can reduce during the day. Figure 7 presents the Home
FM agent results after running the SHIM service.

Figure 7 shows the scheduling results of the Home FM agent discriminated by con-
sumption device in one-minute periods. The chart’s red line determines the consumption
limit set by the optimization algorithm of the NM agent. The amount of power above

3 see folder POST register.
4 searches and results are available at folder POST search.
5 see folder SPARQL query.
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this line represents the surplus available to reduce. The NM agent remunerates each FM
agent according to its effective reduction.

Fig. 6. NM’s satisfied supply.

Fig. 7. Home FM’s scheduling results.

At the end of the simulation, each agent automatically deregisters from SSC before
shutting down6.

5 Conclusions

This work presents the Semantic Services Catalog, a framework to register, discover,
invoke, and compose web and agent-based services using semantic web techniques.
From the various semantic models available for services description, OWL-S has been
used, with existing extensions, to describe RESTful and agent-based services.

6 see folder PUT deregister.
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SSC overcomes interoperability and service discovery and invocation issues while
reducing the configuration burden before each simulation. It eases heterogeneous sys-
tems interactions by providing a service where each registered tool details its capabili-
ties, the type of service it provides, where to reach it, which ontologies and languages
it accepts, expected inputs and outputs, and its pre and postconditions. Its modular and
distributed architecture, along with its configuration flexibility, allows to deploy the sys-
tem with a few simple steps and keeps the system agnostic to the semantic model used
to describe the services.

The case study shows agents interacting with SSC in a simulation scenario ran at
our facilities with real and simulated data, presenting the requests made and responses
received, and the results achieved through the interoperation of the different tools. SSC
is an enhanced and highly dynamic infrastructure where various components can be
available at different times while guaranteeing the interoperability between heteroge-
neous simulators, systems, and decision support methodologies. The use of semantic
web technologies facilitates the discovery, invocation, and composition of services in
runtime, without the need to configure the services mappings programmatically.

Future work includes enabling registering a service with any service description
semantic model and studying the advantages/disadvantages of using explicit semantics
to describe the service’s grounding instead of mappings to WADL/WSDL files. On one
side, these filesmay change rapidly over time; on the other, there’s the advantage of using
semantic queries to get all the necessary details without the need to interpret extra files.
Furthermore, combinations of logic and syntactic-based approaches will be explored for
service matching and ranking.
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Abstract. Robot swarms hold great potential for accomplishing mis-
sions in a robust, scalable, and flexible manner. However, determin-
ing what low-level agent behavior to implement in order to meet high-
level objectives is an unsolved inverse problem. Building on previous
work on partially-centralized planner-guided robot swarms, we present
an approach that achieves total decentralization of executive and delib-
erator functions, adds robustness and performance optimization through
dynamic task switching, and employs agent-initiated superrational plan-
ning to coordinate agent activity while responding to changes in the
environment. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique with
three swarm robotics scenarios.

Keywords: Coordination and control models for multi-agent systems ·
Knowledge representation and reasoning in robotic systems · Swarm
behavior

1 Introduction

Since Beni [3] first developed the idea of robot swarms in 2004, researchers have
tried to control large groups of robots in ways that accomplish complex tasks
while preserving swarm virtues such as redundancy, parallelism, and decentral-
ization. Despite years of effort since then, Dorigo et al. [11] observed in 2020,
“[T]he deployment of large groups of robots, or robot swarms, that coordinate
and cooperatively solve a problem or perform a task, remains a challenge”. Most
existing solutions to this challenge either rely on some degree of centralization,
which introduces single points of failure and limits scalability, or address only
basic missions such as area coverage and shape formation, which are far short
of the complex tasks that swarm engineers aspire to perform.

Dorigo predicted that “Hybrid systems mixing model-free and model-based
approaches will likely provide additional power”. In previous work [25], we
employed that philosophy in creating planner-guided robot swarms, a hybrid
deliberative/reactive approach to swarm management. A central automated
planner produced plans for each group of agents within the swarm. At run-
time, an orchestrator existing outside the swarm issued the plans to the agents,
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collected success reports, monitored sensor data, determined when actions were
complete, and instructed the agents when to advance to the next plan step.

That architecture enabled a human programmer to specify complex missions
in a high-level planning language for a swarm to execute. However, the cen-
tralized deliberator and executive components were potential single points of
runtime failure, reducing the benefits of swarm decentralization. Here we build
on that work by modifying the architecture to push the deliberative and exec-
utive functions down into the swarm agents themselves. This involves solving
problems with action synchronization, task allocation, and replanning without
resorting to outside entities or differentiated swarm members. Ultimately our dis-
tributed executive accomplishes the same missions that the centralized version
can, preserving scalability and robustness without any single points of failure.

In this paper we first review the work done by other researchers on swarm
control, showing that no one else has integrated classical planning into a swarm
or induced a swarm to accomplish complex actions without central direction
or an agent hierarchy. Next, we explain our approach with a formal definition
of the system, descriptions of the components of the architecture, and back-
ground on the design philosophy behind it. Finally, we report the results of three
experiments performed on different scenarios: decentralized shape formation,
swarm recovery from loss of agents, and agent-initiated replanning in response
to changes in the environment. We demonstrate the fully decentralized swarm’s
robustness and scalability, validating the effectiveness of our method.

2 Previous Work

Published research touching upon our work can be organized into three groups,
based on the degree of decentralization and on whether or not there are separate
layers specifying the mission goals and the individual agent behaviors:

Partially Centralized. These methods lead to hub and spoke or hierarchical archi-
tectures. Becker et al. [2] explored how a single signal broadcast to all agents
in a massive swarm could be used to guide them to collectively accomplish a
task. Kominis et al. [15] translated uncertain, multi-agent planning problems
into classical, single-agent ones that could be centrally solved and then given to
the agents. Corah et al. [10], Nissim et al. [20], and Torreño et al. [28] imple-
mented methods to break preliminary plans into parts and have agents refine
them through multiple planning rounds. Choudhury et al. [8] and Riyaz et al.
[24] created hybrid systems, with a centralized task planner to assign tasks to
individual robots combined with an onboard control system enabling each robot
to refine and execute its task. All these methods rely on some central component,
which represents a single point of failure and a limiting factor on scalability.

Decentralized Single-Layer. These approaches amount to control laws which must
be developed prior to runtime. Atay et al. [1], Li et al. [16], and Sheth [26] cre-
ated emergent task allocation methods in which each robot only used information
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from its neighbors to select tasks, then sent coordination messages to resolve con-
flicts, possibly including adversarial interactions. Chaimowicz et al. [7], Ghassemi
et al. [12], and Michael et al. [19] used combinations of bidding and recruitment to
determine role assignments and when they should be changed. Each of these meth-
ods involves designing integrated high- and low-level activities, limiting flexibility
when developing solutions matching swarm platforms to specific problems.

Decentralized Multi-Layer. Such systems combine the elimination of single
points of failure with the relative ease of separately addressing domain-level
and behavior-level concerns. Birattari et al. [4] and Bozhinoski et al. [5] pro-
posed “automatic offline design”: enumerating likely missions within a problem
domain, using reinforcement learning or evolutionary computing to generate suit-
able low-level behaviors in simulation, and deploying the best solution available
for the problem at hand when needed. Coppola [9] explored this approach exten-
sively. Although promising, this family of solutions requires the development of
a large library of pre-generated behaviors to match to missions when needed.
Our method falls into the same decentralized multi-layer category, but does not
depend on having prebuilt solutions to new mission requirements.

3 Method

In our earlier work, we introduced a novel approach to swarm control: framing
the high-level domain and problem using Planning Domain Definition Language
(PDDL) [18], generating a plan to achieve the goal state with an automated plan-
ner, and having a central executive orchestrate the agents’ activities by adjusting
their behavioral parameters and synchronizing their plan step advances. In this
new work, we move the executive and deliberative functions into the swarm agents
themselves, thus eliminating all single points of failure and enabling truly decen-
tralized operations. We add dynamic task switching based on action completion
information shared by neighbors, enhancing robustness. Finally, we incorporate
agent-initiated replanning to allow the swarm to respond to changes in the envi-
ronment.

In our revised formulation, a planner-guided swarm scenario definition can
be represented by a tuple:

Sdef = 〈A, domain,Mact,Mpred〉 (1)

where the agent class A = 〈sensors, behaviors〉 represents the capabilities of a
swarm robot platform, the domain = 〈predicates, actions〉 is the PDDL rep-
resentation of the planning domain, the action mapping Mact : actions →
〈behaviors, parameters, criteria〉 translates each PDDL action to a specific
parameterized agent behavior with success criteria, and the predicate mapping
Mpred : predicates → 〈sensors, parameters, criteria〉 ties predicates needed for
replanning to observed states (Fig. 1).

A specific run of a scenario starts with scenario definition Sdef and adds three
items:

Srun = 〈Sdef, problem, n, g〉 (2)
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Fig. 1. (a) Fully decentralized planner-guided robot swarm architecture with optional
global sensors. (b) Comparison of robot swarm management approaches per Brambilla
et al. [6].

which are the PDDL expression of the planning problem, the count of agents
n, and the number of groups g. If g is set to zero, the group count decision is
delegated to each agent’s deliberator, which will attempt to generate plans with
various numbers of groups, choosing the smallest g that produces a minimum-
length sound plan.

3.1 Definitions

Domain and Problem. The PDDL domain defines how the world works from
the swarm’s top-level perspective: what constants will always be present, what
predicates can be true or false, and what actions can be performed in terms
of their preconditions and effects. The PDDL problem specifies the objects to
consider, the initial conditions of the situation, and the goal state to be achieved.
The scenario designer creates these two files to control the swarm.

Agent Class. The agent class defines the capabilities of the agents as they relate
to other parts of the scenario in terms of sensors and behaviors. All agents of
the swarm belong to this single class. The sensors include all the ways an agent
can receive information from the world around it: its own local readings, data
it receives from global sensors, and information exchanged with other agents in
its neighborhood. The behaviors are the micro-behaviors that each swarm agent
performs (e.g. “find item A”, “discover site B”, “deposit item A at site B”), which
lead to emergent phenomena such as coverage and foraging. A given agent class
can be used in multiple scenarios, with different domains and problems.

Each instantiated agent has its own planner, which takes PDDL domain
and problem files as input and produces PDDL plans as output. The specific
planner implementation can be changed at scenario start time, but it must be
identical for all agents, be able to process the domain file constructs, and be
deterministic (always producing the same output for given inputs). We employ
parallel planning to generate plans with multiple simultaneous actions that are
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assigned to virtual agents, groups of real agents within the swarm. Note that this
is not multi-agent planning in the sense of generating joint actions or violating
classical planning assumptions; rather, we achieve parallelism by taking advan-
tage of partially ordered plans in which the actions at each given plan step are
independent.

An agent’s executive manages its specific movements, manipulations, and
communications. Our own software uses a state machine with states EXPLOR-
ING, CARRYING, and DONE, but this is just an implementation detail that
is not demanded by the planner-guided swarm framework. The executive also
determines when sensor inputs should drive replanning based on an updated set
of initial conditions in the problem statement.

Action and Predicate Mappings. The bridge between the high-level view of the
world in the planning domain and the low-level configuration of the swarm agents’
micro-behaviors is the mapping layer. When an agent class is paired with a domain
file, the programmer builds two mappings. The first mapping translates domain
actions (e.g. “pick up block A”) into parameterized agent behaviors that will lead
to the desired effect (“use the foraging behavior with the target item set to bricks of
type A”). Bundled with this are the success criteria that must be met to infer that
the action has been completed. The second mapping translates grounded domain
predicates (“site D is full”) into sensor conditions that will reveal its truth or false-
hood (“check if the count of bricks deposited in site D equals the size of site D”, or
“determine if a sensor indicates site D is full”).

The action mapping is critical in that it translates the abstract actions of a
plan into the configuration of each agent’s behaviors. The predicate mapping is
not needed if the scenario designer specifies all initial conditions and there is no
need for replanning; however, if the agents will need to assess conditions to plan
or replan, then the relevant predicates do indeed need to be mapped to sensor
readings and shared knowledge.

3.2 Decentralized Plan Monitoring

The agents keep track of their individual successes executing behaviors tied to
plan actions, generating a success token each time they finish a granular activity
(e.g. “remove item A from site B”, “discover site C”). By exchanging these
success tokens with each other in the course of their local interactions, sometimes
along with factoring in data from their own sensors or global ones, the agents can
determine when the plan action assigned to their group is complete. In addition,
they keep track of other groups’ progress toward task completion. When an
agent learns that all groups have finished the current plan step, it advances to
the next plan step. As the same knowledge spreads, other agents will make the
same decision, ending up with all agents on the same next step.

3.3 Dynamic Task Switching

Since each agent knows the action completion status of its own group as well
as that of the other groups, it can choose to temporarily switch groups when
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certain criteria are met. If an agent’s current action is complete, and it is not in
a state that precludes switching tasks (e.g. already carrying a certain item), it
can identify other groups that have not finished their actions. If there is such a
group, then the agent will switch to it based on a configured probability (0.1 in
our experiments; the exact value has little effect on performance as long as it is
positive). This task switching serves both to optimize the swarm’s allocation of
agents to actions, as well as to provide a fallback capability in case a portion of
the swarm is destroyed or disabled.

3.4 Agent-Initiated Replanning

Hofstadter [13] named and refined the notion of superrational groups in 1983:
when participants in an interaction know that all the others think the same way
as they do, and that each recursively knows that the others know this, then they
should independently arrive at identical conclusions aimed at maximizing joint
benefit. In 2019, Tohmé et al. [27] developed a formal analysis of the concept and
determined it to be sound. In our situation of building homogeneous swarms in
which all the agents have the same software and goals, the necessary conditions
for superrationality do indeed hold, given enough time for the agents in the
swarm to converge on the same knowledge of the state of the world. With a
deterministic planner, we can be sure that subject to information propagation
delay, the agents will produce the same updated plans as each other.

4 Experiments

We conducted three experiments designed to test the novel aspects of our fully
decentralized planner-guided robot swarm implementation, seeking to verify that
the new mechanisms succeeded reliably while scaling efficiently as agents were
added to the swarm. First, we exercised basic operations with all centralized
components eliminated. Second, we tested agent-initiated task switching to see
if it led to robust recovery from agent failures. Third, we evaluated the effective-
ness of decentralized replanning spurred by detected changes in the world state.

Fig. 2. Mean steps to completion of scenario for various swarm sizes.
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All of our experiments were conducted in the MASON multiagent simulation
toolkit [17], in which we modeled non-point robots, each exclusively occupying
a nonzero area, so as to reduce the reality gap with actual robots. Agents navi-
gated using virtual pheromone trails, an established swarm mechanism [21] that
was just one of several methods with which they could find their way.

4.1 Letters: Runtime-Decentralized Planning, Coordination, and
Monitoring

The Letters scenario is a straightforward mission to have robots arrange them-
selves to spell out a three-letter sequence (Fig. 3). The locations of the pixels of
each letter are marked in advance, and the agents know when they have entered
such a designated region. The purpose of the experiment is to show the effective-
ness and scalability of a completely decentralized planner-guided swarm. Once
the robots are launched, they have no special base to which to return or overseer
with which to communicate. They have only the domain and problem presented
by the operator to the swarm.

This experiment used the PDDL4J sequential planner [22] with the fast-
forward heuristic search option. We varied the number of agents from 40 up to
135 to observe the effect on the average number of steps needed to reach the goal
state (Fig. 2a). We performed 1000 runs of each treatment with 100% success
and verified for statistical significance using the two-tailed t-test at p = 0.05
with the Bonferroni correction.

A minimum of 39 agents was necessary to finish this mission, 13 for each of
the three letters. The first treatment with 40 agents took an average of 4809
steps to complete. With 60 agents, that dropped dramatically to 1422, since
there were more available to find and remain in the designated areas, especially
for the later spaces to be filled in. With 90 and 135 agents, the steps needed
were further reduced to 828 and 573; the speedup from more agents leveled off
due to physical interference with each other as well as diminishing returns from
having many potential fillers for each needed position.

Fig. 3. Stages of the Letters scenario.
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4.2 Refineries: Dynamic Task Switching in Response to Group
Failure

Refineries is a stress test of agent task-switching (Fig. 4). There are three square
piles of bricks, each consisting of three different layers. One group of agents
is assigned to disassemble each pile. The agents need to bring the bricks to a
refinery area, where they will be processed and removed from the environment.
The outer bricks must all be processed first, then the middle ones, and finally the
central bricks. Partway through the first step, however, all the agents initially
assigned to one of the groups are disabled: rendered permanently immobile. The
only way for the swarm to succeed is for the agents to determine via their short-
range interactions that one task group is not succeeding, and to choose to switch
into that group in order to accomplish the mission.

This experiment used the Blackbox parallel planner [14] with its Graphplan
solver ensuring deterministic output. We varied the number of agents from 64
up to 98 to observe the effect on the average number of steps needed to reach the
goal state (Fig. 2b). We performed 1000 runs of each treatment with 100% success
and verified for statistical significance using the two-tailed t-test at p = 0.05 with
the Bonferroni correction.

A minimum of 64 agents was needed to complete this assignment: 16 in
each of three groups to gather the outermost layers, plus another 16 in the
spare group. With the minimum number it took an average of 17,744 steps to
finish. Using 80 agents reduced that to 13,444, and with 85 it took 10,957; the
additional workers allowed the swarm to perform the discovery and moving jobs
more quickly. 98 agents only improved the step count to 9807. The limited space
around the pickup and dropoff sites placed an upper bound on the scalability
of the swarm, as too many agents on the field blocked each other from moving
around as needed.

The ability of the agents to temporarily switch task groups was critical to
the swarm’s recovery from the externally-imposed disaster, the disabling of all
the agents in Group 3. Figure 5 shows the number of agents working in each
group through one run of the simulation. Early on, members of the unassigned
Group 4 switched to Group 2, which had the job of collecting bricks from the site
farthest from the launch point and so needed the help. At step 3000, the Group 3
members were immobilized and their numbers disappeared from the graph. Soon
after step 5000, some Group 2 members switched to Group 3 to make up for the
lost effort. Around step 7000, the numbers in each group equalized, then from
step 11,000 onward the numbers fluctuated based on which groups had completed
their assigned actions at the time. The low-level task switching behavior made
the swarm robust and able to finish its job even when an entire task group was
lost.
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Fig. 4. Stages of the Refineries scenario.

4.3 Smart Sorting: Self-initiated Replanning to Handle Changed
Situation

The Smart Sorting scenario exercises the agents’ coordinated replanning abilities
(Fig. 6). The swarm starts with the mission of gathering four different kinds
of randomly scattered bricks and assembling them in order into blocks in a
walled area. As soon as they finish the first two layers (A and B), though, the
A block is teleported outside to a different location. The agents continue with
their planned actions, but upon checking sensor readings, they determine that
conditions have changed, so they replan and begin taking apart the outer blocks
so as to reassemble the correct structure.

This experiment used the Madagascar parallel planner [23], specifically its
MpC implementation. We varied the number of agents from 10 up to 80 to
observe the effect on the average number of steps needed to reach the goal state
(Fig. 2c). We performed 1000 runs of each treatment with 100% success and
verified for statistical significance using the two-tailed t-test at p = 0.05 with
the Bonferroni correction.
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Fig. 5. Number of agents working in each task group as time advances in a single run
of the Refineries scenario. At step 3000, all the agents in Group 3 were disabled; soon
after, members of other groups switched in order to finish Group 3’s assigned tasks.

Fig. 6. Stages of the Smart Sorting scenario.

The minimum number of agents needed to complete this scenario with two
groups was ten, enough for each group to collect all five bricks of a single type.
With that smallest possible population, the swarm took 48,230 steps on average
to finish. With 20 agents, that was slashed to 20,018; with 40 it dropped to
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11,686; and with 80 it was 7766. This excellent scalability was due to more
agents being available to explore and move bricks around, along with faster
information dissemination caused by increased agent density in the simulation
work area.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Modifying our previously published planner-guided robot swarm architecture
to achieve complete decentralization was a success. Each scenario explored in
our experiments showed a different area of improvement. Eliminating all central
components ensured there were no single points of failure. Introducing dynamic
task switching provided robustness against agent failure. Superrational planning
enabled the swarm to incorporate flexibility into swarm behavior. We conducted
all the experiments using the same agent code, further demonstrating the gen-
erality of our method.

In future work, we will attack the problem of retrograde behavior (agents get-
ting out of sync with each other’s plan steps), quantify aspects of the speed of
communications in a swarm environment, and implement different agent classes
with varying navigation and sensing mechanisms. We will also conduct a large-
scale demonstration using real robots. This work will show for the first time
a widely-applicable approach to building robot swarms that can collectively
accomplish complex tasks.

6 Appendix: PDDL Files

Letters domain, problem, and plan

(define (domain LETTERS) (:requirements :strips :typing) (:types group site)
(:constants site-g site-m site-u - site) (:predicates (visited ?s - site) (dummy))
(:action visit-g :parameters (?g - group) :precondition () :e ect (visited site-g))
(:action visit-m :parameters (?g - group) :precondition (visited site-g) :e ect (visited site-m))
(:action visit-u :parameters (?g - group) :precondition (visited site-m) :e ect (visited site-u)))

(define (problem GMU) (:domain LETTERS) (:objects group1 - group) (:init (dummy))
(:goal (and (visited site-g) (visited site-m) (visited site-u))))

;;;; Plan for one group
1 ( (visit-g group1) ) 2 ( (visit-m group1) ) 3 ( (visit-u group1) )

Refineries domain, problem, and plan

(define (domain REFINERIES) (:requirements :strips :typing) (:types group item site)
(:constants site-1a site-1b site-1c site-2a site-2b site-2c site-3a site-3b site-3c refinery - site
item-1a item-1b item-1c item-2a item-2b item-2c item-3a item-3b item-3c - item)

(:predicates (empty ?s - site) (all-at ?i - item ?s - site) (uncarrying ?g - group) (carrying ?g - group ?i - item))
(:action collect-from-1a :parameters (?g - group) :precondition (and (uncarrying ?g) (all-at item-1a site-1a)
(empty site-1b) (empty site-1c)) :e ect (and (not (uncarrying ?g)) (carrying ?g item-1a) (empty site-1a)))

(:action deposit-at :parameters (?g - group ?i - item ?s - site) :precondition (and (carrying ?g ?i))
:e ect (and (uncarrying ?g) (not (carrying ?g ?i)) (all-at ?i ?s)))) ;; actions repeated for all sites and items

(define (problem DISPOSE) (:domain REFINERIES) (:objects group1 group2 - group group3 - group)
(:init (uncarrying group1) (uncarrying group2) (uncarrying group3)
(all-at item-1a site-1a) (all-at item-1b site-1b) (all-at item-1c site-1c)) ;; predicates repeated for all

(:goal (and (all-at item-1a refinery) (all-at item-1b refinery) (all-at item-1c refinery)))) ;; predicates repeated for all

;;;; Plan for four groups (three groups would be optimal, one is added for redundancy)
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1 ( (collect-from-3c group1 ) (collect-from-1c group2 ) (collect-from-2c group3 ) nil )
2 ( (deposit-at group1 item-3c refinery) (deposit-at group2 item-1c refinery) (deposit-at group3 item-2c refinery) nil )
3 ( (collect-from-3b group1 ) (collect-from-1b group2 ) (collect-from-2b group3 ) nil )
4 ( (deposit-at group1 item-3b refinery) (deposit-at group2 item-1b refinery) (deposit-at group3 item-2b refinery) nil )
5 ( (collect-from-3a group1 ) (collect-from-1a group2 ) (collect-from-2a group3 ) nil )
6 ( (deposit-at group1 item-3a refinery) (deposit-at group2 item-1a refinery) (deposit-at group3 item-2a refinery) nil )

Smart Sorting domain, problem, initial plan, and revised plan

(define (domain SMART-SORTING) (:requirements :strips :typing :equality :disjunctive-preconditions)
(:types group item site) (:constants site-a site-b site-c site-d - site item-a item-b item-c item-d - item)
(:predicates (empty ?s - site) (all-at ?i - item ?s - site) (some-at ?i - item ?s - site)
(uncarrying ?g - group) (carrying ?g - group ?i - item))

(:action collect :parameters (?g - group ?i - item) :precondition (and (uncarrying ?g))
:e ect (and (not (uncarrying ?g)) (carrying ?g ?i)))

(:action clear-out :parameters (?g - group ?s - site) :precondition (and (uncarrying ?g)
(or (= ?s site-d) (and (= ?s site-c) (empty site-d)) (and (= ?s site-b) (empty site-d) (empty site-c))
(and (= ?s site-a) (empty site-d) (empty site-c) (empty site-b))))

:e ect (and (not (all-at item-a ?s)) (not (all-at item-b ?s)) (not (all-at item-c ?s)) (not (all-at item-d ?s))
(not (some-at item-a ?s)) (not (some-at item-b ?s)) (not (some-at item-c ?s)) (not (some-at item-d ?s))
(empty ?s) (uncarrying ?g)))

(:action deposit :parameters (?g - group ?i - item ?s - site) :precondition (and (carrying ?g ?i) (empty ?s)
(or (= ?s site-d) (and (= ?s site-c) (empty site-d)) (and (= ?s site-b) (empty site-d) (empty site-c))
(and (= ?s site-a) (empty site-d) (empty site-c) (empty site-b))))

:e ect (and (uncarrying ?g) (not (carrying ?g ?i)) (all-at ?i ?s) (some-at ?i ?s) (not (empty ?s)))))
(define (problem REPLAN) (:domain SMART-SORTING) (:objects group1 group2 - group)
(:init (uncarrying group1) (uncarrying group2) (empty site-a) (empty site-b) (empty site-c) (empty site-d))
(:goal (and (all-at item-a site-a) (all-at item-b site-b) (all-at item-c site-c) (all-at item-d site-d))))

;;;; Initial plan for two groups
1 ( (collect group1 item-a) (collect group2 item-b) ) 2 ( (deposit group1 item-a site-a) nil )
3 ( nil (deposit group2 item-b site-b) ) 4 ( (collect group1 item-d) (collect group2 item-c) )
5 ( nil (deposit group2 item-c site-c) ) 6 ( (deposit group1 item-d site-d) nil )
;;;; Revised plan for two groups (after item-a moved out of correct position)
1 ( (clear-out group1 site-d) nil ) 2 ( (collect group1 item-a) (clear-out group2 site-c) )
3 ( nil (clear-out group2 site-b) ) 4 ( (deposit group1 item-a site-a) (collect group2 item-b) )
5 ( (collect group1 item-c) (deposit group2 item-b site-b) ) 6 ( (deposit group1 item-c site-c) (collect group2 item-d) )
7 ( nil (deposit group2 item-d site-d) )
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Abstract. Pricing decisions are increasingly made by AI. Thanks to their
ability to train with live market data while making decisions on the fly,
deep reinforcement learning algorithms are especially effective in taking
such pricing decisions. In e-commerce scenarios, multiple reinforcement
learning agents can set prices based on their competitor’s prices. There-
fore, research states that agents might end up in a state of collusion in the
long run. To further analyze this issue, we build a scenario that is based
on a modified version of a prisoner’s dilemma where three agents play the
game of rock paper scissors. Our results indicate that the action selection
can be dissected into specific stages, establishing the possibility to develop
collusion prevention systems that are able to recognize situations which
might lead to a collusion between competitors. We furthermore provide
evidence for a situation where agents are capable of performing a tacit
cooperation strategy without being explicitly trained to do so.

Keywords: Multi agent reinforcement learning · Pricing agents ·
Algorithmic collusion

1 Introduction

Dynamic reinforcement learning based pricing strategies supersede static ones in
terms of average daily profits [16]. As 27% of the respondents of a 2017 study by
KPMG identified price or promotion as the factors that are most likely to influ-
ence their decision regarding which product or brand to buy online [15], it is to
be expected that successful companies (such as Amazon [5]) base their decisions
on these algorithms to learn from and react to their competitor’s pricing policies
as well as to adjust to external factors, such as a transformation of demand or
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product innovations [12]. Monitoring these AIs is getting increasingly complex
as the market is distributed worldwide, the barriers of entry are minimal, and
the amount of created pricing data grows quicker by the day.

Primarily legal scholars have commented on the possibility of self-learning
algorithms to quickly learn to achieve a price-setting collaboration especially
within oligopolies (e.g., [10–12]). With the power of modern hardware, AIs would
be able to monitor the market in which they act, resulting in a rapidly arising
tacit collusion. Researchers investigated the issue by creating game theory like
scenarios with the intention of pushing the agents towards a Nash equilibrium
(e.g., [12,23]). In essence, it seems to be “incredibly easy, if not inevitable” to
achieve “such a tacitly collusive, profit-maximizing equilibrium” [20]. While col-
lusion has been presumed to appear in enclosed multi agent reinforcement learn-
ing scenarios, scholars have neither studied how to spot the origin of collusion
nor if competitors can apply tacit collusion by displacing the others.

In an effort to simplify the dynamic pricing data analysis, we aim to train
a competitive multi agent reinforcement learning (MARL) game simulation. In
this game, the agents play a three-player version of rock paper scissors (RPS). We
aim to analyze the effect of the competitive RPS scenario on the agents’ learning
performances and potential collaboration strategies. In specific, we aspire to
analyze whether RL agents are capable of performing a tacit cooperation or
communication strategy without being explicitly trained to do so.

2 Related Work

2.1 Infringing the Cartel Prohibition

In its most recent proposal for an Artificial Intelligence Act, the European Com-
mission emphasises the importance of the safety and lawfulness of AI systems,
of legal certainty with regard to AI, the governance and effective enforcement of
existing law on fundamental rights and the installation of safety requirements
[8]. In line with these goals, AI price policies must oblige to competition law
just as prices that are set by humans. Both European and German competition
law distinguish three possible conducts of infringing the cartel prohibition, see
Article 101 (1) Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (“TFEU”)1:
(a) agreements between undertakings, (b) decisions by associations of undertak-
ings, and (c) concerted practices. Independent undertakings shall independently
decide over their market behavior and must not coordinate it with their competi-
tors (“requirement of independence”). This requirement does strictly preclude
any direct or indirect contact by which an undertaking may influence the con-
duct on the market of its actual or potential competitors or disclose to them
its decisions or intentions concerning its own conduct on the market where the
object or effect of such contact is to create conditions of competition which do
not correspond to the normal conditions of the market [9].

1 Corresponding provision under German law: § 1 Act against Restraint of Competi-
tion; corresponding provision under US law Sect. 1 Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890.
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The independently chosen intelligent adaption of an undertaking’s market
behavior to the observed market behavior of its competitors (generally) is per-
mitted. Drawing a clear line between the adaption of an observed market behav-
ior and a conduct through which competition knowingly is replaced by a practical
cooperation and therefore constitutes a concerted practice within the meaning
of Article 101 (1) TFEU2 is often difficult and sometimes even impossible. Espe-
cially on transparent markets with few market participants, the market outcome
of collusion can often hardly be traced back to be (or not to be) the product
of a concerted practice (cf. petrol station market). Although collusion as a mar-
ket outcome can be detrimental to consumers, innovation and economic growth
and is therefore undesirable from a welfare economic point of view, the difficulty
from a dogmatic perspective is that legal responsibility cannot be attached to a
market outcome as such [24].

Our goal is to disclose whether a certain sequence of actions or a specific
pattern can be identified as a situation in which the uncertainty about the com-
petitor’s next moves is replaced by a practical cooperation. It is conceivable
that such accurate determination might not be possible due to the increased
market transparency achieved by the self-learning algorithms: their ability to
quickly process large amounts of competition-relevant data and to react to price
movements in an almost unlimited frequency might lead to such a high degree of
transparency on a market that makes it impossible to determine from its outcome
whether or not the result of collusion is due to intelligent market observation
and parallel behavior or a concerted practice.

2.2 Multi Agent Reinforcement Learning

A tacit collaboration between some reinforcement learning agents can only occur
in certain situations. The agents have to interact within a multi agent reinforce-
ment learning (MARL) environment, where competing agents and prices are
recognized as a part of such [4]. Due to that, the environment is usually subjec-
tive for every agent, resulting in a differing learning performance and a diverse
landscape of achieved competencies. It is unclear whether one of these competen-
cies might arise in the skill to communicate with specific other agents to adjust
their pricing policies accordingly; resulting in a higher producer’s pension and a
displacement of a competitor.

Researchers have investigated circumstances which can be juxtaposed with
collusion between pricing agents, such as bidding processes [7,21] or economy
simulations [25]. However, the authors did not control for or induce communica-
tion or collaboration. To combat this shortcoming, scholars within the economics
realm created oligopolistic models (particularly Cournot oligopolies) to show
collusion between agents. A Cournot oligopoly is characterized by an imperfect
competition, where firms individually have some price-setting ability but are
constrained by rivals [3]. Izquierdo and Izquierdo [14] show that simple itera-
tive procedures, such as the win-continue, lose-reverse (WCLR) rule are able

2 For US law see [6,13].
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Table 1. Three player RPS combinatorics.

Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3 r1 r2 r3

Rock Paper Scissors 0 0 0

Rock Rock Rock 0 0 0

Scissors Scissors Scissors 0 0 0

Paper Paper Paper 0 0 0

Scissors Rock Rock −1 0.5 0.5

Rock Paper Paper −1 0.5 0.5

Paper Scissors Scissors −1 0.5 0.5

Paper Rock Rock 2 −1 −1

Rock Scissors Scissors 2 −1 −1

Scissors Paper Paper 2 −1 −1

... ... ... ... ... ...

Expected reward r 0 0 0

to achieve collusive outcomes. However, the results are not robust in terms of
minor, independent perturbations in the firms’ cost or profit functions. Simi-
lar results were achieved with basic Q-learning [23]. As a case in point, using
a price-setting duopoly model with fixed production, in which two firms fol-
low a Q-learning algorithm, Tesauro and Kephart [22] observed convergence to
prices higher than the competitive level. Major takeaways from these studies are,
that cooperation is more likely to occur in simplified, static environments with
a homogeneous good and that communication is vital to achieve collusive out-
comes, particularly when more than two firms operate in a market. Such results
suggest that the ability to communicate could also be pivotal for algorithmic
collusion to occur [20].

3 Methodology

3.1 Problem Definition

Oroojlooy and Hajinezhad [19] recommend to model a MARL problem based
on (i) centralized or decentralized control, (ii) fully or partially observable envi-
ronment and (iii) cooperative or competitive environment. Our case demands
for a decentralized control, with a partially to fully observable environment, so
that every agent is able to make its own decisions based on the information
given by the environment. Lastly, we apply a cooperative inside of a competitive
environment, so that agents are able to team up against other agents.

3.2 Approach

With the intention of simplifying a realistic economy simulation, we choose
to build a MARL-game based on a three player version of RPS. Every agent
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i = {1, ..., 3} represents a player with a set of legal game actions A = {1, ..., 3}
comprising the moves of rock, paper and scissors. The agents interact with a
stochastic environment E which solely contains the chosen actions of every
agent of the current time step t. Hence, a state at t can be described as
st = {a′

1, ..., a′
i}. Following a collective action, every agent receives a reward

out of R = {-1, 0, 0.5, 2} mapped to the possible game outcomes presented in
Table 1, resulting in a direct association between input and output. This formal-
ism gives rise to a finite Markov decision process (MDP) in which every t relates
to a distinct state, encouraging an application of standard reinforcement learn-
ing methods for MDPs. The goal of the agent is to interact with E by selecting
actions in a way that maximises future rewards. As the agents receive a reward
at the end of every timestep, we will not apply any discount to future rewards.
We define the optimal action-value function Q∗(s, a) as the maximum expected
return achievable by following any strategy, after seeing some sequence s and
then taking some action a, Q∗(s, a) = maxπ E[Rt|st = s, at = a, π], where π is
a policy that maps sequences to actions (or distributions over actions). In an
attempt to induce strategic behavior, resulting in a tacit communication within
this competitive MARL environment, we utilize a Deep Q-Network (DQN) [18]
with an experience replay and a target network [17]. After performing experi-
ence replay, the agent selects and executes an action according to an ε-greedy
policy. The agents select the action at that maximizes the expected value of
r + Q∗(s′, a′), updating the Q-values by:

Q∗(s, a) = Es′∼ε[r + max
a′

Q∗(s′, a′)|s, a] (1)

Our main argument for the selection of this specific scenario is the controlled,
unambiguous reward allocation in combination with the restricted moveset of the
agents. Thus, every step t develops into a zero-sum game (as shown in Table 1).
On the one hand, we create an environment, where no agent can earn a profit, if
it does not communicate with another agent. On the other hand, we counteract
the poor learning performance of MARL [2] (due to the defined equilibrium/
local optimum) as well as increase the comprehensibility of the neural network’s
predictions. We expect the agents to converge to a collusive state after several
episodes, as described by economics and law scholars (e.g., [12,23]).

We also attempt to induce a displacement of one agent due to the actions
selected by the other two agents. In our use case, they need to learn a specific
policy which would force two colluding agents to not repeat their allied agents’
actions. While this would not necessarily result in a better short term step
reward for these agents, it would however eliminate the ability to achieve a “big
win” (e.g., playing Paper if the opponents play Rock and Rock) for the third,
competing agent. Generally speaking, if two agents avoid choosing the same
action, the expected reward for the third player is negative. We aim to simulate
this circumstance in diverging settings.

In mode 1, collusion is induced by explicit communication as suggested by
Schwalbe [20]. More specifically, we designate two ‘cheating’ agents ic ⊂ i and
a ‘fair’ agent if ∈ i, if �∈ ic ahead of a training session. Before its turn, one of
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Fig. 1. DQN architecture

the cheating agents transmits his picked action to the other cheating agent. The
message will be enclosed to input to the receiver’s DQN.3 In mode 2, instead of
making the players communicate explicitly, we provoke tacit communication by
adjusting the reward of the cheating agents rt

ic
to rt

ic
= −rt

f . In other words,
they will try to maximize their joint instead of their individual reward, which
is equivalent to minimizing if ’s reward. We additionally denoise the rewards;
hence, ic will receive 1 for a loss or a tie with if and -1 for a win of if . To further
stress this issue, we perform control-runs, where if is replaced with an agent
that plays random actions (which is the best strategy in a competitive 3-player
version of RPS).

3.3 Implementation

The main weakness of RPS in a real world scenario is the unpredictability of
an opponent’s move. The best player would just play random, however since
playing this game is psychologically based on personal human short-term mem-
ory behavior, there is a tendency to follow specific patterns, like not repeating
moves or trying to play unpredictably [1]. In an artificial MARL-problem, we
can model that by not only reacting to an opponent’s last move, but learning
from a history of its last moves. After testing, we chose to apply a history size of
100 games to accommodate for a stable learning process. Regarding the experi-
ence replay, we chose to use the last 3 timesteps as an input for the neural net.
The network is made up of four dense layers (input, two hidden layers, output),
whose main task is to compress the given information and provide the chosen
action. For that matter, we design a DQN with an input layer comprising 8100
neurons (300 steps ∗ 3 one-hot encoded actions ∗ 3 players ∗ 3 time steps), two

3 It is important that in the eyes of the receiving agent, this is just a variable with the
values of A which does not have the specific semantics of this is the other agent’s
next move.
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Fig. 2. Episode reward distribution within the different learning rate scenarios.

hidden layers with 2700 and 9 neurons and a dense output with 3 neurons to
choose either rock, paper or scissors (cf. Fig. 1). The neurons required for the
number of players will increase by 1 for the cheating player to accommodate for
the action received by the messaging agent. We use TensorFlow 2 to build and
train the DQNs; the code can be found on Github4.

4 Results

To counter inconsistent MARL outcomes, we chose to train the agents for 10
runs with 100 episodes each (300 steps per episode), comprising three different
learning rates (0.001, 0.005, 0.01), resulting in 30 runs with 900.000 games of
RPS per scenario. We picked learning rates that are fairly small to counteract
quickly developing local optima, causing repetitions of the same action, due to
the straightforward connection between action and reward. For every scenario
with ic involved, we also performed another 15 runs (5 per learning rate) where
if is replaced with an agent that randomly picks actions in order to further stress
the issue by simulating a perfect RPS policy.

4.1 Collusion Between All Agents

In our series of simulations, we were able to achieve collusive results within every
of the chosen learning rate scenarios (cf. Fig. 2). When averaged, the different
action sequences can be visually divided into three learning stages. In stage 1 ,
the agents basically acted random, due to the epsilon-greedy algorithm. After
approximately 5 episodes (stage 2 ), one of the agents achieved a better outcome
due to a lucky action selection. The agents stuck to their learned strategy while
randomly delving into different policies. Upon further examination, we discov-
ered that the strategies usually involve a single action which will be repeated
in the next turns, even if this might not be the best action. This sub-optimal
behavior stems from the first few episodes being mostly played randomly due
4 https://gitfront.io/r/user-7017325/1eb2ef3332343def1c7f67d5fce5953f1e003681/AiC

ollusionDQN/.

https://gitfront.io/r/user-7017325/1eb2ef3332343def1c7f67d5fce5953f1e003681/AiCollusionDQN/
https://gitfront.io/r/user-7017325/1eb2ef3332343def1c7f67d5fce5953f1e003681/AiCollusionDQN/
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Table 2. Action samples from two different runs, divided in stages 1, 2, 3a and 3b

to the epsilon-greedy strategy. Thus, the agents were only able to learn from a
short history, which taught them to repeat the most successful action, rather
than a certain sequence of actions. Stage 3 establishes a collusive sequence of
actions from episode 40 onwards with two different scenarios (3a and 3b).

As presented in Table 2, the agents try to avoid a negative reward over a
long-term, resulting in an average episode profit of zero. However, stages 3a and
3b differ significantly in their way of achieving this. In 3a, one of the players
repeated one action (e.g., scissors) and occasionally deviated from that due to
the epsilon-greedy strategy, while the others predominantly alternate between
two moves that change over time. In stage 3b, the agents played seemingly ran-
dom. However if examined more closely, specific alternation patterns occurred. A
specific pattern can be identified, when observing the actions of agent 1 in Fig. 2.
The player oscillated between choosing rock and scissors in the first moves and
transitions to scissors and paper towards the end of the episode. The remainder
of the agents follow more elaborate patterns, however specific repetitions can be
discovered by scanning the history.

4.2 Collusion Between Two Agents

Mode 1: Explicit Communication. We successfully trained a displacing
collusion policy with the help of explicit communication between the cheating
agents ic. The results represented in Fig. 3 indicate that the agents were able to
learn the suggested policy of not repeating their collaborator’s action after a few
episodes. After about 5 episodes, ic achieve a higher reward on average. Thus, for
the next 30 Episodes if is only rarely able to achieve a “big win”. However, just
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Fig. 3. Episode reward distribution within mode 1 including control runs where if is
choosing random actions (lower half).

like when colluding with all agents, after approximately 45 episodes, they tend to
converge to an average game reward of 0. While it would be feasible to prolong
this behavior by including variable learning rates or reducing the target update
frequency during later episodes, we chose to encourage a long-term formation of a
zero-centered equilibrium. Our reasoning behind this is the comparison to a real-
world oligopoly, where two market participants could only uphold a displacement
by reducing the price up to a certain point, before damaging themselves.

In order to further stress the issue, we chose to replace if with an agent that
chooses actions randomly. While ic were able to successfully learn a displacement
strategy in every training session, the results within the first 40 episodes were
less significant than when if acted on behalf of the DQN. Nevertheless, we
were able to observe slightly better results in the later stages, due to the added
randomness.

Mode 2: Implicit Communication. The agents ic successfully learned the
suggested implicit collusion policy. After about 5 episodes, ic achieve a higher
game reward on average. This circumstance is especially prominent in the section
between 20 episodes and 40 episodes (cf. the upper right half of Fig. 4). On
average, if is rarely able to exceed a reward of 0. Again, after about 40 episodes,
the agents converge to an average game reward of 0.

We were able to observe a less prevailing, but still effective policy when
implementing a randomly acting agent if . As demonstrated in Fig. 7, the median
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Fig. 4. Episode reward distribution within mode 2 including control runs where if is
choosing random actions (lower half).

of if ’s winrate was still 0 in between episodes 0 to 40, yet the interquartile
range is greater than before, indicating a less stable learning due to the added
randomness of if ’s action selection. We also experience a few runs, where the
agents were able to learn the displacement policy and not unlearn it in later
episodes. In those specific runs, agent 1 repeated the same actions from episode
22 onward while agent 0 played the action that would lose against that one in a
regular game. Hence, the joined rewards ic turn out greater than those of if .

5 Discussion

Our research successfully confirmed the hypothesis from law and economics
scholars (e.g., [23] or [14]) about a possible collusion between reinforcement learn-
ing based pricing agents in MARL scenarios without being especially trained to
do so. We furthermore extended these findings by providing specific learning
stages that could be translated into real world scenarios to possibly set a foun-
dation for a system that is capable to detect collusion in early stages. Moreover,
we were able to show that with the appropriate reward function, deep reinforce-
ment learning can be used to learn an effective displacement strategy in a MARL
environment.

Based on the results of the experiments, we derive several implications. Due
to the noticeable segmentation of action selection in different learning stages,
one could argue that the transition episodes in between a fair and a collusive
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state can be seen as a signaling process, where agents agree on specific patterns
to increase the joint reward. This proposition is supported by the fact, that
a repeating action selection pattern of another agent could be predicted and
punished by the DQN due to its experience replay [17]. In a real world scenario,
a malicious AI could be trained to repeat patterns, that are less recognizable
for humans. We would like to emphasize that within inelastic selling conditions
(as they appear in collusive markets), a cooperation between two agents will
be facilitated as the existing communication strategy will furthermore ease the
displacement of a competitor. From a legal perspective, the question whether
the cartel prohibition can be applied to such factual achieved, however non-
volitional, state of collusion, is subject to this project’s further legal research.

6 Limitations and Outlook

As every study, the results are beset with limitations, opening the door for future
research. As aforementioned, our experiment is a simplified, gamified version of
an economy simulation game. As such, it lacks the data complexity of a real world
pricing AI as well as the scaling opportunities. To further develop our research,
we intend to apply the gained knowledge to a MARL environment resembling the
one of real pricing AIs, where we can further highlight specific moments in which
the agent’s behavior tips over from independence to collusion. Especially the
division into distinct stages should be investigated in a context of realistic pricing
agents environments. While we focused on highlighting the possible dangers of
pricing AIs in a MARL environment, we opened the opportunity for research
explicitly investigating measures to avoid it. As such, law and IT scholars alike
could benefit from this research as a foundation for guidelines, law amendments,
or specific laws concerning the training and behavior of pricing AIs.
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Abstract. The paper dwells on solution to the problem of planning large-scale
space observation systems, which can include from several dozens to hundreds of
small spacecrafts. These systems are created in response to massive increase in
the load on currently operating systems. New space systems, in comparison with
traditional single spacecrafts, impose much more tough requirements on methods
of planning, and only a few of the existing solutions can at least partially corre-
spond to them. Thus, there is a need for new planning approaches that take into
account domain semantics more deeply. The paper presents expanded applica-
tion of multi-agent technology. Its essence lies in negotiations between agents of
imaging through mutual compromises and concessions. The desired efficiency is
achieved by searching for the near-to-global optimum for each application and
using this information in a targeted search for a solution for the entire system.
Experiments have demonstrated that approach helps promptly draw up a schedule
for dozens of spacecrafts and thousands of observation objects.

Keywords: Small spacecraft · Space system · Ground stations · Observation
objects · Multi-agent technologies · Adaptive planning

1 Introduction

Satellite systems based on small spacecrafts for Earth remote sensing (ERS) belong to a
new generation of space observation systems (SpOS) designed to obtain images of the
earth’s surface in various spectral ranges. The obtained data is more and more in demand
in various areas of human activity, such asmilitary, forestry and agriculture, cartography,
climate research, disaster recoveryoperations, etc. [1]. Thus, there is a need to build up the
ERS orbital group and put into operation a large-scale constellation of small spacecrafts
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along with traditional large-mass ones. Depending on the task of SpOS, they can vary
from several dozens [2] to hundreds [3, 4] of satellites. Consequently, the number of
ground stations for receiving and transmitting information (GS) also increases. They are
part of the ground complex for servicing the orbital group.

To ensure targeted functioning of the space observation system, it is required to
solve the problem of planning execution of incoming imaging applications, which is
an NP-complete task [5]. At the same time, large-scale orbital constellations impose
much more rigid requirements on methods and means of planning in comparison with
traditional single ERS satellites. Among the main requirements are the following [6]:

• scalability: planning thousands of applications on a significant horizon without losses
in processing speed with a growing number of applications and resources;

• adaptability: changing plans according to incoming events in a mode close to real
time without stopping and completely recalculating the schedule;

• flexibility: taking into account individual characteristics of applications and resources
to build the most optimal solution for multi-criteria optimization;

• efficiency: the time for placing new applications should be measured in minutes;
• reliability and survivability: in case of failure of some of the SpOS resources.

Most of existing developments such as SaVoir [7], STM [8], STK Scheduler [9], etc.
are centralized, monolithic, hierarchical and sequential solutions. They only partially
satisfy requirements, which makes them poorly applicable for large-scale SpOS. Thus,
there is a need either for serious revision of existing software and algorithmic solutions,
taking into account the emerging requirements, or for development of new approaches
to planning orbital groups, taking into account domain semantics more deeply.

One of such approaches to resource management in complex systems is the use of
virtual market methodology based on multi-agent technology (MAT) [10, 11], allowing
flexible adaptation of schedules by events in real time. MAT also takes into account
individual characteristics of orders and resources. The model of demand-resource net-
work (DR-network) helps create high-performance, distributed, fault-tolerant solutions
for resource management of SpOS in comparison with traditional methods.

The purpose of this work is to present the implementation and experimental study
of a two-stage hybrid method for planning large-scale SpOS: 1st stage - building an
initial plan using a greedy optimization algorithm (conflict-free planning); 2nd stage -
multi-agent adaptation and optimization (proactive planning).

This approach develops the initial solution [12, 13] by improving architecture of
multi-agent system (MAS) and introducing additional heuristics, significantly reducing
complexity of combinatorial search for a solution for virtual market and DR-networks.

The second section of this paper proposes a SpOS model and formulation of the
planning problem. Section 3 provides an overview of the current state of solutions. The
fourth section describes the developed adaptive scheduling method. Section 5 examines
a prototype SpOS planning system and presents experiment results. Section 6 provides
a conclusion on development and application of the described solution.
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2 The Problem of Planning Space Observation Systems

2.1 Model

The SpOS model consists of a set of small spacecrafts Sat = {sati}, i = 1,L and a set
of ground stations GS = {

gsj
}
, r = 1,G. Each sati spacecraft has its own orbit Oi (the

orbits of satellites can be located both in one plane, and in different planes; in the first
case they have a similar trajectory), limiting roll angle maxRollAnglei and pitch angle
maxPitchAnglei, as well as parameters of imaging equipment (f - focal length, matx -
matrix dimensions, minimum angle of sun elevation minSunAnglei, memVoli memory
capacity). And each gsj is characterized by geographic location coordj and parameters
of antenna (opening angle and data reception rate). The composition of spacecrafts and
GS may change over time. Each satellite may have restrictions for data transfer to a
certain GS. Besides, time intervals of inaccessibility can be indicated.

The targeted functioning of SpOS consists in execution of a set of applications R ={
rp

}
, p = 1,P. The rp application can have its priority prp and restrictions (execution

period tp = [tstartp ; tendp ], admissible image linear resolution minRp and maxRp and
admissible sun angle minSunAnglep and maxSunAnglep). Besides, R can also change.

In the described model, two operations are performed:

• imaging of the observation object (OO), characterized by execution interval timagp =
[timagStartp ; timagEndp ], roll and pitch angles rollAnglep and pitchAnglep.

• transfer of the images dropp, characterized by execution interval tdropp =
[tdropStartp ; tdropEndp ] and data transmission speed baudRatep.

2.2 Problem Statement

It is necessary to provide adaptive scheduling of incoming applications, redistributing
them between spacecrafts in order to increase the SpOS productivity, obtain images of
the highest quality, minimize the lead time for individual orders and ensure fulfillment
of other criteria. The system’s objective function (OF) has the following form:

OF = 1

S

∑N

k=1
OFk → max, (1)

OFk =
∑M

m=1
cmF

k
m → max, (2)

where

OF is the system’s objective function,
OFk – is the OF of the k-th application,
S is the total number of applications,
N is he number of placed applications,
M is the number of optimization criteria,
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cm is the weighting factor of the m-th optimization criterion, such that 0 ≤ cm ≤
1,

M∑

m=1
cm = 1,

Fk
m is evaluation of the m-th optimization criterion for the k-th application.

Minimization of the imaging time Fk
1 (3) and maximization of image quality Fk

2 (4)
are chosen as optimization criteria.

Fk
1 = tendk − timagEndk

tendk − tstartk

, (3)

Fk
2 =

minRk − r
(
f ,matx, rollAnglek , pitchAnglep

)

minRk − maxRk
, (4)

where r is the function for linear resolution of the image for the k-th application [14].

3 State of the Art Review

Various classical and metaheuristic optimization algorithms are proposed for solving
the problem of planning space imagery. Application of machine learning (ML) methods
is also studied. One of the most famous metaheuristic algorithms is the ant colony
one [15, 16]. Other equally popular algorithms are the local search method [17, 18]
and the genetic algorithm [19, 20]. Heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms show higher
performance in comparison with traditional optimization methods, however, heuristics
requires strict specifications for problem conditions. Meanwhile, operation time and
quality of obtained solutions can strongly depend on the initial data. Attempts of using
ML methods are described in [21–23]. ML has great potential because it allows for
training on data but does not require users to hard-code parts of the algorithm. However,
ML algorithms currently have limited interpretability (e.g., there is no way to explicitly
specify constraints) and require quite a large amount of data for training.

Recently, approaches to planning ERS data using agents have begun to develop [24–
26]. The planning process proposed in [24] consists in interaction between agents of
the survey strip and agents of the spacecraft. It is based on heuristics of programming
in constraints together with virtual market approach. Results of its comparison with the
currently used greedy algorithm show advantages of the proposed approach. However,
performance of this solution is still insufficient for the task proposed in this paper. [25]
describes the mechanisms of market auctions for distribution of orders for OO imaging
between spacecrafts. They are operated by their own mission centers, coordinating their
schedules using auction protocols, bidding on vacant orders based on the influence on
the onboard plan and forecasted profits. [26] discusses the idea of fully autonomous
planning on board a spacecraft. Its main advantages lie in using the current actual data
on the state of the spacecraft and its resources to respond to emerging events in real
time. However, in order to create a full-fledged MAS using a spacecraft in orbit, it is
necessary to overcome limitations of the computing capabilities of onboard equipment.
It is also important to build a stable communication system with several spacecrafts.
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Complexity and dynamics of the market of ERS services leads to the fact that tra-
ditional, centralized, hierarchical and sequential methods based on heuristic algorithms
do not effectively solve the problem of adaptive resource management for large-scale
SpOS with acceptable quality and within the required time. A promising area is the use
of methods and algorithms based on artificial intelligence and an agent-based virtual
market, taking into account the domain semantics, conflict analysis, non-deterministic
behavior, self-organization and adaptation in real time. However, currently these meth-
ods are at the stage of initial development, therefore, integral solutions, suitable for
practical digital implementation, have not yet been designed and implemented [26, 27].

4 Adaptive Planning Method

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the adaptive planning method, which consists of preparing
initial data (visibility intervals and placement options) and hybrid scheduling, combining
a greedy optimization algorithm (conflict-free scheduling) with multi-agent adaptation
and optimization (proactive scheduling).

Fig. 1. Diagram of the adaptive planning method

Before planning is initiated, calculation of the satellite-GS and satellite-OO visibil-
ity intervals is performed on the specified planning horizon [tstartmin , tendmax]. Next, possi-
ble placement options pok for each application are calculated. The possible placement
option is a combination of both visibility intervals within which imaging and dropping
operations can be performed. The exact operation time is determined during planning.

Calculation of possible placement options is implemented based on the method of
successive concessions between optimization criteria. A sequence of possible placement
options is formed, sorted in descending order of objective functions of applications (2).
The first place is for the placement option at the global optimum point.
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4.1 Conflict-Free Planning

At this stage, an initial feasible schedule is constructed using a greedy optimization
algorithm. The quality of the schedule does not really matter. The purpose is to form an
initial state for the next stage of proactive planning. Applications occupy the first vacant
placement option, without trying to displace those that are already allocated.

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode for conflict-free planning method. The list of
applications is organized and grouped according to the value of the prp priority (lines
1–2). Then, for each group of applications, an attempt of planning is made (line 4–11).
Options for placing each application are sequentially sorted out (line 7–11). For the next
option, a search is performed for specific intervals of imaging and transmitting operations
within the specified visibility intervals (line 8), for which there are no conflicts with other
previously placed applications. If such intervals are found, the imaging job is formed
(line 10–11). Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds to the next placement option.

Algorithm 1: Conflict-free planning algorithm 
Input: applications, ImgJobOpts is set of possible placement 
options for the problem 
Output: ImgJobs is set of planned jobs 
1: groupedApplications = group(applications, ‘priority’) 
2: sort(groupedApplications, ‘priority’, ‘desc’) 
3: ImgJobs = [] 
4: for applicationGroup in groupedApplications 
5: parallel for applicationj in applicationGroup 
6: ImgJobOptsj = ImgJobOpts[applicationj] 
7: for imgJobOptk in ImgJobOptsj 
8: imgAndDropInters = findImgAndDropInters(imgJobOptk) 
9: if imgAndDropInters not empty 
10: imgJob= createImgJob(ijok, taskj, imgAndDropInters) 
11: ImgJobs.push(imgJob) 
12: return ImgJobs 

4.2 Proactive Planning

At this stage, the resulting schedule is optimized using a multi-agent approach, which
consists in competition and cooperation of agentswith certain resources or demands [12].
Agents interact via negotiations on the virtual market through mutual compromises and
concessions and arrive at a locally optimal solution.

Two types of agents are introduced: an application agent with the goal of occupying
the most advantageous placement, and a scene agent, designed to control the activ-
ity of application agents and interact with external systems. The application agent is
responsible for making changes to the schedule: it can move another agent from a more
advantageous position or change its own position upon the request of another agent. To
assess the current position of an agent, its satisfaction function SFk(pok) (5) is used,
which is the difference between the value of the task’s OF (2) at the global optimum
point OFk(pok) and the OF value for the current accommodation option OFk(pok):

SFk(pok) = 1 − (OFk(pȯk) − OFk(pok)). (5)
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During proactive planning, the scene agent grants the proactive right to application
agents, starting with those with the least advantageous position (SFk(pok) = min).

Figure 2 shows the negotiation protocol of agents during proactive planning.

Fig. 2. Negotiation protocol at the stage of proactive planning

An agent that is launched for proactivity acts according to the following algorithm:

1. Sequentially search through placement options that are better than the current one.
2. For the next placement option, determine the list of conflicting applications and

send a message to their agents with a proposal to find another placement, using

compensation equal to the increment of the agent’s OF �F = Fj

(
p̃oj

)
− Fj

(
poj

)
.

Upon receipt of this message, the agent of the conflicting application Rc recursively
searches for another placement option using a similar algorithm (embedded proactiv-
ity) and sends its solution in a response message. It indicates the agent’s willingness
to change its position in the schedule and the �Fc losses in case of agreement.
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3. If all agents of conflicting applications agree to move, the total losses
∑

�Fc are
evaluated, and if the agent of a proactive application can compensate for them due
to the increase of its OF, i.e. �F >

∑
�Fc, the resulting permutation is applied.

4. Otherwise, the application agent proceeds to the next placement option (point 1).

The schedule is synthesized until, during the next planning iteration, none of the
application agents can occupy a more advantageous position. This means achievement
of the local optimum of the system’s OF. After that, the constructed schedule is saved.

It is important to note that the state of the system is not static. The datamay be subject
to changes due to arrival of new events. In this case, part of the constructed schedule may
become irrelevant and adaptively adjusted by conducting new negotiations between the
application agents without stopping and restarting the system.

5 Software Implementation and Experimental Studies

To test the applicability of the proposed approach to solving the problem of planning
large-scale SpOS in real time, its software implementation has been created in the form
of a prototype of a multi-agent system for planning the targeted use of SpOS (Fig. 3).
This prototype has been then used for a number of experimental studies.

Fig. 3. System user interface

The prototype has a client–server network architecture. The server side of the sys-
tem is written in Java using the Spring framework. The user interface is a one-page
web application through which the initial data is loaded and modified (spacecrafts, GS,
applications, calendars, resource availability restrictions, etc.). The interface also helps
manage the planning progress, monitor resources, view reports and planning results.
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5.1 Investigation of the Method’s Performance and Ability to Adapt the Schedule

This study evaluated performance of the presented method and its ability to adapt the
schedule damaged by failure of one of the spacecrafts. During the experiments, the
scheduling of applications for OO imaging has been carried out first, the number of
applications varied from 100 to 20,000 for a different number of small spacecrafts (15,
25, or 35). The system’s OF value (1) (Fig. 4a) and the planning time (Fig. 4b) were
measured. Then, one of the spacecrafts was excluded from the system and the time spent
on restoring the solution was also measured (Fig. 5). The experiments were carried out
on a PC with a 4-core CPU Intel Core i7-3770 and 8 GB RAM. The number of GS in
all experiments was the same - 20. The planning horizon was 21 days.

Experimental results have shown that the developed method meets performance
requirements when working with large volumes of applications. In this case, the quality
of the obtained solution weakly depends on the number of small spacecrafts and appli-
cations in the system. The time spent on restoring a schedule damaged by failure of one
of the spacecrafts is a much smaller fraction of the total planning time and increases
proportionally with the growing number of applications and spacecrafts. Comparison
of the obtained results with those presented in [12, 17, 24] shows that the developed
algorithm demonstrates higher performance and scalability, allowing for a similar time
interval to process a much larger number of incoming applications (by 5–10 times).
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Fig. 4. Graphs of dependence of the OF value (a) and the planning time (b) on the number of
applications and spacecrafts in the system

5.2 Comparison with Centralized Scheduling Algorithms

In this study, the effectiveness of the developedmethod has been analyzed in comparison
with centralized scheduling algorithms based on traditional optimization methods, such
as the simulated annealing algorithm and the Tabu Search algorithm, implemented in the
Optaplaner open-source Java scheduling framework. They have been compared based
on the quality of the resulting schedule and the time required for its compilation.
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Fig. 5. Graphs of dependence of the schedule recovery time on the number of applications and
spacecrafts in the system

In the course of the study, a series of experiments have been carried out, in which
the number of applications for OO imaging varied from 100 to 5000. At the same time,
the time spent on drawing up the schedule and the system OF value have been measured
(1). The PC configuration and the number of ground stations are similar to the previous
experiment, the number of spacecrafts is 25. Based on the results of the experiments,
graphs of dependence of the system OF value (Fig. 6a) and the planning time (Fig. 6b)
on the number of applications for various planning algorithms have been built.
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Fig. 6. Graphs of dependence of the OF value (a) and planning time (b) on the number of
applications for various planning algorithms

The obtained experimental results show that the proposed method is comparable
with centralized scheduling methods in terms of the scheduling quality. While with an
increase in the number of planned applications, it demonstrates a more linear growth in
the processing time without any loss of quality.
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6 Conclusion

The authors of the paper proposed a method for adaptive planning of large-scale space
observation systems based on multi-agent technologies. Results of experimental studies
on the developed prototype demonstrate compliance of the presented approach with
requirements for methods and tools of planning large-scale SpOS in terms of scalability,
adaptability, flexibility, efficiency, reliability and survivability. As the next step, it is
proposed to introduce the concepts of more advanced virtual market and ontology of
space observation systems into the multi-agent system to provide the possibility of more
flexible and adaptive planning settings. All these actions will ultimately create an actual
platform for planning space observation systems.
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Abstract. Even before the ongoing recent deployment of 5G technology,
Mobile Edge Computing was already considered as a key driver towards
the development of vehicular use cases having stringent latency and
bandwidth requirements. This paper relies on 5G and proposes an agent-
based collision avoidance system focusing on the Mobile Edge Comput-
ing. The general architecture of the proposal is described as well as the
interactions between the involved entities of the system. The integration
of trust used in social relationship brings out the flexibility of the pro-
posal. Moreover, while some approaches neglect data preprocessing, in
this paper we present the results of the online preprocessing of the data
received by vehicles as a first step towards collision avoidance.

Keywords: Mobile Edge Computing · Multiagent system · Collision
avoidance system · 5G

1 Introduction

Nowadays, road safety is a major public health issue. According to the World
Health Organization, every year, the lives of approximately 1.4 million people
are shortened as a result of road accidents [14]. More efficient and more safer
transportation solutions are therefore essential for the functioning and prosper-
ity of modern society. To this end, the automotive industry is moving towards
a vision where vehicles are becoming increasingly automated, connected, and
cooperative with each other for safer and more efficient driving. Actually, the
trend towards connected vehicles is more and more possible nowadays thanks
to the integrated sensors of vehicles and to the recent deployment of 5G (fifth
generation technology standard for broadband cellular networks). 5G is widely
announced as a key tool for cooperative connected vehicles, being considered
instrumental as an enabler of vehicular services, as it guarantees low latency
and reliability under high mobility and densely connected scenarios. One of the
main pillars of 5G is Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). MEC brings processing,
storage and networking capabilities closer to the edge of the cellular networks.
MEC is a suitable solution for collision avoidance system [5].
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Collision avoidance in vehicular networks has emerged as one of the most
prominent and effective applications to tackle safety in transportation systems
[5,7]. Collision avoidance is about alerting a driver through a message, a light,
a sound, etc. and/or taking immediate actions like an emergency brake before
a plausible collision. To this end, vehicles are equipped by an on-board unit
(OBU) that periodically sends Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) con-
taining information, such as the vehicle’s speed, acceleration, direction, position,
etc. This data is usually analyzed in order to check whether a collision is plausi-
ble or not [5]. Here, MEC - precisely an edge server - hosts the collision detection
algorithms due to its substantial processing, storage and network resources.

Despite the interest of this research area, connected vehicles’ cooperation is
still at its early stage, particularly using 5G. In this paper, we propose a first step
towards an architecture based on the powerful resources of MEC to online predict
the future positions of vehicles, and therefore anticipate and avoid collision events
between nearby vehicles. To this end, this paper focuses on the multiagent system
field [13]. Multiagent systems have shown a great potential for solving problems
in distributed environment by their ability to decompose a complex system into
multiple autonomous entities (called agents) that interact with each other to
achieve a desired global goal [13]. Moreover, multiagent systems have proven
their efficacy of modeling mobile agents in transportation systems [11], as well as
the objects used and shared by the agents. To enable a clear separation between
the agents and the objects of the system, the paper uses the Agent & Artifact
(A&A) framework [9]. In A&A, agents are intelligent entities, which are capable
of flexible actions while artifacts are any type of resource or tool that agents can
dynamically create, share, use, or manipulate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work. Section 3 presents the framework of our proposal and the description of
involved entities. Section 4 is devoted to the experimental validation of the pro-
posal. Finally Sect. 5 concludes this paper and presents future works.

2 Related Work

Safety in transportation systems is widely studied in literature [3]. Recently,
MEC-based collision avoidance systems have started to get attention in Research.
For instance, Vázquez-Gallego et al. [12] propose the general guidelines of a
MEC-based cooperative collision avoidance system, which is designed to detect
and track road hazards. In this approach, thanks to their sensors, vehicles send
their status and detected hazards to a service allocated in the MEC infrastruc-
ture. This infrastructure processes provided information, and selectively informs
every vehicle that comes close to a road hazard or to other vehicles. In these
papers, due to the fact that their research is still ongoing, the authors do not
present experiments of their proposals. Moreover, although detection of road
hazards is an interesting point inside a collision avoidance system, predicting
the future behavior of entities is also a very interesting point to tackle.
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To tackle the problem of predicting the behaviors of vehicles or vulnerable
road users for avoiding collision, Malinverno et al. [5] propose a MEC-based
collision avoidance system allowing an alert to be sent in the case of a potential
risk to either vehicles or vulnerable road users. To this end, the authors use a
linear analytical approach for their collision avoidance system. However, linear
models cannot describe the non stochastic nature of traffic [1]. Some recent
results have brought out the added value of non parametric models such as deep
learning models for traffic forecasting. However, most of the deep learning models
applied for traffic forecasting nowadays focus on predicting macroscopic variables
of traffic such as flow, average speed, density [4]. Therefore, deep learning models
(supervised learning) applied for traffic forecasting of microscopic variables of
traffic such as speed, position, acceleration etc. of vehicles in a real road traffic
scenario for collision avoidance system are still an open issue.

Nguyen et al. [8] focus on vulnerable road users such as pedestrians. They
explore possibilities for the exchange of safety mechanisms between pedestrians
and cars. They use users smartphones to run collision detection algorithms.
However, although the authors use MEC, many key computations are still on the
smartphone side, having limited energy capacity, while MEC is wired. Moreover,
since it is not the focus of the authors, they do not take into account, neither the
autonomous characteristic of human drivers or autonomous cars, nor the trust
in the interaction between vehicles and the infrastructure. To the current state
of our knowledge, even with the best resources, an alert could be wrong, i.e.,
false positive (an alert is issued without actual risk) or false negative (an alert is
not issued while there is a risk) [5]. We advocate using trust in order to improve
the quality of alerts issued by MEC.

3 System Architecture

As stated before, the architecture relies on a multiagent system with an artifact
based perspective (A&A). A&A framework is one of the standard metamodels
that enable a clear separation between agents - here MEC and vehicles - and
passive objects - here Base Stations (BS), as illustrated on Fig. 1 [9].

The agents of the system are autonomous and sociable, i.e., they are capable
to communicate between them. The artifacts are used and shared by agents to
make the communication possible. MEC agents communicate with vehicle agents
using BS artifacts, that means a direct communication between a MEC agent
and a vehicle agent is not possible since they are not co-located.

A vehicle agent can communicate with another vehicle agent directly, i.e.,
without passing by any BS artifact (e.g., using WiFi). Meanwhile, a MEC agent
can communicate with another MEC agent directly (wired) without passing
by BS artifacts. Detailed implementations of the coordination and cooperation
between agents of the same type are out of the scope of this paper, as it focuses on
interactions between agents of different types, i.e., interactions between vehicle
agents and MEC agents. In the following, these entities are described.
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Fig. 1. The proposed multiagent MEC architecture

3.1 Base Station Artifact

A base station (BS) is a device in the land mobile service. It is a core equipment
of the 5G network, providing wireless coverage and realizing wireless signal trans-
mission between the wired communication network and the wireless terminals.
In our proposal, BSs are passive and reactive entities in charge of the services
and functions, those are enabling agents to work together in the multiagent sys-
tem. Following this idea, the interactions between agents and artifacts are based
on the notion of use, i.e., agents use artifacts to exploit their functionality [9].

Vehicle agents use BS artifacts to send their CAMs to the MEC agents.
CAMs are sent by vehicle agents. Meanwhile, MEC agents use the artifact to
communicate with vehicle agents to send the alerts.

3.2 Vehicle Agent

The vehicles are entities that could be involved in a collision: they are critical
entities. Vehicles are equipped with an OBU. We propose here an agentification
of the pair vehicle—driver. In other words a vehicle agent represents the pair
vehicle—driver or an autonomous vehicle. The motivation of the agentification of
a vehicle comes from the autonomy of the driving activity [6]. The agentification
of a vehicle is still an active research field [10].

The vehicle agent behavior is depicted on Fig. 2 and described as follows. On
the one hand, vehicle agents periodically broadcast their CAMs. Every CAM is
composed by the uuid of the vehicle, a timestamp, a position (longitude, lati-
tude, heading, yaw rate), speed, lateral, longitudinal and vertical accelerations,
vehicle type, length, width, etc. On the other hand, vehicle agents could receive
a warning, named DENM (Decentralized Environmental Notification Message),
from MEC agents. A DENM typically contains data describing the warning, and
the area the situation is valid for. What is done by vehicle agents upon receiv-
ing a DENM from a MEC agent depends on the situation. The receiving agent
determines whether the warning is relevant or not, based on the included path
history. If a warning is not relevant according to a given vehicle agent, the lat-
ter emits a DENM negation. Otherwise, if the warning sounds relevant, it may
display a warning to the driver or perform an emergency braking.
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In the proposal, we advocate performing most computations by the MEC
agent in order to reduce the computations from the vehicle agents (keeping
vehicle behaviors basic) due to their limited resources and energy.

3.3 MEC Agent

The paper proposes a general framework of the MEC agent able to fit with
different types of collision algorithms. To this end, a MEC agent is structured
by three layers: an online preprocessing layer, a collision detection layer, and a
trust layer. This structure and the data flow between the layers are depicted
in Fig. 2. A MEC agent receives CAMs from vehicle agents, process them, and
predict the future positions of the vehicles. If a collision is plausible, then the
agent creates a new DENM or updates a previous DENM, sends this latest
DENM to vehicle agents. Using DENMs, MEC agents send alerts about on-road
events such as potential collisions. MEC agent layers are detailed below.

Online Preprocessing Layer: The online preprocessing layer focuses on the
creation and management of the dataset composed of CAMs over time. This
includes checking whether any new CAM received from the vehicle agent is
up-to-date and whether it is redundant. This checking is run every time a new
CAM is received to prevent dataset from being corrupted. Moreover, CAMs with
outliers such as speed < 0 are discarded.

Usually, the dataset is built with data recorded from sensors and stored in
dedicated files or databases. Traditional dataset are therefore built around disk-
based processing and batch data pipelines, making them insufficient for stream-
ing online data as required in collision avoidance systems. Actually, disk-based
technologies are not fast enough to process online streams. To solve this problem,
recent applications in the field of business intelligence rely on in-memory pro-
cessing. The decreasing price of computer memory chips makes in-memory com-
puting increasingly viable to support online data streaming. This paper focuses
on in-memory computing with an online preprocessing. The preprocessing steps
are: feature selection, encoding, feature scaling and imputation.

– Feature selection: Each CAM broadcast by a vehicle agent is usually com-
posed of about 50 variables. Some of these variables are useless for collision
detection, e.g., vehicle length, width. They are dropped.

– Encoding: The goal is to encode the categorical data of the CAM such as
the uuid of the vehicle. Our paper focuses on one-hot encoding techniques
because it is easy to be designed and modified.

– Normalization: The values measured on various scales are adjusted to a
notionally common scale. To normalize the dataset online, min-max normal-
ization technique is used. The main drawback of the latter is the sensitivity to
outliers. Presently however, by discarding the CAMs with wrong values such
as speed < 0 and > 200 km/h, the number of outliers is reduced. Equation 1
defines min-max normalization, bringing values into [0, 1] range.
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Fig. 2. Interaction between MEC agent and vehicle agent

Xnorm =
X − Xmin

Xmax − Xmin
(1)

Since new CAMs arrive over time, the min-max normalization presented in
Eq. 1 is not enough due to the in-memory processing. To take into account the
online constraints, min-max normalization has to be reversed sometimes to
get the original dataset, then min-max normalization is applied again to get
a new maximum and minimum. Equation 2 presents the round trip min-max
normalization suitable to fit with in-memory preprocessing. In Eq. 2, Xold

max,
Xold

min are the old parameters used for the previous min-max normalization
while Xnew

max, Xnew
min are the new parameters used for the current min-max

normalization.

Xnew
norm =

Xold
norm(Xold

max − Xold
min) + Xold

min − Xnew
min

Xnew
max − Xnew

min

(2)
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Algorithm 1 is proposed for online min-max normalization (for each CAM).
In this algorithm, when the dataset is empty (line 2 –line 7), the new CAM is
added to the dataset and Eq. 1 is applied. After the initialization phase, Eq. 1
is applied (line 9 – line 12) when the data of the new CAM are lower than the
current dataset maximum and higher than the current dataset minimum. In
other situations, Eq. 2 is applied—here called MinMaxRound—to the dataset
and Eq. 1 to the new CAM.

Algorithm 1. Min-Max Online Normalization
1: function normalization(dataset, new CAM)
2: if dataset = ∅ then
3: min dataset ← min(new CAM)
4: max dataset ← max(new CAM)
5: scaled CAM = MinMax(new CAM) � cf. Eq. 1
6: dataset ← dataset ∪ scaled CAM
7: return dataset, min dataset, max dataset
8: else
9: if min dataset ≤ min(new CAM) & max dataset ≥ max(new CAM)

then
10: scaled CAM = MinMax(new CAM) � cf. Eq. 1
11: dataset ← dataset ∪ scaled CAM
12: return dataset, min dataset, max dataset
13: else
14: for all CAM ∈ dataset do
15: CAM ← MinMaxRound(CAM) � cf. Eq. 2
16: end for
17: min dataset ← min(min dataset, new CAM)
18: max dataset ← max(max dataset, new CAM)
19: scaled CAM = MinMax(new CAM)
20: dataset ← dataset ∪ scaled CAM � cf. Eq. 1
21: return dataset, min dataset, max dataset
22: end if
23: end if
24: end function

Collision Detection Layer: According to the flow chart presented in Fig. 2,
below the online preprocessing layer, the dataset can be used for traffic forecast-
ing. Traffic forecasting is the first goal of the collision detection layer. Traffic
forecasting can be made by machine learning algorithms or deep learning algo-
rithms such as LSTM (Long short-term memory) [2]. The proposal is intended to
be general, therefore compatible with several types of deep learning algorithms.

Deep learning models are non parametric models that are sensitive to the data
used to build them. Actually, the weights of deep learning models are directly
linked to the dataset. Changes within the dataset could sometimes lead to reduce
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the performance of a deep learning model. Since the dataset is here dynamically
built by vehicle CAMs, there are frequent changes in the dataset. Therefore, a
fixed deep learning model for traffic forecasting could provide inconsistent results
due to the frequent dataset update. Moreover, due to the high computational
cost of the training phase of any deep learning model, and the high rate of CAMs
arrival, training the deep learning model for each CAM does not seem appro-
priate. To deal with this issue, we advocate for the use of trust. Based on the
value of trust, two possibilities are presented as depicted in Fig. 2. For readabil-
ity sake, Fig. 2 does not account trends, cyclicity and seasonality management,
sliding window creation, data conversion etc.

– trust < threshold: a new training is made to get the new weights of the deep
learning model. Then, this model is saved and the trust value is reset.

– trust ≥ threshold: the last saved model is applied for traffic forecasting.

The second goal of the collision detection layer is to establish, based on the
predictions made before, whether any two vehicles are susceptible to collide, emit
a new alert or update an existing alert, i.e., with a standard DENM message.

Trust Layer: This layer manages the value of trust over time. The feedbacks
received from vehicle agents are used to update the trust value. This property
allows the definition of a centralized approach, described below, to manage the
trust value over time. The approach is inspired by [15] works.

Let Tt the rating trust at time t. We require that −1 < Tt < 1 and T0 = 0.
Let α denotes a positive evidence (α ≥ 0) and β a negative evidence (β < 0). A
negative evidence is applied when a vehicle agent denies an alert and a positive
evidence in the other case. Equation 3 presents the update of trust in the case
of positive evidence, and Eq. 4 in the case of negative evidence.

Tt+1 =

{
Tt + α(1 − Tt), if Tt ≥ 0.

(Tt + α)/(1 − min{|Tt|, |α|}), otherwise.
(3)

Tt+1 =

{
(Tt + β)/(1 − min{|Tt|, |β|}), if Tt ≥ 0.

Tt + β(1 + Tt), otherwise.
(4)

4 Experimentation

This work is a first step towards a full system relying on the powerful resources of
MEC and 5G capacity. Experiments are carried out on the preprocessing layer.
The experiments on the two other layers will be presented in future works.

4.1 Time Lag of 5G for Vehicle—MEC Interaction

Present experiments have been carried out in Montlhéry, France within the tri-
als of 5GCroCo European project. The goal of this project is to experiment
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Fig. 3. Montlhéry study area with a small set of the trajectory of three vehicles

Fig. 4. Time lag between vehicles and MEC interaction without outliers

Fig. 5. Time lag between vehicles and MEC interaction with outliers

5G on real vehicles on the field. The project defines a path towards the provi-
sion of connected, cooperative and automated mobility services and reduces the
uncertainties of a real 5G deployment.

Figure 3 depicts the trajectory of three vehicles: a vehicle in black for about
6.1s, a vehicle in green for about 1, 89s and a vehicle in blue for about 1.1s.
Vehicles move on the track in one direction . 5G is used with 3600 Mhz frequency.

Several experiments have been made. On September 15th, 2020, 5 vehicles
of the companies PSA, Renault and Orange are deployed. These vehicles were
represented by their uuid psa car 1, psa car 2, ora obu 83AE, ora obu 8382 and
ora obu AEA5. During the trials, these vehicles broadcast their CAMs at a fixed
frequency depending on the vehicle type. The goal was to measure the latency
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Fig. 6. Time lag between vehicles and MEC interaction without outliers (simulation)

Fig. 7. Time lag between vehicles and MEC interaction with outliers (simulation)

from the vehicle to the MEC in order to bring out the added value of 5G in a real
experiment. Figures 4 and 5 present the results of this latency. Work to reduce it is
still ongoing. Note that Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 outline the same latency with the differ-
ence that, in Fig. 5, outliers (CAMs outside date) are drawn, while in Fig. 4; they
are not. This choice is done because outliers prevent the visualization of quartiles.
In fact, we can see that there are some CAMs with more than 2500 ms of time
lag while most of the CAMs has a time lag below 100 ms (this is because for all
the vehicles, the third quartile is below 100 ms). Because 2500 ms are too high for
a collision avoidance system [5], such CAMs are discarded automatically in our
online preprocessing as presented in Fig. 1 of the general architecture.

Another trial has been done November 13th, 2020. In the trial, there were
4 vehicles represented by their uuid those are ora obu 4041, ora obu 4042,
ora obu 4043, ora obu 4044. In the trial, in order to preprocess the data online,
the data of ora obu 4041, ora ob5u 4042, ora obu 4043, ora obu 4044 were got-
ten from the field, and replay in loop to simulate the online dataset preprocessing
during about 4 h. Figure 6 and 7 present the time lag of the CAMs for the simu-
lation. Even though the time lag are reduced compared to the real network lag of
September experiment presented above, there are still some outliers appearing.

4.2 The Added Value of In-Memory Preprocessing

In the trial of November, for 4 vehicles and about 4 h of experiment, more
than 170 000 CAMs were received. This raised out the need of dealing with an
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Fig. 8. A comparison between hard drive disk and in-memory preprocessing

increasing dataset. Moreover, because collision avoidance system is a critical sys-
tem, CAMs are not processed by batch in our proposal as outlined in literature
[5]. CAMs are preprocessed one by one [5]. Therefore, in this section we present
the comparison between two approaches:

– Hard drive disk preprocessing: Each CAM received by vehicles (using
JSON format) is stored in the dataset file within the disk. Then the entire
dataset is loaded in memory from the dataset file for the preprocessing and
collision avoidance checking. After collision avoidance checking, the memory
is freed and the previous is repeated for the next CAM. The normalization is
done by the classical min-max normalization presented in Eq. 1.

– In-memory preprocessing: For each CAM received by vehicles, there is
an update of the dataset loaded in memory. As CAMs arrive, outliers are
discarded, categorical variable of CAMs are encoded, and CAMs are normal-
ized in memory without writing to the hard drive disk. The normalization is
done by the online MinMax normalization presented by Eq. 2. The dataset is
always ready to be used by a deep learning algorithm such as LSTM (since
the dataset is always preprocessed and cleaned). In this approach, the whole
dataset is stored on the disk only one time viz. at the end of the simulation.

Figure 8 presents the execution time of hard drive disk and in-memory pre-
processings. The latter has noticeably a better computation time than hard drive
disk preprocessing, which leads in-memory preprocessing to be a better solution
for critical time constraints application such as collision avoidance systems. How-
ever, it should be noted that the experiments were done only with four vehicles.
If the number of vehicles increase considerably for a long-term horizon, the num-
ber of received CAMs will also considerably increase and therefore bring out the
issue of the scalability of the proposal. To deal with this issue, a trade-off could
be a solution, i.e., save the too old CAMs, which are becoming useless for pre-
diction, in disk and keep in memory only the useful CAMs. To this end, a static
approach defining a time interval of writing data to the disk could be a possi-
ble solution. Moreover, a dynamic approach enabling the system to be adapted
according to the traffic scenario could be also a plausible approach.
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5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we have presented the general architecture of a collision avoid-
ance system based on MEC and 5G. The proposed approach relies on a multia-
gent system with an artifact perspective to clearly make the distinction between
autonomous entities and passive objects. In the proposal, vehicle agents exchange
CAMs with MEC agents. The CAMs received by a MEC agent are preprocessed
online in order to predict the future position of vehicles and therefore enable
collision avoidance.

Future work will involve three main areas, namely, (i) defining the time inter-
val required for the online preprocessing layer, (ii) presenting the outputs of the
collision layer, and (iii) presenting the outputs of the trust layer as well as the
impact of trust in MEC agent.
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Abstract. Multi-agent systems (MAS) are increasingly used in critical
applications. To ensure dependability of MAS, we need to formally spec-
ify and verify their fault tolerance, i.e., to ensure that collaborative agent
activities are performed correctly despite agent failure. In this paper, we
present a formalisation of fault tolerant MAS and use it to define speci-
fication and refinement patterns for modelling MAS in Event-B.

Keywords: Formal modelling · MAS · Fault tolerance · Event-B

1 Introduction

Mobile multi-agent systems (MAS) are complex decentralised distributed sys-
tems composed of agents asynchronously communicating with each other. Agents
are computer programs acting autonomously on behalf of a person or organ-
isation, while coordinating their activities by communication [8,14]. MAS are
increasingly used in various critical applications such as factories, hospitals, res-
cue operations in disaster areas etc. [1,6,7,9]. However, widespread use of MAS
is currently hindered by the lack of methods for ensuring their dependability,
and in particular, fault tolerance.

In this paper we focus on studying fault tolerance of agent cooperative activ-
ities. However, ensuring correctness of complex cooperative activities is a chal-
lenging issue due to faults caused by agent disconnections, dynamic role alloca-
tion and autonomy of the agent behaviour [4,5,10,11]. To address these chal-
lenges, we need the system-level modelling approaches that would support formal
verification of correctness and facilitate discovery of restrictions that should be
imposed on the system to guarantee its safety.

In this paper we propose a formalisation of properties of fault tolerant MAS
and then demonstrate how to specify and verify them in Event-B [3]. The main
development technique of Event-B is refinement. It is a top-down approach to for-
mal development of systems that are correct by construction. The system devel-
opment starts from an abstract specification which defines the main behaviour
and properties of the system. The abstract specification is gradually transformed
(refined) into a more concrete specification directly translatable into a sys-
tem implementation. Correctness of each refinement step is verified by proofs.
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
F. Dignum et al. (Eds.): PAAMS 2021, LNAI 12946, pp. 291–302, 2021.
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These proofs establish system safety (via preservation of safety invariant prop-
erties expressed at different levels of abstraction) and liveness (via the provable
absence of undesirable system deadlocks). Transitivity of the refinement relation
allows us to guarantee that the system implementation adheres to the abstract
and intermediate models. The Rodin platform [15] provides the developers with
automated tool support for constructing and verifying system models in Event-B.

Our reliance of abstraction and stepwise refinement allows us to rigorously
define and verify correctness of agent cooperative activities in presence of agent
failure. We consider a hierarchical agent system, i.e., distinguish between the
supervisor and subordinate agents. This introduces intricate details into handling
the failures of different kinds and performing cooperative error recovery. Event-
B allowed us to consider fault tolerance as a system-level property that can be
verified by proofs. Hence,we argue that Event-B offers a useful formalisation
framework for specification and verification of complex fault tolerant MAS.

2 Fault Tolerant MAS

2.1 Fault Tolerance

The main aim of fault tolerance is to ensure that the system continues to provide
its services even in presence of faults [13]. Typically, fault occurrence leads to a
certain service degradation. However, it is important to ensure that the system
behaves in a predictable deterministic way even in presence of faults.

The main techniques to achieve fault tolerance are error processing and fault
treatment [13]. Fault treatment is usually performed while the system is not
operational, i.e., during the scheduled maintenance. In this paper, we focus on
error processing part of fault tolerance.

Error processing comprises the fault tolerance measures applied while the
system is operational. The purpose of error processing is to eliminate an error
from the computational state and preclude failure occurrence. Error processing
is usually implemented in three steps: error detection, error diagnosis, and error
recovery. Error detection determines the presence of error. Error diagnosis eval-
uates the amount of damage caused by the detected error. Error recovery aims
at replacing an erroneous system state with the error-free state.

There are three types of error recovery methods: backward recovery, forward
recovery and compensation. Backward recovery tries to return the system to
some previous error-free state. Typically, backward recovery is implemented by
checkpointing, i.e., periodically, during the normal system operation, the state
of the system is stored in the memory. In case of a failure, the system retrieves
the information about the error-free state from the memory and resumes its
functioning from this states. When implementing forward recovery, upon detec-
tion of an error, the system makes a transition to a new error-free state from
which it continues to operate. Exception handling is a typical example of for-
ward error recovery. Compensation, typical for complex transactions, is used
when the erroneous state contains enough redundancy to enable its transforma-
tion to error-free state.
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To implement fault tolerance, it is important to understand the types of faults
that might occur in the system. A fault can be characterized by their nature,
duration or extent [13]. When considering the nature of a fault, we distinguish
between random, e.g., hardware failures and systematic faults, e.g., design errors.

Faults can also be classified in terms of their duration into permanent and
transient faults. Once permanent fault has occurred, it remain in the system
during its entire operational life, if no corrective actions are performed. Transient
faults can appear and then disappear after a short time. Moreover, faults can be
categorised according to their effect on the system as localized and global ones.
Localized faults affect only a single agent. Global faults permeate throughout
the system and typically affect some set of agents.

2.2 Fault Tolerant MAS

To achieve fault tolerance while developing MAS, we formally define MAS and
the properties that its design should ensure.

Definition 1. A multi-agent system MAS is a tuple (A, µ, E ,R), where A is
a collection of different classes of agents, µ is the system middleware, E is a
collection of system events and R is a set of dynamic relationships between
agents in a MAS.

Each agent belongs to a particular class or type of agents Ai, i ∈ 1..n such
that Ai ∈ A. An agent aij ∈ Ai is characterised by its local state that consists of
variables determining its behaviour and static attributes. Since agent might fail
and be replaced by other agents, the set of agents in each class is dynamic. An
agent might experience a transient failure and hence spontaneously disappear
from the class and reappear again. Moreover, an agent might fail permanently,
i.e., permanently disappear from its class. In a system with redundancy, a failed
agent can be replaced by another agent, i.e., a new agent can appear in a class
instead of the failed one. An agent might also leave a class in a normal predefined
way when its function in the system is completed.

The system middleware µ can be considered as an agent of a special kind that
is always present in the system and belongs to its own class. Middleware is fault
free, i.e., it always provides its services. The responsibility of the middleware is
to maintain the communication between the agents and provide some basic fault
tolerance. For instance, middleware is responsible for detecting agent failures.
Initially, a failure is considered to be transient. However, if an agent does not
recover within a certain deadline then the middleware considers this agent to be
failed permanently. When a new agent appears in the system, e.g., to replace
the failed agent, middleware provides it with the connectivity with the rest of
the agents.

Often some agents in MAS experience a transient loss of connectivity. In this
case, middleware maintains their status and state to resume normal operation
when the connection is re-established, i.e., provides a backward recovery service.

The system events E include all internal and external system reactions.
An execution of an event may change the state of the middleware or agents.
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Usually, a failure of an agent affects it capability to perform its functions, i.e., it
might prevent a progress in some collaborative activities with the other agents.
Each collaborative activity between different agents (or an agent and the mid-
dleware) is composed of a set of events. Hence, an agent failure might disable
some events. Therefore, while modelling the behaviour of a MAS, we should also
define the functions of the middleware as a set of events and reactions specify-
ing the behaviour in case of transient and permanent faults, as well as explicitly
specify the events representing error detection and recovery. Moreover, we should
represent the impact of failures on collaborative activities via constraining the
set of enabled events. Now we are ready to introduce the first property that a
fault tolerant MAS should preserve.

The collaborative actions of fault tolerant MAS should preserve the following
enabledness property:

Property 1. Let Aact and Aina be sets of active and inactive agents corre-
spondingly, where A = Aact ∪ Aina and Aact ∩ Aina = ∅. Let EAA and EAµ
be all the collaborative activities (sets of events) between agents and agents and
between agents and middleware respectively. Moreover, for each A ∈ A, let EA
be a set of events in which the agent A is involved. Then

∀A · A ∈ Aact ⇒ EA ∈ EAA
and

∀A · A ∈ Aina ⇒ EA ∈ EAµ

This property defines the restrictions on agent behaviour in presence of failures.
Essentially, it postulates that if an agent failed, i.e., has become inactive then it
cannot participate in any collaborative activities until it recovers, i.e., becomes
active. This property can be ensured by checking the status attributes of each
agent that should be involved into a collaborative activity.

A collection of system events R consists of dynamic relationships or connec-
tions between active agents of the same or different classes. An agent relationship
is modelled as a mathematical relation

R(a1, a2, ..., am) ⊆ C∗
1 × C∗

2 ... × C∗
m,

where C∗
j = Cj ∪{?}. A relationship can be pending, i.e., incomplete. This is indi-

cated by question marks in the corresponding places of R, e.g., R(a1, a2, ?, a4, ?).
Pending relationships are typically occur during the error recovery. If an agent
fails then the middleware detects it, saves the status of an agent and actives the
timer bounding the time of error recovery. If an agent recovers before the time-
out then the relationships become complete, i.e., all the corresponding events
become enabled. However, if an agent fails to recover, its failure is considered
to be permanent. Then the middleware tries to replace the failed agent by a
healthy one. If it succeeds in doing this then the relationships become complete.

Property 2. Let Aact be a set of active agents. Let EAA be all the collaborative
activities in which these active agents are involved. Moreover, for each agent A ∈
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Aact, let RA be all the relationships it is involved. Finally, for each collaborative
activity CA ∈ EAA, let ACA be a set of the involved agents in this activity.
Then, for each CA ∈ EAA and A1, A2 ∈ ACA,

RA1 ∩ RA2 �= ∅

This property restricts the interactions between the agents – only the agents
that are linked by relationships (some of which may be pending) can be involved
into cooperative activities.

The system middleware µ keeps a track of pending relationships and tries to
resolve them by enquiring suitable agents to confirm their willingness to enter
into a particular relationships. Additional data structure PrefR associated with
a relationship R ∈ R can be used to express a specific preference of one agents
over other ones. The middleware then enforces this preference by enquiring the
preferred agents first. Formally, PrefR is an ordering relation over the involved
agent classes. Thus, for R ⊆ C∗

1 × ... × C∗
m,

PrefR ∈ C1 × ... × Cm ↔ C1 × ... × Cm.

A responsibility of the middleware is detect situations when some of the estab-
lished or to be established relationships become pending and guarantee “fair-
ness”, i.e., no pending request will be ignored forever, as well as try to enforce
the given preferences, if possible.

While developing a critical MAS, we should ensure that certain cooperative
activities once initiated are successfully completed. These are the activities that
implement safety requirements. The ensure safety we have to verify the following
property:

Property 3. Let EAAcrit, where EAAcrit ⊆ EAA, be a subset containing crit-
ical collaborative activities. Moreover, let Rpen and Rres, where Rpen ⊆ R and
Rres ⊆ R, be subsets of pending and resolved relationships defined for these
activities. Finally, let RCA, where CA ∈ EAA and RCA ⊆ R, be all the rela-
tionships the activity CA can affect. Then, for each activity CA ∈ EAAcrit and
relationship R ∈ RCA,

�((R ∈ Rpen) � (R ∈ Rres))

where � designates “always” and � denotes “leads to”.

This property postulates that eventually all pending relationships should be
resolved for each critical cooperative activity. It guarantees that error recovery
terminates (either successfully or not).

“The system state p always leads to the state q” or, using the temporal logic
notation, “�(p � q)”.

3 Formal Specification in Event B

We start by briefly describing our formal development framework. The Event-
B formalism is a variation of the B Method [2], a state-based formal approach
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that promotes the correct-by-construction development paradigm and formal
verification by theorem proving. Event-B has been specifically designed to model
and reason about parallel, distributed and reactive systems.

Modelling in Event-B. In Event-B, a system specification (model) is defined
using the notion of an abstract state machine [3]. An abstract state machine
encapsulates the model state represented as a collection of model variables, and
defines operations on this state, i.e., it describes the dynamic part (behaviour) of
the modelled system. A machine may also have the accompanying component,
called context, which contains the static part of the system. In particular, a
context can include user-defined carrier sets, constants and their properties,
which are given as a list of model axioms.

The machine is uniquely identified by its name M . The state variables, v, are
declared in the Variables clause and initialised in the Init event. The variables
are strongly typed by the constraining predicates I given in the Invariants
clause. The invariant clause might also contain other predicates defining prop-
erties that should be preserved during system execution.

The dynamic behaviour of the system is defined by the set of atomic events
specified in the Events clause. Generally, an event can be defined as follows:

evt =̂ any vl where g then S end

where vl is a list of new local variables (parameters), the guard g is a state
predicate, and the action S is a statement (assignment). In case when vl is
empty, the event syntax becomes when g then S end. If g is always true, the
syntax can be further simplified to begin S end.

The occurrence of events represents the observable behaviour of the system.
The guard defines the conditions under which the action can be executed, i.e.,
when the event is enabled. If several events are enabled at the same time, any of
them can be chosen for execution non-deterministically. If none of the events is
enabled then the system deadlocks.

In general, the action of an event is a parallel composition of assignments.
The assignments can be either deterministic or non-deterministic. A determin-
istic assignment, x := E(x, y), has the standard syntax and meaning. A non-
deterministic assignment is denoted either as x :∈ Set, where Set is a set of
values, or x :| P (x, y, x′), where P is a predicate relating initial values of x, y to
some final value of x′. As a result of such a non-deterministic assignment, x can
get any value belonging to Set or according to P .

Event-B Semantics. The semantics of an Event-B model is formulated as a
collection of proof obligations – logical sequents. Below we describe only the most
important proof obligations that should be verified (proved) for the initial and
refined models. The full list of proof obligations can be found in [3].

The semantics of Event-B actions is defined using so called before-after (BA)
predicates [3]. A before-after predicate describes a relationship between the sys-
tem states before and after execution of an event, as shown in Fig. 1. Here x and
y are disjoint lists (partitions) of state variables, and x′, y′ represent their values
in the after-state.
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Action (S) BA(S)

x := E(x, y) x = E(x, y) ∧ y = y

x :∈ Set ∃z · (z ∈ Set ∧ x = z) ∧ y = y

x :| P (x, y, x ) ∃z · (P (x, z, y) ∧ x = z) ∧ y = y

Fig. 1. Before-after predicates

The initial Event-B model should satisfy the event feasibility and invari-
ant preservation properties. For each event of the model, evti, its feasibility
means that, whenever the event is enabled, its before-after predicate (BA) is
well-defined, i.e., exists some reachable after-state:

A(d, c), I(d, c, v), gi(d, c, v) � ∃v′ ·BAi(d, c, v, v
′) (FIS)

where A is model axioms, I is the model invariant, gi is the event guard, d are
model sets, c are model constants, and v, v′ are the variable values before and
after the event execution.

Each event evti of the initial Event-B model should also preserve the given
model invariant:

A(d, c), I(d, c, v), gi(d, c, v), BAi(d, c, v, v
′) � I(d, c, v′) (INV)

Since the initialisation event has no initial state and guard, its proof obligation
is simpler:

A(d, c), BAInit(d, c, v
′) � I(d, c, v′) (INIT)

Event-B employs a top-down refinement-based approach to system development.
Development starts from an abstract system specification that models the most
essential functional requirements. While capturing more detailed requirements,
each refinement step typically introduces new events and variables into the
abstract specification. These new events correspond to stuttering steps that are
not visible at the abstract level. Moreover, Event-B formal development sup-
ports data refinement, allowing us to replace some abstract variables with their
concrete counterparts. In that case, the invariant of the refined machine formally
defines the relationship between the abstract and concrete variables.

To verify correctness of a refinement step, we need to prove a number of
proof obligations for a refined model. The Event-B refinement process allows us
to gradually introduce implementation details, while preserving functional cor-
rectness. The verification efforts, in particular, automatic generation and prov-
ing of the required proof obligations, are significantly facilitated by the Rodin
platform [15]. Proof-based verification as well as reliance on abstraction and
decomposition adopted in Event-B offers the designers a scalable support for
the development of such complex distributed systems as multi-agent systems.
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In the next section, we outline main principles of formal reasoning about
MAS and their properties.

4 Specification of Fault Tolerant MAS in Event-B

In the Event-B specification of fault tolerant MAS, we are interested in verifying
the properties related to convergence and correctness of fault tolerance:

– all pending relationships are eventually resolved;
– the given relationship preferences are enforced.

Properties of the first kind, i.e., eventuality properties, are especially impor-
tant for multi-agent systems. Such properties are often of the form “The sys-
tem state p always leads to the state q” or, using the temporal logic notation,
“�(p � q)”.

Often we are interested in formulating the properties similar to the examples
below:

– �(new subordinate agent � assigned supervisor agent);
– �(an agent leaves the system � all its relationships are removed);
– �(a supervisor agent leaves the system � all its subordinates are re-assigned);
– �(a supervisor agent fails � all its subordinate agents are re-assigned).

The responsibility of the middleware is detect situations when some of the
established/ or to be established relationships become pending due to failres and
guarantee “fairness”, i.e., no pending request for collaboration will be ignored
forever.

Next we present modelling patterns that allow us to express properties
described above in the Event-B framework. The abstract machine MAS (omit-
ted for brevity) defines two general types of agents defined by sets ATY PE1 and
ATY PE2, which are subsets of the generic type AGENT . The status of agents
(i.e., whether they active or not, i.e., failed) is stored in a function variables
status1 and status2, which for agents of different types returns a value of the enu-
merated set STATUS = {active, inactive}. We encapsulate the other variables
of the machine by the abstract variable state. The machine models recovery of the
agents in the location, i.e. the operating system, and non-deterministic changes
of their statuses due to failure or recovery. In Fig. 2 we define a machine MAS1.
Essentially, the specification MAS1 introduces a new event CooperativeActivity
in the machine MAS. The we can define the following proposition:

Proposition 1. The machine MAS1 refines MAS and preserves Property 1,
where
Aact = {a | a ∈ a t1 ∧ status1(a) = active) ∨ (a ∈ a t2 ∧ status2(a) = active}
and Aina = {a | (a1 ∈ a t1 ∧ status1(a1) = inactive) ∨ (a ∈ a t2 ∧ status2(a) =
inactive)} and EAA = {CooperativeActivity}
and EAµ = {Status1, Status2}
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Proof: The proof of the proposition follows from two facts:

1. The rules REF INV, REF GRD and REF SIM defined in Sect. 2 are
satisfied

2. The event CooperativeActivity is enabled only for active, i.e., healthy agents,
i.e., the agents whose status evaluates to TRUE

In a MAS, the agents often fail only for a short period of time. After the
recovery, the agent should be able to continue its operations. Therefore, after
detecting an agent failure, the middleware should not immediately disengage
the disconnected agent but rather set a deadline before which the agent should
recover. If the failed agent recovers before the deadline then it can continue
its normal activities. However, if the agent fails to do so, the location should
permanently disengage the agent.

In the refined specification we define the variable failed representing the sub-
set of active agents that are detected as transiently failed failed ⊆ coop agents.

Moreover, to model a timeout mechanism, we define the variable timer of
the enumerated type {inactive, active, timeout}. Initially, for every active agent,
the timer value is set to inactive. As soon as active agent fails, its id is added
to the set failed and its timer value becomes active. This behaviour is specified
in the new event FailedAgent.

An agent experiencing a transient failure can succeed or fail to recover, as
modelled by the events RecoverySuccessful and RecovertFailed respectively. If
the agent recovers before the value of timer becomes timeout, the timer value is
changed to inactive and the agent continues its activities virtually uninterrupted.
Otherwise, the agent is removed from the set of active agents. The following
invariant ensures that any disconnected agent is considered to be inactive:

∀a·(a ∈ coop agents ∧ timer(a) �= inactive ⇔ a ∈ disconnected)

The introduction of an agent failure allows us to make a distinction between
two reasons behind leaving the system by a supervisory agent – because its
duties are completed or due to the disconnection timeout. To model these two
cases, we split the event AgentLeaving into two events NormalAgentLeaving and
DetectFailedFreeAgent respectively.

While modelling failure of a supervisory agent, we should again have to deal
with the property stating that if a supervisory agent fails then all its subordinate
agents are re-assigned. In a similar way as above, the event ReassignSupervisor is
decomposed into two events NormalReassignSupervisor and DetectFailedAgent.
The second refinement step resulted in a specification ensuring that no subor-
dinate agent is left unattached to the supervisor neither because of its normal
termination or failure.

The second refinement step resulted in a specification ensuring that no sub-
ordinate agent is left unattached to the supervisor neither because of its normal
termination or failure.
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5 Related Work

Formal modelling of MAS has been undertaken by [6,8,10–12]. Our approach
builds on these work. It is different from numerous process-algebraic approaches
used for modelling MAS. Firstly, we have relied on proof-based verification that
does not impose restrictions on the size of the model, number of agents etc. Sec-
ondly, we have adopted a system’s approach, i.e., we modelled the entire system
and extracted specifications of its individual components by decomposition. Such
an approach allows us to express and formally verify correctness of the overall

Machine MAS1
Variables a t1, a t2, status1, status2, state
Invariants

inv1 : a t1 ⊆ ATY PE1
inv2 : a t2 ⊆ ATY PE1
inv3 : status1 ∈ a t1 → STATUS
inv4 : status2 ∈ a t2 → STATUS
inv5 : state : STATE

Events
Initialisation =

begin
a t1 := ∅

a t2 := ∅

status1 := ∅

status2 := ∅

state :: STATE
end

Populate1 =
any a1
when

a1 ∈ ATY PE1
a1 /∈ a t1

then
a t1 := a t1 ∪ {a1}
status1(a1) := active

end

Status1 =
any a1
when

a1 ∈ a t1
then

status1(a1) :∈ STATUS
state :∈ STATE

end

CooperativeActivity =
any a1, a2
when

a1 ∈ a t1
a2 ∈ a t2
status(a1) = active
status(a2) = active

then
state :∈ STATE

end
END

Fig. 2. Specification of a MAS with cooperative activity
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FailedAgent =
any a
when
a ∈ coop agents ∧ a /∈ failed

then
failed := failed ∪ {a}
timer(a) := active

end

RecoveryFailed =
any a
when
a ∈ failed ∧ timer(a) = active

then
timer(a) := timeout

end

Fig. 3. Failed agent and recovery failed events

DetectFailedAgent =̂
Refines ReassignSupervisor
any a, a new
when

a ∈ ran(assigned supervisor) ∧ a /∈ last cooperated[cooperated]∧
a new ∈ coop agents ∧ a new �= a∧
a ∈ disconnected ∧ timer(a) = timeout∧
a new /∈ disconnected ∨ (a new ∈ disconnected ∧ timer(a new) = active)

then
coop agents := coop agents \ {a}
assigned supervisor := assigned supervisor�−

(dom(assigned supervisor � {a}) × {a new})
disconnected := disconnected{a}
timer := {a} �− timer

end
DetectFailedFreeAgent =̂

Refines AgentLeaving
any a
when

a ∈ coop agents ∧ a /∈ ran(assigned supervisor)∧
a /∈ last cooperated[cooperated] ∧ a ∈ disconnected ∧ timer(a) = timeout

then
coop agents := coop agents \ {a}
disconnected := disconnected{a}
timer := {a} �− timer

end

system, i.e., we indeed achieve verification of fault tolerance as a system level
property. Finally, the adopted top-down development paradigm has allowed us
to efficiently cope not only with complexity of requirements but also with com-
plexity of verification. We have build a large formal model of a complex system
by a number of rather small increments. As a result, verification efforts have
been manageable because we merely needed to prove refinement between each
two adjacent levels of abstraction.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an approach to formal specification of fault
tolerant MAS. We formalised the main properties of fault tolerant MAS that
perform cooperative activities and supported by the middleware to achieve fault
tolerance. We defined the specification and refinment patterns for the formal
development of fault tolerant MAS in Event-N.
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In our development we have explicitly modelled the fault tolerance mecha-
nism that ensures correct system functioning in the presence of agent failures.
We have verified by proofs the correctness and termination of error recovery.
Formal verification process has not only allowed us to systematically capture
the complex error detection and recovery but also facilitated derivation of the
constraints that should be imposed on the behaviour of the agents of different
types to guarantee a correct implementation of fault tolerant. As a future work,
we are planning to apply the proposed approach to modelling interaction of
autonomous agents that are subject of malicious rather than random faults.
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Abstract. Existing agent-based models of emotion contagion that account for the
emotional diversity in groups have mostly focussed on the spread of categorical
emotions (happy, sad, angry). In practice this raises problems with regard to how
the spread of different emotions should interact. Can one be both very happy and
very angry at the same time, or shift quickly between these states? And which
emotion should determine the behaviour of an agent?

The present paper explores an alternative where dimensional emotions spread
in a crowd and the emotional state of an agent equals its location in the valence-
arousal space, corresponding to a single emotion. We propose an agent-based
model that is an extension of the ASCRIBE model. Furthermore, building on
recent work that found an attention bias in participants toward emotionally salient
stimuli,we examine the effects of attention bias in the context of emotion contagion
at the crowd level.

We have simulated a crowd in a soccer arena wherein several types of visitors
react differently to the same events in the game (goals), with and without attention
bias. Our results give a first indication that a dimensional approach to emotion
contagion has the potential to solve these challenges without the need to model
mood as an extra layer, though further study is required with regard to model vali-
dation and the translation from emotional state to behaviour in order to accurately
simulate the complexity of real-world crowds that are emotionally diverse.

Keywords: Emotion contagion · Dimension theory · Attention bias ·
Agent-based model · Crowd simulation

1 Introduction

When a comedian tells a joke to a single listener this may evoke a different emotional
response than when it is told in front of a packed theatre. The alignment of emotion at the
group level is often called collective emotion.While in this example it can be assumed the
members of the audience responded to the comedian, their emotion may also be affected
directly by the emotions of other members of the audience, a phenomenon known as
emotion contagion.

A growing number of studies over the past decade have used agent-based models
to study the spread of emotion in large groups as the result of emotion contagion. They
have focussed mainly on incidents where the safety of people in the crowd was in danger
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and emotion contagion caused or contributed to the collective behavioural response.
Accordingly, the spread of a single negative emotion, usually either fear or anger, is
studied most frequently in the crowd. However, studies have indicated that positive
emotions also spread via contagion in groups [1, 2]. This raises the question whether
emotional interaction between group members in many scenarios may be too complex
to capture using a single emotion.

Indeed, several agent-based models have been proposed where multiple emotions
spread via emotion contagion [3]. Most of these models investigate the contagion of
categorical emotions, often based on the OCC model that distinguishes 22 emotions
based on appraisal [4]. However, the spread of multiple categorical emotions allows
for complex states where an agent experiences multiple and even seemingly contradic-
tory emotions simultaneously. This poses a challenge in translating such a state to a
behavioural response of the agent and the contagion process among agents. Does the
strongest emotion determine the behaviour and is this therefore the only emotion that is
contagious, or do all emotions affect behaviour and the contagion process? And can a
person experience high levels of two (opposite) emotions simultaneously?

A solution proposed by several studies is to use the Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance
model to simulate the mood of an agent along three continuous axes [5, 6]. In this setup,
mood acts like an intermediary between the emotions and behaviour of an agent. Emotion
is mapped to affect the mood of the agent slightly and in turn affects the behaviour of
the agent, thereby preventing erratic behaviour from fast changes in emotion.

In the present paper we propose a more parsimonious alternative by modelling emo-
tions directly along two continuous axes, valence and arousal, based on the circumplex
model of emotion [7]. The emotional state of an agent equates to a single location in this
two-dimensional space. Areas in this space are labelled as a type of emotion to facilitate
human interpretation, thus resulting in a single emotion label for the state of an agent
at any time. For this purpose, the ASCRIBE model [8], an often used model of emotion
contagion that is agent-based, was extended for valence and arousal to spread simulta-
neously and independently among agents. The ASCRIBE model was chosen because
contrary to epidemiological-based models, it considers contagion on a continuous scale
[3]. Also, it has been validated using footage of real crowds and was found to compare
favourably in relation to several other models of emotion contagion.

Our aim is to investigate the dynamics of the proposed model and test whether it
remedies the problems encountered with categorical emotions. For this purpose, we
simulate a crowd in a soccer arena wherein several types of visitors react differently to
the same events in the game (goals) and multiple emotions spread among the stationary
agents. We expect that the transitions in the emotion state of an agent due to contagion
occur gradually, where an agent under the influence of others with an opposite emotional
state first becomes less emotional or transitions to an emotional state that is nearby its
original state.

Furthermore, in a recent publicationGoldenberg et al. (2020) let participants estimate
the emotion of the crowd and found that this estimation was biased towards others with
stronger facial expressions, thus resulting in a skewed assessment in the presence of
strong emotions [9]. We hypothesize that if observing emotions triggers an emotional
response and this observation is an overestimation, this results in amplification at the
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group level of the strongest emotions in the crowd. Therefore, in the present paper we
also investigate the effect of an attention bias towards agents with a strong expression
of emotion.

2 Methods

2.1 Emotion Contagion in the ASCRIBE Model

With the ASCRIBE model the authors considered the spread of a single categorical
emotion among agents [8]. Emotion is expressed as a continuous number between 0 and
1, where 0 represents the lowest level or absence and 1 the highest level of emotion.
The contagion process is divided in two aspects, 1) the emotion channel through which
emotion flows and 2) the potential emotional influence the sender has on the receiver.

The first aspect, the width of the emotion channel, is determined by the personality
of the agents that are involved and the social or physical distance between them. The
second aspect, the influence the emotional expression of the sender has on the receiver
in ASCRIBE, is determined by a blend of two processes: absorption and amplification.
Absorption represents the tendency for the receiving agent to adjust its emotion to its
surroundings.When considering only absorption in a group, over time the emotions of its
members approach each other and eventually reach an equilibrium, the value of which
always lays within the range of emotion that was present at the start. Amplification,
despite its name, represents the ability for emotional escalation or de-escalation of the
emotion of the receiver when its emotion matches that of its surrounding. Whether the
amplification process escalates or deescalates emotion or behaves similar to absorption
is determined by a characteristic of the receiving agent. Note that amplification can
therefore result in collective emotion beyond the emotional range that was present at the
start, providing the ability to simulate emotional spirals like a spontaneous outbreak of
panic in a crowd due to emotion contagion.

2.2 The Proposed Model

In the present paper we extend the ASCRIBE model and propose a model for emo-
tion contagion in two dimensions of emotion, namely valence and arousal. Different
from ASCRIBE, both dimensions range from strongly negative at −1 to strongly pos-
itive at 1, where 0 represents a neutral state. Contagion of valence and arousal occurs
simultaneously and independently among agents.

The change in valence and arousal of an agent (�Er) due to contagion is the result of
the total connection strength between the receiver and its neighbours, times the emotional
influence for that dimension of emotion.

�Ervalence = 〈connection〉 ∗ 〈influencevalence〉
�Erarousal = 〈connection〉 ∗ 〈influencearousal〉 (1)

Connection Strength. Howmuch of the emotional influence can flow from the senders
to the receiver is determined by the strength of the connection between each sender and
the receiver. We assume that there is only one channel between a receiver and a sender.
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Therefore, the connection strength influences contagion of valence and arousal equally.
The total connection strength (�r) between a receiver and its neighbours is given by the
sum of the individual connection strengths between the receiving agent and each of the
senders (γsr) in the group Nr.

connection = �r =
∑

s∈Nr
γsr (2)

The strength of the connection between two agents (γsr), a sender and a receiver, is
determined by three components. The first is the personality characteristic openness (δr)
of the receiver that represents the tendency to take up affective information. The second
is the channel strength between both agents (αsr), which in the present paper is defined
as the inverse distance between the agents in space. Last is the weighted attention (θ∗

s )
of the receiver for the sender. We assume that an agent has a limited amount of attention
and distributes this among its neighbours [10]. The weighted attention (θ∗

s ) represents
the share of attention a sender claims in the context of competition.

γsr = θ∗
s αsrδr (3)

To calculate the weighted attention θ∗
s for a sender, we take the potential attention

(θs) the sender could receive plus a basic level of attention every sender receives (1/N)
and weigh this to that of all senders in group Nr. The relative importance of the potential
attention (θs) is determined by the constant κ1, that is set to 1 in the present paper.

θ∗
s =

1
N + κ1θs

1 + κ1
∑

c∈Nr
θc

(4)

Without a bias in attention towards emotional stimuli, the potential attention (θs) a
sender claims is equal to the personality characteristic expressiveness (εs) of the sender,
that represents its tendency to show or voice its affective state.

θs = εs (5)

Emotional Influence. The emotional pressure from a group of neighbours on a receiver
is determined by the nett emotion the receiver observes and the tendency of the receiver
to dampen, absorb or amplify this perceived nett emotion. Note that the term emotion
here can be replaced by either valence or arousal that are calculated independently. To
get the nett emotion (E∗

s ) of the group of senders (Nr) as observed by the receiver, the
emotion of each sender is weighed by the channel strength of the sender (γsr) against
the overall channel strength (�r) of the group.

E∗
s =

∑
s∈Nr

γsrEs

�r
(6)

In ASCRIBE the tendency of the receiver to amplify or absorb was based on two
separate processes, the balance of which was set via two parameters. However, because
the amplification process in ASCRIBE can mimic the result of the absorption process
with the setting of a single parameter (see appendix 1 for an example), in the proposed
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model we simplified the emotional influence to one process based on the amplification
process in ASCRIBE. In the proposed model, one characteristic of the receiver deter-
mines the tendency of a receiver to dampen (βr < 0.5), absorb (βr = 0.5) or amplify (βr >
0.5) the emotions of its neighbours. To accommodate for the extended range of emotion
in the proposed model (from −1 to 1), the total emotional influence of the senders on
the receiver is calculated differently depending on three conditions. First, when both
the emotion of the receiver (Er) and the weighted average of the senders (E∗

s ) is on the
positive side of the scale, the influence is calculated in the same manner as the ampli-
fication process was in ASCRIBE. Second, if both the receiver and the average of its
neighbours are on the negative end of the scale, influence is calculated like in ASCRIBE
and then inverted. Lastly, when the receiver and its neighbours have an opposite polarity,
the emotion is the difference between the weighted emotion of the senders modulated
by βr and the emotion of the receiver modulated by 1 – βr.

IF(E∗
s ≥ 0)&(Er ≥ 0)

influence = βr(1 − 1(−|E∗
s |)(1 − |Er|)) + (1 − βr)E

∗
s Er − Er

ELSE IF(E∗
s ≤ 0)&(Er ≤ 0)

influence = −(βr(1 − (1 − |E∗
s |)(1 − |Er|)) + (1 − βr)E

∗
s Er) − Er

ELSE

influence = βr ∗ E∗
s − (1 − βr) ∗ Er (7)

Figure 1 shows the emotional influence for different levels of emotion of the receiver
and its neighbours for three levels of characteristic βr of the receiver. The lower-left and
upper-right quadrants show that the reaction of a receiver to neighbours with the same
emotion polarity depends on the setting of βr. A positive βr amplifies the emotion of
the receiver (towards 1 or −1 depending on the polarity), a neutral βr pulls the emotion
of the receiver towards that of the senders (absorption), and a negative βr dampens the
emotion of the receiver (towards 0). The upper-left and lower-right quadrants show the
scenarios where the polarity of emotion differs between the receiver and senders. In this
case the emotion of the receiver is pulled towards that of the senders, the rate of which
is determined by βr. Note that the amount of influence that can flow towards the receiver
is determined by the connection strength as shown in Eq. 1.
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Fig. 1. Emotional influence as a function of the emotion of the receiving agent and the weighted
emotion of the senders, shown for three levels of characteristic βr.
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Bias Towards Salient Emotional Stimuli. Judging the emotional state of a crowd
requires fast evaluation of many stimuli, while people are generally assumed to have
a limited capacity to do so. In recent work, Goldenberg et al. performed an experiment
in which participants had to judge the average emotion of a set of faces with varying
emotional expressions on a monitor [9]. The authors found that people overestimated
the average emotion in a crowd, especially when this emotion was negative, and did so
increasingly with a larger crowd and longer exposure time.

Then to explore what mechanism underlies this overestimation, Goldenberg and col-
leagues tracked the eyemovement of the participants and found that emotional expression
of a face did not affect whether a face was examined by the participant. Yet, when con-
sidering the dwell time, the duration with which a participant examined each face was
found to be correlated with the strength of the emotional expression on the face. More-
over, the estimation error increased rather than decreased with the number of presented
faces and longer exposure time to the faces. According to the authors, this hints at a
preference in attention for faces that express strong emotions, rather than a selection
bias for expressive faces due to constraints in how many faces could be processed in the
given time.

Following these findings, we investigate the effect of attention bias on the spread
of emotions in the crowd. We implemented a bias towards emotional salient stimuli in
the proposed model via the potential attention (θs) a sender receives, replacing Eq. 5.
The potential attention θs an agent receives is determined by both the expressiveness of
the sender (εs) and its emotional state (Ed). To determine a single value for the poten-
tial attention of a sender over multiple dimensions of emotion (here dim = {valence,
arousal}), we calculate the distance towards the neutral state of zero. To model a pref-
erence of the receiver for negative or positive stimuli two components are added, the
balance between which is set by parameter μr , where μr < 0.5 represents a preference
towards negative emotions and μr > 0.5 towards positive emotions.

θs =
∑

d∈dim

(
|Ed | ∗ εs + μr ∗

(
2 − Ed + 1

2

)
+ (1 − μr) ∗

(
Ed + 1

2

))2

(8)

The result of attention bias is that a larger share of the attention goes to agents with
a stronger expression of emotion, yet all agents receive a basic level of attention and no
agents are ignored by the receiver (Fig. 2). This description corresponds to the findings
by Goldenberg et al. [9] where participants examined all faces presented to them, but
looked longer at those that were more emotional, and did more so when that emotion
was negative than if it was positive. To simulate this preference for negative stimuli over
positive stimuli, we set μr to 0.4 for all simulations in the present paper.

Emotional Self-regulation. In the absence of emotional stimuli (either internal or exter-
nal), emotion in a person does not persist, nor does the emotion vanish immediately.
Instead, emotion is thought to decay over time with a certain speed and in a non-linear
fashion that varies among people and types of emotion [11].
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Fig. 2. Effect of attention bias in the distribution of attention of receiver R towards a group of
senders (surrounding circles) for three preferences of stimuli type (μr). For simplicity only one
dimension of emotion is shown. The emotions of the senders are indicated in the circles and the
attention (θs) that the sender receives is indicated outside of the circle. In this example all senders
have the same expressiveness εs set to 0.5.

In the proposed model, an agent can become less emotional, i.e. closer to the zero
point on the axes of valence and arousal, when it meets others with an opposite emotion
or via dampening (βr < 0.5). Yet based on these processes, when an agent would not
meet other agents, it would maintain its level of emotion indefinitely. Hence, we have
added a function of emotion decay to the proposed model. According to Hudlicka [11]
an exponential or logarithmic decline is more realistic than a linear decline for emotional
decay. Therefore, we chose a logit function, as this is similar to an exponential relation
that is mirrored in the negative direction to account for the decay of negative valence
and arousal.

Preceding the contagion process, the emotion of the receiver is reduced depending
on the decay rate λr of the receiver and its current level of emotion (Er). A higher λr
results in a faster decay of emotion, while at a decay rate of zero there is no decay of
emotions (See appendix 2 for an example). The constant κ2 sets the curve of the line,
where a value approaching one results in a more curved line while a value approaching
infinity results in a line that is approx. linear. In the present paper κ2 was set to 1.1.

�Er = −λr ∗ log

1
2

(
1 + Er

κ2

)

1 − 1
2

(
1 + Er

κ2

) (9)

Mapping to Categorical Emotions. To improve human interpretability of the results,
locations in the valence and arousal space are commonlymapped to categorical emotions.
However, currently there exists no clear consensus about how indicative the dimensions
of valence and arousal are for specific categorical emotions, nor a generally agreed upon
model of how continuously measured emotion should be translated to emotion labels
that are used in everyday life.
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As a starting point, we have chosen eight emotions and a neutral state that are equally
separated in the valence-arousal space and we estimate to be relevant in the context of
crowd management. Figure 3 shows the area that is associated with these emotions. The
locations of the emotion labels are a simplification of the space described by [12].

Fig. 3. Mapping of the valence-arousal space to emotion labels.

3 Results

To study the spread of continuous emotion in an emotion-rich environment, we simulated
a soccer match that is visited by 2900 agents in an arena. The agents respond emotionally
to the events on the field, specifically to a goal for the home team after 50 steps and a
goal for the away team after 500 steps. How an agent responds to these events depends
on what type of visitor the agent is. Agents with the same type are placed together in
sections of the arena inspired by the arrangement in some Dutch soccer arenas (Fig. 4).
There are three types of agents that support the home team. The valence of these agents
increases when the home team scores and decreases when the away team scores, where
the family-type agents respond mildly, regular supporters at an intermediate level and
fanatic supporters respond strongly (Table 1). For the away team we assume mostly the
highly motivated fans travelled to support their team and thus behave similarly to the
fanatic supporter except the valence reaction is reversed to the home and away goal.
Arousal increases for all agents after each goal, where family-type agents stay relatively
calm, regular supporters get somewhat excited and the fanatic and away supporters
become most excited. Lastly the family-type agents have a tendency to absorb emotion,
thereby adjusting to their environment, while regular and to a higher degree fanatic and
away supporters have the tendency to amplify emotional stimuli when they match their
own emotion.

Since the simulations did not contain any stochastic elements, one runwas performed
per condition. Each simulationwas run for 1000 timesteps, recording the levels of valence
and arousal of every agent. To focus on the contagion mechanism, behaviour was not
considered. See Appendix 3 for a complete list of parameter settings.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of agent types
over sections of the soccer arena.

Table 1. Parameter settings for agent types

Agent
type

N βr Response
home goal

Response
away goal

Eval Earo Eval Earo

Regular 2000 0.6 0.3 0.3 −0.3 0.3

Fanatic 330 0.7 0.5 0.5 −0.5 0.5

Family 240 0.5 0.3 0.1 −0.1 0.1

Away 330 0.7 −0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

3.1 Contagion in a Multi-emotion Environment

To first investigate the contagion of continuous emotions, Fig. 5 shows the results of a
run without an attention bias. At the start of the run, all agents have a neutral emotional
state and no contagion takes place until an event (goal) evokes an emotional response in
all agents at step 50. After this step only contagion and decay affect the emotions of the
agents until the second event at step 500.

Several differences can be observed among the types of agents in Fig. 5B, not only
in the one-step response to the event, but also in the contagion and decay process that
follows.The family-type agents reactmildly happy/delighted to the events and afterwards
their emotional response quickly fades. This happens because these agents have the
tendency to absorb instead of strengthen similar emotions and the emotional influence
of the surrounding supporters is less than the decay due to self-regulation. Their emotion
however does impact the regular supporters that are close, who become less aroused and
change from aroused/excited to happy/delighted.

In contrast, the fanatic- and away-type of agents respond strongly to the events and,
while there is some decay after the initial emotional stimulus, these supporters amplify
each other enough to compensate for emotion decay, finding an equilibrium. Notable is
the difference between the fanatic and away supporters in the response to the (to them)
negative event. While their initial emotion response is the same, the valence of the away
supporters is reduced stronger (towards 0) due to contagion than in the fanatic supporters.
This is because both groups are bordered by the regular supporters that express a similar
though less extreme sentiment to the fanatic supporters while contrasting the away
supporters. This also effects the regular supporters, as can be seen in Fig. 5A, where
at step 150 and 600 in the areas where the away and regular supporters border the
emotion of some regular agents was extinguished and those closest to the away group
adopted the emotion of the away group, though to a lesser degree. Oppositely, at the
border between the fanatic and regular supporters the emotion of the regular supporters
is stronger compared to other regular supporters.
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Fig. 5. Simulation of visitors to a soccer game without attention bias. A) Illustration of the spread
of emotions among agents over time. Note that the colours correspond to Fig. 3 and do not express
the strength of the emotion. B) Development of emotion over time per agent-type, shown as a line
per agent for valence and arousal and as the percentage of agents with an emotion label.

3.2 Attention Bias Towards Emotional Salient Stimuli

Next, to study the effect of an attention bias in the context of emotion contagion in a
crowd, Fig. 6 shows the results of the same experiment as before but with attention bias.
Comparing Fig. 5 to Fig. 6, it can be observed that there is amplification of the agents that
express strong emotions (fanatic & away supporters), with less decay of emotion and
less influence of the bordering agent type (regular supporters). The regular supporters are
influenced more strongly by the fanatic and away supporters with attention bias enabled
(see for example the larger group of regular supporters that adopts the sentiment of the
away supporters). The family-type supporters do not express strong emotions, yet still
impact the emotions of nearby regular supporters. Thismost likely is because each sender
always receives a basic share of attention and, as both family and regular supporters do
not express strong emotions, the impact of attention bias is relatively small.
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Fig. 6. Simulation of visitors to a soccer game with attention bias.

4 Discussion

With the present paper we took a dimensional approach to the spread of emotions in
large groups, where valence and arousal spread independently yet together represented
the emotional state of an agent. The location in valence-arousal space was mapped to a
categorical emotion label to make the results more interpretable for humans.

Our results demonstrate that a dimensional approach to emotion contagion has the
potential to solve problems arising from the contagion of multiple categorical emotions
without the need to model mood as an extra layer. Because the dimensional emotions
spread independently but together form a single emotional state, this results in more
stable transitions of emotion over time. Although we do not model mood explicitly, it
can be argued that mood is an emergent property that arises from the tendency to keep
the same emotional state in the proposed model (e.g., frustrated) or shift to a nearby state
following emotional input (angry), instead of an emotion that is distant in the valence-
arousal space (peaceful). Important to note is that while mapping the multi-dimensional
space to categorical emotion labels makes the results easier to interpret for humans,
currently there exists no consensus on what dimensions of emotion should be considered
and what the exact locations are of emotion labels in the space these dimensions form.
Future work may therefore also consider exploring additional or alternative dimensions
of emotion in the context of contagion. The dimension of dominance for example has
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frequently been considered in addition to valence and arousal in recent work.We believe
that the proposed model offers a suitable starting point for this as dimensions of emotion
can easily be replaced or added and the mapping used in the present paper can be refined
to more precise areas in the chosen emotion space.

Further, we examined the effect of a bias of agents towards emotionally salient
stimuli in the contagion process and found that such a bias amplifies the strongest
emotion in surrounding agents, yet does have a large impact on the contagion process
in an environment that is emotionally poor or homogeneous. This kind of amplification
may be of importance in scenarios where one or some members of the crowd strongly
deviate from the general sentiment, for example in the case of a sudden calamity or
aggression or when considering an entertainer or leader.

Future work will be aimed at validation of the model in groups and the translation
of emotional states to behaviour of the agent in an attempt to realistically simulate the
complexity of real-world crowds that are emotionally diverse.

Acknowledgements. This work is part of the research programme Innovational Research Incen-
tives Scheme Vidi SSH 2017 with project number 016.Vidi.185.178, which is financed by the
Dutch Research Council (NWO).

Appendix

The supplementary material can be found at: osf.io/vt7c6.
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1 Introduction

With Siri, Cortana, Alexa, Google Assistant, etc. the concept of a virtual conver-
sational assistant reached the general public, and with it also rose the demands
for more intelligence, versatility, and a broader coverage of background infor-
mation. However, data-driven models underlying assistants like those mentioned
above are naturally limited in terms of the scope of their memory, interpretative
intelligence and cognition. Thus, although one can ask Siri about the weather
prediction, one will not obtain a satisfactory answer when the inquiry concerns
the location “where my mother lives” or even just whether “it will get warmer”.
Notwithstanding, for some contexts, such skills are highly desirable, in particu-
lar, when the assistant is supposed to be personalized, i.e., be aware of the profile,
needs and capabilities of a specific user. Such contexts, include, e.g., assistance in
healthcare or education, interaction with elderly, or support of migrants during
their reception and integration in the host country.

Knowledge-driven conversational agents are in this sense an alternative to
data-driven assistants. The design of a state-of-the-art knowledge driven con-
versational agent usually foresees a dialogue manager (DM) as the central
knowledge-processing module, which accesses and reasons over an underlying
ontology to plan the dialogue moves, possibly taking into account the context
and the profile of the addressee; cf., e.g., [6,12,21,22]. Recently, neural reinforce-
ment learning-based DMs proved to achieve an impressively good performance
in well-defined, limited contextual setups such as restaurant reservation [24],
travel booking [23], movie ticket purchase [11], etc. Still, while they cope well
with the management of the dialogue history and the belief states, planning of
dialogue moves, control of the coherence of the generated discourse, etc., they
are not designed to carry out tasks such as, e.g., retrieval of useful information
based on the profile of the user, identification of the closest office for residence
application submission, or assessment of health data and determination of the
adequate reaction. And they are even less designed to interact with each other.
To cover these tasks, techniques for multi-agent coordination such as coalition
formation and clustering, semantic service selection and composition planning
can be used.

In what follows, we present work in progress on Embodied Conversational
Agents (ECA) in the context of the WELCOME Project, henceforth referred
to as “MyWelcome agent”, whose design foresees the separation of the agent
behavior and dialogue management tasks in two different modules. The agents
are intended to act as personalized virtual companions of migrants or refugees
(henceforth Third Country Nationals, TCNs) in specific contexts related to
reception and integration in the host country.

The reception, administration and integration of TCNs imply a variety of
tasks that can be roughly grouped as follows:

(1) registration and guidance through the administrative procedures and doc-
umentation needed for registration as well as provision of information on
basic healthcare, legal, and social services;
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(2) language courses and civic and social education;
(3) cultural and societal integration;
(4) coaching in daily life contexts, including, e.g., filling out a form or submission

of an application; job interview training, legal consultation, etc.

Personalized embodied conversational agents that are capable of covering
these tasks must show the following characteristics: (i) dispose of targeted back-
ground knowledge in a number of areas (including, among others, host country-
specific migrant reception and integration procedures, prominent local cultural,
civic, and social facts, everyday life contexts, etc.) as well as of the personal
profile of a user (TCN, in our case); (ii) command situational awareness in
interaction with the user; (iii) understand and interpret the verbal statements
of the user; (iv) plan the actions to be undertaken by the agent in order to act
respectively react appropriately to the statement of the user under given situ-
ational circumstances and the dialogue to be conducted by the agent; and (v)
communicate with the user in the language of their preference.

Consider a fragment of a sample conversation as targeted by the MyWelcome
agent:

U: Hello, I would like to register for the First Reception Service.
A: Hello! What is your name?
U: Karim
A: Very good Karim! I need some basic information from you. Since when are

you in the country and what is your current address?
U: I am still staying with friends.
A: In this case, I need your friends’ address.
U: It is Lepant, 142 in Terrassa.
A: And since when do you live there?

. . .

In the next section, we outline the design of the MyWelcome agent. Section 3
presents the corresponding knowledge and data models and the agent services,
and Sect. 4 the language technologies. Section 5, finally, summarizes the current
state of our work and sketches its ongoing extension.

2 Design of the MyWelcome Agent

Each user is assigned their own personalized MyWelcome agent realized in terms
of a mobile cloud application. Figure 1 shows the global MyWelcome agent plat-
form architecture, which is grounded in the concept of services.1 The backbone
of the platform is the Dispatcher service, which channels the communication
between the different platform services. Due to the challenging system reaction
time restrictions on the one side and a required 1:n control flow efficiency on the

1 We use the notion of service in order to highlight the functionality perspective on
the individual software modules or components of the platform.
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other side, a Dispatcher is preferred to a central Bus service or direct interac-
tion between the services. From the perspective of their function, the individual
platform services can be grouped into message understanding services, which
include language identification (LIS), automatic speech recognition (ASR), lan-
guage analysis (LAS); message interpretation and reaction services, which con-
sist of one or multiple personal MyWelcome agents for agent-driven semantic
service coordination (ADSC) and a dialogue management service (DMS); and
message generation services, which are composed of the natural language gener-
ation (NLGS) and text-to-speech (TTS) services. For multi-agent coordination
tasks, the MyWelcome agents communicate directly with each other via their
endpoints, without leveraging the Dispatcher service.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the MyWelcome agent platform.

Figure 2 displays the data flow between the individual MyWelcome services
for the first two turns of our dialogue in Sect. 1. The user speaks to the avatar
that embodies the MyWelcome agent in the mobile MyWelcome Application. The
spoken turn is passed to the Dispatcher, which dispatches its analysis by the LID,
ASR and LAS services. The outcome of the analysis, which consists of a predicate
argument structure and the corresponding speech act (i.e., communicative intent
of the speaker), is mapped onto an OWL representation and introduced into the
local knowledge repository of the ADSC, where it is used for context-aware
semantic service selection and planning. The output of the ADSC is passed
via the Dispatcher to the DMS, which decides on the next dialogue move. The
syntactic structure and the exact wording of the move is synthesized by the NLG
service, spoken by the TTS service and played on the MyWelcome application.

3 Knowledge and Data Models and Agent Services

The quality of a knowledge-driven personalized conversational agent decisively
depends on the coverage of its ontologies and the extent to which the personal
features of the users are captured. In this section, we first present the knowledge
and data models drawn upon by the agent and then the realization of the agent
interaction services.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the data flow (the arrows indicate the data exchange between
the individual modules and the Dispatcher in the order marked by the numbers); see
description in Sect. 2.

3.1 Knowledge and Data Models of the MyWelcome Agent

The MyWelcome agent knowledge models leverage different types of informa-
tion: (i) background information on migrant reception and integration policies
and procedures, language learning curricula, social services, etc.; (ii) user-specific
data, initially provided during user registration and subsequently distilled from
the natural language interaction of the TCN with the MyWelcome agent; (iii)
temporal properties of user resources, dialogue strategies and dialogue history,
cultural integration activities, language learning advances, etc., and (iv) infor-
mation obtained via reasoning and decision making on the available information.

To ensure GDPR-compliance with respect to the maintenance of personal
TCN data, we distinguish between local and global agent knowledge reposi-
tories, which are realized as separate partitions of a semantic graph DB. Each
MyWelcome agent is assigned its own Local agent repository realized as a tri-
partite RDF triple store: the Local Agent Knowledge Repository (LAKR), which
manages the personal data of its “TCN master”, the Local Agent Repository
(LAR), which keeps the internal states of the agent, and the Local Service Repos-
itory (LSR), which maintains the services of the agent. Each triple store can be
accessed only by its owner agent.2 The population and management of local
repositories are handled by the Knowledge Management Service (KMS), which
is a service responsible for initially converting external knowledge into RDF
triple store-compliant representations, and then mapping them to the respective
ontologies. The Global Knowledge Repositories contain RDF triple stores

2 The LAKRs can be also accessed via secure interface by the TCN whose data it
contains and the responsible authority.
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Fig. 3. Abstract representation of the WELCOME ontology.

that concern all agents, again separated into three partitions: the WELCOME
Domain Knowledge Repository (WDRK), which contains the content of the sce-
narios covered by the agents, the Semantic Service Descriptions (WSR), and
the WELCOME Agent Repository (WAR) with the ids of all created agents. A
KMS-like service called Knowledge Base Service (KBS) facilitates the conversion
into RDF and introduction of new information into WDKR or LAKR via the
Platform Manager and initiates the LSR of a newly created agent. In addition
to the knowledge repositories, a content database is included into the knowl-
edge/data model of the MyWelcome Application. The content DB contains, e.g.,
sentence templates used for the agent move generation, relevant textual material
pointed to in the generated moves, etc.

A fragment of the ontology, which forms the backbone of LAKR is shown
in Fig. 3. It depicts the vocabulary that supports the dialogue with the user
to inquire information on the profile of the user. The fact that a user exists
in the ontology is modeled in terms of an instance of the class DialogueUser.
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If the name of the user is unknown, the agent will ask for it. The content of the
question is modeled as an instance of the class DialogueTurn, which is part of
DialogueSession:

:session1 a :DialogueSession ;

:hasDialogueTurn :systemTurn1 ;

:involvesDialogueUser :TCN .

The agent turn consists of a timestamp and a speech act container, which is
associated with a dialogue input slot obtainName:

:systemTurn1 a :DialogueTurn ;

:hasSpeechActContainer :speechAct1 ;

:timestamp "2021-04-28T10:46:50.623+03:00"^^xsd:dateTime .

:speechAct1 a :SpeechActContainer ;

:involvesSlot :obtainName .

:obtainName a :SystemDemand ;

:hasInputRDFContents :Unknown ;

:hasOntologyType :Name ;

:confidenceScore "0"^^xsd:integer ;

:hasNumberAttempts "0"^^xsd:integer ;

:hasStatus :Pending ;

:isOptional "yes" .

The user replies to the agent’s question by providing their name (e.g.,
Karim). The user’s response is also modeled as an instance of DialogueTurn
and consists of a timestamp, a transcription and a speech act container. The
LAS service detects that there is an entity of type Person in the user’s speech
act. Cf. the corresponding codification in ontological terms:

:session1 a :DialogueSession ;

:hasDialogueTurn :systemTurn1 ;

:hasDialogueTurn :userTurn1 ;

:involvesDialogueUser :TCN .

:userTurn1 a :DialogueTurn ;

:hasTurnTranscription "Karim"^^xsd:string ;

:hasSpeechActContainer :speechAct2 ;

:timestamp "2021-04-28T10:47:00.300+03:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;

:prevTurn :systemTurn1 .

:speechAct2 a :SpeechActContainer ;

:hasContainerTranscription "Karim"^^xsd:string ;

:hasDetectedEntity :entity1 .

:repliesToSlot :obtainName .

:entity1 a :DetectedEntity ;

:hasEntityType "Person"^^xsd:String .
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Finally, the KMS infers that this particular entity of the user’s speech act
is an expected response for the particular question, creates a new instance of
type Name that is associated with the user’s profile and updates the status of the
dialogue input slot to Completed.

:TCN a :DialogueUser ;

:hasName :Karim .

:Karim a :Name .

3.2 Agent Interaction Services and Dialogue Management

The TCN shall be intelligently assisted in the execution of the different proce-
dures (referred to as social services) associated to the reception and integration,
such as first reception, language learning, asylum application, etc. The actions
of the agent in the context of social services are determined by two different
modules. The first of them (ADSC) plans all “interaction” moves of the agent
and coordinates its behavior; the second (DMS) plans the verbalization of the
communication-oriented moves. In what follows, both are briefly introduced.

The behavior of an agent is determined by its Behavior Trees (BTs), which
are conditioned by the facts stored in its LAKR. The facts are accessed via
SPARQL queries attached to the nodes of the tree. The agent core, which is
implemented in an Access Java Agent Nucleus (AJAN) server3, encodes targeted
sub-BTs that determine how to react to speech acts (cf. Sect. 4) that request
specific social services. To react to a request, the agent core invokes its internal
Semantic Service Computing (SSC), which identifies the corresponding service
in its Local Service Repository (LSR). The LSR encodes the representation of
the services in OWL-S 1.1. In this context, two different and complementary
strategies are implemented inside the SSC for semantic service coordination:
service selection and service composition.

To select a service, the agent core launches a service request that contains all
relevant information (speech act and facts) from the user’s move (passed by LAS
to the KMS of the agent). The request is taken up by the iSeM matchmaker [9],
which retrieves top-k semantically relevant services from the LSR.

If no relevant service is found in the LSR, the agent core invokes the SSC
to call its semantic service composition planner to satisfy the given request of
a service. This planner works as an offline state-based action planner [4,5]. Its
action plan corresponds to the desired service plan; the initial state is a set
of facts in OWL extracted by the KMS from the LAKR (its fact base), which
describes the current state of the world; the goal state is a set of facts in OWL
that shall persist after performing the plan. If a service composition matches the
goal, the planner solves the given semantic service composition problem. If no
service composition matches the goal, the agent asks DMS to inform the user that
the service request cannot be satisfied and to propose to check the information
available in the Frequently Asked Questions also provided in the MyWelcome

3 https://asr.dfki.de/ajan/.

https://asr.dfki.de/ajan/
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the MyWelcome agent (ADSC).

Application. On the other hand, the agent-core performs the atomic or composed
service by collecting or providing information from/to the user. To create the
dialogue strategies, the agent-core and DMS interact with each other based on a
specific data structure called Dialogue Input Package (DIP). A DIP is created by
the agent-core describing what the particular information that needs to be asked
or communicated (slots in the DIP) is, and some meta-information such as the
number of times that a piece of information has been sent to the user, and the
type of the information (System Info or System Demand). DMS, together with
the message generation service, decides what information (slot) to communicate
to the user and how to do it. The current version of the DMS is based on the
KRISTINA dialogue manager [21]. Its next version will incorporate a versatile
neural network-based repair strategy of the dialogue faulted by ASR errors or
misleading user information.

4 Language Technology Services

The MyWelcome agent is projected to be multilingual, speaking Syrian (Lev-
antine) and Moroccan (Darija) Arabic, Catalan, English, German, Greek, and
Spanish. In its current state, it is tested in English

Spoken Language Understanding. The spoken language understanding
technologies cover language identification (LI), automatic speech recognition
(ASR), language analysis (LAS), and machine translation (MT). The LI ser-
vice is based on [16], which utilizes a robust generative concept of i-vectors, i.e.,
utterance embeddings, based on generative models. Acoustic features, which
serve as input for i-vector training, are multiligually trained on stacked bottle-
neck features [2]. After the extraction of i-vectors, a Gaussian Linear Classifier is
applied. The ASR module is based on the kaldi toolkit [17] and [8]. The LAS
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module consists of the surface language analysis and deep language analysis
modules. The distinction between surface and deep analysis is made in order to
ensure word sense disambiguation and entity identification and linking at the
deep side of the analysis. For surface language analysis, [19] is used. For word
sense disambiguation and entity linking, we use BabelFy [14]; for entity (concept)
identification, we adapt [18]. The relations that hold between the concepts are
identified applying rule-based grammars to the results of these analysis submod-
ules; the grammars are implemented in the graph transduction framework [1].
LAS outputs a predicate argument structure, which is mapped by the KMS onto
an RDF-triple structure in the local knowledge repository of the agent, and the
speech act (e.g., ‘suggest’, ‘commit’, ‘complain’, etc.) that characterizes the ana-
lyzed statement of the user. The speech act classification is done with https://
github.com/bhavitvyamalik/DialogTag. For illustration, Fig. 5 shows some sam-
ple structures as provided by LAS. The MT service [7] ensures that the agent
is able to converse with users who speak a language not covered by the language
analysis/production modules.

Fig. 5. Sample language analysis structures for “I am still staying with friends”.

Spoken language synthesis. The spoken language synthesis technologies
comprise multilingual natural language generation (NLG) and text-to-speech
synthesis (TTS). The NLG module is an extension of the multilayer FoG gener-
ation module [13], which uses the same types of structures as depicted in Fig. 5.
We adapt FoG for dialogue generation and use of sentence templates for scenar-
ios in which the reactions of the agent differ only in terms of provided data. For
TTS, we use a flexible multilingual service that comprises different off-the-shelf
Tacotron-based TTS applications [20]. Coqui.ai4 pre-trained models are used for
English, German, and Spanish. For Arabic, Catalan, and Greek, smaller off-the-
shelf models [3,10,15] are currently being worked on.

5 Conclusions and Ongoing Work

We presented the first prototypical implementation of a personalized knowledge-
based ECA. In contrast to the overwhelming majority of the state-of-the-art
4 https://coqui.ai/.

https://github.com/bhavitvyamalik/DialogTag
https://github.com/bhavitvyamalik/DialogTag
https://coqui.ai/
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ECAs, its interaction core consists of an agent planning service, which plans the
overall interaction with the user (including actions not related to communica-
tion) and a dialogue management service, which plans the dialogue moves of
the agent. This separation ensures that the agent is capable of also performing
actions that are not directly related to communication – a prerequisite of a gen-
uine personal assistant, which is expected to be not only communicative, but also
intelligent. The first assessment of the functionality of the prototype by TCNs,
NGOs and governmental institutions indicates that the information provided by
the MyWelcome agent is useful, supports the TCNs in their concerns and alle-
viates the workload of NGO workers and officers. Formal evaluation trials are
planned to obtain a more detailed picture on the performance of the agent. The
future efforts will target the consolidation of the modules of MyWelcome agent
and the extension of the topics in which the agent can support the TCNs.

Acknowledgements. Many thanks to our colleagues from the NGOs PRAKSIS and
CARITAS, Generalitat de Catalunya, Mind Refuge, KEMEA, and ISocial Foundation
for their guidance and constant constructive feedback!
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Abstract. Many scientific datasets are generated in a given data struc-
ture (e.g., a graph) and are reused for various analyses. From this view-
point, instead of streaming these datasets into conventional big-data
tools such as MapReduce or Spark, we should maintain their data struc-
tures over distributed memory and repeat deploying mobile computing
units to the datasets. Since thread migration, mobile agents, and paral-
lel ABM (agent-based modeling) simulators enable migration of execu-
tion entities, this paper looks at four Java-based representative systems:
JCilk, IBM Aglets, Repast Simphony, and the MASS library. Our analy-
sis of their programmability and parallel performance demonstrates that
MASS can competitively perform distributed data analysis in an emer-
gent collective group behavior among reactive agents.

Keywords: Thread migration · Mobile agents · Agent-based
modeling · Distributed memory

1 Introduction

In contrast to typical big-data computing in text datasets, scientific computing
generates structured datasets and repetitively applies different analyses to the
same data. For instance, biological network analysis may apply different topolog-
ical and clustering algorithms to the same protein-to-protein reaction network
(PPN) [1], which results in identifying important proteins and their motifs. Cli-
mate data analysis scans NetCDF historical and simulation datasets back and
forth along their time line [17], for the purpose of forecasting the time of emer-
gence in global warming. Environmental analysis stores multimedia datasets in
multi-dimensional semantic spaces and wants to retrieve only data items in a
user-defined context [9]. The key to these scientific data analyses is to maintain
the structure of a given dataset in memory for different analytic purposes.

From this viewpoint, our previous work [4] pointed out challenges of con-
ventional data-streaming approaches such as MapReduce and Spark, all in need
of preprocessing structured datasets into a text format. As alternatives, thread
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migration [8,13] and mobile agents [11] can be considered for hunting target data
items from a distributed dataset. Yet, they are not the best option: the coarse
granularity of execution entities (e.g., processes and threads) and unawareness of
the underlying data structure. Based on these observations, we proposed in [4]
that parallel ABM (agent-based modeling) simulators including Repast1 and
MASS2 have the best capability of deploying many agents over a distributed,
structured dataset as well as analyzing its attributes and shapes in a collective
group behavior among agents.

However, we understand the importance of demonstrating empirical evi-
dences rather than theoretical discussions, strong enough to support ABM’s
superiority to the other entity-migration systems in analysis of structured, scien-
tific datasets. For this reason, we conducted an experimental verification through
the following four steps: (1) selected JCilk [3] from thread migration, IBM
Aglets3 from mobile agents, and Repast Simphony and the MASS library from
an ABM system; (2) considered the closet-pair-of-points and the triangle count-
ing problems, each representing a 2D geometric analysis and a graph problem
respectively; (3) parallelized them with JCilk, Aglets, Repast Simphony, and
MASS; and (4) compared their programmability and execution performance.

The contribution of this paper is to show that the MASS library, a parallel
ABM library equipped with parallel I/O, advanced agent management, and dis-
tributed data structures, serves as a promising alternative to conduct in-memory
analysis of distributed, structured datasets.

The rest of this paper consists of the following sections: Sect. 2 considers
several systems that support migration of execution entities over distributed
memory; Sect. 3 discusses how to apply these migration systems to parallelized
analysis of structured datasets; Sect. 4 compares their programmability and exe-
cution performance in two data-science benchmarks; and Sect. 5 summarizes
our achievements with a brief discussion of our plan to keep enhancing agent
intelligence.

2 Migration of Execution Entities over Memory

We observe two extreme approaches to distributed data analysis: one is data
streaming that partitions a dataset into multiple data streams, each fed to par-
allel computing units, (e.g., map/reduce functions in MapReduce), whereas the
other is migration of computing unites where threads or agents are repetitively
dispatched to a dataset structured and maintained in distributed memory. Since
our previous research in [4] compared the MASS library with data-streaming
tools, this section focuses on migration of execution entities from programming
and functional viewpoints. We look at the following three migration systems: (1)
thread migration, (2) mobile agents, and (3) ABM simulators

1 https://repast.github.io/.
2 http://depts.washington.edu/dslab/MASS/.
3 http://aglets.sourceforge.net/.

https://repast.github.io/
http://depts.washington.edu/dslab/MASS/
http://aglets.sourceforge.net/
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2.1 Thread Migration

Thread migration intends to reduce remote memory accesses. Many libraries
including Nomadic Thread systems [8] move their threads by system when their
memory access latencies become unacceptably higher, when too many threads
complete for local memory, or when a thread needs to access a remote criti-
cal section. Their threads have no navigational autonomy unlike MASS. On the
other hand, PM2 [12] allows its threads to autonomously move to remote pages.
Threads in Olden [13] can create and traverse a distributed tree. However, their
threads are too coarse to move frequently. They do not consider graph construc-
tion, either. As operating systems are in control of their execution and migration,
data-science applications have little chances of fine-tuning their execution per-
formance, which we observe later in Sect. 4.

Only an exception is EMU [2] that creates a large-scale graph over distributed
memory and orchestrates thread migration over the graph. EMU takes the clos-
est approach to agent-navigable distributed graph analysis that we are aiming
for. On the other hand, it differs from the MASS library in: (1) EMU’s graph
emulation does not support incremental graph modifications; (2) thread migra-
tion in Cilk Plus4 only spawns child threads remotely but does not move active
threads; and more importantly (3) EMU needs its custom hardware. Thread
migration does not focus on interactive computation nor parallel I/O by itself,
which should be supported by additional software.

2.2 Mobile Agents

Mobile agents have been once highlighted as an SSH/RPC replacement to
automate network management, information retrieval, and Internet surfing. For
instance, IBM Aglets expected its use for automating eCommerce of airline tick-
ets [10]. They are intelligent agents, capable of navigational autonomy, equipped
with network security features, and thus instantiated as coarse-grained execu-
tion entities such as processes or threads. To implement collaboration among
agents, D’Agents [7] facilitates one-on-one agent meeting and IBM Aglets sup-
ports message multicast among agents. However, their migration is based on IP
addresses and thus does not distinguish distributed data structures, their com-
putation typically takes the master-worker model and collective communication
(e.g., divide and conquer) by allocating a different range of data to each agent.

Most Java-based agents such as IBM Aglets and JADE5 are based on so-
called weak migration that restarts agents from the top of a given function every
time they have migrated to a new site. This is because of the difficulty in cap-
turing an agent’s stack and program counter from JVM. As mobile agents are
expected to keep running from top to down of their migration itinerary, users
would prefer strong migration that resumes agent execution at every new site
right after their last migration function. D’Agents supports this feature by hack-
ing the original Tcl/Tk interpretor, which risks being outdating their language
4 http://www.cilkplus.org/.
5 http://jade.tilab.com/.
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platforms. Furthermore, strong migration contradicts event-oriented function
calls such as invocations upon agent departure, arrival, and message delivery,
which we have demonstrated are useful for agent-based data analysis in [14].

2.3 ABM Simulators

ABM views its computation as an emergent collective group behavior among
reactive agents. Two representative simulators are FLAME6 and RepastHPC,
both parallelized with MPI and available in C. If we apply biologically inspired
optimizations such as ant colony optimization and grasshopper optimization
algorithm to these systems by simulating their agent collaboration on a data
space, this can be considered as agent-based data analysis. However, they
are not designed for big-data computing but micro-simulation. FLAME imple-
ments ABM as a collection of communicating agents, each carrying an entire
spatial information, which does not allow distributed data analysis. Although
RepastHPC populates and moves agents on a user-defined graph and contiguous
space, its file inputs are distributed through the main. Even when too many
agents traverse a dataset, they cannot be temporarily frozen to prevent memory
exhaustion.

In summary, we believe that reactive and light-weight agents are potential
to carry out repetitive analysis of scientific dataset, structured over distributed
memory. Yet, existing ABM simulators do not assume their uses in data sciences.
This is our motivation to apply the MASS library to structured data analysis.

2.4 MASS Java

The MASS library was originally intended to parallelize ABM micro-simulation
at each level of Java, C++, and CUDA. Focusing on architectural independence,
we have tuned up the MASS Java version (simply say MASS in the follow-
ing discussion) to parallel data analysis. MASS constructs a distributed, multi-
dimensional array (named Places), populates mobile objects (named Agents),
and parallelizes their array-indexed migration and execution on places, using
a cluster of multithreaded computing nodes. The main program schedules
places/agents’ parallel function call with callAll( ), inter-places data exchange
with exchangeAll( ), and agents’ commitment on cloning, termination, and
migration with manageAll( ).

For parallel data analysis, MASS reads input data into places simultane-
ously [16], constructs distributed graphs, trees, and 2D contiguous space over a
cluster system [5], controls agent population to prevent memory exhaustion [4],
and facilitates event-driven function calls using Java annotations such as @onDe-
parture, @onArrival, and @onMessage [14]. To simplify the main program, MASS
prepares additional agent functions: doAll( ), doUntil( ), and doWhile( ), each
repeatedly executing a pair of agent callAll and manageAll, in burst until a given
condition gets satisfied, or while the condition stays true.

6 http://www.flame.ac.uk.

http://www.flame.ac.uk
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3 Parallelization of Benchmark Programs

We empirically demonstrate that the MASS library is a competitive tool among
thread migration, mobile agents, and ABM simulation systems when being
applied to structured data analysis. Our choices of competitors are: (1) JCilk
from thread migration, (2) IBM Aglets from mobile agents, and (3) Repast Sim-
phony from ABM simulators, all running in Java. Although JCilk and Repast
Simphony are only available for a single computing node with multi-cores, they
are Java versions corresponding to Cilk Plus used in EMU and RepastHPC in
C++, and we can project their execution performance for cluster computing,
based on their thread/object management overheads within a single computer.
Please note that our former comparison between MASS and RepastHPC looked
into their behavioral, social, and economical micro-simulations in C++ [15],
which is different from this paper’s focus on agent-based big data. For our com-
parative work, we use the following two benchmark programs:

1. Closet Pair of Points: finds the closet pair of points among many data
points mapped over a 2D space. It is a typical computational geometric prob-
lem that can be extended to Voronoi diagram construction [6]. Our agent-
based algorithm populates an agent at each data point, propagates them over
a 2D space, and observes their collisions, among which the first occurrence
finds the closet pair of points.

2. Triangle Counting: identifies the number of triangles in a given graph. It
is a typical graph problem that can be extended to any sub-graph problems
such as biological network motif identification [1]. We walk agents from each
vertex along three cascading edges and count how many of them have come
back to their source vertex, which equals the number of triangles.

3.1 2D Contiguous Space Problem: Closet Pair of Points

We use either our agent-based algorithm (with agent propagation and collision),
a conventional divide-and-conquer parallelization, or a master-worker model
where each worker executes a partial divide-and-conquer. The parallelization
on each platform looks at the following three viewpoints: (1) data distribution,
(2) entity (i.e., threads or agents) population, and (3) problem parallelization.

JCilk. Our preliminary experiment showed that spawning a thread at each of
32K data points could not finish our agent-based algorithm in a reasonable time.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1(a), we used divide and conquer:

1. Data distribution: generates and sorts 2D data points on shared memory;
2. Entity population: spawns JCilk threads recursively, each in charge of the

left and right of a repetitively halved space until a partition gets at most two
points whose distance becomes the shortest in it; and

3. Problem parallelization: selects the shortest distance from a pair of left
and right partitions as well as examine if there is even a shorter pair of points
over their boundary, which will be repeated back to the original space.
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More specifically, the divide phase spawns two child JCilk threads with JCilk’s
spawn construct, whereas the conquer phase automatically terminates them upon
a return from the recursive function call.

IBM Aglets. We encountered two obstacles to coding either an agent-based
or a divide-and-conquer algorithm entirely with Aglets. First, IBM Aglets was
meant to be managed from their GUI built into the program. Second, their inter-
agent messaging gave partial support to object serializations. To address these
problems, we set up an SSH tunnel to forward X11, (i.e., Aglets GUI) from a
remote cluster system to a local machine. We also implemented a socket-based
broker that collects messages sent from remote Aglets. With these solutions, we
chose the master-worker model where the main program dispatched Aglets as
workers, which would not unfairly penalized Aglets’ execution.

1. Data distribution: generates 2D data points in an NFS file;
2. Entity population: spawns a given number of Aglets, each hopping to a

different computing node to read the entire data file into memory, to sort the
data points, and to focus on a different range of the dataset;

3. Problem parallelization: engages each worker Aglet in a partial divide-
and-conquer algorithm to find the shortest distance so far in its own range of
points (see Fig. 1(a) while the main program collects partial results from all
the Aglets to find the minimum value.

The actual implementation uses Aglets’ createAglet( ) and dispatch(remoteIp)
to start an Aglet remotely; and onArrival( ) to have the Aglet invoke its divide-
and-conquer function as well as establish a Java client socket back to the main
program’s broker instance.

Repast Simphony. We applied our agent-based approach to Repast.
Figure 1(b) describes how the approach finds the closet pair of points, based
on agent propagation and collision.

1. Data distribution: distributes data points over a 2D grid simulation space
and embeds this space into a Repast context;

2. Entity population: populates Point agents, each moving to a different data
point in the grid and spawning a Turtle agent; and

3. Problem parallelization: has each Turtle keep propagating itself to its von
Neumann and Moore neighborhoods in turn, which approximates a radical
propagation with a growing octagon. The first collision of two octagons finds
the shortest pair of points

Unlike the circle, the octagon has different distances from its center to the edges
where the longest and shortest distance ratio is 1.0824. Therefore, the simulation
must run further for assuring that the shortest distance catches up this difference.
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MASS. AS MASS is an ABM platform, it takes our agent-based approach.

1. Data distribution: distributes data points over SpacePlaces, a 2D contigu-
ous space derived from Places;

2. Entity population: uses the SpaceAgent class that is derived from Agents
and is specialized for populating agents over SpacePlaces; and

3. Problem parallelization: repetitively invokes SpaceAgent.propagate
Agent( ) to simulate the agents’ 2D propagation.

Since agent propagation and collision detection are automated in SpacePlaces,
the logic is much simpler than Repast.

(a) Divide and conquer in JCilk and Aglets (b) Agent propagation in Repast and MASS

Fig. 1. Closet pair of points with migration of execution entities

3.2 Graph Problem: Triangle Counting

Unlike our previous parallelization for the closet pair of points, we applied our
agent-based approach, (i.e., walking agents three times) to all the four platforms:
JCilk, IBM Aglets, Repast Simphony, and MASS. This is because our test graph
of 3,000 vertices, each connected to up to 1000 neighbors is large enough but
does not exponentially increase the population of threads or agents. Below is the
summary of each platform’s (1) graph construction, (2) entity population, and
(3) problem parallelization.

JCilk. We represented each JCilk thread as a mobile entity that hops over a
graph (see Fig. 2(b)).

1. Data distribution: creates in shared memory a 1D array of vertices, each
with an adjacency list of its neighbors;
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2. Entity population: populates a JCilk thread at each vertex, (i.e., associated
with each array element); and

3. Problem parallelization: makes each thread pick up only neighboring ver-
tices whose index is smaller than the current vertex (i.e., array) index, so
that it dispatches an offspring to each of these neighbors. This hop must be
repeated twice. Thereafter, for the third hop, each thread seeks for its source
vertex in the adjacency list of the current vertex where it resides.

If threads come to a dead-end or cannot find their source index for their third
hop, they get terminated. Therefore, threads that have survived through their
three hops eventually traveled along a triangle.

IBM Aglets. Since IBM Aglets’ GUI is not practicable of managing 3,000
Aglets (each starting from a different graph vertex), we combined the master-
worker model and our agent-based approach, as shown in Fig. 2(a)

1. Data distribution: generates graph adjacency lists in an NFS file;
2. Entity population: spawns a given number of Aglets, each migrating to a

different computing node to read the file and to take charge of a different
range of adjacency lists; and

3. Problem parallelization: starts with an Aglet that examines one by one
vertex from its task and checks if there are three cascading edges coming back
to the source vertex.

Unlike the other platforms, an Aglet does not clone nor terminate itself. Upon a
failure to find a triangle in the current route, the Aglet backtracks to a previous
vertex and explores a different route. This is the same as depth-first search.

Repast Simphony. We walked Repast agents named Turtles over a graph as
shown in Fig. 2(b).

1. Data distribution: creates two Repast projections: (1) a grid projection
that maps 3,000 vertices over its 1, 000 × 1, 000 space and (2) a network
projection that defines a graph edge from one vertex to another in the graph;

2. Entity population: instantiates a Turtle agent at each vertex when the
vertex was mapped to the 2D grid projection; and

3. Problem parallelization: schedules repetitive invocations of migrateTur-
tles( ) at each vertex by annotating the method with Repast’s @Sched-
uleMethod type. It scans Turtles residing on each vertex and moves them
to their next destination.

The TurtleMonitor class was prepared to monitor active Turtles, to delete idle
Turtles, and to increment the number of triangles when a Turtle completes a
successful walk.
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MASS. Its original triangle-counting program [4] was revised for better pro-
grammability and faster execution by using the GraphPlaces class to construct a
graph as well as agent annotations to invoke agents’ onArrival and onDeparture
functions asynchronously.

1. Data distribution: constructs a graph with GraphPlaces as a 1D array of
places, each representing a vertex with its adjacency list of neighbors;

2. Entity population: starts an agent from each vertex; and
3. Problem parallelization: walks each agent twice from one vertex to another

with a lower ID and lets it seek for an edge going back to its source vertex
upon the third walk.

Agents’ onArrival and onDeparture functions are automatically invoked before
and after their migration to a new vertex, each choosing the next destination
and initiating an actual migration.

(a) Master worker in Aglets (b) Graph walk in JCilk, Repast, and MASS

Fig. 2. Triangle counting with migration of execution entities

4 System Comparisons

Our comparisons look into the four systems’ programmability and execution
performance when parallelizing and running the two benchmark programs. The
actual code and raw results are available through the MASS library website.

4.1 Programmability

We first discuss how the four systems can naturally apply the concept of ABM
to distributed analysis of a 2D space and a graph. Thereafter we compare their
code quantitatively.
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Qualitative Analysis. Table 1 summarizes if each system was able to use any of
ABM behaviors as well as to maintain a data structure in memory for repetitive
analyses. Although IBM Aglets are agents, the platform cannot be used more
than simply dispatching agents to remote computing nodes for one-time parallel
computing. JCilk can maintain a data structure in memory but suffers from
managing too many coarse-grain threads, which results in using the conventional
divide-and-conquer algorithm in the closest pair of points. On the other hand,
Repast Simphony and MASS can naturally apply their ABM computation to
the two benchmark programs. Their drawback is however a burden of adjusting
a hexagonal agent propagation to a circle with additional computation.

Quantitative Analysis. Table 2 counts the lines of code (LoC) for the two
benchmark programs when they are parallelized with each platform. The nota-
tions of total, main, entity, and space respectively refer to LoC of the entire pro-
gram, main/utility functions, thread/agent functions, and 2D/graph construc-
tion functions. BP refers to the boilerplate code that is necessary for paralleliza-
tion but irrelevant to actual algorithms. Since JCilk is based on shared-memory
programming, it shows the easiest transition from sequential algorithms. IBM
Aglets uses its agents as remote computing servers and thus their logic is sim-
ple. However the BP percentage is in the 38%–57% range due to our additional
coding that facilitates inter-agent communication to collect the results. MASS
demonstrates shorter code than Repast and even shorter than Aglets in triangle
counting, in support with its graph construction features.

Table 1. Distributed data analysis with JCilk, Aglets, Repast, and MASS

System Closest pair of points Triangle counting

Algorithms Data
maintenance

Algorithms Data
maintenance

JCilk Divide-and-conquer
(D& C)

Yes Agent triangle
walk

Yes

Aglets Master-worker (MW)
and D& C

No MW and
adjacency-list
scan

No

Repast & MASS Hexagonal agent
propagation (must be
adjusted to a circle)

Yes Agent triangle
walk

Yes
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Table 2. Code comparison among JCilk, Aglets, Repast, and MASS

Closet pair of points Triangle counting

Platforms Total Main Entity Space Platforms Total Main Entity Space

JCilk LoC 199 62 101 36 JCilk LoC 134 30 36 68

BP (%) 4 (1%) 2 2 0 BP (%) 4 (3%) 2 2 0

Aglets LoC 297 176 94 27 Aglets LoC 246 190 44 12

BP (%) 113 (38%) 108 5 0 BP(%) 140 (57%) 135 5 0

Repast LoC 383 165 146 72 Repast LoC 300 71 84 145

BP (%) 16 (4%) 2 12 2 BP (%) 5 (2%) 3 2 0

MASS LoC 336 146 118 102 MASS LoC 209 43 92 74

BP (%) 10 (3%) 8 2 0 BP (%) 8 (4%) 4 2 2

4.2 Execution Performance

Our performance evaluation used a cluster of eight Linux machines, each with
8-core 2.33 GHz CPU (Intel Xeon E5410) with 16 GB memory. Figures 3(a) and
(b) compare the execution performance of the four platforms respectively when
running the closet pair of points and triangle counting programs. We have cho-
sen the best execution performance for each platform as IBM Aglets fluctuated
its agent-transfer speed. NFS took 0.05 and 0.45 s to retrieve 32,768 points and
3,000 vertices respectively, which did not affect Aglets’ ranking in our evalua-
tion. In the closest paper of points, IBM Aglets performed fastest, which was
however its maximum speed by running three agents within a single computing
node. Similarly, parallel execution of Repast and JCilk was limited to a single
computing node with six and eight CPU cores respectively. In triangle count-
ing, IBM Aglets could not handle 3,000 vertices by exhausting 16GB memory at
each cluster node. Therefore, we estimated its performance, using a polynomial
regression of executions with 600, 1,000, 1,500, and 2,000 vertices, each respec-
tively spending 0.225, 0.766, 2.147, and 4.293 s with 16 agents running over four
computing nodes. Repast and JCilk also suffered from their overheads incurred
by too many agents or threads in a single machine. On the other hand, MASS
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took advantage of distributed memory to handle 32,768 data points over four
computing nodes and a graph of 3,000 vertices over eight computing nodes.

5 Conclusions

In contrast to the conventional data-streaming tools, we apply ABM to dis-
tributed analysis of structured datasets whose attributes or shapes are com-
puted from agent group behaviors. Since the key to our approach is migration of
execution entities, this paper picked up the four platforms from thread migra-
tion, mobile agents, and ABM simulators, all moving their threads or agents
over computing nodes. Our measurements of their programmability and parallel
executions show that MASS minimizes the semantic gap between ABM-based
analysis and its parallelization, reasonably (but not optimally) reduces the code
size, and performs competitively in a larger dataset. We plan on embedding more
intelligence in graph-walking agents, e.g., with a capability of walking toward
network hubs rather than in a pure breadth-first fashion, which we expect will
benefit analysis of scale-free network, (e.g., biological network motif search).
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Abstract. Current models for multi-agent organizations offer effective
abstractions to build distributed systems, but lack a systematic way
to address exceptions. This demonstration presents an exception han-
dling mechanism in the context of the JaCaMo framework, based on
the notions of responsibility and feedback. The mechanism is seamlessly
integrated within organizational concepts, such as goals and norms.

Keywords: Exception handling · Multi-agent organizations · JaCaMo

1 Introduction

System robustness is a main concern in software engineering practice. It is “the
degree to which a system or component can function correctly in the presence
of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions” [1]. It refers to the abil-
ity of a computer system to cope with perturbations occurring during execution,
keeping an acceptable behavior [7]. Exception handling has been successfully pro-
posed as a powerful technology to achieve robustness. When a perturbation is
detected (e.g., missing parameters, or unknown data format) an exception breaks
the normal flow of execution, and deviates it to a pre-registered handler, that is
executed to manage the perturbation. Notably, the seminal work by Goodenough
[8] points out how exceptions are a viable mechanism for structuring and modu-
larizing software, separating concerns into components that interact. Exceptions
permit to extend an operation’s domain or its range. They tailor an operation’s
results to the purpose in using it, making them usable in a wider variety of con-
texts. The invoker of an operation controls the response to an exception to be
activated; this increases the generality of an operation because the appropriate
“fixup” will vary from one use to the next. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), and
organizations (MAOs) in particular, bring software modularization, and sepa-
ration of concerns to an extreme. Key features of many organizational models
(see e.g., [4–6]), are a functional decomposition of an organizational goal and
a normative system. Norms shape the scope of the responsibilities that agents
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
F. Dignum et al. (Eds.): PAAMS 2021, LNAI 12946, pp. 341–345, 2021.
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take within the organization, capturing what they should do to contribute to
the organizational goal. Surprisingly, exception handling has almost never been
applied in MAS as postulated in [8]. A critical point is that the availability
of feedback concerning the perturbation is crucial for treating exceptions, and
hence for robustness [2,3], but not easy to obtain in distributed systems. This
demonstration shows how exception handling can be grafted inside the norma-
tive system of a MAO by explicitly distributing the responsiblities of rising and
handling exceptions among agents, so making a perturbation feedback flow prop-
erly within the organization. We introduced exception handling in JaCaMo [4],
integrating it at a conceptual level, within the abstractions of its meta-model,
and at a software level, by enriching its infrastructure.

2 Main Purpose

The discussion above highlights two main aspects of exception handling: (i) it
involves two parties: one is responsible for raising an exception, another is respon-
sible for handling it, and (ii) it captures the need for some feedback from the
former to the latter that allows coping with the exception. Since MAOs are built
upon responsibilities, we claim that exception handling – in essence, a matter
of responsibility distribution – can be integrated seamlessly. We interpret an
exception as an event which denotes the impossibility, for some agent, to fulfill
its responsibilities – e.g., a failure in goal achievement – causing the suspension
of the distributed execution. We propose to leverage responsibility not only to
model the duties of the agents in relation to the organizational goal, but also to
enable them report about exceptions, occurring within the organization opera-
tion, and to identify the ones entitled for handling them. When agents join an
organization, they will be asked to take on the responsibilities not only for orga-
nizational goals, but also: (i) for providing feedback about the context where
exceptions are detected while pursuing goals, and (ii) if appointed, for handling
such exceptions once the needed information is available. In our perspective,
responsibilities also define the scope of exceptions, expressed with respect to the
state of the organization, that agents ought to raise or treat. As a result, the
normative system enables the coordination of the activities that concern not
only the normal behavior of the system, but also its exceptional one, uniformly.

3 Demonstration

JaCaMo [4] is a platform that integrates agents, environments and organizations.
Its organization model comprises a structural dimension, a functional dimen-
sion, including a set of schemes that capture how the organizational goals are
decomposed into subgoals, grouped into missions, and a normative dimension
binding the other two. Agents are held to commit to missions, taking respon-
sibility for mission goals. We enriched the scheme specification with a few new
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Environment Organizational
Infrastructure

Ag1

Ag2

2. obligation(TG)

3. throwException(E,Args)

5. obligation(CG)

1. perturbation

perceive/act

4. goalAchieved(TG)

6. goalAchieved(CG)

Fig. 1. Interaction between agents and organization for exception handling.

concepts1. Shortly, Recovery Strategy enables the treatment of an excep-
tion by binding a Notification Policy with one, or many, Handling Policy.
Notification Policy specifies (i) when an exception must be raised by means
of a Throwing Goal, enabled when a given perturbation occurs, and (ii) the
kind of feedback to produce via Exception Spec. Handling Policy, instead,
specifies how an exception must be handled, once the needed information–the
exception feedback–is available, by enabling an appropriate Catching Goal.
Notably, throwing and catching goals specialize the JaCaMo Goal concept, and
are incorporated into mission like standard ones. In this way, our extension is
seamlessly integrated into the organization management infrastructure, enabling
a uniform approach in agent programming. Agents, entering an organization,
take some responsibilities by committing to missions. Then, the infrastructure
issues obligations to achieve goals, which may concern the normal functioning or
the raising/handling of exceptions. Agent developers are required to implement
the set of plans to make agents able to fulfill their responsibilities, achieving the
goals expressed by the obligations directed to them. Figure 1 shows the typical
interaction schema, between the involved agents and the organizational infras-
tructure, for handling the occurrence of an exception. As soon as a perturbation
is detected, a suitable recovery strategy is searched and its notification policy
activated: an obligation to achieve the corresponding throwing goal TG is issued.
The agent responsible for TG will fulfill the obligation by throwing an exception
(i.e., providing feedback) compliant with the specification. This enables one (or
more) handling policy(ies), and the obligation(s) for the related catching goal(s)
CG is issued. The agent in charge of CG leverages the exception feedback, made
available through the infrastructure, to actually handling the exception. During
the demonstration, we will present a set of use cases that take inspiration from
real-world scenarios – coming from the fields of, e.g., business processes, and
smart factories.

4 Conclusions

We evaluated the proposal with respect to a set of features that, in our view,
should be exhibited by an exception handling mechanism to be suitable for MAS.

1 The extension is available at http://di.unito.it/moiseexceptions.

http://di.unito.it/moiseexceptions
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Autonomy Preservation. Exception handling should not interfere with the agents’
autonomy. In our proposal, an explicit responsibility assumption creates expec-
tation on the agents’ behavior w.r.t. exception handling. Nonetheless, agents
remain free to violate their obligations. Agents are also autonomous in deliber-
ating the most suitable way to carry out exception handling.

Decentralization. The mechanism leverages the distributed nature of MAS in the
exception handling process. Exceptions are raised and handled in synergy by the
society of agents in the organization. At the same time, the exception handling
mechanism is integrated within the organizational infrastructure, which is reified
in the environment in a distributed way.

Responsibility Distribution. Following Goodenough, exception handling is a
mechanism to widen the scope of operations. Our proposal aims at creating a
bridge between the agents responsible for raising exceptions and the ones respon-
sible for their handling. The responsibility for exception handling is then moved
outside the failing agent, increasing the generality of the applied recovery.

Importance of Feedback. A feedback coming from an informed source allows to
increase the situational awareness about a perturbation, with straightforward
benefits in its handling. This is especially true in a multi-agent setting, where
each agent may have a different and partial view of the environment and of
the overall ongoing execution. Our proposal systematize the way in which this
relevant information is produced, encoded, delivered, and exploited for recovery.

Platform Integration. Together with the conceptual and theoretical soundness,
we believe that the presence of a concrete programming support is fundamental
for any application of exception handling. We then decided to implement the
proposed model in the context of JaCaMo. The resulting solution proved to be
effective in dealing with a wide range of situations, in multiple applications.
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Abstract. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) have become a powerful app-
roach to the development of complex AI systems. However, the commu-
nity faces the challenge of developing communication interfaces between
software agents and humans, for instance, using natural language. In
this paper, we demonstrate an approach to the integration of MAS and
chatbot technologies named Dial4JaCa. Dial4JaCa enables the imple-
mentation of MAS integrated with chatbots, which can be applied to a
variety of domains. In this particular work, we demonstrate how it is pos-
sible to integrate a JaCaMo application (agent system) with Dialogflow
(a chatbot platform) using Dial4JaCa.

Keywords: Multi-agent systems · Natural language · Chatbots

1 Introduction

A conversational agent (chatbot) is a computer program that interacts with users
through natural language. With the advances of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), conversational agents have started to play an important role in a variety
of contexts. As a result, many platforms are available to provide mechanisms for
NLP and dialog management. On the other hand, Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)
are built upon core concepts such as distributed systems and reactivity, as well
as individual rationality. Thus, agent technology is a promising way to provide
strong reasoning capabilities to chatbot platforms.

In this paper, we demonstrate the use of Dial4JaCa, a communication inter-
face between MAS and chatbot platforms. In particular, we demonstrate the
implementation of a communication interface between a JaCaMo [3] applica-
tion for supporting hospital bed allocation and Dialogflow1. Our communication
1 https://dialogflow.com/.
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interface makes it possible to implement multi-agent systems in which agents
and humans are able to have dialogues in natural language.

1 +request(ResponseId, IntentName, Params, Contexts)

2 : (IntentName == "Reply With Context")

3 <- contextBuilder(ResponseId, "test context", "1", Context);

4 replyWithContext("Hello, I am your Jason agent, and I am

5 responding with context ", Context).

Listing 1: An example of a plan to reply to a request with a context.

2 Main Purpose

Dial4JaCa provides an integration2 of the JaCaMo framework [3] and Dialogflow,
and it allows developers to implement intelligent agents that are able to com-
municate with humans through natural-language interaction. We aim at making
our approach as modular as possible so that it can be imported into any MAS
project developed in JaCaMo. Figure 1 depicts the Dial4JaCa architecture.

Fig. 1. The Dial4JaCa architecture.

Our approach is built upon a resource-oriented abstraction provided by the
JaCaMo REST project3 [2]. We integrate it with fulfillment services available
in Dialogflow. Our interface allows all agents that are observing a particular
CArtAgO artefact to receive requests from Dialogflow. Then, it is up to the
agents to decide whether they are going to react to such requests or not. We
show in Listing 1 an example of a Jason plan to react to a request. In a request,
Dial4JaCa makes an agent perceive contexts and parameters captured by
Dialogflow. Parameters is a list containing the pattern parameter(key, value).
Contexts is a list in which each element contains a context name, a lifespan, and
a list of parameters.

2 https://git.io/Dial4JaCa.
3 https://git.io/jacamoRest.

https://git.io/Dial4JaCa
https://git.io/jacamoRest
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To reply to a request, the agents have at their disposal an operation in the
Dial4JaCa artefact which may take in addition to the intended response a context
or an event. The response is just plain text to be shown to the user. A reply with
a context is important to provide to Dialogflow additional information besides
the response to the user. To do so, an agent first creates a new context (line 3)
in the same pattern as described above. Then it sends the information back
through Dial4JaCa (lines 4–5). A reply with an event is useful in cases an agent
is running out of time to reply to a request (e.g., if the chatbot platform has a
predefined waiting timeout). In that case, Dial4JaCa automatically replies with
an event for Dialogflow to reestablish the intention. Doing so, it gets more time
for the agent to finish its reasoning. This mechanism can be used at most three
times in a row.

Note that we can also use, given some small changes in Dial4JaCa, other
natural language processing platforms such as Rasa, Watson, or Luis.

3 Demonstration

We use Dial4JaCa as a decision support system for hospital bed allocation4.
This application extends the integration in [4], which was application specific.

Fig. 2. Bed allocation system.

We show in Fig. 2 an overview of the application architecture (left) and part
of the application interface5 (right). In it, the assistant agent is responsible
for communicating with other agents to assist a user in a search for bed availabil-
ity. The database specialist agents take care of any database query needed.
These agents use a CArtAgO artefact to connect to hospital databases (in this
application in particular).

4 https://git.io/bedAlloSystem.
5 https://git.io/bedAllocSimul.

https://git.io/bedAlloSystem
https://git.io/bedAllocSimul
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Communication specialist agents use Dial4JaCa to provide a communi-
cation layer between an end user and the assistant agent. For instance, it is
possible to instantiate an agent for each user of the system. This allows cus-
tomised responses according to a user profile. This way an application can avoid
giving too many explanatory answers to a user who has a specialist background,
as well as avoid giving superficial answers to users with little background. The
ability to instantiate multiple communication expert agents, one for each user of
the system, also allows the Assistant Agent to engage in multiparty conversa-
tions, helping a team or a group of users to make joint decisions.

Moreover, there are two other agents populating the MAS application: the
optimiser agent and the validator agent. The optimiser agent is respon-
sible for communicating with a GLPK solver to generate optimal bed allocations.
The validator agent uses a PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language)
validator6 and a CArtAgO artefact7 to validate bed allocation plans made by
the user.

The current version of this MAS application has not been evaluated by pro-
fessionals responsible for allocating beds in hospitals yet. However, we intend
to do it in the near future. Dial4JaCa fulfilled its role in our preliminary tests,
supporting communication and other functionalities as expected, and provid-
ing a complete integration between the MAS application and Dialogflow. In the
next version of this multi-agent system application, we intend to use argumenta-
tion theory and ontology techniques, allowing agents to explain their suggestions
for bed allocation. Explainability becomes an essential part of decision support
systems, and Dial4JaCa can support this type of sophisticated interactions.

4 Conclusions

We made considerable progress towards natural language communication inter-
faces between humans and multi-agent systems. The scenario presented in this
paper demonstrate the use of Dial4JaCa in practice, also showing promising pre-
liminary results. We believe that several applications for various domains can
be developed using Dial4JaCa, for example, ambient intelligence and law. Also,
our approach provides support to the development of applications in the context
of hybrid intelligence [1], in which human-agent collaboration is fundamental.
In our future work, we intend to explore the integration with other chatbot
development platforms. We also intend to apply Dial4JaCa in other domains.
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Abstract. Our solution learns the relationship between lamps and desks
to minimize conflicts between neighbours. We adopt an IoT infras-
tructure with light sensors and a Distributed Constraint Optimisation
(DCOP) algorithm as scalable solution to this problem.

Keywords: Smart lighting · Open-plan office space · DCOP
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1 Introduction

Based on the user’s activity and age, different light settings may be desired. Our
approach uses a fine-grained array of ceiling lights based on LED light bulbs
that can be individually dimmed by RF (Zigbee) connectivity.

2 Our Approach to Solve the Problem

Our prototype follows a user-centered and self-calibrating approach. The light
calibration procedure uses wireless light sensors (lux meter) on each desk sur-
fce to measure the effect of each lamp. As user interface, office workers use a
smartphone app to select a desk by scanning a QR code and choose a desired
activity with associated light level. Each time a new request is made by a user,
the system computes the optimal configuration (dimming level) of each ceiling
lamp to provide the required light level per desk and user, while minimizing
overall brightness to avoid potential glare and save energy. Furthermore, a cer-
tain contrast between bright and dark areas is perceived as more natural and
comfortable for the eye than a uniform light distribution.

Supported by University of Luxembourg and Luxembourg Institute of Science and
Technology (LIST).
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The Demonstrator Environment. The demonstrator is currently imple-
mented in one of LIST’s labs, equipped with light spots (GU10 socket light
bulbs, 5W, warm white, dimmable in 255 steps via a zigbee gateway), among
other lamps, and two desk locations for the users, as shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 1. The lab environment with several spotlights and desks with integrated light
sensors.

The spots are mounted on a high cross beam structure that is generally used
to equip the lab with sensors and actuators for experiments. In our test setting,
Lamps L1 and L2 are positioned to illuminate the desk referred by Desk1, and
lamps L3 and L4 are directed to the desk referred by Desk2. Lamps L5 and L6

are located in between and have an effect on both desks.
We are using a MQTT message broker for the communication between IoT

devices in our lab, including the lamps and light sensors (luxmeter). Different
applications can publish or subscribe to data using topics.

3 Demonstration Scenario

Let’s assume that user A is participating in a video chat using the PC at Desk
2 in the open space of our scenario, with lights slightly dimmed to 350 lux of
luminosity, according to her preference for this activity. Now user B arrives at
Desk 1 to read the manual for a sensor. His preferred light level for reading tasks
is 600 lux. He scans the QR code and chooses his personalized reading activity
using the app. The DCOP, based on the constrains, comes up with a solution
that provides the proper dimming levels, based on the calibration information.
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4 Implementation

The application for our experiment is implemented with Python using Kivy,
which is a free and open-source Python framework for developing mobile apps
and other multi-touch application software with a natural user interface. We
use the pydcop library to find the optimal solution for our problem, and the
paho.mqtt library is used for the communication with the MQTT broker. Con-
trolling the lights involves the following steps:

1. Self-calibration procedure: Every night, when the office is empty, the auto-
matic calibration sequentially turns on single lamps an measures their impact
on the lux sensors of all desks.

2. Sign in: The user registers with a simple procedure and sign in to be able to
use the application and manage personal preferences.

3. Choose a desk: After signing in, the user must choose a desk by scanning the
QR code that sticks on the table.

4. Choosing an activity: The application provides a list of activities with asso-
ciated brightness (lux) levels, which can be personalized as well.

DCOP Algorithm

Applying DCOP on Our Scenario

– A set of agents A = {A1, A2, A3} represents the micro-controllers used to solve
DCOP (in our case Arduino-compatible boards with built-in WiFi, running
PyDcop on Micropython.

– The variables X = {L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6} represent the spotlights’ dimming
level;

– The domain: we have only one domain, which is the spotlight dimming level
with values [0 to 255];

– For the mapping µ between agents and lamps (it depends on the Desk the
user is choosing, and the measured effect per spotlight and desk): A1 controls
L1 or L4; A2 controls L2 or L3; A3 controls L5 and L6.

The constrains are written in a way that direct DCOP to find the optimal
solution by using the maximum values from the dedicated lights and the least it
can get from the mutual ones. We do this by setting a maximum value and giving
a high-cost to the mutual lights, in this way the DCOP will avoid using them
as much as it can since the objective of the algorithm is to minimize the cost.
In our example, Fig. 2 shows the constraints for Desk1 with Reading activity,
where we control L1, L2, L5, L6 to reach the luminosity level of 600 lux.

The DCOP Solution: Once the user chooses his Desk and activity, DCOP
will run and decides what values to send to the lights, the decision is made by
the DCOP based on the constrains we deployed. In our example, the user has
chosen Desk1 and Reading, so the luminosity level in this case is 600 lux and
the variables L1, L2, L6 and L5 are the ones who should be affected.
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Fig. 2. The DCOP defines lighting constraints for Desk1 with Reading activity
(600 lux).

After running the algorithm for this scenario on 3 agents, we get the solution
[L1 : 250, L2 : 250, L5 : 50, L6 : 50]: L1 and L2 got a dimming value of 250 since
they are directed to Desk1 and have the bigger effect, while L5 and L6 got a
dimming value of 50, which is the maximum value you can get from these 2
lights without disturbing the neighbour at Desk2.

5 Summary and Outlook

In this demonstration paper, we described an experiment with 6 light bulbs,
3 agents and 2 desks, in order to see the effect of each user on his neighbour,
and based on that we gave the lights their weights and wrote the constraints.
The next steps will make the scenario more complex by adding more lights and
desks, and involve other ceiling lights, and window blinds actuators to control the
amount of outside light. Also, it would be promising to apply image recognition,
which could decide the user activity by analysing objects around the user.
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Abstract. This demonstration paper aims to present the multi-agent
system (MAS) Ellipsis, which has been enhanced within the joint
research project SMART DISTRIBUTION LOGISTICS (SDL) to build a
distributed agent-based Big Data network (DBDN) between the cooper-
ating media logistics companies [5]. The goal was to enable an e-mobility
focused TCO (total cost of ownership) analysis on a broad data basis
while keeping the original data itself securely within the control of each
company. With the help of mobile agents and a BDI concept, agents are
able to react independently to unforeseen events. They are able to decide
in an autonomous fashion, to travel and to transfer algorithms from one
system to another. Thus, the system enables asynchronous communica-
tion between the logistics entrepreneur and the agent acting on its behalf
in the TCO study. Proactive and distributed systems with autonomous
units (acting deputies) on heterogeneous data meet the unbroken demand
of companies and stakeholders for the sovereignty of their data and their
underlying business models. These business models express themselves
in dynamic structures and different types of negotiation.

Keywords: Mobile agent · Multi-agent system · Migration · Logistic

1 Introduction

Mobile agents offer innovative approaches for complex and distributed data struc-
tures. The Chair of Software Engineering (https://swt.informatik.uni-jena.de) at
the Institute of Computer Science at Friedrich Schiller University Jena (FSU Jena)
has been researching mobile agents for many years and has developed various
multi-agent systems such as Tracy, Tracy2 and Ellipsis [2,7]. Using the project
SMART DISTRIBUTION LOGISTICS (SDL) project (http://sdl-projekt.de) as
an example, MAS Ellipsis, was further developed in such a way that it can be inte-
grated into historically grown solutions for loosely cooperating logistics companies
and telematics solutions. Media logistics is on the verge of a complete restructur-
ing of its logistics systems and a change from part-time to full-time delivery, which
is seen as necessary in the industry. The media and publishing industry has to cope
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with changing customer demands. More and more people are using digital media.
The number of people using printed media is continuously decreasing. To compen-
sate for this trend, media logistics companies are expanding their business fields
to include services such as postal delivery. Against this background, media logis-
tics companies deliver newspapers, letters, parcels and take over goods deliveries
for local retailers. In addition, there is a significant shortage of staff for delivery.
It is becoming increasingly difficult to find low-paid staff willing to work in the
early hours of the morning from 3 am. Since introducing the minimum wage in
Germany, delivery staff are no longer paid by piece but per time unit. Time expen-
ditures must now be estimated based on delivery quantities, the number of house-
holds to be delivered to, kilometers traveled, or other parameters. The exchange
of information is mostly done with digital spreadsheet programs and paper. The
challenge in media logistics is to reposition itself in terms of ICT, business pro-
cesses and logistics concepts. Due to already high levels of particulate matter and
nitrogen oxide in German inner cities and the resulting threat of driving bans,
media logistics is facing a further challenge and ,thus, moving towards e-mobility.

2 Main Purpose

There are various off-the-shelf systems for different tasks in media logistics, and
each of the companies involved employs its own flavor. In mail collection of one
project partner, customer data is maintained in CodX, scheduling information
such as time windows and the collection status of orders in an Excel spreadsheet.
In delivery, orders for newspapers and weeklies come from Vi & Va. Letter deliv-
eries are administered in CodX. There is digital access to the software program,
which calculates the optimal route for the delivery staff once a month. The letters
intended for delivery are pre-sorted electronically and assigned to the delivery
districts. Here, too, there is a software program that stores all addresses, but
again without a usable interface to the outside world. It is easy to see that
this use case is appropriate for a MAS. In the ideal conception of a distributed
Big Data network, there are three nodes, the logistics partners and only one
type of edge - the migration interface. In this network, each contractual partner
retains sovereignty over its data and negotiations can be carried out at each node
of this network. Each actor can decide when, to whom and how pre-processed
data is transferred. Furthermore, it is possible to enter into negotiations with
other logistics partners about possible orders - in the sense of car and cargo
sharing. The IT-systems of the logistics partners each have a MAS infrastruc-
ture that enables data processing and serves as basis of negotiations. Negotia-
tions on one’s own system are thus also possible if necessary, while negotiations
on external systems could be avoided. In addition, data does not have to be
exchanged in large quantities, and analyses can be carried out on site. Data
are pre-processed on the own system, and only what is required for the current
negotiation is transmitted. In this way, redundancies are also avoided from the
point of view of data security and data minimization. Thus, as the owner of
the data, the logistics partner also retains sovereignty over his data and does
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not have to make sensitive company data available for analysis on external sys-
tems. Another advantage is a homogeneous environment with low maintenance
requirements, which can also be expanded ad-hoc during running operations. For
the overall development of such a distributed Big Data network, fitting interfaces
to all the existing IT-systems had to be generated. Based on the experiences in
the project, this approach will now be generalized in further research and the
essential components will be identified in the form of a reference architecture pro-
posal. A. Schäfer presents such an approach for a modified Multi-Agent System
(MAS) as a network-independent adaptive framework for a distributed logistic
network [6]. The main components are mobile and autonomous agents, which
will behave as acting deputies, a completely decoupled graphical interface for a
bidirectional human-agent interaction, and a user administration, which mapped
the human-agent relationship and a management of a distributed network. The
goal is to develop a general approach to exchange and negotiate services within
a generalized DBDN from this very domain-specific approach. There are a lot of
Multi-Agent-Systems also in the logistics domain [1,3,8]. Not all these systems
have all these components. The decisive factor here is the characteristics of the
mobile and autonomous agents, which will behave as acting deputies in a media
logistics use case. The MAS Ellipsis is to be understood as a research approach.

3 Demonstration

This demonstration is intended to show the mobile and autonomously acting
agents in several instances of MAS Ellipsis. In one example, agents travel accord-
ing to a set of goals and plans and collect information from several instances
of MAS Ellipsis. Mobile agents as an artificial intelligence concept offer exciting
approaches to processing algorithms and data in distributed systems. In contrast
to conventional software architectures, algorithms are transmitted in a network
with the help of migration, and the processing of a resource (e.g., data) takes
place where it is available. With the migration component Kalong [2] can sev-
eral integrated migration strategies be used. They differ depending on when and
where how much code is transferred. The pre-processing of the data is done with
an agent society in which agents connect to data sources. Agents can read in
Excel tables, request SQL servers and connect other data sources. These agents,
which function as data adapters, are then triggered by other agents with a func-
tional focus. This makes it easy to integrate heterogeneous data sources and
present them homogeneously to the outside world. The information on how the
data should be transformed comes in turn from an ontology agent. For this pur-
pose, requests are made to the ontology agent, which provides a suitable answer
to the request from its knowledge base. Direct human-agent interaction is also
supported. This is achieved with the help of a bidirectional and graphical user-
interface for the MAS Ellipsis. The interface itself has been implemented to be
technically decoupled from the specifics of our MAS. For the negotiation with the
help of agents between different logistics partners, the data obtained had to be
integrated into one interface. HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and a double REST API
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can establish asynchronous communication with one or more Ellipsis instances.
Since an agent’s task scope is not defined precisely, each agent requires a differ-
ent representation on the frontend. A user interface according to the modular
principle of many small microservices was built to serve this purpose. The layout
was arranged in a grid, a tiled layout. Users can largely determine the interfaces
themselves and only have to evaluate and manage the incoming data.

4 Conclusions

In this project, partners who trusted each other cooperated in a well-defined
scenario and exchanged crucial information based on the MAS Ellipsis. This type
of trust will not always be available. To support also more critical cases, improved
security is crucial and will be further expanded with adequate mechanisms, e.g.,
by an SSL - based communication during agent migration.
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Abstract. This paper presents a demonstration of our PAAMS 2021 paper using
data-driven analysis of airport terminal operations and An Agent-based Air-
port Terminal Operations Model Simulator (AATOM). The goal of this paper
is to demonstrate and analyze the impact of the current COVID-19 and future
pandemic-related measures on airport terminal operations and to identify plans
that airport management agents can take into account to control the flow of pas-
sengers in a safe, efficient, secure and resilient way. To analyze the impact of the
identified COVID-19 measures on the airport operations, the existing agent-based
AATOMmodel was need to be modified in order to implement these measures. In
this paper, we illustrate a demo of a developed simulator tool by investigating the
effects of different degrees of physical distancing rules among agents on the perfor-
mances of the airport. In the demo session the attendees will have the possibility to
(i) work with the simulator tool on different relevant parameters regarding differ-
ent sections and agents in the airport; (ii) view and analyze different performance
indicator analyzers of the simulator.

Keywords: Airport operations · Physical distancing · Analyzer · AATOM

1 Introduction

Due to the COVID-19, many countries closed their borders to mitigate the spread of the
virus and to reduce COVID-19 deaths. As a result, global passenger demand of April
2020 (in revenue passenger kilometer or RPK) plungedwith 94.3% compared to last year
[5]. A vaccine is considered as the only solution to completely eradicate the spread of
COVID-19. Moreover, the COVID-19 situation is dynamic as restrictions are modified
regularly, to study these restrictions we need a model that is able to capture this highly
complex system and is able to adapt to varying conditions. Agent-based modelling is a
suitable paradigm to model and study complex socio-economic systems, such as airport
operations [2]. Agent based models are also very suited to study the resilience of the
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system [2], for example what is the effect of a sudden disruption in the flight schedule
on the airport operations.

To address this problem agent-based modelling and simulation is used. In agent-
based modelling, humans can be modelled as intelligent entities, called agents. These
agents can be given certain traits and behavior that organize their interaction with the
environment. This bottom-up approach allows for modelling complex sociotechnical
systems, such as an airport terminal. It also allows for simulating local interactions
in the system, for instance, physical distancing between passengers and analyzing the
emergent properties of the global system. These emergent properties can be translated
into system-wide key performance indicators.

The airport is a highly complex socio-technical system that consists ofmany different
processes that are linked with each other. The passenger flow can be generally split
up in departing passengers, arriving passengers and connecting passengers. An airport
terminal generally consists out of three areas: the transit hall, the departure hall and the
arrival hall. The transit hall is the area where departing passengers enter the airport and
arrived passengers leave the airport. In this area the departing passengers can check in
at the check-in desks or make use of other facilities such as shopping or restaurants.
The transit hall and the departure hall are connected by the security check area. In
the departure hall the gates are located where the departing passengers can wait for
their flight. The arrival hall is solely used by the arriving passengers and connecting
passengers. Based on the work of Schultz et al. [4] it was found that the passenger
characteristics have an impact on their walking speed. It was concluded that passenger
speed is significantly influenced by age, gender, group size and travel purpose such as
business or leisure.

This paper presents a demonstration of our PAAMS 2021 paper on modeling the
effects of COVID-19measures in airports terminal using an agent-based airport terminal
operations simulator (AATOM) [1]. Figure 1 shows the environment of this simulator.
It consists of different sections such as check-in, security check point and gates. In
this demo paper we propose a model that can be used to asses airport’s efficiency and
passenger safety.

2 Main Purpose

The passengers and airport staff are modelled as autonomous intelligent entities, called
agents. These agents can be modelled with a particular behavior approximating pas-
sengers/staff and located in an environment, in our case the airport. The behaviors and
interactions of the agents may be formalized by equations, but also more generally by
decision rules such as if-then kind of rules. Global system-wide emergent properties can
be generated and studies without having to make assumptions in advance regarding the
system as a whole. The simulation fills the gap between the individual behavior of the
passengers and the collective effects on the airport operations performance. Furthermore,
the behavioral rules of agents can be varied (heterogeneity) or random influences can
be incorporated (stochasticity). Agents characteristics can also be varied. For passenger
one can define: gender, age, business vs leisure and the walking speed. Furthermore,
agent-based simulation can be well used interdependencies between agent types and
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emergent properties in the model [2], for instance which passenger type has a higher
risk of COVID-19 infection. It can be considered as a sort of magnifying glass to under-
stand the reality better. The results of the interdependencies between passenger speed
and passenger characteristics were given by Schultz et al. [4] in the form of statistical
distributions. These distributions are implemented in AATOM such that different pas-
senger types are created. Then also a risk-analysis will be done in the model output
analysis to observe for different types of passengers.

There are different agents and interactions possible in AATOM. Firstly, check-in
operators are able to interact with the environment, especially the flights. For example,
they can update the state of a certain flight when everyone has checked-in [3]. Secondly,
operators can interact with each other. For example, operator responsible for X-Ray
scanning and the operator responsible for luggage checking can communicate with each
other. Thirdly, operators and passenger agents can interact with each other. For instance,
a check-in agent can order a passenger to wait for a specific time at the check-in desk.
Lastly, an orchestration agent can be implemented overall for coordination of termi-
nal operations, such as optimizing physical distance between agents. To coordinate, the
orchestration needs to interact with operators, passengers and the environment [3]. Hel-
bing et al. came up with the social force model for analyzing physical distancing [2].
The social-force model uses psychological forces that drive pedestrians to move towards
their goal as well as keep a proper distance from other pedestrians and objects.

3 Demonstration

AATOMcontains calibrated templates of basic airport terminal configurations that can be
easily adjusted and used for analysis of airport operations. The model simulates the main
handling processes for departing passengers in the airport terminal, this includes check-
in, security checkpoint and border control. Figure 2 illustrates performance indicators
of the airport. That consist of passenger agents in queue, average time in queue, activity
distribution, time to gate, number of passenger agents, number of missed flights, and
finally average physical distancing. Furthermore, there is a need for additional passenger
safety indicators. Since currently the transmission of the respiratory syndrome COVID-
19 is not fully understood yet, many experts assume that the spread is found by physical
contact, droplets and airborne routes [6]. In the proposed model, the proposed safety
indicator is the physical distancing. Therefore, there is a need for a flexible model that
does not rely on specific assumptions of the disease and initial condition’s such as the
amount of infected people enter the terminal. We implemented the proposed model
using AATOM simulator. During the demonstration, the simulator for one run will be
used. Attendees will be able to see the live run of the simulator with some predefined
configuration (and can change) for different sections in the airport such as check-in,
security checkpoint, and gates. These configurations are for instance the walking speed,
number of lanes at the security checkpoint, number of check-in desks, and passenger
arrival distribution.

The outputs of the AATOM model can be investigated in this demonstration. These
output indicators are purely performance based, such as: amount of passengers in a
queue, average time in a queue, time to gate, average physical distancing and others.
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Fig. 1. AATOM environment. Fig. 2. AATOM analyzers.

4 Conclusion

The purpose of the developed simulator tool was to model and provide a proper under-
standing of the impact of the COVID-19 measures on airport operations’ performance
and the associated safety of passengers. The model is an extension of the existing
AATOMmodel and includes a redefined passenger dynamics model based on the social
force model of Helbing to simulate physical distancing. The agent-based model also
consists of a new model environment (check-in, security and boarding infrastructure) to
represent realistically an airport under COVID-19 conditions. The metrics to assess the
health safety of the passengers are based on existing studies regarding COVID-19 trans-
mission. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, passenger safety has become an essential
topic on airport operators’ agenda. With the possibility of new pandemics arising, this
study is not only relevant for today but also for the future. This study can help airport
operators in their decision-making and make airports more resilient for future crises.
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Abstract. AGADE Traffic is an agent-based traffic simulator that can
be used to analyse purpose-driven travel behaviour of individuals that
leads to the emergence of systemic patterns in mobility. The simulator
uses semantic technology to model knowledge of individuals and thus is
able to capture individual preferences and personal objectives as deter-
mining factors of travel decisions. This creates a deeper understanding
of the individuals and allows for new analysis options. Using an example,
we give an overview of analysis instruments implemented in our simula-
tor that are particularly suitable to examine results of individual-based
simulations.

Keywords: Traffic simulation · Behaviour analysis · Agent systems

1 Introduction

Current state of road traffic is a system in overload mode that requires a fun-
damental change in the concepts of everyday mobility. Frequent traffic jams
and the perpetual lack of parking space are obvious consequences of this situ-
ation. Private companies and public institutions are already working intensely
on solutions that exploit contemporary technological innovation [4]. Measures in
complex public systems are threatened by rebound effects [1], e.g. car sharing
services at first sight encourage people to abandon their private vehicles thus
freeing up space in urban areas. However, if they apply to the wrong audiences
effects may even end up worsening the traffic situation. It has been observed
that car sharing services were accepted as an alternative to public transport,
which in consequence has increased the number of people travelling in individ-
ual vehicles [5]. In order to prevent counterproductive effects from happening,
traffic planners need more elaborate tools for working out new ideas on mobility.
Computer-based simulations can be applied to predict and investigate effects
of planned measures in complex traffic systems. More specifically, agent-based
simulation models that focus on simulating individuals and their purpose-driven
travel behaviour are particularly suitable for analysing causal changes that have
led to the emergence of new systemic patterns.
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2 Main Purpose

AGADE Traffic is an agent-based traffic simulator that places modelling of indi-
viduals at the center of attention. The simulator focuses on individuals pursuing
personal objectives which determines purpose of their trips. Travel purpose plays
a crucial role in the perception of personal preferences and thus has an effect on
individual travel behaviour. For example, time/punctuality has a different value
when commuting to work as compared to a social visit. Hence, travel behaviour
is specific to the context of travel which is why in AGADE Traffic agents are
modelled to have knowledge not only about traffic but also about the simulated
domain (see [7]). The application of semantic methods creates flexibility in mod-
elling of agent knowledge which allows simulation and analysis of a wide range of
scenarios that cover more than just transport related research questions. In [2],
we have demonstrated effectiveness and efficiency of this approach. By adding
more details to the modelling of individuals, simulation results can produce more
insight about the individuals and their decision-making processes. AGADE Traf-
fic implements a series of analysis instruments that can be used to examine this
type of individual-based simulation models.

3 Demonstration

During our research activities we have dealt with environmental impact caused
by urban mobility. Private shopping is a travel purpose that accounts for a
significant share of urban mobility (see [6] Table 3.2) which is why we have chosen
a scenario that simulates mobility of individuals during their grocery shopping.
Our scenario is situated in the area around the German city of Wetzlar. Given
that Wetzlar has circa 50.000 inhabitants and assuming that one person shops for
one household and 20% of the household shop during the simulated time interval,
simulation has been performed for a set of 2130 agents. During the simulation,
agents are assigned a list of food items to be procured. Agents are then required
to make decisions about selection of supermarkets as well as mode of travel.
Modelled supermarkets not only differ in product supply, but also their stock
may vary in price tendency, product quality and sustainability. Consequently, in
some cases agents will not purchase all items on the grocery list at a selected
grocery store, which requires them to visit subsequent target locations. Details of
simulation data as well as source code of the simulation are available at GitHub.1

Based on research activities around this scenario, we have implemented a series
of analysis instruments that can also be used for other simulation scenarios.
Simulation results include routing information that describe where the agents
have travelled. This is visualised with a heat map that colour-codes traffic load
on road sections (see [3] Fig. 1). Details on global system behaviour such as tem-
poral distribution of traveller volume, visited target locations as well as selected
modes of travel are visualised using appropriate charts. When comparing results

1 See https://github.com/kite-cloud/agade-traffic.
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of two simulations with identical agent populations, AGADE Traffic allows side-
by-side visualisation of simulation results. Using provided filter options it is
possible to examine specific groups of agents that are particularly relevant for
the analysis. This helps to identify systemic changes and to pinpoint areas that
require more in-depth analysis (see Fig. 1). For example, identifying a significant
shift in modal choices when looking at the relevant pie charts leads to questions
on the extent of how this shift affects environmental impact of road traffic on
the global system. Explanation for this lies in the comparison of calculated per-
formance indicators. Environmental impact is measured by the indicators global
travel distance which is the sum of the overall distances travelled by the set
of all agents, and combustion distance that only considers modes of travel that
produce exhaust gases.

Fig. 1. Side-by-side visualisation of simulation results.

Meanwhile, another question arises as to what causal chains have led to
this type of behavioural changes. This is where the strength of AGADE Traf-
fic becomes apparent. The detailed modelling of individuals makes it possible
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to explain behavioural changes by evaluating their individual preferences. Cur-
rently, we are able to output and compare preference values, hence it is possible
to identify trends regarding change of attitude that ultimately lead to change in
decision-making. As our simulator makes use of semantic technology to compute
preferences, we are also able to produce a detailed protocol of firing and non
firing rules that can later be used to explain how preferences of an individual
were determined. We are working on visualisation options that improve knowl-
edge extraction from this protocol in order to enhance analysis capabilities of
AGADE Traffic simulator.

4 Conclusion

AGADE Traffic is an agent-based traffic simulator that uses semantic technology
to model individuals and their purpose-driven travel behaviour. The simulator
implements a series of analysis instruments allowing for side-by-side comparison
of simulation results. Information on global system behaviour is measured by
performance indicators and visualised using appropriate charts. Going one step
further, the AGADE Traffic approach aims at explaining behavioural changes
of the system by evaluating individual traveller preferences, currently allowing
to identify trends regarding change of attitude that ultimately lead to change in
decision-making.
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Abstract. The MOBIDYC platform has been used in the study of pop-
ulation dynamics in biology for about two decades. MOBIDYC employs
modeling features specific to population dynamics. However, MOBIDYC
has not been updated for more than ten years. This paper presents a
reconstruction of the design and the implementation of MOBIDYC. The
re:Mobidyc platform has a new modeling language, a new runtime archi-
tecture and a new modeling environment, inheriting the design principles
of the original MOBIDYC.
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1 Introduction

Every multi-agent simulation tool has a specific programming syntax and seman-
tics for the agents, and each is unique in terms of generality, usability, modifiabil-
ity, scalability, and performance [1]. Among these tools, MOBIDYC, which stands
for “MOdeling Based on Individual for the DYnamics of Community”, aims to
promote Agent-Based Models as an accompanying tool for scientific research in
the field of ecology, biology, and environment [6]. Although the software has proven
its usefulness for conducting scientific studies on several occasions [4,5], the devel-
opment of MOBIDYC has been stalled for more than ten years.

The authors started to develop re:Mobidyc as MOBIDYC’s modernized suc-
cessor. The strength of MOBIDYC was in its modeling language design dedi-
cated to the specific scientific fields, and the easy-for-non-programmer modeling
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environment. The goal of re:Mobidyc is to push those properties further with
modernized design and implementation.

2 Main Purpose

The development of re:Mobidyc is not a mere porting or refactoring of
MOBIDYC, but the modeling language, modeling UI, and runtime mechanism
have been re-designed from scratch based on the following design principles inher-
ited from MOBIDYC.

1. The modeler can visually construct a model with graphical interfaces.
2. The modeling language does not impose imperative or procedural program-

ming skills, and provides a higher abstraction to the modeling.
3. The modeling language supports three different types of agents: located

agents, cells, and the global agent.

We use Pharo, a cutting-edge object-oriented programming environment, as
a basis for development. Pharo has the flexibility to host the modeling language
and has been used in programming language research for realizing new language
features [2,3].

3 Demonstration

The modeling language and runtime mechanisms of re:Mobidyc will be explained.

3.1 Modeling Language

An example definition of an animat named Goat is shown below.

Goat i s Animat with
b lood sugar [ kca l ]

The animat Goat has an attribute named blood sugar measured in kcal.
The re:Mobidyc platform automatically converts the values of blood sugar into
its SI unit Joule, evaluates expressions in SI, and displays the values in kcal for
the user. The system checks the expressions used in a model are sound with the
units. The unit checking helps the users to find errors in their definitions and to
avoid erroneous conversions of units. All animats has two implicit attributes: x
[m] and y [m].

The task definition in re:Mobidyc is declarative and the states are updated
synchronously. Below is a definition of the move task that changes its location
according to its heading and speed attributes.

to move i s
my d/dt x ’ = cos ( theta ) ∗ r
my d/dt y ’ = s i n ( theta ) ∗ r

where
theta = my heading
r = my speed .
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The move task above is general and needs adaptation to a particular animat.
Please note that the attributes heading and speed referred to in the above
definition are not declared in the definition of Goat. In re:Mobidyc, the user
defines replacement rules to adapt general tasks to a particular animat.

Goat move where
my heading −> direction neighbor ’ s g r a s s
my speed −> 1 [km/day ] .

The above definition adapts the general move task to the Goat animat by
replacing the reference to heading attribute with a primitive operation to com-
pute the direction of the cell with the richest grass around it. The speed
attribute is also replaced with 1 [km/day]. As the result, the adapted task
is equivalent to the definition below.

to move i s
my d/dt x ’ = cos ( theta ) ∗ r
my d/dt y ’ = s i n ( theta ) ∗ r

where
theta = direction neighbor ’ s g r a s s
r = 1 [km/day ] .

The adapted task is then unit checked. The unit checker infers the SI unit of
local variable theta be radian, and the SI unit of r be [m/s]. The unit checker
then checks the two difference equation in the second and the third lines. The
right-hand sides of the difference equation are in [m/s] because cos(theta)
and sin(theta) has no dimension and r’s SI unit is inferred to be [m/s]. So,
re:Mobydic will confirm that the units of the left-hand side and the right-hand
side agree. Figure 1 shows the screenshot of a simulation with the Goat animat.

Fig. 1. Overview of re:Mobidyc’s memory model

3.2 Memory Model

Re:Mobidyc has a unique memory model that equips with automated history
recording of its memory image and differential write access to each memory slot.
Figure 2 illustrates the memory model of re:Mobidyc. The memory provides value
slots addressed by slot numbers. Individual agents are allocated in the address
space. The interpreter can read the value of the slot at the specified address,
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Fig. 2. Overview of re:Mobidyc’s memory model

and also the difference value from the previous value of the slot. The memory
accepts write access to a slot and will update the memory slot synchronously
at the end of the time step. The memory also accepts differential write access
that will accumulate the deltas until the end of the simulation time step, and
the accumulated deltas will be added to the value of the memory slot.

The memory is attached with history storage that records a snapshot of the
memory at every time step. The interpreter can have the memory loaded with
the snapshot of the specified point of time. The re:Mobidyc’s memory model
encapsulates the history management of the simulation. This design simplifies
the implementation of the interpreter by isolating the history and synchronous
memory updates. The current implementation supports on-memory history and
persistent storage on the filesystem. We are also planning to provide a storage
backend to relational database systems.

4 Conclusions

The development of re:Mobidyc is still at the early stage of its lifecycle. We
have re-designed the modeling language and created a unique memory model.
Re:Mobidyc is accessible to everyone as an open source project and we will con-
tinue the development with the helps of both biologists and computer scientists.
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Abstract. Teenagers are mainly sedentary with the use of technological devices.
However, technological devices may be part of recreational activities to chal-
lenge people to achieve better results. This paper described the acquisition of
accelerometer data from mobile devices and BioPlux devices, measuring the cor-
rect jump flight time with the help of a pressure sensor in a jump platform. Also,
this paper tested different methods for adjusting the calculation of the jump flight
time, including the least-squares method, the subtraction of average error, and the
multilayer perceptron. Currently, a mobile application is available with the Least
Squares methods, but it will use the best method soon. Also, the method presented
can be also incorporated in a game to stimulate the physical activity practice.

Keywords: Mobile application · Jump flight time · Accelerometer · Vertical
jump ·Machine learning · Statistical analysis

1 Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 80% of the worldwide teenagers
do not perform at least one hour of physical activity per day, where it is more accent in
girls [6]. Also, the physical activity level is continually decreasing, due to the high daily
use of technology [1].

These devices included different sensors that may enable the acquisition of physical
functional parameters [4]. Thus, the teenagers will increase the movements and physical
activity with the equipment that is the cause of the sedentarism. One of the activities
that can be promoted is vertical jumping, which consists of pushing oneself off a surface
and into the air using the muscles in the legs and feats [2]. It is a simple exercise that the
teenagers may practice anywhere, creating and promoting a challenging activity with
the interaction between teenagers [5].
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2 Main Purpose

The primary purpose of the presented method implemented in a mobile application is
to measure the jump flight time as a recreational activity accurately. Next, it allows the
implementation of gamification techniques to reduce sedentarism in teenagers. Several
methods were implemented to validate and adjust the measurement of the jump flight
time to avoid the need for a pressure sensor. This activity may be disseminated using a
unique mobile device correctly positioned in the front pocket of the user’s pants. Due
to the easy use, it is expected to promote challenges to the teenagers with jumps, where
some rewards can be given. This project is related to the execution of vertical jumps.

A vertical jump is composed of three phases. These are:

• Take-off: Time interval when the person is preparing the jump;
• Flying: Time interval when the teenager is on the air;
• Landing: Time interval when the person is returning to the initial position.

The different phases were identified by the accelerometry signal of themobile device
with the comparison of the accelerometer and pressure sensors with the BioPlux device.

3 Demonstration

Based on the accelerometer data acquired from the mobile device and the pressure and
accelerometer data from the BioPlux device, a sample of a vertical jump is presented
in Fig. 1 with the clear identification of the different vertical jump phases. For the data
acquired from the mobile device accelerometer, the real gravity was subtracted.

After identifying the phases of a vertical jump with the different devices used, the
experimental setupwas prepared, and a battery of testswas performedwith 25 individuals
agedbetween15 and25years oldwith different lifestyles. Thus, the data is heterogeneous
to validate the method for identifying the jump flight time. The final dataset is available
at [3]. The proposed method is composed of the following rules:

1. After the data collection, the data is validated by the following conditions:

a. The acceleration of the initial time must be lower than the acceleration of final
time plus one;

b. The acceleration of the final time must be lower than 2 m/s2.

2. When a local maximum is found, the instant and acceleration are saved;
3. The process is repeated for the remaining values are three or more peaks;
4. Verify if the mean of all peaks is comprehended between zero and one;
5. Calculate the average of the peaks, and discard the peaks below the average;
6. Verify if the number of peaks is higher or equals to three;
7. The algorithm searches the two minima between the first three peaks;
8. The difference between instants of the two minima is the jump flight time.
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Fig. 1. Accelerometer and Pressure sensors’ data from mobile (a) and BioPlux devices (b).

Thus, the algorithm is tested with a battery of tests and adjusted with three different
methods: the least-squares method, the subtraction of average error, and the multilayer
perceptron. The various participants executed 550 jumps, removing 10% of the experi-
ments due to involuntary movements. The error values between the sensors connected to
the BioPlux device and the sensors available in the smartphone are presented in Table 1,
verifying that the subtraction of the average error is the worst method. However, com-
paring the Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) with the least squares’ method, the ANN
are slightly better than others. Still, the increasing number of inputs for the ANN does
not clearly benefit the results.

Table 1. Results of the validation of calculation of jump flight time with mobile accelerometer.

Method Parameters Average of the
error

Standard
deviation of the
error

Maximum of the
error

Least-squares
method

By duration 5.53% 4.53% 27.98%

Subtraction of
average error

By duration 6.63% 4.86% 28.20%

Multilayer
Perceptron

By duration 4.98% 4.10% 27.39%

By duration, height,
age, and weight

4.91% 4.11% 28.34%
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4 Conclusion

The objective of the method for the measurement of the jump flight time with the mobile
devices is to prove that it can be accurate, and the measures will be performed with a
commodity. The mobile application named JumpTimeCalc is available for iOS devices
at [7]. Currently, the Least-squares method is implemented, but the best method was the
Multilayer Perception considering the time, height, age, and weight that will be applied
to the mobile application soon.

As future work, we intend to implement the jump flight time measurement in a
mobile application with gamification to stimulate the physical activity practice.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a platform composed of a low-cost
robot and a multi-agent system that uses deep learning algorithms, whose
objective is to establish a negotiation process and persuasively sell items,
maximising their price, thus gain. To do this, we have focused on devel-
oping an interactive process that is able to interact with humans using
a camera, microphone and speaker, to establish all negotiation process
without physical contact. This is relevant due to the current COVID-19
situation and arisen issues of human contact. Validation processes with
university students have revealed high interest and success in products’
negotiation.

Keywords: EDGE AI · Assistant robot · Emotion detection ·
Automated negotiation

1 Introduction

In the process of human-machine interaction, there is a feeling of displeasure
on the part of the human. This feeling is due, in some cases, to the feeling of
wanting to trust the decisions that the machine makes. The discomfort felt is
not because they think that the robot can deceive them. It is because they are
not sure if the robot has the necessary knowledge to validate the decision [1]. An
inherent distrust towards these systems arises, leaving them aside and omitting
their recommendations. Studies have shown that providing an embodiment of
a person, whether video-based or robot-based, can improve human acceptance
values [2].

For this project we have designed and built a low-cost robot expert in trading
and sales tasks. The goal is to provide a complete human-like shopping expe-
rience by visually identifying the object that the user (in this case acting as
a buyer) wants to buy, to interact orally with the user while negotiating the
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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price. To infer the negotiation process we use a multi-agent system that levels
current prices, availability and demand and calculates the lowest possible price,
the utility function being profit maximisation. Thus, the negotiation follows a
bazaar-like style, where user and robot try to maximise their utility functions in
each interaction. While, in the current phase, the visual appearance of the robot
is bare, the features are enriched and designed to maintain a fluid conversation
without the user having to touch any kind of screen or control to interact with it.

2 Robot Trading Assistant

This section describes the operation of the robot trading assistant, detailing the
different software and hardware tools used for the creation of the system. The
proposed system is shown in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Proposed system architecture.

The proposed robot (see Fig. 2) uses ROS (Robot Operating System) as the
control and interaction tool. ROS provides a set of libraries and software tools to
help the creation of robotic applications, aiding in the easy integration of motor
control systems, AI algorithms, among other tools. ROS was designed to be a
loosely coupled system in which a process is called a node and each node must
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Fig. 2. A general view of the robot trading assistant

be responsible for a task. In our proposal, each of the modules (speech, vision
and negotiation module) runs on independent nodes, and the system makes a
subscription to the topics offered by each node. This subscription is the way
to manage the flow of information between nodes, achieving a decentralized
execution of the system. The robot described below was built using low-cost
devices. The robot was built with a Raspberry pi 3, to which several sensors
have been connected to allow the perception of the environment. Specifically,
the sensors allow the robot to recognize the user’s speech, using a hat with 6
MEMS microphones. At the same time, the robot also includes a camera, which
helps the robot to capture images in order to classify objects.

The use of a Raspberry pi as a computing system poses a problem, since it can-
not be upgraded. This is a problem when trying to use applications that involve
the integration of deep learning models. Fortunately, in recent years companies
like Google and Intel, have developed specific hardware that allow the integra-
tion of these models in devices with low power performance. In our case, we used
the Intel device as an external system to optimize object classification using the
Raspberry Pi 3B+. In this way, the robot was able to classify objects from the
CIFAR-10 database in a relatively short time. As the main purpose of the robot
is to interact with a person, it was necessary to incorporate LED arrays. These
arrays allow the robot’s eyes to be displayed, which helps to improve the interac-
tion with the human. The robot can represent up to five expressions (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. An overview of the different robot expressions.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper explores the use of physical presence, via a robot, in a system with
human interaction. This physical presence that facilitates the interaction is car-
ried out by a low-cost robot described along the paper. The prototype has been
used in a negotiation process for trading objects with humans. In the current
stage, the robot is engaged to sell the user the object he chooses and shows to
the robot. During the negotiation process, both negotiate the price to reach an
agreement.

Experiments with real users have shown that using the robot and an speech-
based dialogue system to interact with it, makes the user more comfortable and
more interested in participate in the negotiation process than if this negotiation
is made by a system with a more typical interface.
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Abstract. Robot swarms hold great potential for accomplishing mis-
sions in a robust, scalable, and flexible manner. However, determin-
ing what low-level agent behavior to implement in order to meet high-
level objectives is an unsolved inverse problem. Building on previous
work on partially-centralized planner-guided robot swarms, we present
an approach that achieves total decentralization of executive and delib-
erator functions, adds robustness and performance optimization through
dynamic task switching, and employs agent-initiated superrational plan-
ning to coordinate agent activity while responding to changes in the
environment. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique with
three swarm robotics scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Robot swarms hold great potential for accomplishing missions in a robust, scal-
able, and flexible manner. However, determining what low-level agent behav-
ior to implement in order to meet high-level objectives is an unsolved inverse
problem. Our approach builds on previous work on partially-centralized planner-
guided robot swarms. It achieves total decentralization of executive and deliber-
ator functions, adds robustness and performance optimization through dynamic
task switching, and employs agent-initiated superrational planning to coordinate
agent activity while responding to changes in the environment. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of the technique with three swarm robotics scenarios.

Since Beni [1] first developed the idea of robot swarms in 2004, researchers
have tried to control large groups of robots in ways that accomplish complex
tasks while preserving swarm virtues such as redundancy, parallelism, and decen-
tralization. Despite years of effort since then, Dorigo et al. [2] observed in 2020,
“[T]he deployment of large groups of robots, or robot swarms, that coordinate
and cooperatively solve a problem or perform a task, remains a challenge”. Most
existing solutions to this challenge either rely on some degree of centralization,
which introduces single points of failure and limits scalability, or address only
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021
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Fig. 1. Fully decentralized planner-guided robot swarm architecture with optional
global sensors.

basic missions such as area coverage and shape formation, which are far short
of the complex tasks that swarm engineers aspire to perform.

Dorigo predicted that “Hybrid systems mixing model-free and model-based
approaches will likely provide additional power”. In previous work [7], we
employed that philosophy in creating planner-guided robot swarms, a hybrid
deliberative/reactive approach to swarm management. A central automated
planner produced plans for each group of agents within the swarm. At run-
time, an orchestrator existing outside the swarm issued the plans to the agents,
collected success reports, monitored sensor data, determined when actions were
complete, and instructed the agents when to advance to the next plan step
(Fig. 1).

That architecture enabled a human programmer to specify complex missions
in a high-level planning language for a swarm to execute. However, the cen-
tralized deliberator and executive components were potential single points of
runtime failure, reducing the benefits of swarm decentralization. Here we build
on that work by modifying the architecture to push the deliberative and exec-
utive functions down into the swarm agents themselves. This involves solving
problems with action synchronization, task allocation, and replanning without
resorting to outside entities or differentiated swarm members. Ultimately our dis-
tributed executive accomplishes the same missions that the centralized version
can, preserving scalability and robustness without any single points of failure.

2 Main Purpose

In our earlier work, we introduced a novel approach to swarm control: framing
the high-level domain and problem using Planning Domain Definition Language
(PDDL) [5], generating a plan to achieve the goal state with an automated plan-
ner, and having a central executive orchestrate the agents’ activities by adjusting
their behavioral parameters and synchronizing their plan step advances. In this
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a) Letters scenario. (b) Refineries scenario. (c) Smart sorting scenario.

new work, we move the executive and deliberative functions into the swarm
agents themselves, thus eliminating all single points of failure and enabling truly
decentralized operations. We add dynamic task switching based on action com-
pletion information shared by neighbors, enhancing robustness. Finally, we incor-
porate agent-initiated replanning to allow the swarm to respond to changes in
the environment.

In our revised formulation, a planner-guided swarm scenario definition can
be represented by a tuple:

Sdef = 〈A, domain,Mact ,Mpred 〉 (1)

where the agent class A = 〈sensors, behaviors〉 represents the capabilities of a
swarm robot platform, the domain = 〈predicates, actions〉 is the PDDL rep-
resentation of the planning domain, the action mapping Mact : actions →
〈behaviors, parameters, criteria〉 translates each PDDL action to a specific
parameterized agent behavior with success criteria, and the predicate mapping
Mpred : predicates → 〈sensors, parameters, criteria〉 ties predicates needed for
replanning to observed states.

A specific run of a scenario starts with scenario definition Sdef and adds three
items:

Srun = 〈Sdef , problem, n, g〉 (2)

which are the PDDL expression of the planning problem, the count of agents
n, and the number of groups g. If g is set to zero, the group count decision is
delegated to each agent’s deliberator, which will attempt to generate plans with
various numbers of groups, choosing the smallest g that produces a minimum-
length sound plan.

3 Demonstration

We will demonstrate three simulated scenarios that expose the novel aspects
of our fully decentralized planner-guided robot swarm implementation. First,
we will exercise basic operations with all centralized components eliminated.
Second, we will show agent-initiated task switching and how it leads to robust
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recovery from agent failures. Third, we will exhibit the effectiveness of decen-
tralized replanning spurred by detected changes in the world state [3]. All of
our demonstrations will be conducted using the MASON multiagent simulation
toolkit [4], in which we model non-point robots, each exclusively occupying a
nonzero area and navigating using virtual pheromone trails [6].

The Letters scenario is a straightforward mission to have robots arrange
themselves to spell out a three-letter sequence (Fig. 2a). The locations of the
pixels of each letter are marked in advance, and the agents know when they
have entered such a designated region. The purpose of the demonstration is
to show the effectiveness and scalability of a completely decentralized planner-
guided swarm. Once the agents are launched, they have no special base to which
to return to or overseer with which to communicate. They have only the domain
and problem presented by the operator to the swarm.

Refineries is a stress test of agent task-switching (Fig. 2b). There are three
square piles of bricks, each consisting of three different layers. One group of
agents is assigned to disassemble each pile. The agents need to bring the bricks to
a refinery area, where they will be processed and removed from the environment.
The outer bricks must all be processed first, then the middle ones, and finally the
central bricks. Partway through the first step, however, all the agents initially
assigned to one of the groups are disabled: rendered permanently immobile. The
only way for the swarm to succeed is for the agents to determine via their short-
range interactions that one task group is not succeeding, and to choose to switch
into that group in order to accomplish the mission.

The Smart Sorting scenario exercises the agents’ coordinated replanning abil-
ities (Fig. 2c). The swarm starts with the mission of gathering four different
kinds of randomly scattered bricks and assembling them in order into blocks in
a walled area. As soon as they finish the first two layers (A and B), though, the
A block is teleported outside to a different location. The agents continue with
their planned actions, but upon checking sensor readings, they determine that
conditions have changed, so they replan and begin taking apart the outer blocks
so as to reassemble the correct structure.

4 Conclusion

Modifying our previously published planner-guided robot swarm architecture
to achieve complete decentralization was a success. Each scenario explored in
our experiments showed a different area of improvement. Eliminating all central
components ensured there were no single points of failure. Introducing dynamic
task switching provided robustness against agent failure. Superrational planning
enabled the swarm to incorporate flexibility into swarm behavior. We conducted
all the experiments using the same agent code, further demonstrating the gen-
erality of our method.

In future work, we will attack the problem of retrograde behavior (agents
getting out of sync with each other’s plan steps), quantify aspects of the speed of
communications in a swarm environment, and implement different agent classes
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with varying navigation and sensing mechanisms. This work will show for the first
time a widely-applicable approach to building robot swarms that can collectively
accomplish complex tasks.
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Abstract. Interactive fiction (IF) is a type of computer game in which
players use text commands inside a literary narrative in order to influ-
ence the environment, the story and/or characters. We have developed
an agent based game engine layer that allows us to introduce intel-
ligent agents into such games including but not limited to chatbots,
autonomous agents, expert systems as well as implement ontology based
content generation. We provide demo implementations of games which
include the implemented methods and show the benefits of using them.

Keywords: Interactive fiction · Artificial intelligence · Computer
games · Multiagent systems

1 Introduction

IF, text adventures, gamebooks and even in some cases visual novels comprise
computer games in which players interact with the game using text commands.
These narrative worlds usually consist of a number of rooms (whereby the term
“room” is very broadly defined and can include any kind of imaginable space or
even states of mind) connected by doors (again very broadly defined), and in
which objects or things can be placed that can be examined and interacted with.
Such things can, for example include non-playing characters (NPCs) that the
player can communicate with, containers that might have other objects within,
edibles that can be consumed, wearables that can be used as clothes or equip-
ment, etc. As opposed to most computer games focused on graphics, interactive
fiction (IF) is focused on the story and narrative which makes it an interesting
and different medium similarly as printed novels differ from movies.

2 Main Purpose

An important aspect of game engine design is the integration of artificial intelli-
gence (AI) [2]. Integrating AI into IF seemingly presents an interesting challenge

This work has been supported in full by Croatian Science Foundation under the project
number IP-2019-04-5824.
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due to specifics of the medium. Most games in industry often use very limited
capabilities of (especially modern) AI which is why we decided to introduce a
game engine layer that allows for the implementation of fairly advanced concepts.

We have developed our game engine layer above Inform 7,1 a declarative
programming language for the development of IF based on natural language
syntax. The following listing shows a way to describe a world in Inform 7:

"The Dungeon" by "Markus Schatten, Bogdan Okreša Ðurić & Tomislav Peharda".
When play begins:

say "You find yourself in a dungeon surrounded by darkness. " ;
The pit is a room. The description is "This is where you woke up."
A torch is here. The description is "You can see a dim light flickering a few

↪→ steps away from you." ...

An example interpreter session is shown in the following listing:

You find yourself in a dungeon surrounded by darkness.
The Dungeon
An Interactive Fiction by Markus Schatten,Bogdan Okreša Ðurić & Tomislav

↪→ Peharda
The pit
This is the place where you woke up.
You can see a torch and a Chest (closed) here.
--> open chest
You open the Chest, revealing an old smelly cheese.
--> take torch and cheese
torch: Taken.
old smelly cheese: Taken. ...

Whilst such an interface allows a player to use numerous commands based
on natural language processing (NLP), the implementation of game actors like
NPCs or mobs and the interaction with them is fairly limited to predefined
mechanics.

3 Demonstration

We have developed an agent-based Python interface2 to the glulxe IF interpreter
shell that can execute a number of IF formats in terminal sessions. The developed
interface allows us to place filters in front of the IF shell and thus interact
with the player on one side and control the game on the other (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Python interface to an IF shell

1 Available here: http://inform7.com/.
2 Available here: https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe.git.

http://inform7.com/
https://github.com/AILab-FOI/python-glulxe.git
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For the implementation we have used the Smart Python Agent Development
Environment (SPADE) [1]. In the following, we will show proof-of-concept games
building upon this interface.

3.1 Chatbot Agents

Whilst NLP has since its beginning been a part of IF, the textual interface to
the player has always been constrained to a certain number of commands. Also,
it does not recognize any possible synonyms of objects or artifacts defined in the
game (if they are not explicitly encoded into the game) nor does it recognize
common phrases. To implement a chatbot agent we have used Chatterbot3 as
can be seen in the following code excerpt.

def train( bot ):
bot.set_trainer( ListTrainer )
bot.train( [ ’where am i’, ’look’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’what is this place’, ’look’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’give me that torch’, ’take torch’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’i want that torch’, ’take torch’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’what is in that chest’, ’open chest’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’let me open that chest’, ’open chest’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’yay cheese’, ’take cheese’ ] )
bot.train( [ ’take the cheddar’, ’take cheese’ ] ) ...

In this way we were able to train the chatbot to understand a number of
common phrases that may be used by the player and turn them into the previ-
ously mentioned predefined commands, as shown in the following game session:

--> where am i
This is the place you woke up.
You can see a torch and a Chest (closed) here.
--> gimme the torch
Taken.
--> what’s in that chest
You open the Chest, revealing an old smelly cheese.
--> take the cheddar
Taken.

Besides using chatbots as a means of achieving user friendliness of the inter-
face, we could have used it to add additional personality traits to in-game NPCs.
For example, we could train one chatbot for each NPC including various special
types of conversations that can be understood and performed by each of them
to boost player experience.

3.2 Autonomous (Background) Agents

Autonomous background agents can provide us with additional dynamics in IF
environments. In the following example we show how IF games can be manipu-
lated by an external agent that randomly generates actions thus directly impact-
ing the game-play regardless of the player’s actions. In our example, there is an
3 Available at: https://chatterbot.readthedocs.io/.

https://chatterbot.readthedocs.io/
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agent that generates actions at random times. We have built in two actions that
can teleport or disarm a player. The following listing shows the implementation
of these two actions in Inform 7:

Disarming is an action applying to nothing. Understand "disarm" as disarming.
Instead of disarming:

if the player carries anything:
say "The elf disarmed you";
now everything carried by the player is in the location;

otherwise:
say "The elf tried to disarm you, but you carry nothing"

Teleporting is an action applying to nothing. Understand "teleport" as
↪→ teleporting.

Instead of teleporting:
say "Elf teleported you to a different room...";
move the player to a random room

When the autonomous agent decides to interrupt the game by invoking a
command, the agent that communicates with the game receives the command
and processes it by sending an appropriate command to the interpreter. This
provides interesting dynamics to IF games which are usually static, i.e. can only
be changed by user actions or special types of events.

3.3 Expert Systems

ES can be of great value to IF game design especially for the implementation of
certain “expert” NPCs that can help the player to decide about certain situations.
As an example we have developed a very simple decision tree based expert system
(ES) that can recognize four types of cheese. By using our interface we can allow
the player to interact with the ES agent in-game when they for example ask
some NPC (in our example the orc lady) about cheese as shown in the following
listing:

--> ask orc lady about cheese
Orc Lady: Is the cheese soft?
--> no.
Orc Lady: Does is taste very umami?
--> yes.
Orc Lady: Ahh... parmesan, king of all cheeses!

3.4 Generating Content

Although a narrative of an IF instance could be considered similar to a book,
and therefore unalterable, the digital context of IF encourages the idea of having
parts of such a narrative, or indeed narrative as a whole, generated automatically,
as opposed to having been written by a human.

The approach herein is based on a developed ontology that consists of con-
cepts that can be used to describe the world that should be generated. The
concepts existing in the generated world represent a subset of all the concepts
that are modelled as available in the observed world. The following listing shows
an example random generated world using the developed ontology:
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Meduseld is a room. The description of Meduseld is "You are now in the Golden
↪→ Hall of Meduseld, the seat of power in Rohan." Understand "The Golden
↪→ Hall" as Meduseld.

A metal throne is a thing in Meduseld. The description of the metal throne is
↪→ "This is the throne of the ruling House of Rohan."

A large chest is a container in Meduseld. The description of the large chest
↪→ is "A large chest that can house many items." It is opaque and
↪→ openable.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have implemented an agent based game engine layer and shown
a number of possible use cases. With Python being one of the most popular
programming languages for AI with thousands of libraries an modules available
this opens a wide set of possibilities for testing various approaches. Our future
research will be focused on the implementation of multiplayer features for IF.
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Abstract. Reinforcement learning (RL) is being used to create self-
adaptive agents, where RL researchers commonly create and employ
simulations of the problem domains to train and evaluate various RL
algorithms and their variants. This activity is in need of methodologi-
cal and tool-based support, particularly concerning the reuse of model-
and simulation-related code across various RL experiments. We propose
a workflow and tool for the decoupled development and maintenance of
multi-purpose agent-based models and derived single-purpose RL envi-
ronments, enabling the researcher to swap out environments with ones
representing different perspectives or different reward models, all while
keeping the underlying domain model intact and separate.

Keywords: Software engineering in AI · Reinforcement learning ·
Simulation · Models

1 Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a field of artificial intelligence concerned with
the problem of modelling situated agents which can learn by receiving rewards
from an environment [3], without explicitly programming the behaviour of the
agents. In spite of thriving development from the algorithmic perspective, the
software engineering methodology is still lagging behind. While advances such as
the OpenAI Gym initiative [1] have created a de-facto standard RL API which
caused large numbers of reusable RL environments to become widely available,
developers still need more support when creating these environments.

Creating a new OpenAI-Gym-compatible RL environment (or any type of
RL environment) still requires custom software development. This can lead to
code duplication and hard-to-maintain bridging code, particularly in cases of a
non-trivial matrix of research problems and if parameter sweeps in the problem
domain are desired. While sweeps are well-supported on the side of parametrising
RL algorithms, this is less so for the environments that are used to evaluate those
RL algorithms.
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2 Main Purpose

This work approaches aforementioned issues from a software engineering perspec-
tive. Its main contributions are a workflow which reduces the coupling between
the domain model and the RL environment(s) (Fig. 1), and a Python library
called Sim-Env as a tool to facilitate this workflow.

RL Experiment Iteration

Develop
Domain Model

Determine
Research Question

Environment
[suitable env exists]

[domain model exists]

[no model exists]

[no suitable env]

[model needs
augmenting]Model Extension

[model is suitable as-is]

Carry Out RL 
Experiment

[more open research questions]

[else]

Fig. 1. Cyclic workflow for creating a simulation-based OpenAI-Gym-compatible envi-
ronment which is in turn based on a reusable domain model.

This workflow results in a generic domain model that is independent from
any associated RL environments. Thus, any effort to validate the model is only
needed once, and the model can be reused in a variety of applications.

The Sim-Env Python library offers mechanisms to facilitate the workflow,
specifically its steps Define Environment and Define Model Extension. It has
been developed with the following goals in mind:

– Convenience for simple cases, extensibility for complex cases.
– Separation between domain model and RL problem environment.
– Flexible agency. There should be no precluded perspective of which mod-

elled entities will act as agents, and which decisions will be handled by a RL
algorithm.

– Extensibility. It should be possible to update the RL problem without hav-
ing to change the model’s code or require the model to follow a particular
software engineering paradigm.
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3 Demonstration

As a motivating example, we will assume the need to evaluate the suitability
of different RL algorithms for a simplified greenhouse watering system (Fig. 2)
by means of simulation. The domain model for the greenhouse setting is imple-
mented in Python, as shown below.

Greenhouse

+ update_day
- update_humidity
- update_air_exchange
- water_plants
- choose_water_amount

+ pots
+ water_use

Plant

+ update_day
- update_health

+ health
- water

GreenhouseSim

+ reset
+ run
+ stop

+ greenhouse

<<interface>>
SimulationInterface

+ reset
+ run
+ stop

1 1 1 0..*

Domain Model

water 
usage

inside humidity

plant water levels

air 
exchange

temperature

outside
humidity

choose
water

amount

Fig. 2. Main components and UML representation of the greenhouse example.

For running the simulation, we implement Sim-Env’s SimulationInterface,
which makes it controllable by Sim-Env and eventually OpenAI Gym.

We define the RL environment using Sim-Env’s make step and applying it
to our decision function choose water amount. Any definitions created this way
are registered as environments in the OpenAI Gym framework and available
through gym.make.

Greenhouse.choose_water_amount = make_step(

observation_space=spaces.Box(

low=np.array([0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]),

high=np.array([1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0])

),

observation_space_mapping=obs_from_greenhouse,

action_space=spaces.Box(low=0.0, high=1.0, shape=(1,)),

action_space_mapping=lambda w: min(max(0, w*1000), 1000),

reward_mapping=reward_from_greenhouse

)(Greenhouse.choose_water_amount)

The resulting generated greenhouse environment can be used like any other
OpenAI Gym environment:
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from random import random

import gym

def rand_policy(obs):

return random()

env = gym.make("env_def:Greenhouse-v0")

obs0 = env.reset()

obs1, rew1, done, info = env.step(rand_policy(obs0))

obs2, rew2, done, info = env.step(rand_policy(obs1))

# day 0 alive: 200, dead: 0

# day 1 alive: 200, dead: 0

# day 2 alive: 182, dead: 18

Sim-Env provides a simple plugin system, where any function in the simu-
lation code can be made extendable using expose to plugins and at a later
point be extended with additional functionality without having to adapt the
simulation’s code base or assuming specific software engineering paradigms like
inheritance. It is important to note that Sim-Env does not assume the researcher
extending the model or defining the environments to have full access to the
domain model code base. Authoring the domain model is different from using
it. This is by design to foster the sharing of existing domain models between
researchers for simulation-based RL research. A detailed explanation and imple-
mentation of the greenhouse example can be found in [2].

4 Conclusions

This paper illustrates the Sim-Env workflow and library. Our approach decou-
ples domain model maintenance from RL environment maintenance and thereby
aids the acceleration of simulation-based RL research. We expect Sim-Env to
contribute as a RL research tool which not only makes it easier, but also encour-
ages users to develop environments that use the de-facto standard OpenAI Gym
interface and that are more broadly reusable (as are their components).

Acknowledgement. This work is supported by APG Algemene Pensioen Groep N.V.
The Sim-Env package is available at https://github.com/schuderer/bprl.
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Abstract. The following is a description of the design, development,
and implementation process of the SIMALL shopping mall simulator.
Created in order to carry out a study of the behavior of shoppers inside a
shopping mall in order to create a better distribution of warehouses in the
mall. A short description showing how the simulator was implemented
based on a Multi-agent System with an emotional BDI architecture is
also included.
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1 Introduction

Shopping malls attract different demographic groups to engage in all kinds of
activities or make various types of purchases. A report on UK productivity stated
that “the key to productivity remains what happens inside the firm and this is
something of a ‘black box’” [1]. In this context, it is extremely important to define
the elements that make up the shopping center to model it more accurately.

In order to design the simulator, the AOPOA methodology [4] was used as the
analysis and modeling multi-agent system tool. JAVA and JAVAFX were used
for its development, together with a library for the implementation of multi-
agent systems developed at the Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, called BESA
[2]. The resulting simulator is an application that can be run in text or visual
mode, depending on the environment in which it is executed.

2 Main Purpose

The behavior of a person regarding the use of their money in some opportu-
nities may go beyond meeting their needs, to understand this decision-making
process and predict a purchase intention that maximizes the possible profits of a
trade, can not be seen only from a traditional perspective in a simulation. This
process goes beyond that and involves reasons, emotions, and experiences [6].
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This denotes that the solution should be treated as a non-deterministic problem,
which should include the resolution of conflicting emotional and/or experiential
conflicting impulses that coexist within the simulation actors [5].

For this application purpose of this simulator is to study the behavior of a
focal group of customers, which would allow the identification of opportunities
to improve the sales of stores operating within a shopping mall. In particular,
the main technical challenge of SIMALL was to take into account in a explicit
way, in the simulation model, the emotional and the ambiguity involved in the
decision process of a buyer when dealing with conflicting and concurrent buying
alternatives.

Studying customer behavior to analyze the factors that influence sales is a
complex and emerging scenario. Therefore, the simulator was implemented as
a multi-agent system where customers are BDI agents, in order to model the
decision making, the spatial location of stores, the emotional and unpredictable
human behavior, the implicit fuzziness of the customer’s decision process. The
model has a micro level approach that allows analyzing the result of the inter-
actions and behavior at the macro-level [3]. In this case, each agent represents a
store, a customer, and even the mall aisles.

3 Demonstration

In order to run the simulator it is necessary to modify the simall.xml file, which
contains the configuration parameters for the services offered, the fuzzy decisions,
the customer’s demographic distribution, the stores with their location, and the
product’s categories. The experiment presented below is configured as shown in
Table 1.

This experiment was designed to verify the correct operation of the simulator
by analyzing if the results obtained using the simulator, presented in Table 1,
correspond to the expected behavior. The dependent variable was defined as
the total sales, this will allow evaluating the performance in the different test
scenarios. The independent controlled experimental variables were defined to
create several mall operating scenarios. Finally, the intervening variables, which
generate a direct or indirect effect on the simulation results, have no change
configuration during the experiments.

When running the simulator, 10 runs were performed for each experimental
setting; by default, each one of them simulates 8 h of real-time in approximately
40 s on a Linux server with 12 cores and 16 gigabytes of memory. Once the
simulation process is finished, a TXT report file is generated including detailed
data of the behavior of the customers and also more general data as the shown
in the Table 2. As can be noted by analyzing the obtained results, if the physical
location of the stores is clustered, as expected, the level of sales on average
is higher compared to a random distribution of the same. This variable directly
impacts the design of the shopping center with a holistic perspective. The results
obtained, while modifying the other independent experimental variables are also
coherent with the expected behavior.
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Table 1. Simall Experiment

Dependent Values

Sales realized ?

Independent Values

Number of needs [Low] – less that 3, [High] – more that 20

Purchasing capacity [Low] less that 100, [High] – more that 2000

Distribution of premises [Clustered] o [Random]

Intervening Values

Demography Age and gender distribution

Brokers 5

Halls per broker 4

Simulation total time 8

Categories 237

Retailers 13

Products 103

Entrance 1

WC 2

Information centers 2

Table 2. Experiment results

Money Needs Distribution Average sales Variance Square error

High High Clustered 957 8.90 2.98

High High Random 882 4.40 2.09

High Low Clustered 584 10.48 3.23

High Low Random 443 5.11 2.26

Low High Clustered 74 2.71 1.64

Low High Random 65 1.82 1.34

Low Low Clustered 37 6.54 2.55

Low Low Random 32 8.17 2.85

The simulator also generates different visualizations of the detailed data
related to the shop distribution and customers’ behavior, as the ones shown
in Fig. 1. On the left, it is presented the internal layout of the shopping center
and the location of the warehouses. In the center, it is shown the location of the
“anchor” stores, the ones that have the most traction for potential customers.
On the right, a heat map linking the anchor stores and customer journeys within
the mall can be observed, showing a complete picture of behavior and possible
overlooked points in the journeys that need attention to improve productivity.
In the experiment presented, the areas not close to the anchor stores are less
visited by customers, as it was expected.
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Fig. 1. SIMALL interactions SMA

4 Conclusions

The project was successfully concluded, it was possible to build and verify the
correct operation of a multi-agent system that simulates the behavior of a focal
group of customers inside a shopping mall. This allowed identifying possible
opportunities for improvement in business sales by changing the location of com-
mercial premises and adjusting the interaction between customers and stores.
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